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PREFACE

Modern Radio Production in its fourth edition has undergone an extensive revision, but it still retains the simplicity and straightforward
approach of he three previous editions.
Radio is changing, but old habits die hard, and old equipment will be
in place for years to come. Students need to know how to use the newest
wave of digital equipment but must be able to master old-fashioned
turntables, consoles, and other equipment because that gear will be in
place for years.
This is the approach taken in the fourth edition of Modern Radio
Production. We show how new and old equipment is in use at many radio
stations and then lead students through acompletely accessible introduction to computer-based editing.
This edition contains two new features: modules titled "Tuning
into Technology," in which new equipment is explained and demystified,
and "Industry Update," in which we examine the latest in industry
practices.
"Tuning into Technology" includes such features as:
•The "virtual" console—an introduction to how the computer screen
can serve as command central for mixing sound sources, the very
latest trend in radio production.
•How aCD stores information. We show how digital sound is made
and demystify many of the concepts.
•How the computer stores and manipulates sound: What the "waveform" looks like—in clear and simple diagrams and pictures. How
you can easily learn to identify what you see on the editing screen
with what you hear on the tape.
•A step-by-step guide to computer editing. This module shows
exactly what all the steps represent and exactly what they do. We
show the basic principles that apply to any editing software and
hardware.
•New, high-tech equipment for transmitting from remote locations.

xiv
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-Industry

Update" features include:

•A survey of how stations are going digital, how some are not, and
why.
•A look at the new trend in simplified audio consoles and step-bystep instructions on how to use them.
BA case-by-case analysis of the advantages of new equipment and the
advantages of old equipment, when each is used and why, with
examples from today's industry.
•Hints from industry leaders for producers on-air and off-air who
want to work within today's modern, tightly segmented formats. We
provide updates on production techniques for those formats and the
trends of format use in stations across the nation.
•Advice and instruction on how to produce station promotional
material.
•And, in response to reader demand, an in-depth guide to writing for
the radio professional. We build apiece of copy step by step and
show why and how it's done.
This new edition of Modern Radio Production also includes numerous new photos. We show the latest in station equipment and design and
include many photos of students and professionals at work; these photos
reflect the changing diversity of today's radio environment.
We extend our sincere gratitude to the following reviewers, who made
many valuable suggestions: Ted Carlin, Shippensburg University of
Pennsylvania; Michael B. Doyle, Arkansas State University; James E.
Reppert, Southern Arkansas University; Samuel J. Sauls, University of
North Texas; and Dave Spiceland, Appalachian State University.
Finally, we'd like to thank our editor, Katherine Hartlove, who supplied experience and expertise to ensure that the final product is as good
as we can make it, and that it fully meets the needs of those who will
use it.
Carl Hausman
Philip Benoit
Lewis B. O'Donnell
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THE TOOLS

CHAPTER 1

PRODUCTION IN
M ODERN RADIO
Radio broadcasting in America is healthy and thriving. Despite the
forecasts of doom that grew out of television's emergence as the major
entertainment medium in the 1950s, radio has adapted and grown. And
though many radio stations have recently experienced some severe financial woes brought on by an era when stations changed hands frequently
for enormous sums of money, there are today more stations — with more
listeners — than ever before.
Radio's beginnings in the early part of this century gave no hint of
the role it would play in today's world of exciting inedia possibilities.
Early radio experimenters such as Marconi and Fessenden never envisioned an era when their electronic toy would become ameans of providing entertainment and information to audiences in their cars, in their
boats, and in their homes — much less to joggers in their stride.
Early radio programming evolved from anovel attempt to bring the
cultural offerings of major cities into the living rooms of all America;
gradually, radio assumed its status as a"companion." Early radio programming consisted of live symphony broadcasts, poetry readings, and
live coverage of major news events, along with the kinds of drama, situation comedy, and other programming that form so much of today's
television schedules.
Some historians maintain that radio emerged into its present form in
1935, when Martin Block first aired his "Make-Believe Ballroom" show
on New York City's WNEW. The idea for the program came from aWest
Coast station when aplanned remote broadcast of aband performance at
alocal ballroom was canceled. To fill the time, the enterprising broad3
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caster obtained some of the band's recordings and played them over the
air. He identified the program as coming from a "make-believe" ballroom, and the time was filled. When Block brought the idea to New York,
it was the birth of the dise jockey* (or DJ) era in radio.
Production in radio reached its zenith during the golden age of radio
(the 1930s and 1940s). Radio programs of that era often originated in
large studios, where production people and performers created elaborate
programs that depended for their effectiveness on sophisticated production techniques.
Music was provided by studio orchestras that performed live as the
program aired. Sound effects were imaginatively created by production
people present in the studio with actors and musicians. Coconut shells,
for example, were used to recreate the sound of horses' hoofbeats,
and the crackling of cellophane near the microphone recreated the sound
of afire.
The arrangement and orchestration of various sound sources combined to create the desired effect in the minds of the listening audience.
Budgets were elaborate, scores of people were involved, and scripts were
often complex. In fact, production is what made the golden age golden.
Today, the mainstay of radio is recorded music, interspersed with
news and information — and, of course, commercial messages, which
pay for the operation of commercial stations. When television took over
the living rooms of American homes and supplied, in afar more explicit
way, the drama, variety, and other traditional program fare that had
marked radio in its heyday, the DJ format became dominant on radio.
Music and news and personality in acareful blend known as aformat
became the measure of radio's ability to attract listeners.
The development of solid-state technology, and later microchip
electronics, freed radio from bulky, stationary hardware. At the beach, in
the car, and on city streets, radio can be the constant companion of even
the most active of listeners. And freedom from the long (half-hour and
hour) programs that once characterized radio and still typify television
programming means that information cycles quickly in radio. For example, when people want to find out about abreaking news event, they turn
first to the radio.
All this has great significance for anyone who wishes to understand
the techniques of radio production. Production in radio is the assembly
of various sources of sound to achieve apurpose related to radio programming. You, as aproduction person in radio, are responsible for the
"sound" of the station.

'Terms set in boldface type are defined in the glossary.
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SOUND OF THE STATION
The sound of astation is created by using various sources
of sound to create aspecific result, a specific product that
appeals to specific listeners. It's how these sources blend
that makes one station different from the others that
compete for the attention of the audience.
The unique sound of astation emerges out of acombination of the
type of music programmed, the style and pace of vocal delivery used by
the station's announcers, the techniques used in the production of commercials and public-service announcements, the sound effects used in the
presentation of newscasts, and other special recording techniques and
sound production methods.

FORMATS
Commercial radio stations make their money by targeting
audiences for advertisers who buy time on the stations'
airwaves (see Chapter 16). The audiences are "delivered"
to the advertisers. They are measured by rating services,
which use sampling techniques to provide ahead count
of the audience, including data on such characteristics as age, sex, and
level of income.
The programming goal of acommercial radio station is to provide on
the air something that will attract audiences, which then can be "sold" to
advertisers. If the programming doesn't achieve this. there will be few
advertisers and, of course, little money coming into the station's coffers.
Without money, the station cannot operate. So, the naine of the game is
to attract and hold an audience that will appeal to advertisers. This
crucial aspect of radio programming—that is, developing a format —
becomes ahighly specialized field of its own.
Just as commercial radio strives to attract and hold aspecific audience to be successful in the marketplace, public radio stations must use
the same fundamental techniques to design programming that will meet
the needs of their audiences. Though public radio stations do not sell
time to advertisers, they must successfully package their programming to
obtain program tmderwriters and individual subscribers.
Reaching a Specific Audience

Unlike television, which tries to appeal to broader, more general segments of the public with its programs, radio has developed into a
medium that focuses on smaller groups, the so-called target audiences.
For example, astation may choose to program rock music to attract a
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young demographic. (Demographics are the statistical characteristics of
human populations; the word is commonly used in the singular in the
broadcasting industry to designate any given segment of the audience.)
By appealing to one segment of the public (such as people of acertain
age, sex, or income) that shares apreference for acertain type of music,
astation can hope to attract advertisers wishing to sell products to people
of that group.
How Target Audiences Affect Format

Much research and effort has gone into determining the types of programming that attract different types of audiences. The results of these
efforts are identification of formats that appeal to specific audiences.
A format is essentially the arrangement of program elements, often
musical recordings, into asequence that will attract and hold the segment of the audience astation is seeking. For example, aformat labeled
"top 40" or "CHR" (contemporary hit radio) is constructed around
records that are the most popular recordings sold to an audience mostly
in its teens and early twenties. By programming these recordings successfully, astation will attract anumber of these listeners in these age groups.
The more teenagers and young adults who listen to the station, the more
the station can charge the advertisers who want to use radio to reach this
valuable target audience.
There are agreat many formats, including the above-described CHR
(a newer and more inclusive version of the top-40 format), adult
contemporary (which reaches adults with modern music), country,
album-oriented rock or AOR (now afixture on FM), beautiful music, and
classical. There are other specialized formats, too, such as urban contemporary, ethnic, all-jazz, and news, which has developed several forms,
including all-news, news-talk, and other hybrids.
An interesting phenomenon in recent times has been the decrease in
differences between formats of AM and FM radio. The "screaming
rocker" was once heard solely on AM, but now, in asurprising number of
markets, the top-rated stations are FM rockers. Talk radio on FM is also
undergoing trial runs.
Format, remember, is more than music. The formula for constructing
a format might be expressed as production, personality, and programming. How the production, personality, and programming are integrated
into aformat depends on amarketing decision by the station's management. This decision is usually based on acareful analysis of the competition in agiven market and an ascertainment of which audience segments
can realistically be expected to become listeners to aparticular station. A
format is then sought that will position the station to attract alarge share
of listeners in that market.
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Stations switch formats freqtasntly. This is usually done because of a
decision to go after a more profitable demographic segment: in other
instances, the tastes of audiences may shift. Perhaps there is too much
competition in aparticular format and astation elects to go after asegment of the audience for which there is less competition.
How Formats Are Constructed

Stations assemble their formats in several different ways. Some simply
obtain recordings and program them in some sort of sequence throughout the schedule. Other stations carry different formats for different parts
of the day.
The different times of the broadcast day are called da)parts.
Research has shown that different populations or demographics listen to
different davparts. We tune into one station because we want to hear
traffic reports in the morning, but we may prefer another station in the
afternoon because of the music that particular station plays. We tune into
a third station at night because it carries a sports broadcast we're interested in hearing. (We present an extensive discussion of formats in
Chapter 16.)
A very big industry that has grown up in recent years provides stations with "ready-to-use" formats. Firms known as syndicators will, for
afee, provide satellite feeds, music tapes, or program features ready for
broadcast. The music has been carefully planned and produced in apattern designed to attract the maximum numbers of the desired audience
segments. Some of these services have all the music and announcer segments included, with spaces for local commercials and newscasts. Others
simply supply music tapes.
Automation in radio has made possible the use of tapes from syndicators by a minimum number of people at the station level to get the
program on the air. Many stations whose programming appears to involve
many people performing various functions over the air are actually staffed
by asole operator, babysitting alarge bank of automated equipment.

NETWORKS
In the 1930s and 1940s, radio networks were major
sources of programming for affiliated radio stations
around the country. They supplied news, comedy, variety.
and dramatic shows, along with music programs of all
types. At one point, local origination on many stations
merely filled the hole in the network schedules. In fact, rules were developed by the Federal Communications Commission to prevent the domination of radio station schedules by network programming.
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FIGURE 1.1
Signals from the earth
are transmitted from a
satellite 22,000 miles
above the earth. The
signal is received on
the satellite's transponder and retransmitted
to asatellite dish on
the earth's surface.
Downlink

Today's radio networks serve as afunction quite different from that
of the networks of the earlier era. Stations today depend on their networks as ancillary sources of programming and use them to supplement locally originated programming. Many stations take news from
networks, and this provides a national and international news service
that usually is not available from astrictly local operation. In addition,
radio networks often offer short feature programs to their affiliated stations; these programs may be carried directly from the network or used
at alater date.
In recent years, many radio networks have begun to offer blocks of
radio programming to local stations. Networks, for example, offer stations programming blocks featuring political—entertainment formats like
Rush Limbaugh, primarily entertainment programs like "Imus in the
Morning," and programs that help listeners deal with problems such as
"Dr. Laura Schlesinger."
Increasingly, networks are providing other forms of programming
such as music or holiday specials; this programming is used by affiliates
to supplement their local schedules. In return, networks expect their
affiliates to carry the networks' advertising. Such advertising is the networks' basic source of revenue.
Networks also take advantage of modern technology to offer
programs to their affiliates via satellite (Figure 1.1), which provides
excellent-quality sound reproduction —higher than that obtainable from
"land lines." And though radio networks are certainly less aprogramming centerpiece than in pretelevision days, growth in services is occurring rapidly. Many foresee the day when network services will not differ
greatly from those of format syndicators.
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OTHER PROGRAMMING
DEVELOPMENTS IN RADIO
network programming, and locally
produced elements form the bulk of programming
sources in modern radio. Variations, such as syndicators
specializing in short health feat ures, food shows, business
reports, and so on, emerge almost daily. Nonmusical
formats such as all-news and all-talk also thrive.
Radio production is a medium of great vitality, a medium that is
still developing rapidly. It is exciting and full of career opportunities.
Production—using sound elements to create an effect or deliver a
message — has always been and will always be akey element in radio.

NONCOMMERCIAL RADIO
Much of what we have said so far about the radio industry pertains to that segment of the industry geared toward
making a profit for its owners. Noncommercial radio
exists for other reasons.
Noncommercial radio includes a relatively small
number of stations that gain their financial support strictly through the
generosity of donors. Some of these outlets are affiliated with nonprofit
organizations such as religious organizations. These radio stations
receive most of their funds from their parent organizations or listeners,
with occasional grants from foundations or businesses.
One of the largest of these outlets is the Christian Science Church. In
alarge, well-equipped facility in Boston, the church operates studios and
offices that produce and distribute radio programming for distribution
worldwide through shortwave transmission and domestically through
such outlets as public radio stations, which broadcast some of the organization's news programming.
The segment of the industry most people think of when they think of
noncommercial radio, however, is public radio. Public radio is characterized by its participation in a funding structure that includes two major
sources of revenue: government funds and private funds. Government
funds are distributed to public radio for use in station operations and
programming costs. The formulas and procedures that govern the ways
in which t
his funding is distributed are complex, and it serves no purpose
to go into the details here. The other major source of funds for public
radio is through solicitation of donations from listeners and other private
sources.

10
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Unlike commercial radio, noncommercial radio stations are not
tightly wedded to specific formats designed to increase the listenership.
Public radio exists, in part, to provide programming that is not generally
available through commercial outlets. This philosophy is reflected in the
broader scope of programming that is heard on public radio. Extensive
daily news programs like "All Things Considered," live broadcasts of
classical and semiclassical music and often jazz, and coverage of such
activities as National Press Club luncheons are some examples of the
kinds of programming that most commercial stations would shun, fearing lack of substantial audience interest.
Of course, amajor programming difference between public and
commercial radio is the absence of commercials on public radio. It was at
one time asacrosanct principle in public radio that promotion of commercial products and services was inappropriate. In recent years, however,
there has been some relaxation of this prohibition in recognition that more
underwriters could be persuaded to give more money for programming if
they were allowed to use some of the time allocated for the announcement
of their donation to get in ashort pitch for their products and services.
The absence of commercials hasn't prevented some listeners from
criticizing public radio stations for their on-air fund-raising efforts. At
increasingly frequent intervals, it seems, most public radio stations take
breaks from their scheduled programming to air lengthy appeals for
donations from listeners. Some listeners say they would prefer product
commercials to what they sometimes label as harangues that appeal to
guilt and threats to drop programming unless listeners contribute.
Some stations have experimented with alternative methods of soliciting donations, such as promising to shorten scheduled on-air fundraising drives if response is sufficient before the time that the drives are
scheduled. Efforts like these have met limited success in some areas, but
the bottom line is that there will always have to be some way of appealing for funds if public broadcasting is to continue to survive.
Noncommercial broadcasting offers many opportunities for radio
production people. Depending on whether you work at asmall or large
station or at the network level in public broadcasting, you are quite likely
to find awider variety of radio production taking place in noncommercial radio than in commercial radio. There is still radio drama in public
radio, for example, and many stations record musical performances on
location. Such projects challenge radio producers in ways that commercial radio never will. There may be more news production as well in some
noncommercial situations. And, of course, there are airshifts that require
the ability to operate the equipment in an on-air studio.
Because public radio often engages in more complex types of production than commercial stations in some markets, the likelihood is that
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more modern equipment and facilities will be found in noncommercial
outlets than in manv commercial stations. Many of the best radio production people in the business, in fact. work in noncommercial radio.

INDUSTRY UPDATE
RADIO GOES DIGITAL ...SORT O F
The computer is the newest tool in radio production and promises to dramatically
change the complexion of the field.
At the same time, radio producers are by and large athrifty lot, and they hate
the idea of throwing out equipment that still works. This is glaringly apparent at
almost any modern radio station.
A production studio at WCBS-AM in New York, for example, uses a state-ofthe-art digital workstation coupled with aconsole (a device for routing the signal)
that was manufactured in the 1960s (Figure IU 1.1). For the time being, that console works just fine, and though it's a jarring visual juxtaposition, nobody's in a
hurry to scrap the whole business and start over.
That is typical of what you'll find in radio today. In 1995, anyone preparing to
enter the job market will have to bridge two eras:
•The analog era—meaning the time of old-fashioned equipment that
processes a re-creation (analog) of sound, and
•The digital era—referring to the modern-day availability of computerdriven hardware and software that turns sound waves into numerical computer code.
Oddly, you may find radio stations where the computer is a novelty, and the
equipment all dates from adecade or more ago. Or, to compound the oddity, your
first job may be at an all-digital operation. That's simply the nature of the business.
To help you cope with this uneven evolution of the field, we have included the
latest developments in digital technology in these Industry Update sections. If you
are working or studying in a facility that is heavily digital, you will find that these
learning guides introduce the new breed of equipment in a logical and organized
manner.
If your facility is not state of the art, you can still use these features for informational purposes, and then review the theory of digital audio in Chapter 15.
In either case, you will undoubtedly want to know what "digital" means. In
essence, it refers to the process of translating information into the number system
understood by the computer.
In radio production, sound is "sampled" —that is, digital equipment scans the
sound source and collects enough "readings" so that the series of numbers can be
used to create sound.
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FIGURE IU 1.1
An oddity of the modern radio station: An old fashioned console (a) at
WCBS, New Radio 88 in New York . routes a signal to a new computerbased editing system (b) ...which

(a

is used to produce material aired
through the station's ultra-modern
open-air studio (c). As new anchor
Therese Crowley (right) noted, it's
essential that students master the
old and the new varieties of equipment because they are likely to
encounter both even at the highest
levels of radio bradcasting.
(c)
(b)

As we'll see in later chapters, digital is different from analog because analog
processes do not change sound into numbers. In some cases. it changes it into
physical vibration, such as an old-fashioned vinyl LP record, which causes the
needle to vibrate in the grooves and re-create asound.
In other cases, analog processes convert sound into amagnetic pattern, as in
the case of audiotape.
But why digital? That's a good question, and there is a fundamental misunderstanding about the purpose of this technology. We'll explain.
Digital media is not a particularly efficient method of storage; a few dollars'
worth of audiotape or videotape can store what thousands' of dollars worth of
computer memory can. But digital allows you to manipulate the sound image
much more easily.
That's the key. With digital equipment, your sound is stored as a series of
numbers. That's it—a series of numbers. The computer can add, subtract, divide,
compress, or stretch those numbers with ease.
As a quick example, suppose you have recorded a commercial that says,
"Join Alice, Bob, Frank, and Gene at the grand opening," and then Bob gets sick
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Steps in a simple
digital audio edit.
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In digital editing, the computer produces avisualization
of the sound called awaveform. (Later chapters will
explain how.) But for now, simply note that you can edit
the waveform.
.„

Waveform

The corresponding words. They don't actually appear
on screen. They are shown for the sake of illustration.
Alice

.. Bob ... Frank
Heal
separation

Block

Delete

Alice . Frank
d

and you have to remove his name. The old-fashioned way involved physically
cutting the word Bob out of the tape.
But with digital editing, you are just changing number patterns. And that's
as easy as looking at the visual representation of the sound on the screen (Figure IU 1.2), "blocking" the word Bob just like you'd "block" it with aword processor
in aprint document, and removing it.
However, sometimes you'll actually find it more convenient just to get out the
razor blades and cut the tape; turning on the computer, loading the programs, and
re-recording the output take time. Sometimes you simply won't have access to
computer equipment, so it is essential that you learn both methods.
That's the state of the industry at the time this was written. Radio production
requires you to learn two sets of skills, so to speak, and the successful producer
will be the one who can bridge that gap.
This is important: Radio managers are virtually unanimous in their contention
that the successful producer is the one fluent in both languages, analog and digital. Analog equipment will be around for a long time, and radio station managers
are reluctant to change too quickly to computer-based gear because they are
fearful of "outrunning the reach of their headlights" and buying equipment that will
be outdated or significantly lower in price in just afew months or ayear.
It's like walking atightrope— but this book will help you keep your balance.
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THE ROLE OF THE PRODUCER
IN M ODERN RADIO
With all the excitement over automated radio and prerecorded formats, it may appear that little remains to be
done in radio production at the local level. In fact, the
opposite is true.
Production skills form the basis of producing astation ssound. Without those skills, the unique sound can't be created. But
skills alone won't suffice, and that's why we've begun this production
book with adiscussion of programming. Good production is an extension of the station's programing, and aproducer — anyone who manipulates sound to create an effect or deliver amessage — must tailor that
production to reinforce the station's sound.
An increasingly important area of radio station operations is promotion. Today's climate of intense competition among all forms of media
for the attention of audiences means that stations must work harder
than ever to make themselves stand out. Production plays akey role in
this process. Audience promotion takes many forms — on-air contests,
bumper stickers and other premiums bearing the station's identifying
graphics, billboards, television advertising, and the like. But a key
resource for audience building is the station's airtime. Production people
can play amajor role in helping the station promote itself by creating
imaginative uses of sound to create aclear identity for the station in the
minds of listeners.
In this text, we explore the nuts and bolts of radio broadcasting. By
learning the elements of radio production, you will be exploring the
essence of radio programming. Production, from a mechanical standpoint, can be seen as the method of combining various sources of sound
into aproduct that accomplishes something specific. Anyone in aradio
station can perform this function. The sales manager who records and
assembles acommercial is aproducer, as is the person who constructs a
newscast. The staff announcer who runs the console (known as acombo
operation) is also aproducer. In larger stations, the bulk of the production may be the responsibility of aproduction manager, who specializes
in producing such items as commercials, public-service announcements
(PSAs), or talk shows. Some very large stations and networks have fulltime producers who exclusively handle specialized programming, such
as concerts and sporting events.
Obviously, the particular responsibilities of a producer depend on
the station where he or she is employed. Radio stations run awide gamut
in sophistication, from small daytime-only stations with minimal and
aging equipment to high-tech powerhouses in major cities (Figure 1.2).
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FIGURE 1.2
Production studio of a major-market radio station.

FIGURE 1.3
This medium market production studio featwes sound proofing and a
double glass window that looks into an adjoining studio.
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FIGURE 1.4
This small market production studio uses equipment that some stations
would consider too dated for continued use. It serves the purpose of this
station very well.

But regardless of th.e size of the station (see Figures 1.3 and 1.4), the role
and importance of production and the producer is the same.
The producer at any level may be called on to create and execute a
commercial that sells aproduct for an advertiser, to put together anewscast introduction that arrests the attention of the listener, or to combine a
number of previously recorded elements with live vocal delivery in adistinctive package known as an airshift. All these functions, and more,
create the radio product in small, medium-sized, and large markets.
By becoming proficient in these skills, you will be opening the door to
avariety of opportunities in the radio field. And although our focus is
radio broadcasting, the skills and knowledge in this text can be applied
in various other professional situations. Studio recording; sound productions for multimedia presentations; audio for television; and specialized
sound production for advertising agencies, production houses, and other
commercial clients are but a few of the professional areas that require
many of the skills covered in this text.
Overall, you will be exploring afield that requires avariety of skills,
and you'll need to invest some time in learning them. But understanding
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the basics is just the beginning. Real proficiency in radio production
requires professional cormnitment, experience, creativity, and acertain
sense of adventure. A truly effective production bears the identifying
mark of its producer. It is unique.
The skills involved are tools. The way you use the tools makes the
difference. And though some frustration may be involved in trying to
come up with aproduction that sounds the way you've heard it in your
mind, much satisfaction results when the magic happens and you can
hear the finished result of your efforts — and you say, "Yes! That's it!"
Many radio veterans feel that production is one of the most satisfying
parts of their job. It's achance to be, at once, an artist, atechnician, and
aperformer. Production is one of the key jobs in any radio station. The
people who do production well are the ones who form the foundation of
radio broadcasting. In addition, audio production opens up career opportunities in areas other than radio broadcasting. Film and television also
require competent audio producers, and business and industry require
the services of skilled in-house producers.
So enjoy yourself while you learn how to produce the magic. You'll
work hard, but the rewards will be long-lasting. You will acquire skills
that will last alifetime as well as an enduring passion for an exciting and
rewarding activity in aprofession that is avital part of our world today.

SUMMARY
Radio has moved from a mass-audience medium to a
more specific medium; that is, it reaches aspecific target
audience that is more narrowly defined than is the audience targeted by the modern mass medium of television.
Formats during the golden age featured imaginative and often lush production effects, including full symphony orchestras. The golden age also
was the heyday of the theater of the mind — producers came to appreciate the full value of the medium's impact.
The sound of the station is the overall blending of music, vocal delivery,
timing, pacing, and other production elements that combine to create a
cohesive, identifiable signature.
The modern radio station carefully develops and fine-tunes its format to
reach a quantifiable target audience—an audience that is, in turn,
"sold" to buyers of radio-station advertising time.
The impact of networks declined considerably after the golden age, but
satellite transmission capabilities and other technical advances have
given new life to the network concept. Many stations now integrate
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network programming in ablend that complements their formats, allowing stations to localize the network feed.
Noncommercial radio consists of stations and networks operated by various nonprofit entities. The largest system is known generally as public
broadcasting. The major difference between noncommercial outlets and
their commercial counterparts is that their funding comes from sources
other than advertising revenues.
Producers in modern radio still do their work in the theater of the mind.
Today, they use awide variety of elements from traditional radio sources
(as well as new digital computer-based equipment) to create effects.
Despite technical advances, the skill of the producer is still paramount.

CHAPTER 2

THE CONSOLE
Probably nothing in radio production is more intimidating than one's
first exposure to the console — acomplex network of switches, knobs,
and meters. However, operating the console, or board, soon becomes
second nature. In fact, most radio professionals will tell you something
like, "When Ifirst started in radio, all Ithought about was running the
board, and what would happen when Ichanged jobs and had to learn a
new board. But after afew months, Ifound out that running the board
was really one of the simplest aspects of the job. And when Ichanged stations, Ipicked up the new board in an afternoon."
We think it's important to emphasize that one does acquire familiarity with the console because many newcomers to radio production
become discouraged with their first few experiences at the controls and
never gain the confidence they need to experiment, to use the board as a
versatile tool, and to "play it" like amusical instrument.
Remember, anyone can learn to run aconsole. You don't have to be an
engineer or atechnician; all you need is an understanding of what the console does and some practice in the necessary mechanical operating skills.

FUNCTION OF THE CONSOLE
The console is simply a device for amplifying, routing,
and mixing audio signals. Audio is the term used to refer
to the electrical signals that are involved in the reproduction or transmission of sound. It's important to keep the
distinction between audio and sound firmly in mind.
Sound is avibration through air or another medium; audio is the electrical signal used in reproducing or transmitting the original sound.
19
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Amplification
Amplification is the boosting of a signal to a usable level. The tiny
voltage produced by aphonograph is not strong enough to send to a
loudspeaker or over the air. (This is precisely why the turntable on a
home stereo is connected to an amplifier, whether abuilt-in amplifier
or a separate component.) The console gives the operator convenient
control over the volume of various signal sources such as microphones, turntables (professional-quality record players), and tape playback units.
Routing
The console allows the producer to determine the path of the signal or, in
other words, to route it. As we see, the console can send asignal either
over the air or into acue channel, which lets the operator hear an audio
source without having the signal go over the air. In addition to routing
signals through the console, the operator can turn signals on and off.
Mixing

The console can put two signals out at once — the announcer's voice and
music, for example. The console also allows the volume of both to be
controlled separately, or mixed, so that the music doesn't drown out the
announcer.
Through amplification, routing, and mixing, the console operator can
produce afinal product that will be sent out over the air (as in the case of
aradio announcer doing an airshift) or routed to atape recorder (as
someone would do when producing acommercial to be played back over
the air later).

UNDERSTANDING CONSOLE FUNCTION:
SOME HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLES
The preceding discussion of amplification, routing, and
mixing is fine as atheoretical explanation of how aconsole works, but how do they function in practice? To
explain, we take an approach that is abit unusual: We
present aseries of hypothetical consoles used at equally
hypothetical radio stations. We briefly touch on the use of turntables,
microphones, and tape playback units, but detailed instruction about
these devices comes in later chapters. So don't worry about anything
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FIGURE 2.1

Console at astation
that uses only one
CD player (CD1).
Key [in "program," P]

CD player 1

VU meter
Preamp built
into console

Pot

understanding what t
he console does and why it does it. The
purpose of these examples is to demonstrate how aconsole carries out
except

certain operations.
Hypothetical Console A

The radio station using consolc Iplays only one sound, the same disc,
over and over. The only equipment owned by this station consists of a
CD player and console A (Figure 2.1). Here are the features on console A.
Preamplifier
The signal from a turntable is very weak, so a device
called apreamplifier (usually shortened to preamp) boosts it to amore
usable level. The preamplification process on turntables is different from
that on some other sources: aturntable preamp can be outside the console, or "outboard." For purposes of explaining the console, though. it
really makes no difference. so you'll find the preamp shown on the console diagram.

In engineering ternis, a potentiometer is a variable
resistor: in nonspecialist's terms, ifs nothing more than avolume control.
The potentiometer is almost always referred to as the pot. Usually, it is a
knob that raises volume when twisted clockwise, just as arheostat switch
turns up the level of lights in adining room. It raises the volume of the
console's output; it is therefore an adjustment for the VU meter (discussed shortly) and not acontrol for the monitor. Some modern consoles
have bars that perform the same function when raised vertically. Often,
Potentiometer
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these are called vertical or slide faders, but for the sake of simplicity,
we refer to both kinds as pots.
The key is an on—off switch that puts the signal out over the air
when the key is pushed to program. The key is thrown into program
when it is moved to the right. We show other functions of this key in later
examples.
Key

You know that the pot allows adjustment of the
level of volume, but how do you know what level is correct? Volume is a
pretty subjective judgment.
The volume-unit meter (usually called aVU meter) gives an objective visual representation of loudness. It's avery important component of
the console, and the ability to read it properly is critical in every phase of
radio production.
Essentially, the most important aspect of reading aVU meter is to
know that zero on the top scale is the reference for proper volume. A
close-up of the meter on console A (Figure 2.2(a)) shows that the record
is playing at proper volume or level of sound.
A reading of +1 volume unit (Figure 2.2(b)) means that the signal is
playing too loudly; if it goes much higher, the signal will sound distorted.
(A volume unit is arelative measurement of audio loudness and is similar to a decibel, a measurement we discuss in Chapter 5.) A reading
above zero is known as being "in the red" since the part of the scale
above 0is colored red. A reading of +2 indicates that matters are worse.
and +3 will put the needle all the way to the right, known as "pinning I
lie
meter," and can cause severe distortion.
On the other hand, too low areading will result in too little music
level and too much noise. Noise always present in these electrical components, and when there's not enough signal volume, the noise becomes
much more apparent; this is known as an unacceptable signal-to-noise
ratio. This is the ratio of signal in achannel to noise in achannel; the
greater the signal-to-noise ratio, the better. A reading consistently lower
than —3 or so (Figure 2.2(c)) is known as running "in the mud."
The operator of console A is responsible for keeping the peaks as close
to zero as possible. This isn't particularly difficult because the VU meter
is built to respond to averages. The needle tends to float around, seeking
an average volume level. The operator should not crank up the pot each
time the level drops below zero or crank the pot down each time the
needle goes into the red. Riding the pot too closely will result in an elimination of loud and soft passages in music, especially classical music.
By the way, you can also read the VU meter according to the bottom
scale, which indicates the percentage of modulation. Modulation is the
imprint of sound on aradio signal, and 100 percent is the ideal. ModVolume-Unit Meter
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FIGURE 2.2
VU meter readings.
a. Proper-level reading.

b. Reading "in the red."

c. Reading "in the mud."
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ulation is ameasure in percentage of voltage passing through the console to atransmitter or to arecording device. If 100 percent represents
the maximum voltage permissible, the fluctuating VU meter can compare the sound imprint of our source to that of the maximum desired
level.
Note that 100 percent corresponds to 0volume units, also the ideal
reading. Too much modulation results in an overmodulated, distorted
signal; too little causes problems with signal-to-noise ratio and makes the
signal sound muddy. Whichever scale is used, the major task facing a
console operator is to keep the needle on the VU meter hovering around
the points marked 0 (top scale) and 100 (bottom scale). Occasional
peaks into the red are acceptable —indeed, unavoidable—as are infrequent dips into the mud.
Monitor
This is aloudspeaker that lets the operator hear what's going
over the air. The monitor (or air monitor) is not really apart of the
console although it is connected to the console and operated by console
controls. These selection controls allow the operator to use the monitor to
listen to anumber of sources other than what's going over the air. This is
the operator's personal speaker; it has no impact on the sound going out
over the air.

Before the signal leaves the board, it must be amplified —
boosted — again. The final step involves putting the signal through the
amplifier for this porpose.

Amplifier

Review of Console A
The signal from the CD player first passes
through the preamp, an internal electrical function of the console. The
volume of the preamplified signal is controlled by apot. After the signal
has run through the pot, akey functions as an on—off switch; in this case,
the on position is referred to as program. (You'll learn more about the
need for this switch in the next console.) Finally, the signal is amplified
again. In the case of aradio station that plays only one disc, the output
of the console is then sent to the hypothetical transmitter.
In Figure 2.3, we have diagrammed console A the way abroadcast
engineer would do it.
Console A is certainly simple to operate, and it ideally suits the needs
of astation that plays just one disc. But it has no flexibility. It allows only
the constant repetition of adisc played on the station's only CD player.
You could, of course, change discs, but doing so on-air would leave even
larger gaps in the program than just starting all over when you get to
the end of the disc and quickly going back to the beginning. So let's see
how amore advanced console solves the problem.
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(The program channel)

Engineering diagram
of signal flow in
console A.
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Volume-unit meter
Monitor

Preamp

CD1 —

L>.

PGM

Switch
Output

Technical symbol for pot
(a variable resistor)
Amplifier
Master pot (not shown in
Fig. 2.1 but explained in text)

Hypothetical Console B

The station using hypothetical console B has two Cl) players (Figure
2.4). This allows the operator to make smooth transitions between
selections by having another disc all set to go when one ends. This will
eliminate gaps in the program, known in the trade as dead air.
But if the goal is to eliminate gaps, the operator must know where the
starting point of the disc is. There has to be away to cue the disc, to hear
where the first sound in the piece of music starts so that the sound can
start immediately after the CD player is started. And as is common in
many radio formats, the end of one song and the beginning of another
can be overlapped for asecond or two.
Console B is similar to console A, but it has several additions that
allow the operator to eliminate gaps and overlap music.
Having two pots allows the use of two
CD players. There are two input channels on this console: channel 1
for CD player 1. and channel 2 for CD player 2. Cl) player 1and Cl)
player 2are both sources: that is. each provides an incoming signal. So.
aside from the two pots, there will also be two preamps and two keys.
Multiple Input Channels

Don't confuse the audition channel with the
input channels on console B. The audition channel is acompletely different animal.
Audition allows von to hear a disc, tape. or other source without
putting it over the air. The audition channel routes the signal from a
source to aspeaker in the control mom. (And there's another specialized
The Audition Channel
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FIGURE

2.4

Console at astation that
uses two CD players (CD1
and CD2).

Key in "program"
CD2
AP

A‘`

1P

/

CUE

CUE

application, which we discuss in amoment.) Anything that can be put on
program can be played over audition.
Do you notice, in Figure 2.4, the provision made for selecting the
audition channel? The key in console B now has a left position for
putting the signal through the audition channel, in addition to the program position, which was its only on posit ion in console A.
The cue channel serves one of the same purposes as
the audition channel: It allows the operator to hear a source without
putting it over the air. The operator of console B is able, using cue, to find
the point at which the music begins on the discs played over the station
and can therefore cue the discs to start immediately. Since cueing often
involves some strange-sounding noise (we demonstrate the cueing technique in Chapter 3), the operator certainly doesn't want to do it over the
air. The cue channel, sometimes called PFL (or Prefade Level) on newer
boards, plays over asmall speaker located within the console. To put the
pot in cue, the operator generally turns the pot counterclockwise until the
pot clicks into the cue position.
Why, you might wonder, are there two provisions for hearing sources
that are not on the air? Well, cue and audition have their separate advantages and disadvantages. Cue is very simple to use since it takes only
aflick of the wrist to put the pot in I
I
ir rue channel. After cueing up a
disc, the operator of console B doesn lune to do anything until putting
the CD player on air — "potting it up" in radio lingo. But the cue speaker
The Cue Channel
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is often tinny and cheap, so if the operator wants to listen to anew piece
of music to gauge its suitability for airplay, the cue system is apoor
choice.
Audition, on the other hand, routes the signal through ahigh-quality
loudspeaker. Sometimes it is a separate speaker in the control room
though often the audition channel is fed through the same speaker as the
program. The operator uses amonitor selector switch to determine which
channel — program or audition — goes to the speaker.
Audition has another very useful capability: At will, the operator
can play a disc over the air on the program channel while producing
a commercial on the audition channel. We explain the way this is
done later.
Adding the multiple-source channels, the audition channel, and the
cue channel to the broadcast engineer's diagram, we have the signal flow
of console B shown in Figure 2.5.
The outputs of two CD players are fed into console B; each CD 1)1.1\ et has its own source channel. Because of the two
CD players, two source channels, and of course, two pots, the operator of
console B is able to make smooth transitions between discs, even overlapping the beginning of one with the end of another. More important,
the operator of console B can use the audition or cue channel to listen to
asource channel without putting it over the air.
As shown in Figure 2.5, the signal flow path for console B starts
at the CD players, proceeds through the appropriate source channels,
through the pots, and to the key. On this console, the key has the capability of putting the signal through the program channel or through the
audition channel. Note, too, that the cue channel is activated by the pots,
not by the key. The loudness of the signal is gauged by the VU meter, the
output of the board is amplified, and the signal goes to the transmitter.
Review of Console B
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INDUSTRY UPDATE
SIMPLIFY, SIMPLIFY!
Consoles have grown increasingly complex over the years primarily because new
technology has enabled engineers to build in many additional features at acomparatively small cost.
But since many people simply couldn't use consoles that looked like the cockpit of ajet plane, there's been something of a backlash in the industry. Today, the
emphasis is increasingly on simplified function.
Figure IU 2.1 shows a modern console that exemplifies this trend. This is a
console designed mainly for on-air, control-room work and simple production.
Another type of console, amultichannel console, is specially made for recording with many sources onto multiple-track tape; we will show one of them in Chapter 14. Both types of consoles—control-room and multichannel— route and
amplify the signal. But the on-air console is meant to control avariety of sources,
such as CDs, mics, and tape machines, and put them over the air (or to the production room tape recorder) quickly and easily. The assignment of various sound

FIGURE IU 2.1
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sources to the faders is more or less permanent. You want CD 1to always be on
the same fader.
The multichannel console is meant to perform delicate balances with, let's
say, three singers, two trumpets, drums, aviolin section, and so forth. As such, it
needs many faders and a mechanism to take all those different inputs and assign
them to various faders and eventually various tracks on the tape. Furthermore, the
multichannel console allows a great deal of electronic filtering for each source. In
a multichannel console, you might want the ability to assign violins and one guitar
to the same fader, and two microphones picking up drums to another. In other
words, you want whatever sources are convenient to appear on whatever fader
you want at the moment, and you want a lot of inputs for sources.
In any event, at this point, we are considering the control-room console.
Figure IU 2.2 shows asimple diagram that explains some (but not all) of the functions of the console. Our point: Many modern consoles are indeed so simple that
you can understand their basic function in afew minutes.

FIGURE IU 2.2
Functions of acontrol-room console.

a. Overview of control-room console.
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(continued)
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FIGURE IU 2.2 (continued)
b. Close-up of one fader module.
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a
o
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inputs, in this case, CD3 and
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Lets you decide where to send the
source: to program, to audition, or to
atelephone line.
When you press this button, it sends
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Fader: up is loud, down is soft.
This board allows you to use the on
button to start the equipment from the
console. In other words, pushing this
button will start CD3 and put the
signal on the air.
This is the off button (yellow in real
life). It's also labeled with the name
of the source. It stops the CD (or
cassette, depending on how you
delegate) and takes the signal off
the air.

Hypothetical Console C

The operator of hypothetical console C has amicrophone (Figure 2.6) in
the control room and, because of the expanded capabilities of console B,
can put the microphone over the air and mix it with other sources. The
microphone is on source channel 3. The abbreviation mic, which of
course, is pronounced "mike," is now used widely in the profession (in
vendors' literature, in-station printed material, and audio and broadcasting publications). You will see newer consoles with labels "Mic 1,"
"Mic 2," and so on, and we have used mic both as anoun and as an
adjective. However, the past and present participles, which are essential
in many discussions of radio production, are spelled miked and miking,
respectively. This small inconsistency represents an accommodation to
ingrained habits of reading and pronunciation.
Aside from the microphone, there are some other additions on this
console.
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FIGURE 2.6
Console that could be
used with two turntables
and amicrophone.

CD player 1

CD player 2

Key also can go in middle position
(neither audition nor program, just "off")

Mic pot
mic

Headphones—.

The muting system cuts the monitor (the loudspeaker that lets the operator know what's going over the air). The muting system is essential when amic and aspeaker are in the same room
because, without muting, the mic picks up the output of the speaker,
feeds it through the amplification system, picks it up again as it exits the
speaker, and so on. The result is known as feedback, the same unpleasant
phenomenon that occurs when arock singer gets careless with amicrophone too near aspeaker. So, every time the key switch on the mic channel is opened, the muting system built into the console will cut the speaker
off. This, of course, makes necessary the use of the next item: headphones.
Muting System

These form aclose seal over the operator's ears, preventing any possibility of feedback. Because the headphones operate when
the mic is open, they allow the operator to hear herself or himself speaking into the mic. There's an output for headphones on the console and a

Headphones

pot that controls the headphone volume.
Console C also contains aheadphone selection button. This allows
the operator to hear, for example, the audition channel over the
headphones or the cue channel (very useful if the operator is talking over
the air and finds that the next record hasn't been cued up yet).
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FIGURE 2.7
Signal flow in console C.
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Master Pot
This pot controls the entire output of the board. Usually, its proper setting is marked by the engineering staff and is not
changed by the operator. The VU meter actually reads the output of the
master pot.
Review of Console C There are three paths from the equipment in
the control room: the two CD players and the mic. In each path, the source
channel feeds through apreamp, apot, akey, the console amplifier, and
the master pot. Figure 2.7 is an engineering diagram of console C.
One bit of new information: The preamp for the mic is different from
the preamp for the CD players. CD players commonly have preamps outside the console (those preamps are not shown in Figure 2.7), and the
CD player signal is brought into the board at what is known as line level.
Other playback devices, such as tape machines, also come into the board
at line level. Mics come to the board at a lower level than line-level
sources, and the signal goes through amic-level preamp. Because mic
level is lower than line level, preamps on mic-level channels must raise
the level of the signal higher than must preamps for line-level inputs.
The goal of preamps, of course, is to bring both mic-level and line-level
sources to the same level within the console. CD player preamps also
change the equalization of the audio signal; we explain equalization in
connection wii hadvanced radio production (Chapter 14).
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Delegation switch

switch.

Hypothetical Console D

The radio station using console D is linked up with aradio network that
supplies a5-minute newscast every hour on the hour. The network feed
is brought in by aspecial telephone line. which the engineer has wired
into the board. (These sources are often brought into the station via
satellite. too.) Another program offered on the station using console D
is a 10-minute telephone talk show, which starts at 30 minutes after
the hour.
Now. it certainly doesn't make sense to have two separate pots for
signals that are never used at the same time. Console D (Figure 2.8) has
an option that allows the operator to choose the network (Net) or the
telephone (Tel). Many boards label these signals "remote lines" because
the sources are located outside the studio.
Delegation Switch
-Mr operator has to be able to decide which signal
will be chosen, or delegated, to go onto the source channel. Figure 2.9
shows how the delegation switch, which permits this, is drawn into the
engineer's diagram of console I). The delegation switch is often, but not
always, immediately hove the pot.
Review of Console D
The only new addition to this console is the
delegation sm iich. which brings afourth input into the board. It allows
the operator to select the signal that will go onto the source channel and
be governed lw the pot.
Summary of the Hypothetical Consoles

The consoles we've illustrated wouldn't be of much tuse in amodern radio
station. Even the relatively sophisticated console D doesn't have the flexibility typically needed in abroadcast station. which Min' use two or more
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FIGURE 2.9
Signal flow in console D.
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CD players, aturntable. three mics, two reel-to-reel tape units, and perhaps eight or nine cartridge machines. But the principles illustrated are
common to every console. If you understand these principles, you will be
able to figure out the operation of any actual radio console.

UNDERSTANDING CONSOLE
FUNCTION: ACTUAL CONSOLES
The radio consoles shown and described in Figures
2.10(a), (b), and (c) allow the operator—who perhaps
should now be called aproducer—to choose from alarge
number of sources. The producer can mix the sources,
route them, and put the combined product over the air or
record it on tape.
The consoles ill Figures 2.10(b) and 2.11 have circular pots. whereas the consoles in Figures 2.10(a) and (c) have vertical or slide faders;
both types accomplish the same purpose. utilizing the saune principles
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FIGURE 2.10
Audio consoles.
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a. Broadcast audio console that uses slide faders.
(Photo courtesy of Harris Corporation, Quincy, III.)

•

b. Console that uses knob-style potentiometers.
(Photo courtesy of Harris Corporation, Quincy, 111.1

c. Stereo console used at public radio station WRVO, RM 90, at State University of New York,
at Oswego.
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FIGURE 2.11

Board in use.

demonstrated in the hypothetical consoles. As is apparent from the
descriptions of the consoles, both units have the following elements:
•Preamps, which are built into the console and aren't visible.
•Input channels, which allow anumber of signal sources to be used
and, possibly, mixed together.
•A delegation switch, to determine which of several signals will go
onto the source channel.
•Pots (either the traditional circular pot or the more modern vertical
fader).
•A cue channel.
•A key to route the signal over either the audition channel or the
program channel.
•A VU meter to give an objective reading on the loudness of the
signal.
•An amplifier, which boosts the output of the console (and is not visible because it is built into the console).
•A master pot, which controls the output level of the console.
•Some miscellaneous controls, which allow the producer to adjust
headset volume, choose the source feeding into the headset, or
select other convenient functions. An important control is the monitor volume control, which should always be used (rather than the
VU meter) when you are adjusting the level at which you choose to
listen.
All consoles do essentially the same thing, using the principles
shown with the hypothetical consoles. Think in terms of those principles,
rather than using alearned-bv-rote knowledge of console switches and
knobs, and you'll be able to operate anv board after abit of mechanical
practice.
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Figure 2.11 shows aboard in use at aradio station. An adept operator can choose sources and adjust levels while simultaneously talking into
the microphone.
There are many console types other than those pictured in Figures
2.8. 2.10, and 2.11. It is not practical to try and present a catalog of
radio consoles thought. Don't get hung up on hardware. Rely on athorough understanding of the principles of console function, and operation
of almost any console will be asnap.

O PERATION OF THE CONSOLE
The workings of your particular console will be explained
to you by an instructor or an experienced operator at
your radio station. Exercises at the end of this chapter
will help you build your mechanical skills. Regardless of
what equipment is hooked up to the console, and regardless of what kind of production is being done, you'll still be doing three
basic operations through the board:
•Amplification
•Routing
•Mixing
All these operations are used in the production techniques introduced in
later chapters.
At this point, you should primarily be concerned with finding the signals from input sources on the console, riding the levels properly (wit h
the VU meter) to avoid distortion or muddiness, and understanding the
signal path. The fine points of production will come later, and your performance will be enhanced with practice.
One other aspect of console operation involves the use of stereo
consoles. A stereo signal, as you're probably aware, has been routed into
two channels, and a stereo receiver decodes the signal and gives the
impression of sound sources being located in certain positions. A station
broadcasting a stereo signal uses a stereo console, which we examine
in Chapter 14. For now. all you need to know is that operating astereo
console is essentially the same as operating the consoles described
previously.
The next steps are to become familiar with the units that feed signals
into the console: recording and playback units (Chapter 4) and microphones (Chapter 5). First, however, let's wrap up our discussion of console operation with abrief introduction to two options that extend the
flexibility of the radio console: submixing and patching.
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TUNING INTO TECHNOLOGY
THE VIRTUAL CONSOLE
Digital "virtual" consoles re-create the look of a standard console while offering
some additional features. For example, a program called Pro Tools from
Digidesign creates avirtual console on your monitor (Figure TIT 2.1).
This allows you to use a mouse to raise or lower the levels of the "faders," it
also lets you assign sound sources to different faders or "busses," meaning acollection of circuits assigned to one fader. (Pictured is a more complex editing job
that we have not yet covered. Don't worry if you do not understand the purpose of
all the different virtual controls. We will explain them in later chapters.)
Advantages of the virtual console:
1. It's easy to assign sources to various faders. In some cases, you can
accomplish with the computer what you would actually have to rewire the console
to do.
2. The computer "remembers" all this. Settings can be stored for later recall.
3. You can try different arrangements to your heart's content. Suppose you have
30 different takes of an announcer's voice-over. You want to hear how they all
sound in conjunction with the music you also have previously recorded. With areal

FIGURE TIT 2.1
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Time

Using adigital "virtual"
console.

This is asimplified diagram showing
the advantage of using adigital
virtual console. All this appears on
the computer screen. You select
any "take" with aclick of the mouse.
They're all stored in computer memory.
Don't worry if you do not yet
understand the waveforms. All you
need to know now is that they get
taller when the sound is louder.

console, you've got to run the tapes through one fader, recueing each time. With
the virtual console, you can simply click on each take in sequence and try, try
again. (The takes are stored in adigital file, just like documents in aword processor; see Figure TIT 2.2.)
Advantages of the real console:
1. It's still difficult to use your virtual console for actual recording. If you have an
announcer in the studio, for example, it's really much simpler just to open the
announcer's mic on the real console and record, riding his or her level.
2. It is easier to run an airshift with areal console because the real console stays
static —that is, it is always there and in the same position and perspective.
Remember, too, that if you turn on a sound source and it's too loud —say, a CD
comes booming through—it is much quicker to simply turn down a pot or yank
down aslider than to use amouse to find the virtual slider.
A broad conclusion: The virtual console is much better for doing complicated
production of previously recorded segments. The real console is better for fast,
simple jobs or putting material out live on air.
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FIGURE 2.12
The Electro-Voice ELX-1, afour-channel mixer that can be used to expand
the capability of an audio console.
(Photo courtesy of Electro-Voice, Inc., Buchanan, Mich.)

Submixing
A submixer is nothing more than aminiature console that combines or
"gangs agroup of inputs; the output of the submixer is fed into the
radio console.
An example will make this clear. Suppose you have in your studio
four talk-show guests and one moderator, each with aseparate mic. It
might not be possible to use five separate pots since your particular console might not have five mic-level inputs, or you might not be able to
rearrange existing assignments. The solution? Plug the mics into asubmixer (which has several pots and aVU meter so that each mic level can
be adjusted), and run the output of the submixer (which is at line level)
into your console, where it ties up only one pot.
Figure 2.12 shows a popular submixer. Submixers come in handy
(lii ring remote recordings or broadcasts, as we explain in later chapters.
Patching
Patching allows you to route asignal in away different from that envisaged when the board was wired together by the station's engineer. Basically. the patchbay (which we explain in amoment) performs the same
function as an old-time telephone switchboard, using connectors (plugs)
to send asignal to aspecific source. You, as aradio producer and console
operator, will use the patchbay from time to time to make an operation
easier or as ashort-term emergency measure if something breaks down.
For example, let's assume that the output of a reel-to-reel tape
recorder is normally connected to source channel 3of aconsole. Suppose,
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FIGURE 2.13
Patching ecpipment.

a. Patchcord.

b. Typical patchbay.

though, that the tape recorder is broken. Suppose, too, that the only
other tape recorder hooked up to the console can't be used because it's on
the same pot with aturntable that is in constant use. (How? By using a
delegation switch.)
The solution would be to patch the output of the working tape
recorder into channel 3. This is done with apatchcord (Figure 2.13(a)),
which plugs into jacks on the patchbay (Figure 2.13(b)). Patchcords
may be single- or double-pronged, depending on their intended use or
the configuration of the bay.
Generally, the outputs, or sources, are on the top row of the patch
locations, with the inputs on die bottom. In other words, you will usually
find what comes out of aunit (such as the working tape player) on the
top row, labeled "Tape 2Out" or something similar. The place where the
signal can go in usually is on thi» bottom row, labeled something like
"Channel 3In."
Close examination of a patchbay will reveal that the outputs and
inputs that normally match tip are in line vertically. Let's say that
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turntable 1('[TI) normally goes into channel 2. The holes for TT1 will
be directly above the holes for channel 2on the patchbay. This, not surprisingly, is called anormal connection. The term is also used as averb:
TT1 normals through to channel 2. And when you change the arrangement with apatch cord, you are breaking normal.
There's a special jack in the patch panel called amultiple. This
allows you to patch one source into the multiple and plug in several
patchcords that all carry the same output. That way, you can route one
signal to several sources, apractice that is useful on rare occasions, such
as when recording anetwork signal and sending it over the air simultaneously. Notice that in Figure 2.13(b), Programs 1, 2, and 3 (located
on the left side of the patchbay) feed different tape recorders.
It is agood idea always to normal apatchbay when you're finished
with the studio so that the next person doesn't inherit your special
connections.

SUMMARY
All consoles perform essentially the same functions:
amplification, routing, and mixing.
Among the most significant instruments and controls on
the console are the potentiometers (pots), which are
simply volume controls; the volume-unit (VU) meters, which give a
visual representation of the strength of the signal; and the keys, which
turn the pots on and off.
There are three main channels in the typical console: program, audition, and cue. Program goes over the air or to arecorder. Audition is
used for private listening through a studio monitor. Cue feeds a signal through asmall speaker and is used to find the beginning sounds on
records and tapes.
A submixer is a miniature console that allows inputs to be ganged
together before being fed into the console.
Patching allows you to reroute the normal signal flow in the console. It is
useful for special operations or for emergency use of equipment not wired
into the console.
All consoles, regardless of their configuration, operate in much the same
way. There is no need to be intimidated by anew console; if you learn the
basics, you will be able to run any board, however complex it may
appear to be.
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APPLICATIONS
Siuudion 1/The Problem A baseball game, fed from a
network, was being aired and would last until 11:30 RM.
At 10:00 RM.., a call came in from the station's general
manager: A new commercial had to be made for aclient.
and it had to go on the air first thing in the morning.
Would the operator on duty produce the commercial?
One Possible Solution The operator on duty decided to produce
the commercial, which consisted of an announcement read over a
record, on the audition channel. To do so, she keyed the controlroom mic and a turntable to the audition channel. She then found
the audition output on the patchbay and patched Audition Out into
Tape 1In.
By producing the commercial on audition, she was able to use the
same console that was sending the baseball game out on program. As an
additional benefit, she was in the control room, not in aseparate studio.
and therefore was able to check on the game from time to time—not
necessarily because she wanted to know the score but because network
feeds can and do run into technical problems, and an inattentive operator can put ahalf-hour of static over the air. Most boards have separate
VU meters for audition and program.
Situation 2 /The Problem The pot on channel 3 caused a crackling
static noise every time it was adjusted. (This happens from time to time.
often because the internal workings of the pot are shorted or badly in
need of cleaning.) The pot on channel 3 controlled the turntable. and
since the operator was in the midst of arecord show, the problem was
becoming critical.
One Possible Solution Before using the turntable, the operator simply
patched the output of the turntable into adifferent channel, breaking the
normal. Now, the turntable would be governed by adifferent pot and key
until repairs could be made to the console. The operator also left anote
for the next board operator, explaining the patch.

EXERCISES
I. Perform acombo operation (operate the console and announce) with
two records and a mic. The goal is not clean production. just board
operation. Start one record. and place the tonearm on the other record.
(Don't worry about hitting a specific point in the music; that's cueing.
which we discuss in the next chapter.) Start the second record after the
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first one ends, potting it up on the console. Try talking over the music,
making what you think is aproper balance between voice and music. Do
the typical disc jockey routine: Announce the name of the song just
played, introduce the next song, start the turntable, and bring it up on
the board.
2. Make out aslip of paper with the name of each piece of equipment
hooked to the console in your radio production studio or lab— for example, Turntable 1, Mic 2, Cart 1, Turntable 2. Toss the slips of paper into
ahat.
Put records on the turntables, and put tapes on the reel-to-reel and
cartridge (cart) machines. Have someone standing by the mic(s). Your
instructor or lab assistant will draw slips of paper out of the hat and
announce the name of the piece of equipment.
Your assignment is to quickly start the piece of equipment and pot it
up on the board. More than one source may be called up at the same
time. When amic is called out, you — the operator — are responsible for
throwing a cue to the person stationed at the mic; that is, you point to
him or her sharply. This is the standard instruction to begin speaking.
When your instructor calls out "Lose it," you must pot down what's
up on the board and then turn that piece of equipment off. Give the
person at the mic acut signa/ by drawing afinger across your throat.
(We discuss some of the more common visual signals used in radio in
Chapter 7.)
This drill may seem alittle like boot camp; in fact, it is pretty much
the same approach used to teach soldiers operation of equipment or
assembly of weapons. You'll find, though, that trying to locate pots
and equipment under this kind of pressure is avery effective way to learn
the operation.
3. Draw adiagram, in the same form as the engineer's diagrams shown
in this chapter, of the console in your studio or radio production lab.
Don't worry about the details; just try to include the channels and label
the sources and delegation switches.

CHAPTER 3

TURNTABLES
AND CD PLAYERS
In the preceding chapter. we spoke about the way an audio signal is
routed through a console: we touched only briefly on the sources that
produce that signal.
In Chapters 3 and 4. we describe all the sources you're likely to
encounter in amodern radio station (except for microphones, which we
deal with in Chapter 5). Turntables and compact disc players are the
subject of this chapter. Chapter 4deals with tape recording and playback
units and introduces the concept of digital audio, which promises to revolutionize the field of radio production. Learning the specifics of the
function and operation of record and playback units will prove to be of
great value during actual production.
In the first edition of this book, it was extremely important for
would-be radio production people to understand turntable operation. At
that time (1986), the turntable was aworkhorse of radio production in
nearly any broadcast facility you could naine.
Things have changed dramatically. 'Way, the turntable and vinyl
discs that supplied the production music and other sound elements for
most of the history of broadcasting are endangered species. Many audio
experts predict the complete demise of this technology within the next
few years.
Compact discs (CDs) and, to alesser extent, digital audiotape (DAT)
have developed with remarkable speed. Today's broadcaster can select
from a wide range of modern, increasingly affordable equipment that
makes the turntable, cartridge machine, and reel-to-reel machine seem
virtually obsolete.
45
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We have opted to retain our discussion of turntables and traditional
tape recording equipment in this edition of Modern Radio Production for
two reasons.
1. There are still stations and markets that haven't made much progress
in converting their production facilities to the state-of-the-art technology
that dominates today's larger radio markets. They are still using for
many purposes the same equipment that has been used by broadcasters
for much of the industry's history. Since small markets are the best place
to begin abroadcasting career, you should learn how to use the equipment you may find there.
2. We feel that you will likely better learn the principles of production
and perfect your techniques using the traditional audio production
equipment than you will be starting out with the sophisticated equipment that performs so many functions automatically. Because you must
physically deal with sound storage systems (discs and tape) and manipulate sound elements stored on them, you can gain abetter impression of
what functions are being performed working with less sophisticated technology than you can when you work with sound elements that are
located at aparticular "address" on acomputer hard disk, for example.
Nevertheless, you will need to know what kinds of capabilities exist
in the exciting world of emerging production technology. Thus, we have
added material to bring you up to date on how the equipment of today
and the future works and what its role is and will be in radio production
of the future.
The field of radio production is changing rapidly, and the ongoing
development of sophisticated atulio production systems continues at a
frightening pace. The direction. however, seems clear. Digital systems
will inevitably supplant analog systems. In our exploration of the old and
the new together however, remember that the result of creating an effect
through the use of product ion techniques is of greatest importance.

STRUCTURE OF A TURNTABLE
A turntable operates in the same way as arecord player,
except that it's aheavier-duty device and uses adifferent
type of mechanism to turn the record.
Now, to clear up some questions of terminology. In
radio parlance, the turntable is never referred to as a
record player. And aphonograph record, more often than not, is called a
disc. From now on, we use the terms turntable and disc.
The broadcast turntable pictured in Figure 3.1(a) has several components. And although some minor operational and cosmetic differences
exist among various t
tirntable models, all work in much the same fashion.
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FIGURE 3.1

Turntable and components.
a. Overview.

b. Switch and speed control for Technics
SP-15 turntable.

c. Drive mechanism. The rubber wheel
(with pencil pointing toward it) turns
on the inside rim of the plate.

(continued)
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FIGURE 3.1 (continued)

d. Tonearm.

e. Cartridge and stylus.
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The Plate

disc is placed on the plate: this is the part of the turntable that actually turns around.
The Switch

'Hie switch, also known as the start switch, is asmooth-action, noiseless
switch (Figure 3.1(b)) that turns the turntable on and off. It's noiseless
because you don't want aclick while the mic is open.
The Speed Control

The speed control on some turntables resembles the gear shift in a
manual-transmission auto. On the unit shown ill Figure 3.1(b), the operator can select from among speeds of 33 1
2 ,
/
45, and 78 rpm (revolutions
per minute) by merely pressing one of three buttons. The 12-inch discs
play at 33 1
/
3 (sometimes shortened to read "33" on turntable settings),
whereas the smaller discs with the large holes play at 45 rpm. Although
78-rpm records aren't made any more, many turntable units retain the
option of playing that speed. On some models (particularly older models),
there is aneutral position, too, which allows the motor to idle out of gear.
The Drive Mechanism

The gear shift controls (in the illustrated unit —some are driven by other
means) arubber drive wheel, which makes contact with arim on the
inside of the plate. We've removed the plate (Figure 3.1(c)) to sholv you
the rubber drive wheel. If your turntable operates with adrive wheel like
the one pictured, it's important that you leave the turntable speed control
in the neutral position when the unit won't be in operation for a long
time; otherwise. the drive wheel can be flattened.
Some newer broadcast turntables are known as direct-drive turntables; that is, the motor drives the plate directly. With these turntables, there is no neutral position, and speed change is accomplished
electnmicallv.
The Tonearm

The ((mean') (Figure 3.1(d)) is the movable device that is put onto the
disc. At the end of the tonearm are the stylus and the cartridge. The
stylus (Figure 3.1(e)) is usually apointed piece of diamond; some people
call it aneedle, but it really isn't one. The stylus is attached to astrip of
metal called a cantilever. which in turn is attached to the cartridge
(Figure 3.1(e)). The cartridge translates the physical vibration of the
stylus into an electrical signal. The process of changing one form of
energy into another is called transduction: this is avers' important concept, and we refer to it 1111111V times in this text.
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THE DISC
Where do the vibrations picked up by the stylus come
from? They're impressed intb the grooves on the disc.
The vibrations cut into the grooves correspond to variations in the sound that was recorded.
Actually, the vibration patterns are pressed into the
grooves of the disc. At tlw beginning of the manufacturing process, the
master disc is cut with astylus, which is connected to the output of atape
machine. When die master disc is cut., an electrical signal is transduced
into aphysical vibration.
You'll notice that there are gaps between the cuts, or individual
pieces of music, on the disc; these separating grooves (and the groove at
the beginning of the disc) carry no sound. They are called lead grooves.
During operation of the turntable, you will want to place adisc on
the plate. place the stylus at the beginning of the cut you select, and position the disc so that the beginning of the music will start immediately, or
at least within asecond or so of your starting the turntable. Positioning
the disc, as we noted earlier, is called cueing. Handling discs and cueing
them up are very common tasks in radio production. aild there's aproper
way to do both.
Handling Discs
Putting your fingers on the grooves of the disc will coat the grooves with
oil; worse, the stylus may pick up that oil. causing the sound quality of
the playback to deteriorate. You can avoid this problem by handling the
disc as shown in Figure 3.2(a). To turn the disc over, hold the edges of
the disc with the palms of your hands and flip it, as shown in Figures
3.2(b) and (c).
These ways of handling discs may seem awkward at first, but with
practice you'll find that they become second nature. Unfortunately, you
will see some pretty careless handling of discs at many radio stations. But
although you can sometimes get away with handling a disc by the
grooves, it's just as easy to do things right from the beginning. Incidentally, another good habit to get into is to use commercially available discwashing machines and hand-held dust and static removers frequently.
Clean, static-free discs produce much better audio quality.
Cueing a Disc
The first siep in cueing adisc is to select the cut you wish to play and
place the stylus in the lead groove (the gap preceding the cut). If the cut
you wish to play is the first on the disc, place the stylus at the beginning
groove.
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FIGURE 3.2
Handling discs.

a. Holding the disc in this manner
prevents the oil on your hands from
contaminating the grooves.

b. You can observe both sides of the
disc by holding the edges with
your palms ...

c. ... and turning it in the manner
shown.This way you won't touch
the grooves.
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FIGURE 3.3
Cueing by spinning the plate.

a. Set the plate spinning with your hand.

b. Rock back and forth until you locate
the first sound (indicated by the
white arrow).

c. Then backtrack the plate aquarterturn, and put the speed selector
into gear.
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All cueing operations involve abacktracking of the disc. You will
spin the record (and/or the plate, as we explain in amoment) backward
and forward until you've pinpointed the spot where the sound starts.
Don't be squeamish about backtracking adisc: the stylus of abroadcast
turntable won't damage the grooves.
There are three methods of cueing adisc: spinning the plate, spinning
the disc, and slipcueing.
Put the turntable speed control into neutral. This
will enable the heavy metal plate to spin freely. start the plate spinning
with your hand (Figure 3.3(a)); you should try to spin it at approximately the same speed at which il 'formally runs. The plate is heavy and
will keep up to speed for asurprising amount of time.
Drop the stylus in the beginning or separating grooves. and let the
disc turn until the sound begins. (Remember to use the cue or audition
channel of the console; you don't want the cueing noises to go out over
the air.) Then stop the motion of the disc with your hand, and move the
plate in the opposite direction, backtracking the disc. By rocking the disc
clockwise and counterclockwise. you'll be able to pinpoint the exact spot
where the sound begins. Be careful not to nudge the tonearm.
With the stylus over the exact point where the sound begins, move
the plate counterclockwise one-eighth to one-fourth of aturn. Backtracking the plate and the disc will give the turntable time to get up to speed
before the cut begins. If the turntable can't get up to speed before the
sound starts, there will be an objectionable noise known as awow.
Figures 3.3(b) and (c) review the sequence of cueing a record. For
the sake of illustration, we've placed an arrow (the large white one) on a
disc to show the point at which the sound begins. (Be careful to keep
your hand away from the tonearm while backtracking, or you may accidentally bump the arm and knock the stylus out of the groove.)
Keep in mind that the amount of backtracking you'll have to do to
allow the turntable to get up to speed varies with the turntable. Some
older models may need afull quarter-turn to get up to speed. whereas
modern models usually need only an eighth of a turn. The correct
amount of backtracking depends on how quickly aparticular t
urntable
gets up to speed. Some models require as much as athird of a urn.
In any event, after you've pinpointed the sound and backtracked the
disc by spinning the plate, make sure the motor is off, and put the speed
selector in the proper gear. Now you're all set to start the disc by turning
on the switch and potting the proper channel up on the board.
Spinning the Plate

Spinning the Disc
The piece of hard rubber or (on very old turntables) 1‘11 covering the turntable plate provides just the right amount of
friction. This material holds the disc in place as the plate spins but also
allows the operator to spin the disc separately from the plate.
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To cue up by spinning the disc, leave the speed selector in gear; this
way, the plate won't spin freely. Drop the stylus into the groove preceding
the cut you want to play. Then, placing your finger on the label as shown
in Figure 3.4(a), spin the disc until you hear the first sound. Remember,
you're spinning the disc on top of the plate; the plate is in gear and does
not move.
This method is somewhat difficult to master and is not as popular as
spinning the plate. In fact, it's rarely used nowadays, but you should be
familiar with it as apossible option. Some producers, for instance, find
spinning the disc handy when cueing 45-rpm discs. Figures 3.4(b), (c),
and (d) show the sequence of events involved in cueing by spinning
the disc.
To perform slipcueing, first find the point where the
sound begins, either by spinning the plate or by spinning the disc. With
the turntable in gear and the motor started, hold the disc by the very
edge, as shown in Figure 3.5(a). The disc won't spin even though the
plate is spinning. Then, at the instant you want the music to start, release
the disc (Figure 3.5(b)). With slipcueing, of course, you do the actual
cueing in the cue or audition channel. You pot up the turntable before
releasing the disc.
An important point: Terminology varies across the country. What we
have called slipcueing—which actually includes amethod of putting a
record on the air — is called slipstarting in some areas. Some people use
the term slipcueing to refer to what we have described as "spinning the
disc." The terms themselves are not important; the methods are.
Once you become proficient at the slipcueing method, you can drop
the stylus in the groove while the disc is turning and stop the movement
of the disc (but not the plate) as soon as you hear the first sound. If you
do this fast enough, you'll have to back up only afraction of aturn; now,
you're ready to let the disc go when you want the cut to start.
A combination of spinning the disc and slipcueing is avery popular
way of cueing adisc: With the turntable motor off, place the stylus in the
lead groove of the cut; start the motor, and when the first sound is heard,
stop the disc by placing your finger on the edge. Then stop the motor and
backtrack the disc.
We've identified three basic methods of cueing adisc and one variation that combines two methods. All have individual advantages; the
choice is pretty much apersonal decision.
In some cases, slipcueing is handy when you need to make avery
tight entrance with music; slipcueing starts the cut immediately without the momentary wait for the turntable to get up to speed. This is
very useful for cueing up live concert album cuts because the sound of
the audience would create a wow if the record were started by other
Sliptueing
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FIGURE 3.4
Cueing by spinning the disc.

a. Place your fingers on the label.

b. Spin the disc to find the first sound
while holding the plate in place.

c. Find the start of the sound.

d. Backtrack the record. The turntable
is in gear and all set to go.
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FIGURE 3.5
Slipcueing.

a. The plate is spinning, but the disc is
being held in place.

mialmimmonUif

b. The disc is released.
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methods. A disadvantage of slipcueing is that it ties up one of your hands
during production.
When slipcueing, it's advisable not to pot up the turntable until
immediately before you plan to start the cut; this is called dead-potting.
Otherwise you may pick up the rumble of the turntable motor and
the spinning disc. Starting the turntable with the pot up is known as
hot-potting. Potting up, or dead-potting, the turntable is generally considered better practice, but with modern, rumble-free turntables, hotpotting seems to be gaining acceptance.

REVIEW OF TURNTABLE O PERATION
The turntable is aheavy-duty version of arecord player.
Ifs almost always called aturntable rather than arecord
player, and records are more commonly called discs. The
parts of the turntable are the plate, the switch, the speed
control, the drive mechanism, the toneann, the stylus,
and the cartridge.
All turntables have the same basic components, and although various
models are manufactured (such as those pictured in Figures 3.6 and
3.7), they all have the same principles of operation.
Turntable cartridges operate on the principle of transduction, whereby one form of energy is changed into another. In this case, vibrational
energy picked up by the stylus vibrating in the grooves is changed— in
the cartridge —to electrical energy. The principle of transduction conies
up again and again in radio production, so it's a good idea to be familiar
with it.
The discs themselves require some care in handling to avoid getting
skin oil on the grooves. There are three methods of cueing: spinning the
plate, spinning the disc, and slipcueing.

1M

COMPACT Discs
Compact dises, virtually anovelty item when the first
edition of this book was published in 1986, have become
standard in radio. Indeed, a station without one or two
compact disc (CD) players is the exception. not the rule.

in today's radio marketplace.
The compact disc (Figure 3.8(a)) comes in two sizes (both less than
5inches in diameter) and is made of plastic; the CD resembles atraditional vinyl disc. The information on the CD is read by a laser beam
contained in aspecial CD player (Figure 3.8(b)).
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FIGURE 3.6
EMT 948 turntable.
(Photo courtesy of Gotham Audio Corporation, New York, N.Y.)

FIGURE 3.7
Technics Turntable System
SL-B210.
(Photo courtesy of Panasonic Cornpany, Secaucus, N.J.)
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FIGURE 3.8
Elements of a compact disc system.

a. Compact disc.

b. Compact disc player.
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TUNING INTO TECHNOLOGY
HOW A CD STORES BINARY
I
NFORMATION

This chapter explains sampling and digitizing, meaning the process whereby
sound is encoded into digital form. The computer reads "binary" code, meaning a
series of on-and-off pulses—in actuality, the numbers 1and O.
You might be interested, then, in a close-up view of a CD. Figure TIT 3.1
shows the basics of storing binary code on aCD disc.

FIGURE TIT 3.1
Storing binary code on a CD.

If you look closely, you can see that aCD has hundreds of
concentric grooves (really one groove in aspiral, of course).
Now, if you were able to magnify one groove, you'd see a"visual
definition" of binary. Remember, binary means two numbers: 1and
O. That's what acomputer is able to manipulate — binary code.

The groove looks like this

•,J
tee
e• •

Laser

•••••••e •

o
me

Laser

and in extreme close-up, like this.
r— The holes are microscopic pits
in the metal.
A laser beam "reads"
the binary code. When it
strikes apit, the laser
light is absorbed, and it
produces a 1. When it
strikes metal with no pit,
the light is reflected, and
it produces aO.

Unlike avinvl record. aCD does not have grooves. :\ nil because the
(lise itself is not ion(•11(sd physically b i tylus. it is less subject to wear
than astandard phonograph record.
there is another., more profound difference between the conventional phonograph record and the CD. The phonograph record is an
analog recording. whereas the CD is adigital recording.
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The word analog means something that shows aresemblance or similarity to something else: it is the root of the words analogy and analogous. In the case of analog recording, it means to produce a series of
sound waves that closely resemble the sound waves of the original signal.
We use the term analog recording to refer to any of the conventional
transduct ion techniques involving audiotape or vinyl records.
Digital recording means using samples of sound to produce arecording
that is stored in computer language—the on-or-off binary code of digital
technology. The exact method by which sounds are transduced into digital information is not particularly relevant to radio production work (nor
is it readily understandable), but the following basic points are important:
1. Digital recordings actually comprise numerically transcribed samples
of the original sounds, so in engineering terms, the digital recording is a
collection of samples of sound and not an analog of sound—hence the
difference in word usage (although acase could be made that the digital
version is obviously arepresentation of asound, too).
These samples are taken with great rapidity. In most cases, digitally
processed information is sampled at ranges in the vicinity of 40,000
samples per second: this is the sampling frequency and is expressed in
units called hertz (cycles per second., abbreviated Hz). One of the sampling
frequencies typically used. then. would be expressed as 44.1 kHz. (kHz
stands for kilohertz. which is aunit of 1,000 cycles per second.) Samples
are then coded into the binary digits that give digital recording its name.
2. Digital recording produces acleaner-sounding signal. Very little (if any)
extraneous noise is introduced into the system during digital recording and
playback —Ito tape hiss, no scratching of astylus in worn grooves.
3. The cleaner technology produces adifferent sound than does analog;
many listeners characterize it as -clearer,'" and unquestionably noise is
reduced. Some listeners, however, claim not to like the digital sound as
much as (or better than) analog. \lany maintain that it is too harsh, too
mechanical. or too unnatural.
In any event. the entire concept of a natural sound is difficult to
define. The natural sound of aconcert hall, for example, almost always
involves some peculiarities of room acoustics, unintended echoes, and
various background noises of seat shuffling and coughing. A recording
that omits these sounds can hardly be faulted for being unnatural, so we
can assume that the goal of audio is not always to reproduce with total
realism whatever sounds were originally made.
The preceding points have contributed to an explosion of compact
disc use in radio. Even though the CD is only one link in the audio chain
(since the signal still must pass through many analog devices), listeners
feel that the CD sound is superior, and many radio stations have converted entirely to playing CDs.
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At their present stage of development, CDs seem well suited, but
perhaps not perfectly suited, to broadcast operations. On the plus side,
they do not wear out or suffer damage as easily as does standard vinyl.
They can also be convenient to use and to automate. Professional-quality
compact disc players, such as the model pictured in Figure 3.9, can store
many discs with virtually instant access to any cut on any disc. This
makes CDs an excellent choice for automation applications or in situations where partial automation is used to assist the on-air operator.
Moreover, CDs provide what listeners seem to want in audio quality.
Many stations advertise themselves as being "all-CD," and ratings reflect
the all-CD format's initial success in the so-called fidelity wars.
Ironically, that advantage can also work against astation using CDs.
Many program directors feel that airing aportion of the station's music from
CDs causes the remaining analog fare to suffer badly by comparison. This
was amore vexing problem when CD offerings were limited; today, full
music libraries are available on CD. In addition, rapid advances are being
made toward the eventual complete digitalization of radio broadcasting,
including the transmission of the broadcast signal (see Chapter 15).
Another problem with CD technology is that the discs can be used for
playback only. Some manufacturers have made progress in developing
CDs that will record as well as play back. One such system is arecorder
that uses a disc with a metal coating. A digital audio information is
placed on the disc by using a laser to burn -pits - onto the disc (see
Figure 3.10). This technology is relatively expensive and hasn't yet been
widely adopted by the radio industry.
Difficulty in handling CDs was initially viewed as adrawback to the
advancing technology, but that perception is changing as the hardware
becomes more thoroughly established and refined, and as production and
air staff become more accustomed to handling the CDs. Most experts
maintain that the majority of CD "crashes - have been due to poor handling by production personnel. Despite initial claims to the contrary, CDs
are not immune to damage; surface scratches can badly impair playback,
and damage to the disc can result in poor audio quality, skipping, or
shutdown of the playback.
CD playback is generally quite simple. You insert the disc into a
mechanized drawer, which closes automatically and brings the disc into
position for playback. The laser-reader works in reverse of a typical
stylus, reading the disc from the inside out toward the edge. CDs, like
standard LPs, have several cuts, and aselector on the machine allows
you to pick the cut you want to play (selection number 3, for example).
Unlike standard records, CDs have information only on one side, but that
one side can hold up to an hour of program material.
When CDs are automated, the cut numbers are programmed into the
computer. Methods of programming range from a simple computer
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FIGURE 3.9
Professional model CD player offering quick access to any of alarge
number of recordings.
(Photo courtesy of Allied Broadcast Equipment. Richmond, Ind.)

FIGURE 3.1 O
This CD recorder may improve the capability of CDs for use in radio production. Its high cost, however, may make some stations wait for further
development of the technology.
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instruction. to play at random without repeating any cuts for a certain
time, to complete program control cut by cut and hour by hour.
Many knowledgeable observers expect that compact disc players will
eventually replace the turntable in all or almost all radio-station control
rooms. Alternatives to using a control-room CD player are emerging.
however, and one of these options is to use digital audiotape (which we
discuss at the end of the next chapter).

SUMMARY
A broadcast turntable consists of the plate, switch, speed
control, drive mechanism, and tonearm. The tonearm has
astylus and acartridge on the end. The stylus picks up
vibrations from the grooves in the disc, and the vibrations
are t
ransduced into audio.
A compact disc employs a laser beam in place of amechanical stylus.
The laser reads sound information encoded digitally on the compact disc.
Cueing is the procedure by which a standard vinyl disc is positioned
so that the recording starts precisely on time. There are three basic
methods of cueing: spinning the plate, spinning the disc, and slipcueing
(slipstarting).
Compact discs are cued electronically, often by computer. Computerized
control units can be programmed to play along sequence of CD cuts; the
CD player is capable of locating aparticular selection almost instantly.
Compact discs offer more nearly distortion-free sound reproduction than
do standard discs, and they are less subject to wear. CDs, though, are not
indestructible; they do wear eventually-.

A PPLICATIONS
Situation 1/ The Problem A producer at a rock station
was putting together a commercial that called for very
tight meshing of musical elements. The station format
involved fast-paced, extremely closely packed sound elements. Backtracking the disc and potting it up on the
board resulted in atiny, but noticeable gap in the sound.
One Possible Solution The producer decided to slipcue the musical elements. By identifying the first sound of the music selection desired, backtracking ever so slightly, and hot-potting the cut, she was able to make a
very tight production.
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Situation 2/ The Problem The producer of aspot wanted to use alyric
from apopular song. Unfortunately, there was an instrumental introduction leading directly into the beginning of the lyric. The spot really
needed that lyric. but the 10-second instrumental before the lyric wasn't
appropriate.
One Possible Soh/ion The producer elected to use a combination of
slipcueing and potting up. Ile made a very tight backtrack before the
beginning of the vocal and kept the turntable motor running. He did
not, howeve, .choose to hot-pot. Instead. he released the disc and very
quickly potted up. By using this method.. he avoided the slight wow that
can be heard when slipeueing (starting) arecord if there is audio in the
grooves.
After afew practice runs., he was able to coordinate the slipcue and
the quick pot-up so that the Nrocal seemed to start cold, with no wow and
only the briefest (almost unnoticeable) portion of the instrumental lead-in.

EXERCISES
I. Phis exercise is strictly amatter of practicing some mechanical movements. It may seem abit tedious, but practicing some of the basic movements will make the more complex operations much easier.
The movements to practice are:
•Dropping the stylus into the lead grooves on a disc. Keep trying
until you can hit all the grooves on an entire side without picking
up any of the music.
•Handling discs as shown in Figure 3.2.
2. Using three discs, go from one piece of music to another and then to
another. (With two turntables, obviously, you'll have to change one disc.)
Play each disc for 10 or 20 seconds; then fade it down and bring
up another.
The trick to the exercise is this: Cue each disc by adifferent means
(if, of course, your equipment so allows). Cue up the first disc by spinning the plate. After you start the first disc (and put the output of that
turntable in program). cue up the second disc by spinning the disc. While
that's playing. cue up the third disc and slipcue it.
3. Cross-fade from avocal to an instrumental; choose an instrumental
cut that has a definite ending (rather than just a fade-out). Make the
resulting segment exactly 5 minutes long. To do this, of course, you will
have to harki hue and dead-pot the instrumental.

CHAPTER 4

TAPE RECORDING AND
PLAYBACK UNITS
Most material in radio today is prerecorded. Discs. obviously. provide the
vast majority of music. A disc. though. can't be used to record material
during production. It might interest you to know.. however, that, as late as
the 1950s, many radio stations had disc-cutting machines just for this
purpose.
Cutting discs was impractical because discs are useful primarily for
permanent storage of sound. The need for aconvenient way to record
material that might be used only once or a few tintes, with further
changes possible after recording. led to the development of audiotape.
Audiotape is often called magnetic tape because its magnetic properties allow the storage of sound. Actually, sound isn't stored on the tape.
Sound energy is first transduced into electrical energy, and that electrical
energy is then transduced into magnetic form. To understand this
process, let's start by examining how the tape itself works. We then discuss the machines that record and play back the tape.

MAGNETIC TAPE
Audiotape is a strip of material with a thin coating of
iron oxide (a fancy name for rust) on one surface. The
iron oxide particles line up when they are exposed to an
electromagnetic field (more on that in amoment) and
are the elements that hold the magnetic information.
The backing of the tape— the material over which the coating is
applied—is made of acetate or mylar. Acetate is similar in composition
67
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FIGURE 4.1
Reels in 5-. 7-, and
10 1
2 -inch sizes.
/

to Scotch tape. It is somewhat brittle and can be snapped easily. Mylar is
aresilient, extremely tough substance that will stretch before it breaks.
This isn't necessarily an advantage because a snapped tape can be
repaired, whereas astretched tape can't.
The most commonly used tape in radio is 1/4 inch wide although there
are different sizes for specialized applications. The most common sizes of
reels for broadcast use are 5. 7.. and 10 1
/ inches (Figure 4.1). The larger
2
reels need aspecial kind of hub arrangement to hold them on the tape
machine.

W ORICINGS OF THE REEL-TO-REEL
TAPE MACHINE
hie process of magnetic tape recording happens when a
tape passes by an electromagnet, which arranges the pattern of magnetism in the particles to correspond to that of
the sound message being fed into the recorder.
A device called a head is the electromagnet in the
tape machine. The heads in atypical tape recorder perform three functions, but before describing them. let's see where the heads are and how
he tape is brought into contact with them.
Figure 4.2 is asimplified diagram of areel-to-reel tape machine. All
reel-to-reel tape machines. regardless of their design differences, operate
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FIGURE 4.2
The tape path in atypical
tape recorder. The control
buttons are identified on
pages 72-73.
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in pretty much the same way. Notice how the units pictured in Figures 4.3(a) and (b) have the same basic anatomy.
The tape machine draws the tape from the left reel to the right reel.
The technical names of the left and right components, respectively, are
supply reel and takeup reel. As tape passes from the supply reel to the
takeup reel, it is drawn across the heads, where asignal is implanted on
the tape or played back from the tape. We begin with an explanation of
the heads and then move on to the tape transport system.
The Heads

Figure 4.4 shows the heads on a tape machine. The heads perform three
distinct functions: erase, record, and p/a.t: They work as follows:
•The erase head produces a magnetic field, called a flux, that
scrambles the pattern of the iron oxide particles and obliterates any
information previously stored on them.
•The record head produces amagnetic field that arranges the iron
oxide particles in aparticular order, storing the information on the
tape.
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FIGURE 4.3
Two varieties of reel-to-reel tape machine.

a. Reel-to-reel tape recorder that will
accept up to 10 1/
2-inch reels.
(Photo courtesy of TASCAM, TEAC Professional Division, Montebello, Calif.)

b. This tape recorder is frequently
used in broadcast operations.

FIGURE 4.4
Heads of atypical tape
machine. Left to right: the erase
head, the record head, and the
playback head.
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•The playback head reads the patterns formed by the arrangement
of the iron oxide particles and produces an electrical signal carrying
the sound information.
The heads are always arranged in this order (from left to right):
erase, record, playback. If you're ever stumped when trying to identify a
head (you'll need to know the location of the heads during tape editing),
try to think the problem out logically. Erase must corne first; if the erase
head were second in line, you'd erase whatever had just been recorded on
the tape. And it makes sense to have the record head in the second position because this allows the tape to pass over the playback head, which is
in the third position. Since the tape passes the record head immediately
before the playback head, the operator of the tape machine can play
back what was just recorded to make sure that there is, indeed, arecording on the tape. You wouldn't have this option if the positions of the
record and playback heads were reversed.
Remember: erase, record, playback. And if you can't recall the logical
explanation of their ordet .just remember that they spell ERR
Now. to throw you a curve: In some machines, there are only two
heads: an erase head and acombination record and playback head. For
purposes of radio production, all you have to remember is that erase
comes before record and playback. Cartridge machilies, as you'll see in a
moment. have only record and play heads; that's why the cartridge must
be bulk-erased, as shown in Figure 4.9 (page 80).
The Tape Transport Mechanism
Despite die differences among models, the goal of all tape machines is the
same: to pass atape across the heads at aconstant rate of speed. For the
layout of the tape transport mechanism, refer to Figure 4.2. Here's what
the components of the drive mechanism do:
•The supply reel contains the tape that will be drawn across the
heads.
•The takeup reel draws the tape up after it passes across the heads.
•The tape guides are precision designed to keep the tape exactly in
position.
•The capstan is arevolving metal post that determines the speed of
tlus tape's movement. It turns the next piece of equipment —the
pilich roller.
•The tape passes between the pinch roller, which is made of rubber,
and the capstan and is pulled along at the proper speed. The capstan and the pinch roller keep the tape moving at aconstant speed;
they are connected to the feed and takeup reels through aseries of
clutches.
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•The tape idler arm (a feature on most larger tape machines) drops
down if the tape breaks; when the idler drops, it shuts down the
tape machine's drive mechanism. This prevents tape from spilling
out onto the floor if there's abreak, and it shuts down the drive
mechanism when the tape runs completely off either reel.
Tape Machine Controls and Indicators

Although the style of levers and but t
ons differs from machine to machine,
the controls and indicators perform typical functions (see Figure 4.2).
Play
Depressing the Play button (or, in some units, flicking a lever)
will cause the machine to play back the recording on the tape. The tape
moves from the supply reel, across the heads, to the pickup reel. The
erase and record heads don't operate when the machine is in play.

Usually, Record is abutton that is pushed along with the
Play control. When Record is activated, the record head impresses a
signal on the iron oxide particles on the tape; this is the signal that can be
read back by the play head. When the machine is in Record mode, the
erase head is also activated; there would be no point in recording if the
previous information (if any) on the tape were not removed.
Record (Reci

Like the meter on the console, the tape
machine's VU meter monitors the signal coming into the tape machine so
that proper levels can be maintained when recording. There are also separate controls on the tape machine to govern the level of the incoming
signal. It is very important to maintain aproper level on this meter.

Volume-Unit (VU) Meter

The FF control moves the tape forward (in the
same direction as Play) at ahigh rate of speed. In some units, the FastForward control brings the tape into contact with the heads, and you'll
hear the chattering of the fast-moving tape. Other machines, though, lift
the tape away from the heads, so you have to use Cue if you want to hear
the sounds of the tape.
Fast-Forward (FF)

The Cue control brings the tape into contact with the heads by
defeating the tape lifter; it allows you to cue the tape when it's moving in
Fast-Forward or in Rewind. On some machines, the Cue control is also
used if the operator wants to hear the sounds on the tape when moving
the reels by hand (as when editing tape).

Cue

Activating the Rewind control causes the tape to move
backward. that is, from the takeup reel to the supply reel.
Rewind (Rew)
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Pressing Stop brings the motion of the reels to ahalt.

Speed Select
This control governs how quickly the tape moves past
the heads. The most frequently used speeds on broadcast reel-to-reel
tape machines are 71/2 and 15 inches per second (IPS); that is, 71
2 (or
/
15) inches of tape is driven past agiven point per second. A seldom-used
but sometimes available speed is 33/4 IPS. Note that each speed is exactly
double or half the previous speed.

ron

CUEING A TAPE

Just as with discs and turntables, you'll need to know
where the sound information on atape begins so that you
can put it out over the air or use it in studio production.
Say, for instance, that you have arecording of an interview show. You might thread the tape and fast-forward it
with the Cue control on (although some machines play sound in FastForward without using aCue control) until you hear the chattering of
sound on the tape — over the console's cue speaker, of course! Then, you
would rewind it to the approximate point at which the sound started,
stop the tape machine, and rock the reels by hand until you hear the
beginning in cue.
Usually, there'll be acountdown or cue tone on prerecorded tapes to
help the operator in cueing. For instance, the interview show might start
with the host saying: "Meet the Community Program for air Sunday,
March 17, rolling in five, four, three, two, one, Good afternoon, welcome
to. ...
With experience, you'll learn to listen to the countdown on cue, stop
the tape machine after "one," and be set to put the program on air.
You can also use leader tape to cue. Leader tape, which we describe
fully in Chapter 6, can be inserted within the tape and used as avisual
cue to make the cueing job easier.

HEADS AND TRACKS
Now that we've covered the manner in which the heads
impress asignal on the audiotape, let's look at atechnical
detail that can be confusing.
A tape machine's heads place the signal on aspecific
location on the tape, astrip called atrack. It is afunction of recorder or
player configuration, not a property of the tape itself. Many tape
machines place the signal across the entire width of the tape; sensibly,
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FIGURE 4.5
Tape recording track configurations.

a. Full-track recording.

b. Half-track (or two-track) recording.

c. Quarter-track reel-to-reel recording.

d. Quarter-track cassette recording.
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this is called a full-track recording (Figure 4.5(a)). Some machines,
however, record on only half the track, as pictured in Figure 4.5(b). This
allows astereo signal to be recorded on the tape, as we explain in later
chapters. A half-track recording is also known as two-track. Another
type of recording is quarter-track (Figure 4.5(c)). The quarter-track
reel-to-reel system can be used to record stereo. Two of the stereo tracks
would be recorded with the tape moving in one direction (tracks 1and
3) and two would be recorded going in the other direction (tracks 2and
4). This track system is not commonly used in radio. Cassettes have a
four-track configuration that allows for either mono or stereo playback of
acassette tape.
How Tracks Work

Each track is placed onto the tape by means of aseparate head. However,
multiple heads can be situated on the same structure. The element that
actually puts the signal on the tape is atiny rectangle on the structure
that holds the head. When there's more than one head, the structure
holding them is called aheadstack.
Machines may contain up to 32 heads on astack, but these are not
commonly used for general radio production. We consider applications
for multitrack recording in radio in Chapter 14.
Why There Are Different Head Mechanisms

The varied types of t
rack arrangement give different options to the producer. In the case of half-track, the producer has the ability to record a
stereo signal or a monaural signal on both tracks. (As you probably
know, a monaural signal is not separated into components. For now,
don't worry about the fine points of monaural and stereo.)
The version of quarter-track recording shown in Figure 4.5(d) is
generally used on cassette machines (Figure 4.6). Cassettes have some
use in radio broadcasting, and we briefly discuss them later in this chapter.
Machines using more than four tracks operate with tape wider than
1/4 inch; they generally are used for recording original music.
Regardless of the track system, the operating principles remain the
same, so the difference in track formats shouldn't present aproblem. The
only point that can foul you up is this: A tape recorded on only one track
of atwo-track format will lose quality when played back on afull-track
machine because the full-track head will be playing back half atrack that
contains nothing except hiss and other electrical noise. Likewise, aquartertrack tape cannot be played back on ahalf-track machine without the
audience's hearing information played forward and backward simultaneously. So always strive to play back tapes on amachine that has the
same track arrangement as the machine on which they were recorded.
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FIGURE 4.6
Broadcast-quality cassette
machine.
(Photo courtesy of TASCAM,
TEAC Professional Division,
Montebello, Calif.)

Review of Reel-to-Reel Tape Machines

The purpose of a reel-to-reel tape machine is to pass audiotape, also
known as magnetic tape, over the heads. The heads are tiny electromagnets that erase, record, and play. Erasing, recording, and playing are
always performed by the heads in that order although the record and
play heads are sometimes combined.
The erase head scrambles the alignment of iron oxide particles on the
aildiotape. Those pa 11 icles are realigned by the record head.

CASSETTE MACHINES
Cassette record and playback units are highly portable s
which is why they have come into such conunon use in
radio newsrooms. The size of the tape, however, limits the
usefulness of these machines in other areas of radio production. Smaller tape size (and therefore asmaller area of
the track) yields arecording of lower quality. A slower recording speed
(1 7/
8 IPS) also detracts from sound quality. Noise reduction devices such
as Dolby are used to counteract these problems (see Chapter 14).
Another problem with cassette machines, at least from the standpoint of
radio production, is that the tape is difficult to edit mechanically. Most
news operations dub cassettes up to 1/4 inch for editing.
Some newer units operate differently from the standard cassette
machine and are, in some cases, used for playback of music over the air.

CARTRIDGE MACHINES
Although reel-to-reel tape provides high quality, it has
some drawbacks. For one thing, it's time consuming to
thread up areel of tape and find the cue. Reels of tape are
somewhat cumbersome to handle. Cartridge machines
were developed as asolution to this problem. They utilize
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FIGURE 4.7
Broadcast cartridge.

a cartridge—usually called a cart —which is an endless loop of tape
(Figure 4.7).
The advantage of using carts is that the units designed to play them
(Figure 4.8) are able to sense acue tone on the tape that will stop the
tape automatically after it has played through ful lcycle. This means, too,
that the tape will be all set to start again from the beginning. In essence,
the tape cues itself up. This is why cart machines are so useful in radio
production. There are two tracks on amono cart machine; one track contains only the cue tone.
A 60-second commercial often is put on a70-second cart. The commercial, for reasons to be explained in amoment, is all set to go when it's
put into the machine. To play the spot, the operator on air hits the cart
machine's play button. The tape, an endless reel, is pulled past the heads;
when the commercial ends, the producer lets the cart play until it reaches
the cue tone and stops automatically. The cart is then said to be recited.
Carts can also be loaded with a number of different spots — for
instance, six or seven 10-second station identifications on a70-second
cart. This is aconvenient way to play such cuts, and it ensures that they
will be rotated throughout the broadcast day.
Now, let's see exactly how the cart machine works. The cart is an
endless loop of tape; that is, the start of the tape is spliced to the end of
the cartridge tape, aspecial heavily lubricated tape that feeds out from
the middle of the reel. A rubber drive wheel snaps into place when the
cart is locked into its location. This is done differently in various models;
sometimes alevel is used to swing the drive wheel into the proper spot.
A cart machine also has a Stop control and a Record control. The
Record control puts the unit in Record mode: this also activates the function of the machine that places the cue tone on the tape. Some cart
machines are playback only and do not record.
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FIGURE 4.8
A standard broadcast cartridge player. Newer models have been developed,
and potos of them are included in later chapters, but you are likely to
encounter this workhorse of the industry for years to come.
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The cue tone (which you can't hear) is placed ouihe tape when the
cart machine is ill Record and the Start button is pushed. A stop tone
cannot be put on in the Play mode. Newer cart machines have aFastForward control that allows the cartridge tape to be rapidly advanced to
the next cue tone. This spares the operator from the inconvenience of
having to wait until the cartridge plays through. at normal speed before
reaching the start of the tape or the next recorded item. As on reel-to-reel
tape machines. I
Itere is aVU meter to gauge the level of the recording.
And again as on reel-to-reel machines, cartridge units have arecord head
and aplayback head. They don't have an erase head, however, because
an erase head would erase the cue tone before the cue tone reached the
play head, where it would be sensed and the recording stopped. As a
result. the erasing would continue in an endless loop until someone intervened manually.
Like reel-to-reel tape recorders, monaural and stereo cartridge
machines have different track configurations. As aresult, carts recorded
on astereo machine cannot be played back properly on amono machine,
and vice versa. This is often an important consideration in AM—FM operations, where the carts may be recorded in stereo for the FM and in mono
for the AM.
Because the cart machine lacks an erase head., you'll have to use a
bulk eraser to wipe acart clean. The bulk eraser, often called abulkel; is
alarge electromagnet that scrambles the impulses on the iron oxide coating of the tape. The bulk eraser also works with reel-to-reel tapes and
cassettes should you desire to erase them completely.
There's atechnique to using abulk eraser properly (Figures 4.9(a)„
(b), and (c)). If you practice it, you can save yourself agreat deal of trouble. Essentially, you must move the bulker slowly, in acircular motion.,
across the flat side of the cart; then wipe it across the front of the cart (the
head area of the tape) to ensure that that section is erased. Finally. move
the bulker slowly away from the cart before turning it off; suddenly collapsing the magnetic field will impart a noise to the tape. Follow the
same procedure for bulking acassette or reel-to-reel tape—though with
the reel-to-reel tape, you obviously won't have to erase the head area.
Note that we've described the procedure as one of moving the bulker; of
course, you can also move the tape, and on some styles of 'milkers, this is
easier.
Any strong magnetic field can erase atape, so be cautious. and never
place tapes or carts near magnetic fields such as those generated by
transformers, amplifiers, or speakers, which could damage or erase your
production. Magnetism from the bulking operation can also damage your
wristwatch, so be sure to remove your watch before you begin to erase
tapes.
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FIGURE 4.9
Operating a bulk eraser.

a. Using aswirling motion, erase the cart
across the flat side.

b. Swirl the bulker in front of the head area
of the cart.

c. Move the bulker away from the cart
gradually before turning off the switch.

ra
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SPECIAL PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED
WITH CARTRIDGE MACHINES
Improper erasure is one problem involved in working
with carts. As handy as they are, it's important to point
out that agood share of the errors heard on live radio
and made in studio production can be traced to faulty
use of carts. Let's consider some special problems we face
when working with carts.
Sound over Sound

If you don't erase the cart before recording over it. you'll get double
audio. If you don't do a good job of bulking, you'll get the residual
sounds of a "dirty" cart in the background; those residual noises often
sound something like aheartbeat. And if you don't erase the front of the
cart (the opening where the tape is), an extra cue tone may be left on
the tape.
Recueing

cart must be cycled through the full length of tape in order to return to
where the recording started (the cue tone). For various reasons, carts
sometimes get taken off the machine without being recued. Punching up
an uncued cart can be inconvenient and, sometimes, embarrassing.
Wowing

A wow (the noise made by a sound source that is picking up speed) can
occur on acart machine if the Start button is pressed too soon after the
cart was locked in place. On some cart machines, the motor doesn't start
until the cart is locked into place, so if you quickly jam the cart into the
machine and smack the Start button. you'll get awow for the first few
moments of the tape. The solution is to plan ahead: Don't hit the Start
button until the cart machine has had achance to sit for asecond or two
after the cart is locked in place.
Other Features of Cart Machines

With some machines,
such as the one pictured in Figure 4.10, you can pull out the wire that
places the cue tone on the tape, producing acart mithout acue tone—
that is, acart that will run endlessly. This maneuver is called disabling
the cue tone, and it can come in handy in certain applications. For
example, you can elect to use such an arrangement for asound effect.
Eliminating the Cue Tone on a Cart Machine
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FIGURE 4.10
To prevent the cue tone from
being recorded on the cart,
remove the green wire from
the connecting point on the
machine.

(See the Applications section of this chapter.) Just remember to plug the
green wire back in when you're done. (Be sure you ask permission of the
studio supervisor before doing this.)
Intentional Sound-on-Sound on Carts
Earlier, we mentioned that
since a cart doesn't erase itself, sound can be recorded over previous
sound. If that happens by accident, it's aproblem. But the feature can be
turned to your advantage in some production situations.
Several layers of sound can be recorded onto acart. If, for instance,
you are recording aproduction that calls for asound effect and anarration, the sound effect could conceivably be layered directly onto the cart
that contains the narration. You'll save astep since you won't have to do
another dub and mix; however, sound layering on carts can add quite a
bit of noise to the production, and its reduces the high-frequency
response on the first recording. Keep these factors in mind when planning sound layering.
Review

of Cartridge Machines

A cart is an endless loop of tape in aplastic case. The case is locked into
a cartridge machine, which has a Start button, a Stop button. and a
Record control. (Units designed for playback only just have Stop and
Start buttons.)
When you record acart, put the Record control on and hit the Start
button. This will automatically put acue tone on the lower half of the
tape. The cue tone, which is inaudible, will be sensed by the play head. It
allows the tape to play through its entire length and then stop automatically, ready to be played again.
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Cart machines don't have an erase head, so carts must be wiped
clean with abulk eraser.
Although carts are convenient, problems can accompany them,
including sound inadvertently being recorded over sound, failure of an
operator to recue the cart, and wowing (if the cart is started too soon
after being put into the machine).

RELATION OF RECORD UNITS
TO THE CONSOLE
Throughout this chapter, we've avoided calling reel-toreel, cassette, and cart machines recorders. The reason for
this is that they are used both for recording and for playback; the term machine (or unit) is more accurate and
less confusing. Deck is another commonly used and
accurate term. We take this approach because it's especially important
for the producer to distinguish mentally between playback and record,
and to translate these functions to console operations.
Nothing seems to cause more confusion to newcomers in radio production than what to do with the console when recording in one unit and
playing back in another. Suppose, for example, you are mixing the
output of atape machine and amicrophone, and you want to record the
product on acart machine. What happens on the console?
You put the ink and the tape machine in program. You want to play
back these units, and therefore you want the signal to go through the
console, where it will be amplified, mixed, and routed.
When you switch atape or cart machine to Record, the signal from
the board will, in most cases, be routed directly to the tape or cart.
(Sometimes you'll have to patch the signal to the record unit.) The
important thing to remember is that when you are recording on aparticular unit, you do not want to pot that unit up on the board.
You are not playing the output of that particular machine, so there
is no reason to bring it up on the console. You will, in fact, cause feedback by potting up aunit when that unit is in Record mode. (For now,
don't be concerned about the reason; just be aware of this source of
feedback.)
In summary, always remember: When you want to play back the
output of atape or cart machine, bring the unit up on the console. (Most
tape devices are hot-potted, by the way.) When you want to record
on a tape or cart machine, do not bring the unit up on the console.
In almost all production work, you are recording the output of the
console.
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DIGITAL PROCESSING
I
n addition to its role in the development of CDs, digital

sound processing has had an impact on tape recording
and playback.
As we mentioned in Chapter 3, digital processing of
sound is essentially asampling procedure that allows you
to store recorded sound in the form of binary digits. Once sound has been
converted into digital form, it can be recorded for reuse. In the form of
compact discs, recorded music is easy to handle and convenient to use.
Very few CD systems allow you to record on them, however.
Since many radio production applications require the capability of
recording and editing sound, digital systems that provide that capability
are in growing demand. Two major areas of technology currently show
great promise of providing radio producers with this capability. One is
digital audiotape; the other, tapeless recording.

121

INDUSTRY UPDATE

To DIGITIZE OR NOT TO DIGITIZE:
THAT'S A DIFFICULT Q UESTION

Using digital audiotape, computer disc storage, or even cutting your own CD is no
great technical feat. But many stations are resisting jumping into digital.
Indeed, there are some major pros and cons:
Pro digital:
1. Data is easily transmittable and interchangeable. WBBR Radio, New York, for
example, is entirely digitized. There's hardly any tape in the station, and reporters
edit their copy directly on aWindows-based PC. This means that everything can
be digitized and sorted out by one main computer. Audio can be sent by modem
(a device to send digital signals over telephone lines), and WBBR may someday
serve as the hub of a network that can operate by land-line, rather than satellite,
and still maintain high audio quality.
2. Digits are digits. No matter how often apiece of digital audio is copied, as long
as the order of the digits is error-free, the copies will have the same quality.
3. Cost effectiveness— maybe. The initial investment in digital is often high, but it
has become apparent that almost anybody can learn how to use acomputer. Only
a few years ago, radio operations required a large number of specially trained
technicians. Now, nonspecialists can handle editing and even programming the
automation of astation.
4. Space. A computer takes a small fraction of the space of traditional
equipment.
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5. Ease of use. For applications that basically require one event coming
after another, such as all-news, centralized computer storage and a touchscreen call-up make sense. The operator simply has to hit "next event" on the
touch-screen.
Con digital:
1. When things go bad, they really go bad. If you are operating out of a central
computer and the computer breaks down, it's not like having one CD on the fritz.
2. Learning curve. Although almost anyone can learn how to use a computer to
manipulate digitally stored information, not everyone learns at the same rate and
enjoys the same comfort level. For example, VVMAQ in Chicago installed a centralized computer-storage touch-screen system. But many of the air people simply
couldn't get used to not having the tactile feel of a"button."' So the engineers built
a box with a real button. Hitting the button called up the next event. Hitting the
touch-screen would have called up the next event, too—but some people couldn't
get used to that.
3. Unforeseen bumps in the road. The cart, for example, has been around for 30
years. Will the software package still work in 30 years? This is abig question for a
bottom-line-conscious manager.
*See "How to Phase Out Your Cart Machines." Radio Only, March 1993, p. 28.

DIGITAL AUDIOTAPE
Digital audiotape is gaining increasing favor among radio
stations as avaluable tool in modern radio production.
Digital audiotape is the tape corollary of the compact
disc: It is recorded using the same kinds of sampling and
coding methods described in Chapter 3. However, digital
audiotape (known as DAT) has an advantage over CDs by being readily
available for recording as well as for playback.
Digital audiotape is essentially the same type of substance as analog
audiotape although it is thinner. The thinness of the tape arises from the
fact that digital recorders play at afaster rate than do analog machines;
hence, more tape must be packed on areel or cassette.
Configurations of the tape recorder used to imprint the digital signal on tape vary widely. Head configurations, number of tracks, and
even speed of the tape vary from manufacturer to manufacturer. For
radio purposes, however, it appears as if a standard is emerging: the
rotating-head digital audiotape recorder, usually referred to as an R-DAT
machine.
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FIGURE 4.11
Sony PCM-2500 DAT Recorder.
(Photo courtesy of Sony Corporation of America, Teaneck, N.J.)

R-DAT uses two tracks of digital audiotape on a cassette that is
approximately the size of apack of cards. The cassette is loaded into a
machine that resembles atiny videotape deck. For an example, see the
R-DAT machine pictured in Figure 4.11.
Most machines have avariety of sampling rates (the number of times
per second that a sound is digitally sampled, as we explained in the
section on compact discs in Chapter 3). R-DAT units typically offer
sampling rates of 44.1 kHz, 48 kHz, and (for digital inputs only)
32 kHz.
The rotating head spins at aslant, crosswise over the tape, as the tape
is moved past the head; thus, its action resembles that of the mechanism
in avideotape recorder. A digital audiotape recorder can produce audio
of roughly the same quality as audio from acompact disc. This allows the
user to make copies that are virtually as good as the master.
Remember that, with digital recording, generation loss is not so significant aproblem as it is with analog recording. The best example for
understanding this might be to consider that producing multiple generations of analog tape is like making a copy of a photocopy and then
making acopy of the second copy, and so on. But digital recording essentially retransmits series of on-and-off pulses, and the pulses are either on
or off, so there are no shades of gray; consequently, the on-and-off pulses
reproduce with great accuracy.
This is not to say that digital audiotapes (or compact discs, for that
matter) are immune from wear. It appears as though the thin tape can
wear and break. But the point is that, as long as the tape itself retains its
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of copies of copies, ad infinit um. will not suffer appreciable loss of audio quality.
Many industry observers feel that aprimary use of digital audiotape
in the future will be in recording field events. such as concerts or even
news audio. and then dumping the results into adigital editing station (a
concept we explain in Chapter 15). Digital audiotape is also sure to meet
with widespread acceptance in radio studio operations (it is already used
widely by recording studios) in various production applications. Digital
editing prontises to increase the producer's flexibility, creativity, and control over the final product.
Incidentally. an interesting relationship of digital to analog has developed at many radio stations. \limy stations dub compact discs onto standard broadcast cartridges. Though this may seem self-defeating, it is
generally accepted that analog tape recorded from adigital source gives
better fidelity than analog tape recorded from an analog source (tape
recorded from astandard LP). Thus, stations often prefer to dub their
CDs onto carts and then to use the carts for actual airplay. A cart is generally easier to handle—ostensibly because radio people are more accustomed to it —and many users feel that carts provide better performance
reliability than CDs.
integrity, copies

TAPELESS RECORDING
The only function served by the audiotape in the process
of digital audio recording is to store the binary digits that
have been used to encode the sound information. But
there is no reason, given the current state of technology,
that the information cannot be stored in other forms as
well as on audiotape.
Tapeless recording makes use of computer discs (Figure 4.12) to
store the encoded audio information that has been sampled and converted into abinary code. Once it is in digital form, sound information is
unaffected by the particular medium in which it is eventually stored. The
quality of the sound when it is reproduced, therefore, will be the same
whether it is stored on computer discs or audiotape.
Using digital audio workstations, a producer can perform editing
functions far more easily and expertly than was possible using splicing
and editing. A major advantage of this technology is the automatic functions that can be commanded by making use of the computer linkages
that function as the brains of the equipment. By simply adjusting acontrol that creates a digital cross-fade at the point where you join two
sound elements together in an edit. for example. you can make almost
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FIGURE 4.12
In tapeless recording, sound can
be stored digitally on disc platters
like those used to store files in
your personal computer.

any edit virtually undetectable no matter how tight it is. And if you don't
like the edit you have made, you can delete it and start all over again
with the original sound sources, which are left intact while you
experiment with the editing processes. Once you have asatisfactory edit.
you can store it away while keeping the original sound sources as they
were before you began to manipulate them. The sound quality of all
materials remains virtually unaffected no matter how much you work
with it or how many versions of it you record.
There are major advantages to be gained by the use of tapeless
recording systems. (See Chapter 6 for more about how this technology
ran improve the producer's ability to work with recorded sound.)

SUMMARY
((((

Audiotape is a thin strip of material coated with iron
oxide. The oxide particles align to conform with the signal
generated by amagnetic head. In this way, sound information is transduced and stored for later playback. Typically, there are three heads on atape deck. Each has a
specific function: to erase, to record, or to play back.
The reel on the left (as you face the machine) is the supply reel. The reel
on the right is the takeup reel.
If there are multiple heads on the machine, more than one track can be
laid down on the tape. Mull iple tracks are useful for stereo recording and
for recording music when multiple inputs need to be recorded and controlled separately.
Cassettes, which are small enclosed reels, are useful for portable operations and are increasingly used in studio operations. Cartridges (carts)
use acontinuous loop of tape in aplastic case.
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Digital audiotape (DAT), though not yet commonly used in radio operations, may be widely adopted before long, pending the outcome of technical and legal complications. DAT, like acompact disc, stores and plays
back adigital signal rather than an analog signal.
Tapeless recording systems offer broadcasters the opportunity for
unprecedented convenience and quality in the storage and manipulation
of sound.

A PPLICATIONS
Situation 1/The Problem The producer of an hour-long
news program wants the sound of ateletype in the background. He has asound-effects record with the teletype
sound, but the cut runs for only 3minutes, and it would
be impractical to keep dropping the stylus back at the
beginning of the cut.
One Possible Solution The producer pulled the green wire (see Figure 4.10) on the cart machine, placed a70-second cart in the machine,
and recorded exactly 70 seconds of the teletype effect on the cart. Now,
the cart plays endlessly throughout the newscast.
Situation 2/The Problem A community bulletin-board segment airs
twice every hour at 15 minutes and 45 minutes after the hour. The producer has found aperfect piece of music to introduce the segment, but
she notices how inconvenient it is to tie up aturntable twice an hour for
10 seconds of music.
One Possible Solution The producer simply records, or dubs, the first 10
seconds of music from the disc onto acart. The cart is labeled and placed
in arack; it's now very convenient for the console operator to grab the
cart and plug it in.

EXERCISES
1. Using areel-to-reel tape machine, record someone counting from 1to
20. Then have someone call out a number between 1 and 20; your
assignment is to cue the tape up, as quickly as possible, to start at that
number. For example, if the number 16 is called out, you'll want to find
the part of the tape on which the announcer is reading 13 ...14 ...
15 ...and stop it there. (You will, of course, do this in cue or in audition.) Then, bring the tape recorder up on program and start it. You
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should hear the tape cleanly start with the number 16. Have several
numbers called out until you're proficient at cueing up the tape.
2. Decide which type of machine (turntable, cassette, reel-to-reel tape.
or cart) would be best for the following applications, and explain your
reasons:
•The musical opening to anews program.
•An interview anews reporter will be doing at the site of a
demonstration.
•A 60-second commercial.
•A half-hour radio drama.
•A 10-minute interview segment done in the studio.
•Multiple station identifications. (You might want to try producing
sample station IDs on the type of machine you decide is most
appropriate.)

CHAPTER 5

M ICROPHONES
AND SOUND
At many radio stations, you will have little to say about the selection of
the microphone that best suits the pick-up requirements of the moment.
Those who have worked at avariety of radio stations often remark that
there is only ahandful of microphone models that you will find in virtually any radio station. All on-air and production studios will generally
have the same model though another model may be used for remote and
news applications.
So you don't necessarily need to know all the details of microphone
use to do your job in aradio station. A person doing production duties in
asmall radio station will generally use the mic that happens to be hooked
up to the console. A reporter will use whatever mic is handed out before
going out on assignment. And in many production situations, the simplest of miking techniques and arrangements will be used time and time
again.
However, you'll be able to do even abasic production job better with
a good working knowledge of microphones. In some cases, a detailed
knowledge of microphone use will help you solve athorny problem. And
in the more advanced areas of radio production, such as recording live
music, you must know mic use inside and out.
We offer arealistic explanation of the situation because many newcomers to radio production become somewhat cynical after plowing
through explicit details of microphone use and selection but never using
the knowledge during the class or in their first few jobs. Even though this
knowledge might not seem essential right now, it just might prove invaluable later.
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FIGURE 5.1
Compressions and
rarefactions.

Area of rarefaction
Sound source

Area of compression

Area of rarefaction
Area of compression

THE BASICS OF SOUND
l'he microphone, like many other pieces of equipment
that we discussed earlier, is atransducer. It changes the
energy of the motion of sound into electrical energy. The
microphone is the instrument that transforms sound into
something usable by the record and playback units
hooked up to aradio console.
Sound itself is a vibration — a specific motion — of air molecules.
What happens is this: A sound source (a cymbal, perhaps) creates changes
in air pressure. When molecules are pushed together, they are said to be
in compression. Areas of low pressure, where molecules are pulled apart
from one another, are called rarefactions. To visualize the situation, look
at Figure 5.1. A sound source causes alternating waves of compression
(dense dots) and rarefaction (sparse dots) through the air.
Now, the vibration traveling through the air carries information. The
way that the cymbal sounds to our ears is determined by the pattern of
vibration. As amatter of fact, the eardrum is atransducer, too. It performs the first step in converting motional energy of vibration into electrical energy in the brain.
The microphone also transduces the motional energy into electrical
energy. That energy then might be transduced into electromechanical
energy (storage on audiotape), or it might be transduced back into
motional energy by aloudspeaker.
How does amic do this, and why are certain mics better than others
at reproducing certain sounds? To understand these things, let's first
explore abit further the nature of sound itself. The information will come
in handy when we try to understand the behavior of sound and the way
mics affect its reproduction.
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FIGURE 5.2
Sine wave.

The Elements of Sound

Apure-tone sound is represented by asine wave (Figure 5.2), one of the
most frequently used symbols in the world of sound, microphones, and
radio, and one of the most frequently misunderstood. A sine wave depicting sound is agraphic representation of the rarefactions and compressions of air molecules. If we were to sample the density of the molecules
of awave (pictured in Figure 5.3), we'd find athick area, then an area
becoming thinner, then avery thin area, then an area somewhat thicker,
and then athick area again. A graph of this pattern would look like the
one in Figure 5.4(a), which is aplot of the sound pattern, not apicture of
it. Thus, the sine wave only represents sound; no sine waves emanate
from asound source. The sine wave can be used to analyze several elements of sound.
Each time a wave goes through its pattern and returns to its
starting point, it has completed one cycle. A cycle passes through acomplete rotation every 360 degrees. The time it takes for awave to make a
complete cycle is called an interval.
A cycle can be measured from any starting point. The plot of acycle
is illustrated in Figure 5.4(b). Note that, though a sine wave has 360
degrees in acomplete rotation, this representation comprises two equal
intervals, called positive and negative intervals, and that each interval is
180 degrees long.
Cycle

Frequency
This is a measure of how often a cycle is repeated in a
given period. Formerly, frequency was measured in cycles per second. In
recent years, the term cycles per second has been replaced by the term
hertz (Hz), named in honor of the mathematician Heinrich Hertz, who
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FIGURE 5.3
Measuring compressions and rarefactions.
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FIGURE 5.4
Characteristics of asine wave.

a. Description of what asine wave
represents.

High pressure

Relatively low pressure

Relatively high pressure

Low pressure

b. One cycle of asine wave.

One cycle
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first demonstrated the existence of radio waves. We see how frequency
plays arole in the nature of sound shortly.
In technical terms, the amplitude is the height of the sine
wave. Amplitude indicates the volume of the sound. The higher the
amplitude. 11w louder the sotmd.
These elements determine the characteristics of sound, and the sine
wave is avisual representation of those characteristics. If nothing else,
remember that any sound can be described by one or more sine waves.

Amplitude

The Nature of Sound: Frequency

Why one or more sine waves? Essentially, because sounds consist of combinations of wave patterns or waveforms. Although a device called a
tone generator will produce, by electronic circuitry, apure wave (when
represented on an oscilloscope), most sounds are a combination of
many waves of different shapes and frequencies and are called complex
waveforms.
The human ear can hear frequencies
from about 35 to 20,000 Hz. This. of course, depends on the age and
health of the ear's owner. Older people generally don't hear high frequencies as well as young people do. The low end of the scale is adeep bass
rumbling; the high end is athin whine that's barely audible to people.
Frequencies and Your Ears

How Frequency Shapes Sound
A sound is acombination of various
waves —sonie higher, some lower. The fundamental (that is. basic, most
important) frequency of an average male voice, for example, is typically
around 300 Hz. But consonant sounds such as tand dare much higher,
perhaps in the 1,000-Hz range. Very high, hissy consonants, such as s,
can be well intp the 4.000-Hz range. whereas the th in thin can approach
6,000 Hz. Other components of the sounds of human speech can range
as high as 9,000 Hz.
The higher-frequency sounds, the consonant sounds. lend intelligibility to speech. If high consonant sounds are not reproduced by any of the
transducers in the radio production chain, human speech becomes less
intelligible. Music from which the high frequencies are absent sounds
muddy and dun; the high frequencies add clarity and vibrance.
Limiting the range of transduced frequencies affects the tone of
speech, too. The telephone reproduces frequencies from about 300 to
3,000 Hz. The difference between speech over atelephone and speech
over ahigh-quality mic is readily apparent. Various mics reproduce frequencies with varying degrees of effectiveness.
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The Nature of Sound: Amplitude

The amplitude of the sine wave represents the volume of the sound.
Another way to measure sound volume is in decibels. A decibel (dB) is a
very complex measurement. Two points about decibels are essential:
1. The higher the decibel reading, the louder the sound. Thus, 20 dB is
a whisper; 55 dB is loud conversational speech; 75 dB is city traffic;
110 dB is aloud, amplified rock band; and 140 dB is ajet engine at takeoff. (These measurements are expressed in aparticular form called dB
SPL— decibel sound pressure level.)
2. It is considered that an increase or decrease of 1-2 dB SPL is the
smallest change in sound level ahuman ear can perceive. An increase of
6dB SPL is what the human ear perceives as adoubling of the sound's
volume.
A more detailed explanation is this: The ear does not hear in alinear
fashion. That is, if you were playing aradio at alevel that was equal to
10 watts of power and you turned it up to alevel equal to an output of 15
watts (an addition of 5 watts), you would not perceive the increase as
being 1.5 times the original volume. Because it is difficult to measure
apparent volume by talking about watts, we use asystem that measures
sound in ageometric fashion and corresponds to the way the ear appears
to hear sound. Hence, the decibel is avery useful tool to measure significant increases or decreases in apparent volume.
Remember the VU meter, and the readings on the top scale? Those
volume units correspond to decibels. People often wonder why the VU
meter uses 0 dB as the loudest modulation of sound we would wish to
transmit when common sense suggests that the louder the sound, the
higher the dB reading. Actually, it would be very confusing to have aVU
meter scale that read, say, from 60 to 120 dB. Therefore, in broadcasting,
we have standardized 0VU to equal arelative sound level that will power
our transmitter of recording devices to their maximum permissible outputs. This way, we don't have to work with such large dB numbers.
Remember, the 0dB reading is relative. A reading of —1 means that your
itiput is 1dB lower than the optimum level.
Other Characteristics of Sound

We've pretty well covered the physical properties that make up the
nature of sound. Some other areas are also worth considering. Pitch, a
term commonly used to describe sound, is not the same thing as frequency. Frequency is a physical measurement; pitch is the ear's and
inind's subjective interpretation of frequency and loudness, signifying the
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we hear afrequency. The human ear just doesn't hear the same way
ascientific instrument does.
Duration is acharacteristic of sound, too. It refers to the amount of
time asound exists and to the amount of time individual harmonics exist
within acomplex waveform.
Velocity and distance also play a role in the way we hear sound.
Sound is not very fast; it travels through air at only alittle more than
1,100 feet per second, or 750 miles per hour. Sound travels at different
rates through different media; it travels about four times faster through
water, for example. But it has to vibrate through amedium; there's no
sound in avacuum.
The relative slowness of sound in air can be illustrated by afamiliar
example. When sitting in the bleachers during abaseball game, you will
see the batter complete his swing before you hear the crack of the bat hitting the ball. Because of the slowness of sound, you can perceive echoes
(the immediate bounceback of sound) and reverberation (the continued
bouncing of sound) in an enclosure with reflective walls. A large room
with reflective walls will cause the reverberations to take longer to decay,
or die out.
Distance also makes a difference in how loud the sound is when it
reaches us. When sound travels two times aspecified distance, it arrives
at only one-quarter of its original intensity. This behavior is said to
comply with the inverse square law.
A final characteristic is the sound's quality, or timbre. This, again, is
a factor in how our ears and mind perceive sound. It has to do with
the way harmonics are combined and with the relative intensities of
those harmonics. Those combinations make us perceive a difference
between the middle C played on apiano and the same note played on
aharpsichord.
way

Farm

TUNING INTO TECHNOLOGY

THE SHAPE OF SOUND

'The biggest change brought about by digital technology,' says Rodney Belizaire,
arecording engineer with WiDEV in New York, "is connecting the eye with the ear."
What he means is that the visual depiction of the sound wave as it appears on
the computer screen will soon become recognizable to the person doing the editing. You'll never be able to "read" the waves without knowing what the script is, but
if you have even a passing acquaintance with the words, you'll be able to spot
them on the screen.
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The waveform, often called the "sound envelope," is nothing more than a
graphic representation of the amplitude and frequency of the sound.
Amplitude —that is, strength—is what you'll be most concerned with when
dealing with the visuals on the computer screen. The waveform is higher on the
positive and negative side (remember, sound is asystem of rarefactions and compressions, which translates electronically to plus and minus) when the sound is
louder.
Almost all computer programs allow you to determine the time frame over
which you view the sound. If you view the words new on in a frame of one second, the waveform (sound envelope) looks something like the one shown in
Figure TIT 5.1.
Most computer programs allow you to display asecond's worth of copy. Many
let you get far more precise and hone in on afraction of asecond.
What you'll find particularly useful in most standard applications, though, is to
display 15, 30, or 60 seconds. That shows you where various sound elements are
placed.
Figure TIT 5.2 shows what we mean.This is acommercial for aKenny Rogers
album. The narration is interspersed with cuts from the music.
The stereo music tracks are on computer tracks 1 and 2. The announcer's
voice is on track 3. Where you see an x, it means that the computer has been
instructed to make a gradual cross-fade — lowering one track while bringing up
another.
The announcer's track actually starts with the words, "New on Atlantic tapes,
all your favorite music from . "and then segues into a Kenny Rogers cut, then
back to more narration, then another cut, and so on.
You can see, even without knowing all the copy, how this commercial is
constructed.

FIGURE TIT 5.1
A sound envelope.
This diagram demonstrates how the waveform reflects the varying amplitude of speech.
Below the waveform, we've made letters bigger when in normal speech they are stressed —
given greater volume.
You can also see the pause between "new" and "on."

NE

ON ATLA

NTic

This is aline that sweeps across the
waveform when you play it back. It
moves in "real time" — that is, if the
whole waveform is asecond, it goes
from beginning to end in asecond. If
your screen is set to display 30 seconds,
the line will take 30 seconds to move
across the waveform.
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FIGURE TIT 5.2
The digital editing process as it appears on acomputer screen.

In later chapters, we'll get into the fine points of editing. But now you can see
in one simple illustration how sound, in the digital domain, can be sensed with
your ears and your eyes.

Summary of the Basics of Sound

Understanding how sound behaves is a prerequisite to learning about
microphones, and much of what you need to know concerns how amic
reproduces sound.
Sound is avibration of molecules in tile air, and it consists of rarefactions and compressions. A sine wave is a graphic representation of a
sound wave; it is not supposed to be apicture of the wave.
Sound is measured in terms of frequency and amplitude. Frequency,
which tells how often in agiven period the sound wave makes acomplete
cycle, is measured in cycles per second, now called hertz. Amplitude is
the height of the sine wave. It refers to the loudness of the sound and is
measured in decibels. Sound travels through air at about 1,100 feet per
second.
Characteristics of sound include pitch (the way we perceive frequency), loudness (the way we perceive volume), and quality or timbre
(the way we interpret the complex waveforms).
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Now that we've prefaced this chapter with an explanation of sound,
let's move on to the ways mics work, the various types of mics, and their
uses.

THE M ICROPHONE: HOW I
T W ORKS
One of the ways in which a producer selects a microphone and decides on its use is by determining how the
microphone reproduces sound and how it colors that
sound. (The meaning of this term should become clear
shortly.)
Electronics of the Microphone

Sound reproduction is affected by the mechanical and electronic means
used within the mic to change the acoustic or motional energy of
sound— avibration of molecules in the air —to electrical energy. Certain
varieties of microphones are much better adapted to some tasks than
are other types. That's why it's important to understand the workings of
the three types of microphones most common in radio broadcasting: the
moving coil, the ribbon, and the condenser.
Moving Coil
Electricity is formed by moving aconductor through a
magnetic field. That's exactly what happens in agenerator: Coils of wire
are moved through amagnetic field, and electrical current results.
That's also what happens in a moving-coil microphone. The
diaphragm in amoving-coil mic (Figure 5.5(a)) is attached to acoil of
wire. The diaphragm, athin membrane, vibrates as it is driven by the
sound waves. The coil attached to the diaphragm vibrates, too, and the
vibration of this moving coil cuts through the magnetic lines of force produced by the magnets within the microphone. The electrical wave produced now carries the imprint of the sound wave by mirroring both the
frequency of the acoustical energy and the amplitude of that energy.
Moving-coil mics are sometimes referred to as dynamic mics.

This type of mic has athin (usually corrugated) metal ribbon
suspended between the poles of amagnet (Figure 5.5(b)). The ribbon
vibrates in harmony with the sound waves. Technically, the ribbon mic
responds to adifference in pressure between the front and back of the
ribbon; that's why some people refer to this type of instrument as apressure-gradient mile. Ribbon mics are gradually becoming less common
in radio.
Ribbon
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FIGURE 5.5
The three types of microphone elements.
Diaphragm

a. In amoving-coil mic, the thin dia-
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pattern of the original sound.
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b. In aribbon mic, sound energy
causes vibrations of ametallic
ribbon, which moves through amagnetic field to produce an electrical
current.

c. In acondenser mic, sound vibrates
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diaphragm varies the electrical pattern on the back plate.
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Condenser

A condenser mic operates through the use of an electrical element called
acapacitor. Condenser is actually an old-fashioned name for acapacitor, and it stuck as the name for this type of mic. A capacitor stores an
electrical charge. In acondenser mic (Figure 5.5(c)), acharge is applied
to the side of the condenser known as the back plate; as the diaphragm
vibrates, it changes the distance between itself and the back plate and
changes the amount of charge held by the back plate.
Condenser microphones often need aseparate power supply to place
acharge on the back plate; thus, batteries are used. Some more modern condenser mics draw acharge from the console, a"phantom" power
supply.
Pickup (Polar) Patterns of the Microphone

The electronics of a mic also affect the pattern in which it picks up
sounds. These patterns, called pickup patterns or polar patterns, have
amajor effect on how aparticular mic is used. Some mics pick up sounds
from all directions, or from the front and back but not the sides, or from
the front only. The basic pickup patterns are omnidirectional, bidirectional, and card ioid. (Cardioid is sometimes called unidirectional,
meaning "one-directional.")
An omnidirectional mic picks up sounds equally
well from all sides, as pictured in Figure 5.6(a). To visualize what a
pickup pattern is, it's helpful to know how one can be drawn. The mic
is placed on astand, pointed toward aspeaker, and twisted in acircle
(kept parallel to the floor). Then the amplitude of the wave it picked up
at various poles is measured. As shown in Figure 5.6(a), the amplitude is
as great at 90 degrees as at 0degrees (0 being where the mic faces deadon to the speaker). Remember, the pickup pattern is athree-dimensional
representation, so mics hear sound from above and below, too. Although
we generally assume that the omnidirectional mic picks up sound
equally well from all directions, there is asmall glitch at 180 degrees,
simply because the mass of the microphone gets in the way of the sound
waves.
The reason, incidentally, that an omnidirectional mic can be equally
sensitive to sounds from all directions is related to the fact that sound is
a series of rarefactions and compressions of air molecules. Since the
back of the microphone is closed to air, the diaphragm is pulled out by
the rarefactions and pushed in by the compressions, regardless of the
direction of the sound. The importance of this concept, illustrated in Figures 5.7(a) and (b), will become apparent shortly.
Omnidirectional
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FIGURE 5.6
Microphone pickup patterns. Shaded areas represent the shapes of each
mic's coverage areas.
a. Omnidirectional pickup pattern.
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b. Bidirectional pickup pattern.
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c. Cardioid pickup pattern.

270'

90

180°

(continued)
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FIGURE 5.6 (continued)
o

d. Supercardioid pickup pattern.

90°

270°

180°

e. Hypercardioid pickup pattern.

o

90°
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FIGURE 5.7
Reaction of a mic's diaphragm to sound. Notice that it makes little difference to the diaphragm which direction the sound is coming from.
a. Diaphragm pulled out by rarefactions (low pressure).

b. Diaphragm pushed in by compressions (high pressure).
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The bidirectional mic accepts sound from the front
ancl rear and rejects it from the sides. Its pickup pattern is shown in Figure 5.6(b). Notice, too, that the concentric rings indicate sound level in
decibels; when the pickup pattern dips toward the center of the circle, it's
declining by the number of decibels indicated on the concentric rings.
The bidirectional pattern is typical of ribbon mics that have die ribbon
open to air on both sides.
Bidirectional

Cardioid
Cardioid means "heart-shaped," as in Figure 5.6(c). You
can visualize this pattern in three dimensions by imagining that the mic
is the stem of agigantic apple. Often, the cardioid pattern is called unidirectional, meaning that it picks up sound from only one (uni- means
"one -)direction. Sometimes, the term directional is used to indicate the
saine concept. (For three-dimensional representations of microphone
pickup patterns, see Figures 5.8(a) and (b)).
A microphone with acardioid pattern achieves this directionality by
means of holes or ports in the back of the mic. Sound entering these ports
is routed through an acoustic network (Figure 5.9(a)) that causes the
mic to cancel sound coming from the rear, hi physics terms. the sound
waves entering from the rear are out ofphase with sound waves entering
the front of the mic (Figure 5.9(b)). That is. when the waves are combined, the high points will combine with the low points, and the low
points will combine with the high, thus canceling each other out. The
concept of phase is important in advanced radio production.
The cardioid pattern is afunction of sound wave cancellation due to
porting in the mic and is not aresult of the particular electronic element
in the mic. Mies with acardioid pattern can have moving-coil, ribbon, or
condenser elements. Mies with an omnidirectional pattern usually have a
moving-coil element Illit occasionally have acondenser.
A special version of the cardioid pattern is the supercardioid pattern (Figure 5.6(d)), which has a tighter curve in front and a lobe in
back. The hypercardioid pattern (Figure 5.6(e)) has an even narrower
front angle and abigger rear lobe. Supercardioid and hypercarclioid patterns, also called unidirectional. are generally used for highly directional
applications on booms, such as in television studio work, when it is
important to reject tinwaitted itoises.

Frequency Response of Microphones
Different rnics respond differently to sound frequencies. There are two
components of frequency response: range and shape.
Range
Range simply means the amount of the frequency spectrum a
mic can hear. Good mimics can hear frequencies all the way up to 20,000 Hz,
which is beyond the range of most normal adult ears. Agood mic can also
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FIGURE 5.8
Three-dimensional representations of pickup patterns.
a. Approximation of how the cardioid
pickup pattern extends through
three dimensions. If you think of
the pickup pattern as forming a
huge apple, the mic is like the
stem.

b. Approximation of how the bidirectional pickup pattern extends
through three dimensions. It consists of two giant pickup spheres
on either side of the mic.
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FIGURE 5.9
M ic

ports and phase cancellation.

a. Simplified diagram of ports in amic.
The ports let sound enter from the
rear and, in effect, cancel itself out.

Ports allow entry of sound from rear,
resulting in "phase cancellation."

b. Phase cancellation as asum of sine
waves of opposite amplitudes.

hear all sounds equally well, plus or minus about 5 dB (Figure 5.10).
Figure 5.11 is a graph of frequency response. How far such a graph
extends to the right shows how high afrequency the mic can pick up. The
graph also indicates how well the mic reproduces frequencies. The higher
the line, the better the mic reproduces the frequency indicated on the
bottom line of the graph. This characteristic of the response curve is
known as shape.
Shape
See how the shape of the mic response pattern in Figure 5.11
has abump in the upper frequencies? This is because the mic, by its

nature, gives aboost to those frequencies; amic like this would be useful
for speech since it powerfully reproduces the frequencies that lend intelligibility to speech. Such modifications of frequencies also add to the coloration of sound, just as amic lends asound acertain quality or timbre.
Often, recording engineers miking music setups will want amic with
aflat response— amic that is capable of responding equally well to all
frequencies in the whole audio spectrum. The term high fidelity applies
well to this characteristic since it means "high accuracy." A mic that
responds equally well to all frequencies is high in fidelity; the term also
applies to speakers, amplifiers, and so forth.
Cardioid mics tend to boost bass (lower) frequencies as the sound
source moves closer to the mic; this is known as a proximity effect.
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FIGURE 5.10
Graph of a pickup pattern supplied by a microphone manufacturer. Scale: 5
dB per division.
(Reproduced with permission of Electro-Voice, Inc., Buchanan, Mich.)
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FIGURE 5.11
Graph of a mic response.
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That's why some announcers who want a deeper sound move in very
close to mics with acardioid pickup pattern.
What does all this mean to you? By understanding the polar patterns
of mics, you'll be able to avoid various problems. For example, acardioid
mic will reject sounds from the rear and will be useful for console operations, where you do not want to broadcast the clicking of switches and
rustling of papers. An omnidirectional mic might be the proper choice for
on-the-street news interviews, where you want to pick up surrounding
noise to lend authenticity to the situation.
In some cases, aproducer might opt for amic that boosts specific frequencies because. for instance. the high frequencies in speech need a
boost for intelligibility. Some mics, such as the RCA 77DX and some
Neumanns, have variable frequency responses and polar patterns; the
varying responses are achieved by adjusting switches on the body of
the mic.
Review of Microphone Workings

Microphones are transducers that change the motional energy of sound
in the air into electrical energy by means of an electronic element. Three
elements are common in radio use: moving coil, ribbon, and condenser.
Some microphones are more sensitive than others to sounds coming
from certain directions. A visual indication of this property is called a
pickup pattern. The most common pickup patterns in mics designed for
radio use are omnidirectional, bidirectional, and cardioid.
Frequency response varies from mic to mic. Because some mics have
abroader range than others, they can reproduce awider range of frequencies. Some inks also tend to boost certain frequency ranges.

PHYSICAL TYPES OF M ICROPHONES
We're using asomewhat imprecise phrase when we speak
of "microphone physical type"; it's not astandard term in
the industry. It is, however, agood way to classify mics by
their intended use. Some of these uses may not usually
apply to radio, but we show some examples anyway.
Hand-Held

Mies meant for hand-held use are, of course, small enough to be easily
held. Other characteristics of hand-held mics include durability and the
ability to reject handling noise. The Electro-Voice 635A (Figure 5.12(a))
is one of the most commonly used hand-held mics in broadcasting.
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FIGURE 5.12
Physical types of microphones.

a. The Bectro-Voice 635A, an excellent
hand-held mic.

b. Neumann U-87 (left) and U-89 (right)
studio mics.
(Photo courtesy of Gotham Audio Corporation,
New York, N.Y.)

c. Headset mic commonly used for sports
broadcasts and other occasions when
mic stands would clutter the workspace.
(Photo coutesy cif Telex Communications, Inc.,
Minneapolis, M.nn.)

d. Sennheiser MKE 2lavalier mic, which
has few applications for radio.
(Photo courtesy of Sennheiser Electronic Corporation, New York, N.Y.

(continued)
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FIGURE 5.12 (continued)
e. Commonly used shotgun microphone.

Studio, Mounted

Mics intended for studio use are usually mounted on astand or boom.
They are generally larger than hand-held mics and more sensitive. The
Neumann U-87 (Figure 5.12(b)) would be very difficult to use in a
hand-held situation not only because of its shape but also because this
fine mic is so sensitive that it would pick up every bit of handling noise.
Some mics, which are small enough and provide high-quality sound
reproduction, can be used in both studio and hand-held situations.
Headset
Headset lilies (Figure 5.12(c)) offer hands-free operation and are useful

in radio for such tasks as sports play-by-play. These mics also work well
for rejecting noise surrounding the announcer.
Lavalier

The lavalier mie hangs from astring or is clipped to aperson's clothing
(Figure 5.12(d)). Lavaliers have little application to radio but are very
common in television.
Shotgun

These mics are used for long-range pickup (Figure 5.12(e)) in television
and film; shotguns have very little use in radio.
We can conclude this discussion of mie type by saying that in radio
production you will be using primarily studio and hand-held mics. The
way in which you'll choose mics depends not only on type but also on all
the factors discussed so far in this chapter.
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Some condenser mics allow you to change the pickup capsules. These
are called system mks because you can change the capsule opening and
change the use of the mie front a shotgun to a studio type or even to
hand-held. This allows asmall station to buy one very good microphone
system and adapt it to various applications. 1[Infortimately, most of these
condenser mie systems require external or phantom power supplies, and
this can detract from their usefulness in certain situations.
Review of Physical Types

The most common mic- found in radio are hand-held and studioz sometimes headset lilies are used for sports applications. There is some overlap: Some mics can be used for studio or hand-held use, and condenser
mics of the type called system mics allow you to change the pickup
capsule.

M ICROPHONE SELECTION AND USE
IIlaV not always have much
choice in selecting mics. You'll use what's available. Even
then, however, you'll benefit from a knowledge of mics
because you'll better understand how to use the one
you're given. When you do have a voice in selection,
you'll want to make your choice based on these five factors:

As we mentioned earlier, \-ou

1. Type
2. Pickup pattern
3. Element

4. Frequency response
5. Personality
Selection by Mk Type

[his is a pretty self-limiting category since you'll generally be using
hand-held or studio mics, and the choices are obvious. As we mentioned,
some high-quality mics can be used in either application, but beware of
using acardioid inic with many ports in the stem and back in hand-held
situations. You'll be changing the pickup pattern of the mie by covering
the ports with your hand.
Changing the pickup pattern in this manner sometimes happens
when pop singers cup amie too tightly and inadvertently cause feedback:
Cutting off the ports changes the cardioid pattern to an omnidirectional
pattern and thus picks up the sound from the loudspeakers. Feedback, in
this case, happens when sound comes out of aspeaker, is picked up by
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the mic and amplified by the console, is fed through the speaker, is
picked up and amplified again, and so on—until the sound is amplified
into aloud squeal.
Selection by Pickup Pattern

A news reporter doing agreat deal of hand-held interviewing will probably find an omnidirectional pattern more convenient than other patterns
since the mic won't have to be moved around so much to keep more than
one speaker within the pickup pattern (referred to as being on mic). In
studio applications, mics with a cardioid pattern are usually favored
because they cancel out extraneous noise. A two-person interview, with
guest and moderator facing each other, can be accomplished quite nicely
with abidirectional mic although using two unidirectional mics allows
for greater control if one voice is much more powerful than the other; the
volume on one channel can simply be lowered to compensate.
Selection by Element

Certain elements do various tasks better than others (Table 5.1).
Selection by Frequency Response

There's usually neither the opportunity nor the need to consult a frequency response chart for the intimate details of amic's sound reproduction. Should you wish to examine afrequency response chart, though,
you'll generally find one packed in the box the mic came in. In fact, quality mics come with achart individually prepared for the buyer. You don't
have to read achart every time you want to pick out amic. What you do
want is some general knowledge about range and curve shape.
An extremely high-quality mic, with response as high as
2,0,000 Hz, is useful in music recording because of its "wide" response.
Range

A mic with abump in the response curve up around the
consonant frequencies makes speech more understandable. But you don't
need that speech bump in amic intended purely for music recording.
Further, some mics have what's called abass roll-off to compensate
for the proximity effect. In other words, they deemphasize the bass. A
producer who knows that the mic will be used for close-in speech work
and wants to negate the proximity effect can activate the base roll-off
control on the mic.
More advanced production may call for a detailed examination of
frequency response, but for most purposes, it's enough to know whether
a mic has a wide—or very wide—frequency response, whether it
Curve Shape
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TABLE 5.1
Microphone Element Chart
Element
Moving coil

Advantages

Disadvantages

Relatively inexpensive.

Since the diaphragm has to move

Performs well in difficult sound

alot of mass, it can't vibrate as

conditions, such as wind.

quickly as diaphragms on many

Usually very durable.

condenser models or as some
ribbons. This translates into less
response to high frequencies.

Ribbon

Very good high-frequency

Delicate and easily damaged,

response in many cases.

especially by wind and severe

Coloration of sound perceived

noise overload.

by many announcers as warm

Sensitive to popping of such

and rich tones.

speech sounds as band p.

Excellent sensitivity.

Condenser

The very high-quality condensers

Susceptible to moisture-related

have extended high-frequency

damage.

response, along with what are

Expensive.

perceived as bright and crisp

Somewhat inconvenient at

highs.

times because of the need for

Versatility, including, in some

aseparate power supply.

cases, the ability to undergo
extensive changes in pickup
patterns and frequency
responses; in some condenser
mics, the entire element can be
unscrewed and replaced with
another.
Reasonable durability to
mechanical shock (certainly
better than ribbon mics).
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emphasizes certain frequencies or has aflat curve, and whether it has
adjustable responses.
Selection by Personality

The personality of amic is a quality that can be difficult to define, but it's
afactor nonetheless.
Most announcers develop afondness for aparticular mic whose characteristics appeal to the individual. Some announcers like ribbon mics
because they add warmth and richness. News reporters often favor aparticular moving-coil mic because of its ruggedness and dependability.
Recording engineers frequently have high praise for a particular condenser mic that delivers crisp highs when used to record piano music. On
the other hand, certain mics may seem temperamental and therefore fall
into an announcer's disfavor. Some announcers don't like ribbon mics
because of problems with popping p's and b's. When it comes right down
to it, choosing amic because of its personality is just as valid as selecting
one for any other reason.
Adding Up Selection Factors

Once again, you might not be in aposition to choose mics for particular
tasks. But we emphasize that knowing the selection factors may be very
valuable in the proper use of the mic and may someday pay off when you
need amic to deal with aparticularly difficult situation.
Although we've tried to avoid the catalog approach to presenting information on microphones, Table 5.2 assembles some of the mics most commonly used in radio production and includes some comments on microphone type, pickup pattern, element, frequency response, and personality.
Notes on Microphone Use

Mic use can be extremely simple or extraordinarily complex depending
on the situation. Preparing to speak into astudio mic is no more complicated than being sure that you're within the pickup pattern (which
will be obvious from listening through the headphones) and not being
too close or too far away. It is extremely important that you monitor
your voice through headphones whenever possible. Simply monitoring
your levels on aVU meter will not tell you if you're popping or speaking off the mic's axis. Make it arule: Whenever you're ready to switch on
the mic, put your headphones on first.
The proper distance for speaking into a studio or hand-held mic
ranges from about 6to 12 inches though there's no set rule. Actually, the
only hard and fast guideline is to work at areasonable distance based on
what sounds correct for aparticular speaker and aparticular mic.
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TABLE 5.2
Microphone Model Chart
Microphone

Element

Description

Neumann U-47

Condenser

Cardioid pickup pattern;
excellent voice mic; flat
response; warm sound; blast
filter; bass roll-off.

Sony C-37P

Condenser

Omnidirectional/cardioid; four
adjustments for bass roll-off;
good for voice pickup and
musical instruments.

Sennheiser
416 (middle),

Condenser

Supercardioid; usually boom
mounted; flat response;
eliminates unwanted ambient

with 417

sound; excellent for remotes

and 418

where directionality is desired.

Electro-Voice

Condenser

RE-30 is omnidirectional, RE-34
is cardioid; power supplied by

RE-30, RE-34

9-volt battery or phantom power
supply; feeds line-level or mic
level signal; graphite in handle
improves comfort in cold
conditions.
Electro-Voice

Moving coil

Supercardioid; excellent shock
protection makes this agood

RE-18

choice for hand-held use; blast
filter; bass boost with close use.

Electro-Voice
RE-20

Moving coil

Ahigh-quality mic, rapidly
becoming one of the most
popular announcing mics in
radio; bass boost with close
use; good frequency response;
durable.
(continued)
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TABLE 5.2
Microphone Model Chart (continued)
Microphone

Element

Description

Electro-Voice

Moving coil

Omnidirectional; similar to

RE-50

popular 635A; shock resistant;
excellent all-purpose mic;
internal wind screen; blast filter;
rugged.

Shure SM-58

Moving coil

Cardioid; good studio mic;
rugged; pop filter.

Shure 300

Ribbon

Bidirectional; warm sound; pop
prone; very good voice mic.

Shure SM 33

Ribbon

Cardioid; mellow sound, bass
enhanced with proximity;
excellent voice mic; favorite
of many announcers.

RCA 77DX

Ribbon

Omni-, bi-, or unidirectional
(switch selector); classic mic of
radio's golden age; switchable
bass response; delicate; very
fine mic for voice and many
musical instruments.
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FIGURE 5.13
XLR connectors. The type being held in the hand is a male. The receptacle
is afemale. They snap together easily.

Setting up several mics in astudio is more complicated. The first thing
aproducer has to know in this case is how to plug the mies in. Figure 5.13
shows the connectors you will use to feed the mie cable into astudio wall
outlet, which in turn will he fed (through existing wiring) into aconsole.
The plugs shown. XLRs, are the most common. Incidentally, there is a
trick to connecting and disconnecting XLRs. The push-level mounted on
he female wall connector locks the connectors in place. (You'll feel it snap
when you make the connection.) To remove, press the lever and remove
the male end by the connector; don't ever pull on the wire.
You'll encounter other connectors on occasion — most often the
phone plug connector, aprong about 11
/ inches long, and the miniphone
4
plug, aprong about 1
/ inch long. In some cases, you will need adaptors
2
to make one source compatible with another. Should you wish to plug a
mie directly into the record input of avideotape recorder, for example,
you'll need afemale-XLR-to-male-phone-plug adaptor.
It's generally best to check with engineering staff about connectors
you'll need; the specifications can become quite technical, and acertain
level of audio engineering sophistication may be needed to make the connection properly.
Usually mies are placed on floor or table stands. After the mies have
been mounted, the next responsibility of the producer in the studio is to
place them properly. This task, of course, will van' with the situation. A
news interview program may require placement of only one or two mies;
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amusic-recording session could require the placement of 20 mics — with
afew of them placed on the drums alone!
Because of the wide variety of situations, we address mie placement
separately in appropriate chapters. For example, we deal with placement
of mies for news interview shows in Chapter 12 and placement of mies
for music in the section on music recording in Chapter 14.

SUMMARY

,„„nd

is produced by the vibration of air molecules.
Sound is a combination of wave patterns consisting of
higher and lower frequencies. The intensity of asound is
measured in decibels (dB). Microphones transduce the
sound vibrations into electrical current, which can then be
fed to arecording device or, through aconsole, to abroadcast transmitter.
Three basic types of microphones are used in broadcasting: moving coil,
also known as dynamic, in which sound vibrations cause acoil to move
through a magnetic field, thus producing an electric current; ribbon,
which features athin metallic strip suspended between the poles of an
electromagnet; and condenser, which discharges current in response to
the vibrations of amoving diaphragm.
Microphones have various pickup patterns. Omnidirectional mies pick
up sound uniformly from any direction; bidirectional mies pick up sound
from the front and rear of the mie but not from the sides; unidirectional
or cardioid mies (also known as directional mies) pick up sound in front
of the mie but not from the sides or rear.
Mies vary in their ability to reproduce sound. The frequency response of
aparticular mie determines how well it will reproduce agiven range of
frequencies. Some mies can be adjusted to vary their frequency response.
Selecting amie depends on finding amie that has the right pickup patt
ern, physical characteristics, and personality for the particular job.

A PPLICATIONS
Situation 1/The Problem The producer of a5o'clock
radio program has a touchy problem: The newscaster,
Paul Prince, pops his p's badly. What's worse, the station
is WPPG (a hypothetical station name) in Pittsburgh,
and the name of the show is Public Radio Profiles. Paul
sounds terrible when he gives the station identification and introduces
himself and the show.

•
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One Possible Solution Short of speech therapy for Paul. the best solution is to exchange the ribbon microphone for agood-quality moving-coil
mic, which is exactly what the producer did.
Situation 2/ The Problem The sports director of asmall station started
to do basketball play-by-play from the gym of the local high school. But
listeners complained that at times they had trouble understanding her
because of the crowd noise and the related fact that her voice sounded
muddy. The sports director surmised that the omnidirectional mic she
had mounted on atable stand just wasn't the right unit for the job.
One Possible Solution Although she didn't have aspecialized headset
mic, the sports director did have access to amicrophone with acardioid
pickup pattern, adurable moving-coil element. and anice speech bump
in the response curve. She replaced the omnidirectional mic with this
more suitable unit.

EXERCISES
I. Put a microphone on a stand, and set up the console to record its
output. Have someone walk around the mic in acircle while counting or
talking. Do this with three different mics: one with an omnidirectional
pattern, one with abidirectional pattern, and one with acardioid pattern. Play back the tape, and notice the differences in sound pickup.
Now, using the mic wit It the cardioid pickup pattern, record some copy
read 16 inches from the mic (speaking directly into it) and then 6inches
from the mic. Notice the proximity effect. If the mic has abass roll-off
switch, experiment with using it, and gauge the effect on the sound.
2. Set up as many different mics as you have available. Have someone
read 30 seconds or so of copy into each mic, and record it. (Make sure
that person identifies each mic: -I'm reading into the RCA 77DX. 'Four
score and seven years ago. ...'")
Play back the tape, and write down (or discuss) your impressions of
each. Give details on why WM like or don't like each mic and what
characteristics each has. Make adiligent effort to come up with details.
Characteristics of mics aren't always obvious, awl it takes close attention
to recognize them.
3. Choose mics for the following applications. You can choose mies
from those illustrated in this chapter, or just list the selection factors
you'd want for the particular application. For example, aspeaker who
tends to work very close to the mic and has a bassy, overpowering
voice probably should not work with aribbon mic. A moving-coil or condenser mie would be abetter choice. The mic should have abass roll-off
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control, and it should have apersonality that emphasizes brightness and
clarity.
Now, try the same reasoning with the following situations. (There really
aren't any right or wrong answers; most are judgment calls.)
•A speaker with aweak, high, breathy voice
•Locker room interviews
•Amateur speakers (guests on an interview show)
•An announcer who's doing acommercial for aclassy restaurant
•A screaming disc jockey

-

- -

CHAPTER 6

SPLICING AND
DUBBING
In the next three chapters, we deal with the mechanics of operating radio
production equipment and with the art of editing—the process of rearranging, correcting, and assembling the product into afinished whole.
Production, as we've noticed, is something of anebulous term. Many
of us tend to think of radio production as the process of putting together
acommercial or assembling anews show. But in truth, any manipulation
of sound constitutes production:
•Cutting asmall piece out of along interview for airplay during a
newscast is production.
•Making a60-second commercial is production.
•Running a board while doing a combo operation is production,
too — and a very important type of production at that since the
combo operator reflects the overall sound of the station.
We divide the basic production chapters along the lines of the three
preceding examples. In this chapter, we spell out the basic mechanics of
manipulating sound physically and electronically, and we show some of
the patterns this manipulation takes. In Chapter 7, we focus on some of
the techniques specific to working in the studio and producing segments
to be played back on air at alater date, such as commercials and publicservice announcements. In Chapter 8, we discuss the techniques used in
on-air work.
There is, of course, quite abit of overlap among the techniques, but
we think you'll find this alogical way to go about exploring the nuts and
bolts of radio production. Chapter 8expands on the foregoing ideas and
125
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to the subtleties of using radio production techniques to reinforce amessage and to create aparticular effect, which is the real goal of
sitting down at the console in the first place.
moves on

THE BASICS OF SPLICING
AND DUBBING
Splicing, dubbing, and editing are the most basic ways in
which aradio producer manipulates sound. In splicing,
the tape is physically cut apart and taped back together
again. Dubbing means transferring sound from source to
source electronically instead of snipping and cutting.
Editing is acombination of the two, and more: It is the process of rearranging, correcting, and assembling afinished product. Editing, which
is ageneral term, is something you'll pick up while doing different kinds
of production.
Some people use the words splicing and dubbing in aslightly different way. They consider splicing to be asimple, physical repair, and dubbing, the making of acopy of atape. To acknowledge this distinction,
they use the terms physical editing and electronic editing to express these
functions. In this book, we stick to spiking and dubbing as we defined
them at the opening of this section, but be aware that the terminology
can vary.
Splicing and dubbing require the mastery of some specific techniques
before those physical skills can be used in the editing process.

SPLICING
The most common reason for cutting atape and sticking
it back together again is to eliminate aportion of what
was recorded. Alternatively, a producer may splice to
rearrange portions of atape into amore logical sequence
or simply to shorten what has been recorded. Proficiency
at splicing is helpful because it allows you to fix broken tapes quickly.
Tape breaks occur quite frequently, and if you're pulling an airshift, you
may have to put atape back together in ahurry.
The steps in splicing are as follows: marking the first edit point,
mark lug the second edit point, cutting the tape, and making the splice.
LW- take them in order.
Marking the First Edit Point

Suppose you have just completed an interview with the mayor, who
has told you about an important development. You want to use abrief
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segment of the interview for an upcoming newscast. The recorded interview goes like this:
Mayor We have decided to go ahead with construction of anew

cross-town expressway from the junction of Interstate 440 to,
as you can see right here on the map, Commercial Street,
where there will be amajor interchange.
Because the reference to the map is lost on aradio audience, we don't
want to include the mayor's mention of the map. The task at hand, then,
is to cut out the portion of the reel-to-reel tape where the mayor says, "as
you can see right here on the map."
Since the statement would make much better sense if the reference
were eradicated, the logical place to make the first edit point would be:
Mayor:

We have decided to go ahead with construction of anew crosstown expressway from the junction of Interstate 440 to, as you
can see right here on the map —
A
First edit point

The first edit point is where we want to physically cut the tape. To
do so, we have to find that point exactly on the tape, which means that
we have to mark it as it passes over the play head.
Play the tape until you reach the approximate first edit point, then
stop it quickly. Now, rocking the reels as shown in Figure 6.1(a), manipulate the tape until you've got the play head directly between to and as.
With practice, you'll be able to recognize both words, forward and backward. Remember, if the tape runs at 7'A IPS, asecond's pause between
the two words will be 74inches long — quite enough tape to make cutting in the gap easy.
Next, with agrease pencil, mark the spot where you plan to make the
cut, as shown in Figure 6.1(b). Be very careful not to smear the grease
pencil on the head. Just put aprecise dot on the back of the tape at the
edit point. Grease pencils (also called china markers) come in avariety of
colors, but for editing purposes, you'll want alight color, such as white or
yellow.
Marking the Second Edit Point

Since you want to cut out the part where the mayor refers to the map,
you now play the tape past the first edit point (which you've already
marked) and find the second edit point:
Second edit point
V
Mayor: — right here on the map, Commercial Street, where there will
be amajor interchange.

-
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FIGURE 6.1
Preparing atape for splicing.

a. Rocking the reels of the tape
recorder.

b. Marking an edit point. Be careful not to get grease pencil on
the head.
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Repeat the process of rocking the reels until you isolate the gap
between the words map and Commercial. Mark the second edit point. At
this point, you have two marks on tape: one at the beginning of the
mayor's visual reference and one at the end. Now that you've marked the
tape, you can cut out and throw away the segment (marked in italics) of
the interview:
Mayor We have decided to go ahead with construction of anew
cross-town expressway from the junction of Interstate 440 to,
as you can see right here on the map, Commercial Street,
where there will be amajor interchange.
Cutting the Tape

You're ready to cut the section out. To do this, you will use an editing
block (Figure 6.2(a)), which has a lip that holds the tape lightly but
securely in the channel and two grooves for gliding the razor blade. To
prepare to make the cut, rewind the tape to the first edit point. Then,
using your hands to turn the reels, spool out the tape until you have a
good length to work with. Remove the marked tape from the heads
(Figure 6.2(b)), bring the tape down, and place it into the channel of the
editing block (Figure 6.2(c)). Position the first edit point in line with the
45-degree groove. You'll want to use the 45-degree groove in almost all
editing applications because the angled cut eliminates much of the magnetic popping noise that can result from vertical cutting and joining. The
vertical groove is useful primarily for extremely tight edits.
Sweep the razor blade through the groove (Figure 6.2(d)). Don't
chop down, or all you'll get is amangled tape. Remove the unwanted
tape from the channel of the edit block, and then thread the tape from
the supply reel back through the tape guides and between the capstan
and drive wheel. Spill off the tape until it reaches the second edit point.
You can either place the tape recorder in play or simply pull the tape by
hand (Figure 6.2(e)) until you locate the second edit point (Figure
6.2(f)). Be careful not to stretch the tape as you pull.
Once you've located the second edit point, repeat the cutting procedure. You can discard the piece of tape that's been cut off, but it's wise to
save it at least momentarily in case you've made amistake in cutting and
have to try to patch things up.
Making the Splice

The final step is to stick the two ends of the tape together. This can be
done with splicing tape, as shown in Figure 6.3(a), or with specially
made editing tabs. Try to keep pieces of splicing tape about 1
2 to 3
/
4 inch
/
long. Too long apiece may result in anoisy edit; too short apiece may
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FIGURE 6.2
Cutting atape at the edit points.

a. Editing block. The pencil indicates
the groove in the editing block.
The groove has alip that holds
the tape down.

b. Removing marked tape from the
heads.

c. Positioning the tape in the channel,
with the first edit point over the
groove.
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d. Making the cut.

e. Spilling off tape after making
the cut.

f. Finding the second mark.
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FIGURE 6.3
Making asplice.

a. Splicing tape.

b. Butting the two ends together in
the channel of the editing block.

c. Placing the splicing tape over the
butt.
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d. Burnishing the splice to ensure
good contact between the splicing
tape and the audiotape.

e. Removing the tape from the
channel.

f. The completed splice.
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not hold. Try not to touch the sticky portion of the tape; if you do, you'll
weaken the adhesive.
Now place the first end of the tape (the end you want to join to the
piece you've just cut) in the channel (Figure 6.3(b)). It's wise to move the
joint away from the groove where the cut was made to avoid having a
piece of tape stick down in the groove and cause trouble with the splice.
This isn't done by most editors, but it can't hurt and could possibly save
asplice.
Butt the ends of the tape together, but don't overlap them. Then cut
off lh. inch or so of editing tape, place the tape or tab over the joint
(Figure 6.3(c)), and burnish the tape with your fingernail (Figure
6.3(d)) to secure the edit tab to the tape. It's very important to secure the
splice at this point because you don't want to take the chance of having
the tape come apart during fast-forwarding or rewinding. Finally, grasp
the tape at both sides of the editing block, as shown in Figure 6.3(e).
Gently snap the tape out of the channel, and give it alittle tug to test the
security of the splice (Figure 6.3(f)).
After you have finished the splice, manipulate the reels of the tape
machine so that the tape is spooled back on the reels. Next, play the tape
back to check the edit. It should sound like this:
Mayor:

We have decided to go ahead with construction of anew
cross-town expressway from the junction of Interstate 440 to
Commercial Street, where there will be amajor interchange.

Playing back the tape will also show whether you've timed the splice
correctly. In other words, you will find out whether you left the right
amount of space —neither too much nor too little — between the words
so that the edit sounds natural. With practice, you will gain expertise in
the proper pacing of words as you edit.
Two brief cautions: First, razor blades can become magnetized, so it
is agood idea to demagnetize them with the bulk eraser before each editing session. Second, always remember that clean heads are essential. Use
aswab dipped in alcohol to wipe the heads clean, and be especially careful to remove any marking pencil residue.
Leader Tape

Another reason for splicing is to attach leader and timing tape (Figure
6.4). Leader tape doesn't record or play back any information. Since it's
visible, leader tape is often used to separate cuts. The tape allows the
operator to see where the next cut starts rather than having to search for
it and cue it by ear.
Leader tape is also very useful for the start of atape. For one thing,
the start of atape suffers alot of wear and tear because it typically spools
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FIGURE 6.4
Leader and timing tape.

off the takeup reel and flips around when the tape is rewound. Leader
tape protects the recorded portion of the tape from damage. By the way,
the technical term for the start of the tape is the head; the end of the tape
is the taiL Tape boxes are often marked "head" or "tail" out to indicate
whether the reel has been rewound or not after recording or playback.
A handy feature of leader tape is that most varieties are timed; that
is, they have apattern that visually shows 7Y2 inches of tape, allowing the
producer to tell by looking how much time the leader represents. One
other point: You can write cm leader tape, so the head of the tape can be
labeled.
Review of Splicing

Splicing is the process of cutting a tape and sticking it back together
again. Splicing is useful for eliminating unwanted portions of a tape,
shortening program material, or rearranging material.
The cut is made at a45-degree angle in an editing block with arazor
blade. A very convenient way to make the splice is with edit tabs. Leader
tape is often spliced to regular audiotape. Leader tape is used to separate
segments and protect the head and tail of the tape; it can be written on.

DUBBING
Dubbing is often used in what's called electronic splicing or electronic editing, and those are pretty good
descriptions of what happens.
A producer could. for example, accomplish the same
goal with the mayor's interview by dubbing portions of
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the tape onto another tape or onto a cart. For example, the producer
might mount the mayor's interview tape on tape 1and record the output
of the board on tape 2. To do this, the producer puts tape 1in Play and
tape 2in Record, and dubs:
Mayor: We have decided to go ahead with construction of anew crosstown expressway from the junction of Interstate 440 to —
After the word to, tape 2is quickly stopped and tape 1is allowed to
play until the extraneous material ("as you can see right here on the
map") is over.
Rocking the reels, the producer cues tape 1up exactly between the
words map and Commercial, and then puts tape 1in Play and tape 2in
Record simultaneously. dubbing over the last portion of the quote
("Commercial Street, where there will be amajor interchange").
Incidentally, if you can disable the cue tone on the cart machine
model you're using, the same result can be accomplished by dubbing
the cuts onto acart. Be sure to ask your instructor or studio supervisor
if doing this is permissible, and be certain to arm the cue tone again
when you're done, or the next user of the cart machine will encounter
problems.
Many newer tape machines have asynchronization feature for locating the exact recot•ding spot on the tape by using the record head as a
temporary playback head. These machines also are able to punch in and
out of Record mode without putting pops and clicks on the tape. If your
machine has this feature, you can easily delete aword or asentence and
punch in anew one without physically cutting the tape.
Problems Associated with Dubbing

The same goal is achieved by using electronic editing in dubbing as is
achieved by splicing. Playing back the tape, though, will probably reveal
that the edit is not as clean as the splice; there may be some electronic
noise at the edit point, and the rhythm nof the pause may not be perfect.
That's one of the niaili difficulties wit hdubbing: It's just not as precise as
cutting and splicing the tape.
Further, dubbing from one source to another too many times can
cause the quality of the recording to deteriorate. Every new dub of a
recording is known as another generation. Generating the tape too often
can result in aloss of quality, including the introduction of additional
noises into the recording.
Advantages of Dubbing

Dubbing allows you to overlap elements. If, for example, you want to edit
in apiece of music and talk over it, fading the music out. von will have to
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use dubbing. Another plus of dubbing is that it's much, much faster and
simpler than cutting the tape. Production by dubbing will probably
account for the vast majority of the editing work you'll do.
You will often use the dubbing technique when editing a cassette
tape. To edit acassette, either dub the whole tape onto areel-to-reel and
splice the reel-to-reel or make electronic edits while playing the cassette
and recoi I
i
ng on the reel-to-reel or cart.
Review of Dubbing

Dubbing involves recording program material from one source to another.
It is very useful in editing because it's less work than splicing; however,
dubbing isn't quite so accurate in locating editing points. Dubbing is
almost always used when elements are overlapped, especially in music.

COMPUTER-ASSISTED EDITING
A recent and exciting form of sound manipulation
involves neither physical cutting and splicing nor electronic dubbing. Rather, it involves the manipulation of
sound that has been converted into digital information.
(See Chapter 3for adiscussion of the conversion of sound
to digital information.)
This process involves the use of equipment that performs avariety of
audio functions, including editing, by using a computerlike system of
memory storage. Specifically, it makes use of "disk platters," or what in
your personal computer is referred to as the hard disk.
In Chapter 15, which deals with computer applications in radio production, we talk more broacfiy about this new technology, but here we
focus on how to edit with this system.
We don't go into step-by-step detail about the procedures of editing
at these so-called digital audio workstations because several systems
differ in how the various functions are performed. Instead, we describe in
general how sound editing is accomplished using the unique features of
computer technology.
Tapeless systems involve the retrieval of the portions of digitally encoded sound that you want to work with from its "address" on
the disk. (The address is the designation for the exact position on the
storage disk where the digitally encoded sound is stored.) Once
retrieved, editing can be performed and the new audio configuration
stored on the disk. There are numerous advantages to using such systems to edit recorded sound. They boil down to speed, convenience,
and quality.
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FIGURE 6.5
This state-of-the-art digital production system by Dyaxis uses computer
technology to store and mix avariety of sound sources.
(Photo supp led by Studer Editech Corporation, Menlo Park, Calif.)

Several factors contribute to the increased speed with which edits
can be performed. One major factor is the rapidity with which you
can locate the elements of sound you want to work with. Because the
sound you work with is stored on disks. it is possible to gain instant
access to ally segment of recorded material no matter where it has
been physically stored on the disk platters. When you use tape for editing, you must advance the tape past the heads until you reach the
location on the tape where the information you want to hear is stored.
This can be atime-consuming process as you fast-forward and rewind,
pausing to listen at various points until you finally locate the material
you want.
In digital workstations like the one shown in Figure 6.5, the recorded
sound elements have been assigned to files and labeled, much as you
would label a lile on apersonal computer. Therefore, you can instantly
call up and audition any segment of the recorded material you want to
work with.
The retrieved information can be -spliced" to other segments of
digitally recorded information to produce a finished edit. The effect is
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similar to the splicing or electronic editing processes used with audiotape,
except that you do not destroy the original material when you work with
it in editing.
When you splice audiotape by cutting it, you physically alter the
material on the tape. If you make your cut incorrectly, you may lose some
of the material you wanted to keep. And once you make your edit by
splicing or dubbing, it is difficult to reverse the process if you make an
error. If you cut the tape at the wrong point, or record over part of what
you intended to keep, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to correct the
problem.
When you use a disk storage system, however, the sound material
you retrieve from the file on the disk is copied into what is known as
random access memory (RAM), where it can be used without affecting
the version of the sound that is still on the disk. As you edit, the sound
elements that are joined together remain distinctive elements in RAM.
Therefore, if the edit is unsatisfactory, you can simply delete it and start
all over again with your original sound elements, which remain intact.
You can try as many edits as you like without affecting the quality of the
original materials and without getting poor results when you finally get
what you want.
Besides convenience, the joining together of the sound elements is
smoothed out considerably by aprocess that automatically cross-fades
the two segments through the use of asampling technique that simulates
the effect of the diagonal cut made when you physically cut and splice
audiotape.
There are various ways to locate the edit point in tapeless sound
recording. In one, avisual display on the screen depicts avirtual tape —
avisual representation of the sound elements you are working with, as if
they were assembled in their relative positions on asegment of audiotape. By moving these representations of sound closer together and then
farther apart on the virtual tape that you see on the computer screen,
you in effect move the actual sound elements in relation to one another.
When you think your sound elements are in the proper position to make
agood edit, you can audition the edit to see if it sounds right. If it doesn't
sound right, you can further manipulate the screen until you get the edit
you want.
Once you know how frustrating it can be to get agood edit by physically cutting and splicing tape, you will greatly appreciate the ease of
editing and the quality produced by this new technology. As the hardware for digital recording is developed further and prices are reduced,
more and more radio stations will be able to afford this exciting technology. In time, doing things by physically manipulating tape will be a
long forgotten, but certainly not missed, process.
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TUNING INTO TECHNOLOGY

THE ELECTRONIC EDIT
Every computer program for editing is different, of course, and a short course in
one program might be more confusing than helpful.
However, we're going to present astripped-down introduction to a hypothetical audio editing program that will cover most of the basics. It's the concept that is
important, not so much the actual use of aparticular program's commands.
So here, step by step, is how it's done.
1. The material is "dumped" from tape into the computer memory. You simply
plug in the sound source, and the sound (such as the output of atape recorder) is
fed to what's called a sound card in the computer. A sound card is a device that
plugs into acomputer and converts sound into binary code (Figure TIT 6.1).
2. Now, your computer is able to let you manipulate those numbers. It stores the
sound you have input; you give it afilename, and you can call it up when you want.
The computer screen displays the sound as a waveform, with which we're
already familiar. Most programs allow you to have many tracks, but for the sake of
demonstrating the edit, we'll just concentrate on one or two tracks.
There are anumber of "tools" you can use to manipulate the sound. We show
acouple of them in Figure TIT 6.2.
3. Remember the example given in Chapter 1, where we blocked a part of the
waveform, deleted it, and instructed the computer to heal the separation by joining
the parts back together?
We depicted it something like Figure TIT 6.3.
Now, view the actual results on a real screen in Figures TIT 6.4(a)—(c).
4. Remember that computer programs carry considerably more power than just
doing asimple cut-and-splice, but we want to show exactly how the computer corresponds to the razor blade. Note that it's a very precise razor blade. You can
determine the shape of the cut (Figure TIT 6.5). Suppose, for example, you have
made an edit, cutting out the word tomorrow from "see you there at noon tomorrow," and you hear that the announcer's last word, "noon," just stops. It ends too
abruptly because it originally led into the word tomorrow. When you say "noon" at
the end of asentence, we subconsciously taper it off abit. But if our speech is cut
between "noon" and "tomorrow," the ending will sound unnatural. So the producer
uses the "electronic razor blade" to choose the type of cut he or she wants to
make—in this case, ataper.
5. Now, one last option. Cross-fading is very difficult when you are working with
traditional tape because you have to do the operation in real time, rolling the tape
of the announcer, let's say, and then cross-fading to the tape of the music.
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FIGURE TUF 6.2
Tools for manipulating
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FIGURE TIT 6.3
"Healing" the separation,

a. Block the part you
want cut.

b. From apull-down
menu, cut the
blocked portion.

c. Either you can
choose acommand
to automatically
"heal" the separation
or you can block the
part of the waveform
shown.
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FIGURE TIT 6A
An edit as seen on a computer screen.

a. Block the area to
be edited out.

b. Delete the blocked
area.

(continued)
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FIGURE TIT 6.4 (continued)

An edit as seen on acomputer screen.

c. "Heal" the edit.

FVGURE TIT 6.5

Creating a "taper" digitally.

See
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n00000n
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FIGURE TIT 6.6
Creating a cross-fade digitally.

Choose
cross-fade.

Here, you use the X-boxes, moved on
the computer screen with the mouse, to
locate where you want the cross-fades.
ross-fade

Then, choose (from the menu) the type
of cross-fade (sudden or gradual) that
you want.

But we have music and announcer on two tracks. We move music and
announcer where we want (Figure TIT 6.6).
And then we move a cross-fade box over the position where we want to
create the cross-fade. The computer automatically lowers announcer and raises
music. And it lets us experiment with the length of the cross-fade until we get it just
the way we want it.

EDITING
Both splicing and dubbing, as well as tapeless sound
recording, can be used in the editing process. But what.
exactly, are you trying to accomplish during an editing
session? Of course, aradio producer undertakes agreat
many tasks—from running alive air show to producing acommercial to
assembling a newscast. In this book, we devote separate chapters to the
content and production techniques used in each of those categories.
Some of the basic editing structures, however, are common to live
shows, commercials, newscasts., public-affairs programming, and so on.
By "editing structures," we mean particulai patterns of construction that
appear frequently in radio production.
For example, notice how many commercials start with music: The
music fades down as the announcer starts reading. and the music comes
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back up when the announcer has finished the spiel. This technique — a
structure used in editing and production — is quite common in radio
today. You'll be able to apply it in many situations.
Let's look at some of the basic editing and production structures;
in later chapters, we apply these structures to the production of the specific pieces.
Establish Music, Music Under, Voice Up

Establish music, music under, voice up is asequence frequently used as
an introduction to certain types of radio programs. In this procedure, you
establish the music—allow asecond or two so that the listener gets a
chance to recognize that apiece of music is being played — and then pot
the music under, to alow but still audible level. As soon as the music is
under (potting the music under should take just asecond or so), the voice
comes in.
The trick here is .to strike agood balance between voice and music.
Ideally, the establishing music should peak the VU at 0, and when the
voice is brought in, the voice should also peak the VU at O. The music
under the voice should not be loud enough to make the voice difficult to
understand, but the listener should be able to hear it.
As you've certainly guessed, there's no standard formula for how
loud the music should be. It's ajudgment call that must be made by ear.
But one advantage of working in radio is that there's plenty of opportunity for hearing how your colleagues do the same job.
Cross Fade

The technique of cross-fading is used in all sorts of production, including
airshifts. You simply pot one source down while potting the other up. The
result should be a smooth transition between the two, usually with a
moment of overlap. The sound from the second source is established
before the first source is (quickly) dropped.
Across-fade is the technique used to move gracefully from one source
to another, that is, to segue. Segue means transition, and across-fade
is one type of transition. Not all segues, or transitions, are cross-fades,
however.
Sometimes, cross-fades are used to camouflage the need to shorten a
piece of music that is used as background, or bed, for acommercial. For
example, a producer who wants to use a 3-minute music cut for a
1-minute commercial may record the final 30 seconds of the music on a
cart. By playing the first 30 seconds of the cut off the disk and then crossfading into the final 30 seconds on cart, the producer creates abed that
has adefinite beginning and end. This spot will involve use of the next
editing structure: voice out, music up.
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Voice Out, Music Up

Commonly used at the end of aspot, voice out, music up is particularly
effective when used with music that ends with adefinite climax. In this
case, dead-potting the cut is often used. (Dead-potting, as you remember,
involves starting and playing acut when it is not up on the board; the cut
is backtimed to end at aspecific predetermined point.)
Voice out, music up is also, of course, used by radio announcers who
talk over the beginning of acut and then bring up the music — usually at
the start of the vocal.
Music Wrap

The music wrap is a combination of the three editing structures discussed so far. It is the structure we described in the example of a
1-minute commercial that featured music at the beginning, voice in the
middle. and music at the end.
Voice Wrap

In avoice wrap, one voice starts, another voice is edited in, and the first
voice returns to close out the segment. This structure is used extensively
in news production. Here's an example:
Announcer:

Mayor Louis Hazzard today ended weeks of speculation about the new highway that has been proposed
for Centerville.

Mayor We have decided to go ahead with construction of a
new cross-town expressway from the junction of
Interstate 440 to Commercial Street, where there
will be amajor interchange.
Announcer:

The crosstown expressway is expected to be the first
leg of amajor transportation network designed to
link Centerville with the neighboring communities of
Leftville and Rightville. This is Bob Robertson
reporting &oil' city hall.

Using Editing and Production Structures

There are, of course, countless variations of editing structures, but the
ones presented here are among the most basic and frequently repeated.
By recognizing the basic editing structures, and by practicing the
mechanics necessary to manufacture them using the console and equipment, you can develop habits that will greatly simplify production in
the future. For example, establish music, music under, voice up is a
very common component of radio production. After you have executed
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this structure afew times, it will become second nature. Every time it's
called for, you'll be able to do it as areflex.
Review of Editing
Editing is the process of rearranging, correcting, and assembling the
product into afinished whole. Splicing and dubbing are the mechanics;
editing is the art.
One way to look at editing is to examine some of the basic editing
structures: establish music, music under, voice up; cross-fade; voice out,
music up; music wrap; and voice wrap. Other editing structures exist,
and there are many variations on the structures, but agood grasp of the
basics will make production much easier for you because constructing
the common patterns will become automatic.

SUMMARY
Taped segments are separated and joined in two ways: by
mechanical splicing (the cutting and pasting of the tape)
and by dubbing (the electronic copying and reinsertion
of the taped material). Splicing is usually accomplished
by using agrease pencil to mark the edit points; arazor
blade is then used to remove the extraneous material, and the ends
are butted together and joined with splicing tape. Dubbing is usually done by copying the audio onto cartridge or onto another reel-toreel tape.
The purpose of splicing is usually to eliminate words on atape although
it can serve other purposes. Dubbing can accomplish the same process,
but it is also useful for combining many production elements in the least
complicated fashion (for example, adding music under voice and sound
effects over voice). One great advantage to dubbing is that it is nondestructive; if you blow it the first time, you can always try again.
Digital audio workstations improve greatly on traditional methods for
editing recorded material. Like dubbing, it is nondestructive, but the
ability of this technology to create virtually undetectable edits easily
means that digital editing represents amajor breakthrough in the field of
radio production.
The goal of splicing and dubbing is editing, the process of picking and
arranging program elements. Editing structures include establish music,
music under, voice up; cross-fade; voice out, music up; music wrap; and
voice wrap.
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A PPLICATIONS
,iituatun I/ The Problem A production manager at
a local radio station was given the job of producing a
commercial for alocal political candidate. As part of the
commercial, the candidate discussed his views for 40 seconds. However, the candidate had an unfortunate speech
pattern: He interjected "uhhhh" many times during his presentation.
One Possible Solution Since it was the producer's job — in this case— to
present the candidate in apositive light, the producer took out the editing block and razor blade and sliced all the "uhhhhs" from the politician's remarks. The job took 20 minutes, but the resulting tape sounded
smooth and clean.
Situation 2/The Problem The producer of an entertainment show did
an interview (on location using acassette) with the head of alocal theater
group. The producer wanted to weave three cuts of the interview into her
script.
The script went along the following lines: "And what does Pat
Wilbur, head of the Starlight Theater Group, have planned for this
season?" ...(cut of interview) ..."But will attendance be better this
year than last year's dismal totals?" ...(second cut of interview) ..."So
how does Pat Wilbur intend to get those attendance figures up?" ...
(third cut of interview).
What would be the best way to weave those cuts into the script?
One Possible Solution The producer listened to the entire interview
several times and made precise notes on where she wanted to cut in and
out of the interview. Because time was short, she decided to dub the three
cuts directly onto cart, which would be used to play the cuts over the air.
(The show was done live.) She put the cart machine on Record, rolled the
cassette tape, and started the cart as soon as the appropriate section of
the interview began, stopping the cart as soon as the desired section of
the interview ended. This was repeated for the other two cuts. The cue
tones were left on, of course. Thus there were three cuts on the cart.
Every time the producer wanted to play acut of the interview, she simply
hit the Start button on the cart machine. The cart cued up the next cut
automatically.

EXERCISES
I. If you llave two or more cart machines available, dub apiece of audio
from cart to cart. For example, start with a10-second music cut dubbed
onto a cart; take that cart and dub from cart 1to cart 2. Now dub
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from cart 2back to cart 1(put aclean cart in cart 1) or to cart 3if you
have acart 3.
This exercise will accomplish two goals: You hear what impact successive generatioits of tape have, and you better understand the relationship of cart machines (in terms of record and playback) to the console.
2. Interview aclassmate or colleague, take three cuts from the interview,
and weave them into ascript similar to the one described in Situation 2
of this chapter. (What you're doing is assembling aseries of voice wraps.)
Don't be too concerned about the content of the interview or the script;
this is just avehicle for practicing editing techniques. The whole program
need not be longer than aminute or so.
In this exercise, you will assemble the show first by using dubbing
techniques; you can dub onto cart or onto reel-to-reel tape, whichever
seems easier.
3. Now, edit the same show together using splicing.
Listen to ahalf-hour of radio, and identify as many editing structures
as you can. Write them down; for example: "Introduction to the 4o'clock
news on WAAA: An establish music, music under, voice up. This was
followed by avoice wrap during the first news report. ..."
4.

CHAPTER 7

RECORDED PROGRAM
PRODUCTION
Recorded program production is aterm we use to refer loosely to any
radio production work that is not done live over the air. In most cases, the
recording is done in preparation for use over the air at alater date.
The basic difference between recorded production and live, on-air
production (which we cover in the next chapter) is that on-air production is aone-shot affair; there's only one opportunity to get it right.
In recorded studio work, the producer has the freedom to do several
retakes of the same production element, to try different blends and
mixes, and to scrap the whole project and start over again if it's not
working out.
Because of these luxuries, much more complex productions are
attempted in recorded work. Whereas mixing a narration, multiple
sound effects, and amusic bed would be next to impossible all in one
take, it becomes asimple matter in the recording studio since the tasks
can be attempted one at atime, with the various elements divided into
logical steps.

RECORDED VERSUS LIVE,
ON-AIR PRODUCTION
How does aradio producer decide whether aproduction
will be done live or put together in advance? There are
three elements to consider: complexity, scheduled airtime,
and convenience.
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Complexity
we mentioned., aproduction containing many elements must be done
in advance. Many commercials are read live, bin these are almost always
one-voice affairs., with the announcer simply reading copy or ad-libbing
from afact sheet.
Scheduled Airtime
A talk show that airs at 5:30 A.M. Sunday will be prerecorded in the
studio. usually during normal weekday working hours. Obviously. it is
not practical to try to get guests to appear live on apredawn show.
On the other hand. newscasts generally are not recorded (and when
they are. ifs clone as close to airtime as possible) because they become
outdated quickly as the news changes.
Convenience
If aproduction calls for the voice of aspecific announcer., is it more convenient to record the announcer or to have him or her come in every time
that production is aired? The same rationale applies to the need for repetition of aproduction. Though the use of music and narration for the
introduction of ashow might be done live if the program is aone-time
affair. Irerecording the introduction will be far more convenient if it is to
be repeated weekly or daily.
Along the sanie lines. preproducing apiece reduces the chance that
an error will be made over the air.

LAYOUT OF A PRODUCTION STUDIO
In asmall radio station, the production studio is usually
located wherever it fits: often. it is in the record library or
in an engineering area or even in acorner of the manager's
office. ln asomewhat larger station, the basic production
studio often looks like the one shown in Figure 7.1.
On the ut her end of the spectrum is the fully equipped, high-tech
production studio (see Figure IC 1.1. page 12). Another variation .
of the
top-Of-the-line studio is asetup with multitrack mixing capabilities for
recording and remixing original music. We discuss recording and mixing
music later in this chapter.
Most large studio setups feature aglassed-in area between the main
control room and the studio; in large music production studios, the glass
divides the performance area of the st ulio from the control area. The
glass is typically double layered. and the panes are not set parallel to
each other or to the studio wall (Figure 7.2)., to prevent internal and
external reflections of sound.
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FIGURE 7.1
Basic production studio.

FIGURE 7.2
Double layer of glass used to separate control room from production studio.
Air space between the panes of glass provides sound insulation from adjacent areas.

Glass mounted at angle
to lessen sound and
light reflection

Cross-sectioned view of wall
between studio and control room
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FIGURE •7.3
News production area.

The more typical radio-station production studio is a one-room
setup, with the equipment usually intended for combo use. Although the
studio is intended for off-air production, there generally will be ahardwired link to the main control room so that the output of the production
studio can be put live over the air. This arrangement comes in handy
when the main control room is out of commission during repairs or other
emergencies. The studio mav also double as an announce booth, used
especially by the news department. The news department may also have
its own production area (Figure 7.3).
Equipment in the Production Studio

In most cases, the production studio's equipment will virtually duplicate
what's in an on-air studio although there may not be as much of it, and
in some stations, the production equipment may be hand-me-downs
from the on-air control room. The minimum equipment usually includes
some sort of console, amic, two cart machines, two tape recorders, two
turntables, and usually a CD player. The console may be a portable
mixer or the portable console the station uses for remotes.
A patchbay is almost always afixture of the production studio. In
many cases, the patchbay allows interconnection of the production studio
with other studios, with the network, or even directly with the transmitter. There is often some sort of talkback system between studios.
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FIGURE 7.4
Sound-deadening material attached to studio walls to reduce unwanted
sound reflection.
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11.

Sound Treatment in the Production Studio

Acommercially available sound-deadening material (Figure 7.4) is commonly used to dampen sound reflection in the production studio. Sometimes, egg cartons are cut up and attached to the walls, serving the same
effect.
Acarpet is very helpful for deadening sound reflection. On occasion,
the carpet is applied to walls to help create adead environment. Studios
designed for music recording often have curtains, which can be spread to
deaden sound or pulled back to expose the bare walls when a livelier
sound is desired.
As we mentioned earlier the production studio in asmall station may
serve double duty, and acombined record library and production studio
is common; in fact, stacks of records do agood job of sound baffling.

W ORKING IN A PRODUCTION STUDIO
Who works in the production studio environment? In some
stations, aproduction manager is in charge of the studio
and has the responsibility of overseeing all the station's offair production. Staff announcers also use production facilities for such duties as commercial production. In smaller
stations, salespeople often produce their own commercials. Basically, the
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studio is used by anyone who has to construct aproduction for later airplay. In this sense, all staff members assigned such duties are producers.
Anyone who undertakes the duties of aproducer is responsible for
knowing much more about the process of radio than someone who acts
simply as an announcer or atechnician. Aproducer must understand the
methods of constructing aspot or program. For example, it may be more
efficient to break the production down into anumber of discrete tasks,
such as doing all the music work first and all the narration next, even
though that is not the sequence in which the components will appear in
the final product.
An analogy from the movie production business is illustrative. Perhaps acertain restaurant is the setting of the last sequence of amovie,
and the film begins in the same restaurant. It makes sense for the producer, who has to move around crew, actors, extras, and sets, to shoot the
beginning and ending scenes on the same day. (It's not unheard of for the
ending of amovie to be shot on the first day of production.) In other
words, the pieces or sequences of amovie can be filmed in any order and
then edited together in accordance with the script.
You'll find that the same strategy often proves useful in the radio production studio. And, since time demands on astudio are usually high,
you'll be able to get in and out much faster if you learn to plan work in
task-oriented sequence. If, for instance, you have three similar commercials to produce, it may prove useful to do the announcing for all
three first — on the same tape — and add the music beds to all three next.
Working in task-oriented sequence will become second nature as long
as you make an effort to break old thought patterns that require you to
work in real-time sequence (doing the beginning first, the middle next,
and the ending last). Always structure your tasks according to the most
convenient and efficient method for the best use of the production studio
available. Understanding this principle is what separates aproducer
from someone who just puts sound on tape.
Another factor that will help you develop skill and recognition as a
radio producer is an understanding of the basic building blocks of radio
and how they relate to studio production. We're talking about music,
recorded voice, and sound effects.

Music
Music is avery important element in radio production;
indeed, it can be argued that music is what radio is all
about. In any event, it's important for aproducer to have
an understanding of music. Good producers have the
ability to use music to their advantage, to manipulate
music to create an effect. Good producers also understand the kinds and
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varieties of music and thus can fit productions into the station's overall
format. In aproduction studio setting, you will generally be using segments of music rather than entire cuts.
Sources of Music
The music you will use will almost always be prerecorded on disc or CDs
or downlinked from asatellite. The use of music is licensed to aradio station by means of afee paid to music licensing organizations, the largest
of which are the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers
(ASCAP) and Broadcast Music Incorporated (BMI). Licensing fees also
cover the use of music in production work. Popular music (the kind
played over the air as entertainment) is commonly used in all sorts of
studio production.
Sometimes, though, specific requirements are not filled very well by
the popular music available. Specialized musical selections have been
developed to meet these needs. Various companies sell production
libraries: recorded original music that fits the most common production
and time requirements of typical stations. For example, music beds run
exactly 60 or 30 seconds.
Generic vocal selections are available that can be adapted to fit the
needs of commercial production for local merchants. Thus a30-second
cut might start with agroup of vocalists singing: "Downtown is the greatest place to shop." The instrumental background would continue, serving as abed for the local announcer to fill with copy advertising alocal
downtown merchant. The vocal would return, 25 seconds into the cut, to
close out the piece with: "Do your shopping downtown, where you'll find
everything you need!"
Advertising agencies, which commission the composition of original
music for clients, are another source of music. Such music usually takes
the form of ajingle, which is incorporated into the client's radio (and
sometimes TV) advertising. The beds supplied by ad agencies are
very similar to the works furnished by the production library companies, except that the ad agency's musical jingle is specific to one
client. Some large companies provide their franchises with standardized commercial beds that can be "localized" at the different radio
stations.
Specialized productions generally are easier to work with. (You don't
have to do as much adaptation of the music, such as telescoping the
beginning and end together for one 30-second spot.) However, the station has to pay for prepackaged production music, and some of it is
pretty hokey.
It's safe to assume that most of your production work will be done
with popular music whose main purpose is airplay. But you can adapt it
for production purposes.
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Choosing Music for Production Work
\lusic can make or break aproduction. A commercial, for example, can
gain significant impact through the selection of background music that
reinforces the message. A poor selection, though, can detract from the
message or even be at odds with it. For instance, copy that touts the
benefits of arelaxing vacation through the Acme Travel Agency won't be
reinforced by blaring rock music. No copy will be helped by an overfamiliar vocal selection that draws attention away from the message.
The selection of music, incidentally, can be aformidable task. Even the
smallest radio station may have thousands of recordings in its station
library.
Radio stations often categorize music held in their libraries by type
(rock, country, jazz, classical, and so on). Still others use acolor code or
anumerical or alphabetical listing for their music libraries. It is important to understand the broad classifications that stations use so that you
can locate music by type quickly and easily. We discuss some broad
classifications later in this chapter.
Many stations segregate music libraries into vocal and instrumental
selections, and since most production music is instrumental, your choice
will be narrowed somewhat. Some stations designate a shelf for good
production music, which is handy but may entail the risk of causing a
few pieces of music to become overused. And there is adanger of overusing popular music. As we indicated, acatchy, popular tune might attract
more attention than the message of the commercial; the listener will be
hearing the music, not the message.
Many production pieces are chosen by someone who—after years of
studio production experience — notices that a certain cut on the air
would be aparticularly good piece for production work. Perhaps it is an
instrumental section that conveys excitement, or enjoyment, or some
other mood. A great many air people develop their own particular
favorites for commercial production though this, too, entails arisk that
the music will be used too often.
In any case, the music must reinforce the message, not distract or
detract from it. The style has to fit both the message and the station's
format.
Styles of Music

A broad knowledge of music is critical to the radio professional. First of
all, even if your intention is to pursue a career in rock radio, circumstances may dictate atwo-vear stint at astation with acountry or
beautiful-music format. Stations with abroad-ranging format may use a
variety of music styles in production, and it's incumbent on you to understand the styles and be able to use them effectively. In addition, modern
music produces many crossovers from one style into another. Some
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country music, for example, almost sounds like jazz. Being able to recognize elements of various styles will help you categorize music and better
utilize it to achieve effects. Trade magazines can help you learn more
abut music and music categories.
Here are the characteristics of some of the major styles of music.
Rock usually features drums and electric guitars. There's generally a distinctive rhythm, which is maintained by bass drum and bass
guitar. More avant-garde types of rock music include elaborate electronic
effects. The milder rock music selections are probably the most commonly used pieces in radio production.
Rock

The twang of country music is its most recognizable attribute
though much of the country music repertoire is orchestrated and virtually indistinguishable from general popular music. The steel guitar was
once the cornerstone of country music, but nowadays almost any combiCountry

nation of instruments can be used.
Country music is used in production to achieve special effects (as a
music bed for a rodeo commercial, perhaps) and, of course, is used
extensively in production on country-format stations.
This style of music can run the gamut from traditional big-band
dance music to bizarre and highly experimental compositions. Jazz gen-

Jazz

erally uses asyncopated rhythm.
Jazz has many uses in production and is particularly helpful because
so much of it is instrumental. The more experimental types of jazz are
less useful though they can sometimes be selected for effect.
The term classical music is something of a misnomer
because classical really refers to one type of music in the spectrum popularly understood as "classical." The classical period is typified by the
music of Mozart. The baroque period, which preceded the classical, is
most commonly associated with Bach, who created multiple melodies
that interact contrapuntally. (This type of music is referred to as polyphonic; its sound can be approximated by the familiar round "Row, Row,
Row Your Boat.") The romantic period of music followed the classical
period and is characterized by the works of Tchaikovsky and by the later
Classical

works of Beethoven.
For lack of abetter term, classical will suffice though some people
refer to this style as concert music or good music. Classical music occasionally is useful in production, generally to achieve aspecial effect.
This broad category can encompass many
others. Essentially, though, general popular music tends to be more
melodic and orchestral than rock. Violins and other bowed strings are
General Popular Music
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used, as are woodwinds. Piano is a typical feature of general popular
music. Many of the lower-key rock music selections certainly fit into this
category. At the other end of the spectrum are the beautiful-music
selections of Henry Mancini or the Hollywood Strings. This style of
music is especially useful in general production duties since much of it is
instrumental.
This category includes polkas, waltzes, and marches,
which are used in production work when aspecific effect is called for.
Specialty Music

RECORDED VOICE
Voice, the second major element of production, can be
recorded by an announcer running acombo operation or
by aproducer running the console while others speak into
amic or mics.
One common studio production task is the miking of
several speakers, for instance, in a round-table discussion. Here, the
microphone techniques we discussed in Chapter 5come into play, along
with some other considerations that we discuss shortly. The most important goal of recording voice in astudio production setting, though, is to
get aclean recording that accentuates the announcer's voice and delivery.
Achieving this goal may involve such considerations as:
•Selecting a mie that deemphasizes peculiarities of a performer's
speech, such as p-popping or excessive sibilance.
•Replacing ahighly sensitive rnic with aless sensitive model to cut
down on noise from air conditioning or from the clicking of the
speaker's dentures.
•Eliminating table noises (nonprofessional speakers are notorious
for table-tapping or clicking pens) by hanging the microphone from
aboom rather than attaching it to atable stand.
•Instructing speakers, professional and nonprofessional alike, on
positioning and use of the mie. Nonprofessional speakers frequently
need to be cautioned about speaking too close to the mie.
Duties of these types are common in all production setups. Whereas
in some instances, recording voice in the production studio is asimple
affair, other situations are complex. Two of the most common difficulties
encountered in production work are miking multiple speakers and cornIII ricating with speakers when the mies are open.
Miking Multiple Speakers

One typical function of the radio station's production specialist is to set
up and record panel discussion shows. With anumber of interviewees in
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FIGURE 7.5
Simple two-person interview, using cardioid mics.

the studio, it is tempting to string up mics for everyone who is likely to
open his or her mouth. 1\ I( )st experts agree, however, that the fewer mics
you can get away with, the better. An overabundance of mics can cause
difficulties in engineering the show (trying to find the right pot to adjust.
for example, when you're dealing with six or seven) and in phasing.
It is, however, practical to use two mics when there are two speakers.
Perhaps the most common type of interview program involves asingle
host and asingle guest, and recording of the show can be pulled off quite
nicely with two cardioid mics, with little overlap of the pickup pattern
(Figure 7.5).
The advantage of this setup is that the operator is free to control the
individual volumes and to maintain a comfortable balance. A bidirectional or omnidirectional ink can be used instead. but the loss in flexibility usually isn't worth the convenience gained from asimpler setup. But
when there are several speakers, simplicity of mic setup is indeed a
virtue. One mic suspended from the ceiling may give better results than
an individual mic for each speaker. As we mentioned, phasing problems
plague the multiple -mie setup. Moreover, every time you open amic, the
room tone, or noise present in the studio, increases.
To understand phasing problems. let's first recall our discussion of
directional mics in Chapter 5. Remember that adirectional mie cancels
sound by means of an acoustic network inside the mic; that is, sounds
reach the diaphragm at different tin tes and therefore cancel themselves
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FIGURE 7.6
Layout enabling six speakers to be positioned around three mics. Separation and proper orientation of the mics could, if cardioids were used, prevent overlap of their pickup patterns.

out. The same effect occurs in the studio: Sound arrives at different mics
at different times, with just enough difference to throw the phasing off.
This will seem less abstract when you consider that sound does not
travel very quickly: although 1.100 feet per second may seem like a
pretty fast clip, note how sound lags behind vision. From the top row of
the bleachers, you can easily discern the gap between when the basketball hits the floor dimming adribble and when you hear it hit the floor.
Track runners start when they see the smoke from the starter's pistol
rather than waiting for the noise, which they hear asplit second later.
Now, with sound waves making, let's say, 5,000 cycles per second (5,000
1-1z), it's easy to see how asmall delay can cause the cycles to be out of
phase.
The solution to phasing problems is to avoid, as much as possible,
any overlap among the mic pickup patterns. Sometimes this entails
putting more timan one speaker on a mic so as to avoid overlapping
pickup patterns. For example, miking six speakers could be accomplished with three mics, each trained on two speakers so that there's little
or no overlap of their pickup patterns (Figure 7.6).
The concept of phase problems will become crystal clear when you
hear an out-of-phase broadcast. In mammy cases, all that's needed to overcome the problem is some additional separation of the pickup patterns.
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Moving the ink around will usually solve the problem. Remember, phase
problems are nothing more than I
he effects of sounds reaching mies at
different times and canceling one another out. Remember, too, that even
a tiny difference in the times at which sounds reach a mic can cause
phasing problems.
One other difficulty of ',liking multiple talkers is, of course, the
matter of sound levels. A speaker who has an overpowering voice generally does not belong on the same mie with someone who habitually whispers. This situation, too, will call for some trial-and-error maneuvering.
Working with nonprofessional speakers creates asecondary problem
with setting the level. Although a professional announcer will usually
know enough to give you several sentences of speech to let you set the pot
at the proper level, amateurs will not. The typical scenario before apanel
discussion goes something like this:
Producer:

Smith:
Producer:

Smith:
Producer:
Smith:

(whoever happens to be running the board): Mr. Smith,
could Ihave alevel, please?
What?
A voice level ...Could vomi just talk for me so Ican set
your mie?
What do you want me to say?
Anything.
Hello, hello. Is that enough?
hasn't even found the pot yet): No, no, just talk
until Itell you to stop.

Producer: (who

Smith:

But what am Isupposed to say now?

To make matters worse, the level Mn Smith finally gives the producer
has absolutely no relation to the booming voice he will use when the tape
starts rolling. Though there's no perfect solution to this problem, one of
the least objectionable ways of getting alevel from amateur talent is to
ask each person to count to 20. Granted, the voice aperson uses to count
aloud is different from the one used in conversation, but the voice level
used by aself-conscious speaker to give asnippet of conversation for the
level-taker isn't necessarily what's going to come out during the program
either. Asking the talent to count does, at least, eliminate the "What am I
going to say?" routine and guarantees several seconds of speech'. If
there's arehearsal of the program before airtime, use the rehearsal to set
levels.
Communicating with Speakers
One consideration of working in the production studio, especially when
recording interview shows, is how to communicate with announcers and
guests when mies are open. This isn't nearly as big aproblem as it was in
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FIGURE 7.7
Standard studio hand signals.

a. "You're on."

b. "Give me alevel."

c. "Kill my mic."
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d. "Wrap up."

b. "Stretch."
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the days of live radio —when whole programs such as variety shows and
dramas were put live over the air — but knowing some simple cues and
signals can prevent the inconvenience of having to stop tape to give an
instruction. In addition, signals sometimes prove useful when aspeaker
is going live over the air.
The following hand signals have been around for quite some time,
and though you may not have much occasion to use them, they do represent astandard way of communicating in the studio.
This signal (Figure 7.7(a), page 164) consists of afinger
)H1 oil directly at the speaker.

You're On
1,(

A chattering motion with the fingers (Figure 7.7(b))
indicates that you would like the announcer to give you avoice level.
Give Me a Level

kill My Mic

Draw afinger across your throat (Figure 7.7(c)). In you're
mie, point to the mie, too.

not using a headset

This signal is accomplished by a circular ("winding up")
motion of the hands (Figure 7.7(d)).
Wrap Up

Make amotion with your hands as though stretching arubber
band (Figure 7.7(e)). This tells the person on -mie to keep talking and
stretch out the program.
Stretch

Remember, these signals aren't foolproof, and not everyone knows
them. If they are standard in your station, fine; if you work out signals in
advance with talent and guests, they may prove useful.

SOUND EFFECTS
We have discussed sound effects in various contexts in
other chapters. Here we examine how they are used in
studio production. The most useful sources of sound
effects available to the producer are disc libraries sold by
various firms. These discs carry fairly specific entries and
list the number of seconds each cut lasts. For example, the entries in the
car horns honking category might be listed this way:
•Number 17: Horn honking, Model T Ford, :05
•Number 18: Horn honking, modern car, :06
•Number 19: Horns honking, in city traffic, :10
The cuts usually have generous amounts of space between them, so
you'll be able to drop the stylus in the widely separated grooves, which
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indicate silence. Since many of these records contain dozens of cuts per
side, counting them is often difficult. Count aloud as you move the tonearm over each cut. Newer sound effects collections are on CD, and the cut
can be selected via the unit's controls.
Sometimes, you won't be able to find what you need, and asound
effect will have to be created. Most of us are familiar with the standard
tricks of the trade for producing sound effects, such as crinkling cellophane to produce the effect of flames crackling. Most of us also know that
the results — unless one is an expert — are often less than satisfactory.
Many experienced production people who are willing to take the time
and effort can custom-make sound effects, but in most radio production,
that amount of effort isn't expended.
Most of the sound effects you will have to create yourself will consist
of standard background noise, such as the hubbub of a restaurant.
Common sense and some experimentation will guide you on this; just be
aware that you and the microphone hear differently. Your brain can filter
out noise in arestaurant, but the mic is likely to pick up every clink of
dishes and scrape of silverware. So, when producing asound effect, be
prepared to try some different mic techniques, and don't hesitate to try
various sound levels to create the sound you want.

INDUSTRY UPDATE
THE ULTIMATE RADIO RECORDING
STUDIO
When Linda Ronstadt or Judy Collins or Tony Bennett perform for radio, they often
do it at the combined studios of »DEW-AM and WOXR-FM in New York. Why?
Because the stations have built one of the best studios in the industry.
This studio is an excellent example of two of the principles spelled out in this
chapter:
•Sound separation. The windows are 1inch thick (Figure IU 7.1). The studio
is actually aseparate building inside another building.
•Isolation. It's built on neoprene shock absorbers so that the studio is not
affected by sound vibration. You can actually feel the bounce when you walk
across the floor.
•Control over "live" and "dead" spaces. The walls have panels that are reflective when shut and sound absorbing when open.
You probably can't match these technical features in your studio, but you can
strive to reproduce the general principles. For example, fairly good-quality glass or
alarge distance between control room and studio can combine to produce decent
isolation.
You may not have the budget to build abuilding within abuilding, but you can
attempt to keep your studio free of vibration. Don't locate it near an elevator. Hang
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FIGURE IU 7.1
Behind the glass in this studio arrangement is a "floating room" that
isolates the studio from vibration and sound.

microphones instead of putting them on desks if vibration is a problem. Adding
some padding over the floor can help.
Dual-surface paneling is something you can probably build yourself, but you
can also tack up sheets of sound-deadening material and remove them later if you
need to alternate between lively and dead environments.

COMBINING ELEMENTS IN
PRODUCTION
.
1
.
114‘

process of mixing music, voice, and sound effects is,
os:,eutially, a matter of feeding signals through the console or manipulating them with an editing process to
construct the ultimate product.
A major consideration in combining these elements in
aproduction studio setting is to ensure that the final product contains as
few geiterations as possible (that is, the smallest possible number of rerecordings of the same segment).
We discuss the specifics of various production processes in the appropriate chapters, but this is agood place to point out the ways in which
Vou can efficiently construct production pieces; using the minimum
number of generations is one such practice. During production, you will
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find anumber of ways to save generations on the tape. The principle is to
do as many operations in one step as possible: for example, make the
whole music bed in one step, if you can, rather than adding elements
gradually and dubbing the tape several times.
Another aspect of combining elements in production is to keep an
open mind and use as many of the options available to von as possible. Is
there an easier way to do things? Think about it. mid don't always use
the same routine out of force of habit. Utilize splicing and dubbing techniques to their fullest in studio production. Remember you can use a
splice to:
•Remove flubs from an existing tape.
•Attach leader.
•Insert questions or breaks.
•Insert actuality sound.
•Repair broken tape.
•Tighten up and remove lapses in any program.
You can use adub to:
•Play back asound source in amore convenient format (for example, putting ashort selection of music on cart to make it easier to
locate).
•Take the place of asplice when you don't want to cut the tape and
you're not concerned about adding another generation to the tape.
•Free up apiece of equipment.
•Mix two or more sources together.
Remember, working in the studio environment will almost always
entail striving for excellent quality and efficiency of operation. Although
some deviation in quality might be acceptable in live coverage of anews
event, something produced in-studio must sound good, with no lapses in
rnic technique or production values.
At the same time, remember that nowhere is the time is money"
equation more obvious than in the modern broadcast studio. There may
be several people clamoring to use the studio, so doing your work in taskoriented sequence will be most efficient.

SUMMARY
Many programs are recorded in advance because they are
too complicated to be assembled live on air: in addition, program elements such as commercials that will
be used over and over are recorded in advance so that
the air person does not have to keep reinventing the
wheel to produce them.
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Production studios vary widely in size and complexity—from small
setups in the corner of aroom to large operations complete with state-ofthe-art equipment.
The most efficient production work is done in task-oriented sequence;
that is, production is organized according to the demands of the production schedule, meaning that the work is not necessarily produced in final
sequential order from start to finish. It may be more convenient, for
example, to produce the end of the spot first, then the middle, and finally
the beginning.
Music is an important element in recorded program production. It comes
from many sources, including the station's standard airplay library and
specially licensed production libraries; sometimes, music is specially
recorded for aparticular commercial or other spot.
Miking multiple speakers usually involves setting up enough mics and
channels so that the natural variance in the power of the individuals'
speaking voices can be accommodated by the console operator.

A PPLICATIONS
Situation 1/The Problem The producer was setting up
for ashow in which he would be running the board for an
interview with three guests. He had set up one omnidirectional mic. Everything worked fine, but one of the guests
happened to have avery, very soft voice.
One Possible Solution Although it is agood choice under other circumstances, the one omnidirectional mic wasn't right for this situation.
Instead, the producer set up two cardioids, making sure that the patterns
didn't overlap. The two strong-voiced guests were in one pickup pattern;
the weak-voiced guest was in the other. Thereafter, the levels could be
matched.
Situation 2/The Problem The news director of asmall station wanted
to use aportion of alarge office as an adjunct studio during election coverage. Unfortunately, the room was so lively that it sounded as though
candidate interviews were being done in the shower.
One Possible Solution The news director bought some heavy-grade
cardboard at the local home-supply store. She made aframe of two-byfours and used the cardboard as apartition, making the room (in effect)
smaller. She also taped some old egg cartons to the wall to help deflect
ambient sound and deaden the room noise.
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EXERCISES
1. Prepare aconnnercial for ahypothetical upcoming concert. This very
difficult production task is representative of the kind of activity you
might be asked to undertake.
This particular promo calls for the use of four cuts of a popular
singer; although you generally don't use vocals for production work,
you'll have no other choice when the assignment is to publicize aperformance by asinger.
To produce this spot, pick out avocalist's album from your personal
collection or from your college's or station's production library. Here's the
copy you will use to produce the spot:
APPEARING

LIVE AT THE
IN PERSON!

CIVIC

CENTER ON JUNE

12,

(first cut up, fade down)
JOIN
ON HIS/HER FIRST TOUR OF THIS AREA.
HERE'S THE MUSICAL EVENT YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR.
(second cut up, fade down)
TICKETS ARE $15 AND $12, AND CAN BE PURCHASED
FROM SMITH TICKET AGENCY OR AT THE CIVIC CENTER
BOX OFFICE.
(third cut up, fade down)
DON'T MISS THIS CHANCE TO SEE
AT THE CIVIC CENTER, JUNE 12 AT 7P.M.

IN CONCERT

(close with vocal)
Your assignment is to produce the foregoing commercial by dubbing
the music onto cart and doing the commercial in one take, starting the
carts and cross-fading as the copy is read (by you or by an announcer).
2. This time, first prepare the music bed by dubbing the cuts onto areelto-reel tape. You won't be able to cross-fade, so butt the songs together.
Now do the commercial by reading copy over the music bed.
3. Produce the same commercial, this time cueing up one disc at atime
and stopping the tape after you've played the cut and read the appropriate piece of copy. Do the same with the other discs.
There's no right or wrong way to produce this commercial, but trying
it with all three techniques will give you an idea of the advantages and
limitations of each.

CHAPTER 8

LIVE, O N-A IR
PRODUCTION

One of the surest tests of production ability is to pull an airshift. An airshift usually involves announcing and running the console. This is the
point at which all other production techniques come into play; thus,
(luring the airshift. you are using all of your skills to produce the flow of
sound that marks the unique character of your station.
You will. indeed, use all the skills we have discussed so far. The primary activity in an on-air situation is mixing sound sources through the
console. Those sources. of course, go to the transmitter and over the air
instead of onto tape. It goes without saying that mistakes are to be
avoided at all costs. There are no retakes. and amistake such as acommercial that doesnt play because of an unrecued cart, which would be a
mere nuisance in studio production. is abig problem on the air. For one
tiling, dead air is sloppy. To make matters worse, the commercial will
have to be rescheduled (called amake good) and, in some cases, an apology given to the angry sponsor.
An overall consideration of on-air production is the rapid transition from source to source. This, really, is the essence of on-air performance. Most fast-moving formats center on what's called the tight
board, meaning that there is hardly any space (in some cases, there is
overlap) between sound sources. Experienced on-air producers develop
a rhythm, a sixth sense of timing. Developing that sense is largely a
matter of practice though athorough understanding of the job at hand
will help.
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FIGURE 8.1
Working combo.

TYPICAL A IRSHIFT
On-air production is done by two types of radio station

employees: the announcer who runs aboard combo and
the engineer who runs aboard for an announcer. The setup
used at your station will largely be determined by acombination of station
practices and union rules. In general. only the largest markets have aseparate engineer running the board for the announcer. Combo operations
(Figure 8.1) greatly out number engineer and announcer setups, and it is
likely that von will be running the board combo in your initial radio jobs.
Duties of the On-Air Producer

The combo operation is, of course, handled by an on-air producer: the
staff announcer or disc jockey. This type of production is complex and
stressful, and it usually involves most or all of the following rules:
•Running the console
•Cueing records and tapes
•Riding levels on sound sources going over the air
•Selecting music
•Announcing music, reading conunercial copy, and in some cases,
reading iiews
•Taping programs coming in from networks for delayed broadcast
•Answering the telephone
•Monitoring the Emergency Broadcast System
•Ripping copy off the teletype (known as stripping the wire),
checking for important news items, monitoring the printout or the
news computer terminal, and saving appropriate material for
others in the station
•Doing general maintenance, such as changing paper on teletypes,
cleaning heads. and sometimes (in very small stations) doing the
vacuuming
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FIGURE 8.2

Taking meter readings.

•Taking meter readings (Figure 8.2)
•Keeping the program log
•Refiling records and tapes
•Playing back news actualities during newscasts
•Performing off-air production work (sometimes done 011 the audition channel) when a long program, such as a baseball game or
taped show, is airing
•In some cases, assembling and reading the local newscast
If you think these duties can be murderous, you're right. Pulling an
airshift can be exhausting. Although listeners might think that playing
records and doing alittle talking for 4hours at astretch is easy, anyone
who's tried it knows that exactly the opposite is true.
In addition to the hard work involved, acting as an On-air producer
involves some potentially critical duties. In times of emergency, for example, the on-air personality must communicate very important information to the public. Weather emergencies often call for die on-air operator
to relay news and information from local and area authorities.
There are many configurations of emergency systems. Your local
authorities may have a system tied in with area stations. be it aradio
transmission system or atelephone network. In addition, federal authorities require all stations in the nation to have amonitor for 1
lw Emergency Broadcast System (EBS), anetwork linking the government and
the public.
An on-air producer must log all test signals received on the station's
EBS monitor and perform and log scheduled tests from the station; performing these tests involves reading abrief announcement and activating
an attention signal.
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It is important for an on-air producer to understand the station's procedure for handling EBS completely. In particular, you must know the
method for authenticating the message known as the Emergency Action
Notification; stations that subscribe to major wire services and networks
typically post the instructions and authenticator codes (in asealed envelope). But experience has shown that many operators do not know where
the instructions are. Ask station management for such details before you
are left to operate the station alone.
Remember, although the duties of an on-air producer may be fun,
those duties can also involve enormous responsibility.
Typical Schedule

How are these duties integrated into the working day? We've pieced
together what is, from our experience, apretty standard schedule for the
morning and evening announcers at amedium-sized station (Tables 8.1
and 8.2). We've broken down the duties into on-air and off-air tasks.
Both of these schedules reflect atypical shift though there can be infinite variations on the themes presented.
Remember, the announcer is also responsible for introducing the
records and must be informative and entertaining in the bargain.

SOUND OF THE STATION
The primary responsibility of the on-air producer is to
provide programming that reinforces the format and
goals of the station. The identifying characteristics of the
radio station are encompassed and expressed in what's
known, loosely, as the station's sound. The elements of
the sound are not only the types of music played. Also dictating the
sound are the pace, content, announcing style, and blending of the program sources.
Pace

The schedules shown in Tables 8.1 and 8.2 reflect arather slow-paced
station. In many of the more frenetic stations, the program elements
come fast and furious — ajingle here, ajoke there, and then aspot or
commercial cluster.
Maintaining apace means checking yourself to ensure that your onair segments are not too long (or too short, depending on the station).
The delivery, too, will vary according to the pace of the programming at
your particular station.
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TABLE 8.1
Morning Schedule
Time (A.m.)

On-Air

Off-Air
Arrives at station, warms up
transmitter, checks with news reporter

5:30-5:59

for update on top local stories, pulls
discs and makes other preparations for
show, turns on power for console and
other equipment.

5:59

Runs sign-on tape with
station ID.

6:00-6:05

Puts network news over air.

Cues up first two discs, pulls
commercials for first half-hour of show,
puts local news intro into cart machine.

6:05-6:07

Hits local news intro cart,
cues news reporter, opens
reporter's mic, rides level.

Plays reporter's audio cuts.

6:07-6:09

Says hello, introduces
show, does some patter
about weather, intros
first song.

6:09-6:12

Plays first song.

6:12-6:13

Reads commercial.

6:14-6:15

Reads weather forecast.

6:15-6:18

Plays song.

Puts together sports report from wire
service and local newspaper.

Catches up on log entries, answers
phone calls, takes some notifications of
weather-related school closings.

(continued)
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TABLE 8.1 (continued)
Morning Schedule (continued)
Time (A.m.)

On-Air

6:18-6:19

Plays spot on cart.

Off-Air

Cues up next song, gets next cart,
times instrumental opening of next
musical selection to allow for talking up
to the vocal.

6:19-6:22

Reads sports report, plays
spot for sponsor of sports
report.

6:22-6:25

Plays song.

Records ski report phoned in from correspondent, puts previously played carts
away, cues up reel-to-reel tape of "Today
in Business" program.

6:25-6:29

Plays "Today in Business"
tape.

6:29-6:30

Plays commercial, leads
into local news report.

Gets carts from news reporter
for expanded local news report, records
local road report phoned in from AAA.
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TABLE 8.2
Evening Schedule
Time (P.m.)

On-Air

6:45-7:00

Runs console for local talk
call-in show (screens calls,
puts calls over the air, runs
second tape-delay system).

7:00-7:05

Network news.

7:05-7:07

Reads local news headlines
and weather, intros record
show.

7:07-7:10

Plays song.

7:10-7:12

Gives time and temperature, ad-libs spot from

Off-Air

Pulls music for record show.

Starts tape recorder to record network
program for delayed broadcast.

fact sheet.
7:12-7:15

Plays song.

Clears wire (news reporter has gone
home), monitors network for beginning
of sports pregame show.

7:15—end
of shift

Sports pregame show and
local game.

Monitors game for insertion of
commercials and station ID, files
records, produces several spots.
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Content

The content of astation is what you say and play. It sounds obvious, but
maintaining continuity of content isn't as easy as it might seem. For an
on-air producer, continuity of content is maintained by not playing a
blaring rock song on an easy-listening station, or by not using arapidfire, teenager-type delivery when you are host of a Saturday night big
band program.
Announcing Style

Although the focus of this book is production, on-air operations require a
brief discussion of announcing. In combo situations, announcing and
production duties are intertwined. The announcer is the producer, and
vice versa.
The voice of today's radio announcer is afar cry from the characteristic golden-throated male voice heard on the air during radio's so-called
golden age. The announcer of that era was expected to speak more dramatically than is the announcer today. A deep male voice was standard
for announcers, and perfect diction was expected. The style of delivery
was formal, with artificial variations in pitch and volume that would
sound very odd if used in normal conversation.
The deep baritone voice has disappeared in favor of men and women
who can communicate effectively with the audience. Radio speech today
closely resembles conversational speech. Announcers are expected to
convey the impression of one-to-one communication with the audience.
To do that effectively, radio personalities must be well versed in the
tastes, interests, and lifestyles of the audience the station wishes to
attract.
Achieving the proper style of delivery is a matter of matching the
style of the station's format. A country music station and a classical
music station require different styles of communication. Whereas the
country jock may talk over the music at the beginning of arecording and
talk about the artists who performed the music being played, the classical announcer will use a more formal style of delivery, leaving a gap
between spoken introductions and the beginning of the recordings being
aired. And the classical announcer will provide more information on
composers than on artists.
To develop the skills that will help you become competent as an
announcer, try to get as much practice as possible. If one is available,
take avoice and diction class. Take every opportunity to read copy in
various radio styles, constantly striving for a conversational style. (It's
not as easy as it sounds.) One major-market announcer says he developed ad-lib skills by describing the scenery as he drove his car to work
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each morning. Keep in mind that very few people are naturals at
broadcast announcing. Hard work and constant practice are necessary
for nearly everyone.
Blending the Sound Sources

Some fast-moving rock stations lias oalmost no on -air silence; in fact,
some of these stations frequently combine as many sound sources as possible. The weather, for example, is read over the instrumental lead-in to
a record; commercials always have background music; another sound
source is always brought up as arecord fades. You would not, however,
want to blend sound sources this way on an easy-listening station. And
depending on the station's programming strategy, acountry station may
or may not use this style of blending sound sources.
Making sure your production values and techniques integrate with
the sound of the station is one of the keys to successful on-air production.
Following are some other suggestions that may prove helpful.

SUGGESTIONS FOR LIVE,
O N-A IR PRODUCTION
We can't address every specific situation because content,
formats, and equipment vary widely. But here are some
general suggestions for on-air work, along with some
cautionary recommendations derived from experience
(sometimes unpleasant experience).
Console Operation

iou're usually better off closing keys and zeroing pots. However, with
cart machines, you may want to leave the pot set at the appropriate level.
With turntables, it's agood idea to zero the pot so as to avoid cueing over
the air. Be extremely careful of pots and keys that control the network
lines and telephones. They have ahabit of being left open when nothing
is on line. When asignal is fed, it can come as something of ashock to the
air person who left the pot open.
Establishing a Routine

However you choose to run the console, do it consistently. Get into the
habit, for example, of always checking to make sure the mic is not up on
the console before you sav anything. Incidentally, make it ahabit never
to swear while you're in the radio station. If you make this apersonal
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rule, you'll never let an obscenity slip over the air. The problems engendered by swearing over the air can be pretty serious, and it does happen.
so make it part of your routine to banish cuss words from your vocabulary the moment you get near amic. Mies can be relied on to be open at
exactly the wrong time.
One other helpful routine is always to make sure that the turntable
is set at the correct speed. If you mix 33 1
/
3-and 45-rpm recordings, checking the control as a matter of routine can save you much
embarrassment.
One other caution: Check the patchbay for patchcords that might
have been inserted, and make sure that everything that is supposed to
normal does normal.
Planning in Advance

Agood console operator has to be like agood pool player who thinks several shots in advance to avoid getting into the position of not having a
good shot. Think the same way in pulling an airshift. Pull as much music
in advance as you can; get as many carts ready as possible. One phone
call or other interruption can set you back significantly, and once you're
"in the hole," it's hard to climb back out.

INDUSTRY UPDATE
W HAT TO DO AND SAY O N-A IR .
AND W HAT NOT TO
When you are running an airshift, you will be entertaining the audience with
your "patter" and engaging them with the rhythm and sequence of what you
play.
Or, you may be driving listeners away.
Radio program directors worry as much—perhaps more—about people
tuning out than people tuning in. Indeed, "tune out" is amajor factor in constructing the format and in choosing (and retaining) talent.
One of the top priorities of aproducer who runs ashift and speaks over the air
is to keep from irritating listeners. This doesn't necessarily mean not being personally disagreeable; alot of "shock jocks" would actually be an irritant and tuneout factor to listeners if they suddenly became mild mannered.
The point: Tune-out happens when listeners don't get what they expect. If they
want to hear the music and the jock talks over it, they tune out. If they want to hear
the jock talk and he or she doesn't, they tune out.
Here are some tips for avoiding what PDs call "on-air irritants":
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•Too much hype. Most staff announcers are toning down their deliveries, and
at the time of this writing the "growling voice" and "in your face" delivery was
out of favor in even the hardest-format stations.
•Too many reminders about how much music you are playing. Interviews with disaffected listeners confirm that when you continually stop the
music to tell people how much music you are playing —TEN HITS IN A
ROW!! — you irritate the audience. Remember that every time you say "less
talk," you must talk to do it. If you are in charge of producing these "sweepers" (announcements about the coming music), bear this in mind!
•Endless "pre-sell" on the music sweeps. "TEN IN A ROW, COMING
NOW, YES, TEN IN A ROW, THE MID-DAY SWEEP, AND HERE IT
COMES ..." may induce alistener to push abutton before the sweep starts.
•Laughing at your own in-jokes. Air people sometimes like to convince themselves they are funny by chuckling endlessly with the weather reporter, but
this doesn't always seem entertaining to the listener.
•Stepping on the end of songs. Listeners may actually want to hear the
ending and will resent you talking over it or dumping out of it completely.
Research shows listeners are irritated by missing the ends of such currents
as "Too Many Walls" by Cathy Dennis; the ending is consistently nipped off.
Other examples: "Don't Rock the Jukebox" by Alan Jackson; "Baby, I'm a
Star," by Prince; and "I Love Your Smile" by Shanice Wilson.* On a related
note, don't talk over the end of songs that end cold.
•Getting tricky with the call letters. What's happened is that radio stations
often use "handles" such as "Mix 101" that have no real relation to their call
letters. As a result, when stations give the required legal ID (a direct statement of the call letters and place of station location) at the top of the hour,
the announcers often try to bury it in aheavily produced montage that touts
the station's handle. Listeners get annoyed by this. Just say the call letters,
and don't make an enormous production of it.
•Always talking over the beginning instrumental and butting up to the start of
the vocal. Focus groups say this is an irritant, and it is often heard as aselfindulgent exercise of the announcer's.
•Insisting that you peg the meter with every sound element. Research shows
that listeners are getting tired of ceaseless blasting.
'Radio, January 1992, p. 26.

Being Aware of False Endings

.\ false ending On a record is music that sounds as though ifs going to
\\Tap up—but doesn't. The announcer. I)\ this time. lots probably
started talking and will step all over the real end of the sottp-. Sometimes
commercials suffer front the same problem. \Oil can avoid embarrass-
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ment and confusion by clearly labeling program material that has false
endings. You might write FALSE ENDING, for example, right on the disc
or cart label.
Many stations label carts with other endings. For example, if acart
ends with music fading out, the words FADES OUT are added to the cart
label. Often, the last three or four words of the commercial script are
written on the label. This can be helpful to the operator in determining
when acart is coming to aclose. It makes running atight board easier,
and it also avoids those embarrassing moments of silence known in the
trade as dead air.
Recueing Carts

We estimate (this is pure guesswork) that agood 50 percent of on-air
foulups are caused by carts that, for one reason or another, have not been
recued. If you must remove acart from acart machine before it has been
recued, make sure to put it in aspecial place where you'll remember to
recue it before putting it back in the rack.
Listening to the Air Monitor

It's agood idea to keep the air monitor playing loudly. A low volume
from the air monitor won't always allow you to hear, for example, the
network line leaking over the air or ascratch in the disc that is playing
over the air. It is also important to monitor the station's broadcast
through the off-air or air monitor source. Usually, audio consoles allow
you to choose between program, audition, and off-air sources. Though
most experienced producers know this, many inexperienced operators
have been surprised to find that the program they thought was being
aired without ahitch was not broadcast at all because apatch was
thrown or some other technical problem occurred without their realizing
it. Why? Because the neophyte operators were listening to the program
output of the board instead of to the off-air source. By the same token,
keep your headset volume reasonably high.
Clearing Equipment

Don't let tapes and carts stay on the equipment; clear them out as soon as
possible. If you don't, atime will come when 5rou need atape machine in
ahurry, and there won't be one available. You'll also be more likely to
put apreviously played cart on the air accidentally. Clearing the equipment as you go along is one of the best habits you can develop for efficient on-air production.
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Planning for the Worst

Nowhere is amistake more evident than in radio, where an embarrassing
silence underscores the fact that the on-air producer has lost control. One
way to mitigate this problem when it occurs is to keep emergency material on standby (a 1-minute public-service announcement, along record,
or the like).
You will also want to prepare for engineering difficulties. Learn how
to find and run a mic cord in case the control-room combo mic fails
and you have to run another one (assuming, of course, no union restrictions bar you from doing this).

W ORKING WITH SATELLITE SERVICES
An increasing amount of radio programming is beamed
to the ground by satellite, received by special dish antennae at the station, and then rebroadcast over the local
station. Such programming ranges from what is still
anachronistically referred to as wire-service programming to acomplete program schedule.
Wire services, of course, are news-supplying organizations. Wire services, along with network feeds, most often do not enter astation by hard
wire anymore. But although satellite reception of news and network programming has been standard practice for about a decade, delivery of
entire formats by satellite transmission is arelatively new practice. Even
so, it has already gained widespread acceptance.
Basically, when astation receives programming via satellite, it is the
final step in aseries of actions known as the satellite feed.
The Satellite Feed

First of all, the program material is produced at the syndicator's headquarters and is beamed up (in technical terms, uplinked) to the satellite.
The satellite acts as a relay: It picks up the signal, amplifies it, and
rebroadcasts it to the earth. Because of the extremely high position of the
satellite, the signal coming to earth covers awide geographic range, eliminating the need for multiple transmitters to reach remote stations. Satellites are able to perform this function because they are geostationary —
parked over the equator in an orbit that is exactly synchronized with the
earth's rotation so that the satellite always maintains the same relative
position to the ground. Satellites can retransmit several signals from
varying networks. The satellite used by mam radio networks is called
Satcom I-R and is operated by RCA.
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The station receiving the signal uses downlink equipment — alarge
dish often located on station property—to bring t
he signal into the console and eventually to the transmit ter.
Programming from Satellite

Toda, iuIaiiv t) pes of program material are available. Examples include:
•Services that provide complete music programming in various
formats. Such services typically have acarefully constructed format
and top-class announcers. One example of asuccessful service is the
Satellite Music Network (SMN), headquartered in Dallas, which
beams programming to about 700 affiliates in the United States.
SMN has seven different formats: a hard-rock format called
Z-Rock; a rhythm-and-blues format called Iheart and Soul; Pure
Gold; Country Coast to Coast; Rock 'n' Hits (top 40); Stardust
(older standards); and StarStation (adult contemporary).
•Networks that provide specialty programming in part-time or fulltime talk and information formats. These services are enjoying
growing popularity on the AM band, where music programming is
on the decline, primarily because listeners who enjoy music prefer
higher-fidelity FM stations. Such services include national call-in
programs and such specialized format areas as personal motivation.
Two recently developed motivation services include SuccessNet and
Winners News Network: The Motivation Station.
•Services that provide short-form programming for integration into
member stations' existing formats. Some of these programs are
fairly substantial, such as a 5-hour weekend program called
Open House Party, offered from Superatzlio, aBoston-based weekend radio network. Thousands of discrete programs are beamed
down to stations, including news-and-information magazine
programs, news reports, sports programs, and many business
programs.
How to Use Service Material

An on-air producer has many options in dealing with material downlinked from satellite depending on the particular station's format.
If the material is to be broadcast live and inserted into
a locally produced format, the on-air producer treats the transmission as
he or she would any other network program. Engineering staff will have
wired the input from the satellite downlink into the console. You simply
open aconsole pot at the time — the exact time — the program is due to
Live Broadcast
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start. Newscasts, business reports, and special music programs can all be
broadcast in this fashion.
Often the material is recorded for later airplay;
this function is automated. For example, large all-news stations typically receive a plethora of satellite news feeds from various
services and opt to automate abank of recorders to save this material.
News producers then sort through the feeds at their convenience and edit
particularly useful material for inclusion in newscasts. If there is no
automation, the on-air personality is often responsible for recording the
feed while performing other on-air duties. This usually involves patching
the feed into a control-room tape recorder and starting the tape deck
manually.
Delayed Broadcast

sometimes

Local Insertion
In other cases, the on-air producer receives the complete program by satellite and must insert local programming, which
usually accounts for avery small portion of the broadcast day. Such programming includes local commercials, news, weather, and locally oriented public-service programming.
Generally, satellite services will provide local affiliates with clear
guidelines on the exact times allocated for local access. One common
method is to use a clocklike representation called a hot-clock or pie,
which shows each hour's programming and shows when:

1. The service will be broadcasting music and commercials.
2. Local affiliates can insert their commercials. Each hour, affiliates
might be allowed amaximum of 8minutes of commercial time, with 2
minutes' worth of commercials originating from the network. Time is
also allocated for local station identifications and promotional announcements. Some services allow several minutes of optional time, during
which satellite programming is still delivered but local affiliates may opt
to insert their own material.
Although inserts can be done manually, automation is an increasingly popular option. Ground-based automation can be programmed to
function via cue tones embedded within the satellite feed, beginning an
automatically replayed local program element (such as a commercial)
and then switching back to the network on receipt of another cue tone.
Increasingly, satellite networks are devising methods to allow the network announcer to feed, through private lines, local IDs and weather
forecasts; these are played back on cue, giving virtually complete local
customization to the program. (For additional information on computerbased automation, see Chapter 15.)
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SUMMARY
On-air production usually refers to running the console
live during a broadcast program. When the announcer
runs his or her own board, this is known as running
combo. The duties of an on-air producer are eclectic and
usually include such varied tasks as playing or reading
commercials, public-service announcements, and news; taking meter
readings; operating all control-room equipment; pulling records for airplay; and filling in the station log—an official FCC document.
Operating aconsole during alive program is adifficult chore. Among the
operator's responsibilities are to maintain the integrity of the station's
sound and to maintain the proper pace, content, and blending of sound
sources.
Running the board can be made considerably less complicated if you
establish a"safety first" routine: zero pots, close keys, recue carts, and so
on. Plan your board operations; think the way agood pool player does,
several shots ahead. Above all, be careful around microphones; they have
ahabit of being left open at inopportune times.
Modern satellite feeds allow the on-air producer to interact with abroadcast fed from one central transmission point. In some cases, all the on-air
producer needs to do is insert local news and weather. Sometimes, the
producer will have many local time segments that must be filled.

APPLICATIONS
Situation 1/The Problem An announcer's music show
ends at 7o'clock, when she has to hit the network. One
problem she's been encountering is that the end of the
show has been sloppy: She is always having to pot down
the last record in rnidsong in order to hit the net.
One Possible Solution The announcer adopted an upbeat instrumental
for her theme song and started the cut, which ran 3minutes, 20 seconds,
at 7:46:40. She didn't put the cut over the air immediately though: The
selection was dead-potted until the previous record ended. The announcer then began her outro (a colloquial radio term for the opposite of
intro) patter and faded up the dead-potted cut, talking over it.
Because the instrumental—which had a climactic ending—was
backtimed to end perfectly, the announcer was able to hit the net cleanly
and give adefinite ending to her show.
(Many announcers who have astandard theme keep it on cart.)
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Situation 2/ The Problem The station had only two cart machines in the
control room, but agreat deal of the programming was on cart. On-air
people had to pull carts out of the machines before they were recued to
free up the cart machine. Unfortunately, these carts had ahabit of being
played over the air in an unrecued state.
One Possible Solution The program director (who couldn't talk the station owner into buying additional cart machines) installed arack clearly
labeled IIARECUED CARTS. Air people were instructed to develop aroutine of always placing the unrecued carts in the rack and to recue those
carts as soon as they had achance.

EXERCISES
1. Do amock airshift that includes these elements: three disc cuts, two
weather reports, acommercial or public-service announcement on cart,
and at least 15 seconds of patter.
Your airshift should use three styles:
•Dance-band music and amiddle-of-the-road approach
•Fast-paced rock
•Laid-back, album-oriented rock
Don't worry so much about the quality of announcing because that's not
the real purpose of this exercise. You should focus on production values.
For example, would you talk over the instrumental introduction of arock
cut? How about the dance band?
2. Pick three local stations, and describe their sound in terms of production values. Listen for things like music and talk overlapping. Does the
announcer talk for only acouple of seconds at a time? Or conversely,
does the announcer spend extended periods in patter?
Write down your observations, and discuss how the production
values reinforce the sound of the stations.
3. This exercise is done strictly to time. You must fit all the elements into
a10-minute segment:
•Exactly 1minute of reading news copy.
•Exactly 1minute of commercial copy.
•A record cut from 2to 4minutes long.
•Exactly 1minute of community calendar listings read from the
local paper.
•Enough weather to get you through the remaining time.
•Dead-pot an instrumental record while you are reading copy; the
record must end exactly when your 10 minutes are up.
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CHAPTER 9

A CHIEVING
AN EFFECT
If you'll permit us to stretch apoint abit, think of Chapters 6, 7, and 8
as an art lesson in which you learned the basic brush strokes. It's now
time to explore ways to create light, shadow, substance, and mood.
As aradio producer, you will be called on to create avariety of effects
using the basic skills we explained previously. But producing an effect
calls for more than a learned-by-rote recall of mechanics: It involves
imagination, experimentation, and acertain amount of trial and error.
This is not to say that producing an effect is entirely aseat-of-thepants affair. Specific techniques must be mastered, and technical expertise
must be matched with creativity. This chapter serves as abridge between
the first eight chapters, which dealt with techniques and mechanics, and
the chapters that follow on radio drama and on dramatic elements in
radio production, commercial production, and news and public-affairs
production. This chapter also reviews many of the elements discussed
earlier and touches on some of the aspects to be dealt with later. The mix
of elements is important because the marriage of technology and art —
the ability to create an effect — is the heart of radio production.

W HAT I
SAN EFFECT?
When we refer to the overall mood, impact, and appeal of
aradio production, we use the term effect. We don't mean
aspecific sound effect (such as the screeching of acar's
brakes).
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Modern communication theory points out that getting a message
across depends on more than the validity of the message. Reaching
people with amessage also involves pulling their emotional strings —
creating amood of excitement, perhaps, or a feeling of identification.
These emotional activators often can be turned on and off by means of
radio production techniques.
A commercial to spur ticket sales for afootball team, for instance,
would certainly seek to create amood of excitement: the sound of a
kickoff, followed by the roar of the crowd, supported with upbeat,
vibrant music. To create this example, the producer would have to
know how to dub in sound effects, either taking them from a sound
effects record played back on a turntable or recording the desired
sound at agame, using basic microphone techniques. All the production techniques, of course, hinge on proper routing of the signals
through aconsole. Essentially, the producer would use production skills
to assemble and form the structure of the commercial, but an understanding of creating an effect would be necessary to produce the subtle
message, the nuances, responsible for the impact and drama of the
message.

KINDS OF EFFECT
The focus of the message—and the effect you want
to create — won't always be the same, even in quite
similar situations. Assume, for example, that the radio
station's sales manager, who needs a commercial for
a restaurant, wants your help in creating an effective
60-second spot.
Soft music, you say? The sound of tinkling glasses, coupled with
a mellow-voiced announcer? Perhaps. If the restaurant is an elegant
one (or tries to be), your choice of soft music would be correct. But
restaurants are as different as people. Digging alittle deeper, you may
discover that this particular client's restaurant has an ethnic flair; if
so, might apolka, waltz, or other specialty selection be more effective?
Perhaps this is afast-food establishment. You, the producer, would most
likely seek to convey asense of fast action; thus upbeat, quick-tempo
music would be the logical choice.
Music, like any other production element, must support the theme.
You will be wise to etch this principle deeply within your thinking
because straying from the overall theme is the most common mistake of
the novice radio producer. Every production element must support the
theme, or it will detract from the message.
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HOW PRODUCTION ELEMENTS
SUPPORT A THEME
rri

The upbeat music in our fast-food rest auran tcommerci
al
conveys aspecific impression: that of speed, excitement,
and vibrancy. This production element supports the theme
of amessage for afast-food establishment; it would certainly detract from acommercial for an elegant restaurant.
Such themes aren't always so readily apparent. There's no obvious
guideline on how to produce acommercial for apersonal computer, for
example. In fact, the approach eventually adopted might evolve after
months of sophisticated market research aimed at discovering what
approaches trigger the emotions of typical computer buyers. Obviously,
such intricate planning won't be left up to you, the producer. On many
occasions, however, the sales manager and the client know exactly what
mood and effect they want. It will be up to you to achieve that effect and
to choose production elements that support the theme. There are many
production elements other than music and sound effects, but let's focus
on those two for the time being. Later in this chapter, we discuss sound
quality, voice quality, and so on, and explore their proper use. There are
many ways in which the production elements of music and sound effects
support atheme and bolster the message. Here are some brief examples
illustrating how these elements fit into the overall scheme of things.
Creating Excitement

Soft-drink commercials depend on the capacity of radio production to
create excitement to make their product appeal to amarket that seeks
thrills, activity, and youthful enjoyment of life. The music chosen —
apart from the lyrics, which tout the benefits of the beverage — must
support this mood of excitement.
Think, too, of the music you've heard at the introduction of sports
play-by-play programs. Was the music aleisurely, sentimental ballad? Of
course not. It was up-tempo, hard-driving music that implied, The program that follows is going to be afast-moving, exciting event.
Creating Immediate Identification

What does the sound of a stopwatch ticking conjure in your mind? If
you're like millions of other Americans, you will think immediately of the
CBS News program "60 Minutes." And that's exactly what the producers
would like you to think of.
Why? Because the familiar stopwatch theme is one element that
immediately distinguishes "60 Minutes" from its competition and creates
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acertain amount of loyalty among viewers and listeners. In any medium,
that is the name of the game. The sponsor of acommercial wants that
commercial to stand out; the producer of atalk show wants listeners to
distinguish that show from the competition and wants it to have some
sort of tag they can identify with.
An important point: Whatever production element is chosen for the
task of creating immediate identification, it must support the overall
message. The sound of cannons firing, for example, would certainly
attract attention, but it wouldn't do much to demonstrate that the
upcoming news program is going to be important and dignified. In fact,
such confusion within the message would detract from the identification
factor; listeners to anews show that opened with the sound of cannon
shots probably wouldn't mentally link the show and the signature.
Evoking an Emotion

What does the sound of automobile horns blaring mean to you? Chances
are it evokes the feelings you experienced the last time you sat, hot and
frustrated, in atraffic jam. The producer of acommercial for an airline
trip to aCaribbean island could use this factor effectively. Sound effects
are one of the most effective tools for evoking an emotion.
Summary of Effects

The goal of radio production is to achieve an effect. The goal of achieving an effect is to be able to reach acertain group with amessage. In
many cases, the group and the message may be spelled out for you by an
advertising manager or the client who wants you to produce acommercial. We offer amore complete discussion in Chapter 11.
When reporting to the producer of anews or sports program, you will
be asked to use production elements that support the show's theme and
create listener identification. As we discussed in Chapter 1, the producer
in modern radio is responsible for reinforcing the station's particular
sound—the quality that distinguishes it from its competitors up and
down the dial.
Remember, you may be responsible for production in avariety of different jobs at various radio stations. You may be astaff announcer who
produces commercials and public-service announcements after your airshift. (The airshift is also, of course, aproduct of radio production.) You
may be anews reporter responsible for piecing together ahalf-hour's
worth of news items and integrating them into an overall theme. Your job
in the sales department at asmall station may involve hands-on production. You may be the program director, in charge of ensuring that everything that goes out over the air strengthens the format, the sound.
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But regardless of the job title, you will be using the basic production
equipment and techniques described in the preceding chapters to achieve
the effects discussed so far in this chapter. And as we've seen, you will be
using various production elements.

HOW A PRODUCER UTILIZES
PRODUCTION ELEMENTS
e have briefly touched on how the production elements
of music and sound effects are used to create an effect.
Other elements can serve the same purpose. We now
examine each element and show how and why it creates
an effect.

Music
The observation that music reaches deep into the human psyche
won't surprise you. Music has moved people to march to war and has
waltzed couples into matrimony. Music of all types is instantly available
to the radio producer. The sources from which von will draw music
include:
•Your station's general-airplay record library. The station has paid a
fee to various licensing agencies for use of the music, and you can
use these records in your production.
•Certain types of records for which you must pay per needle
drop — that is, whenever acut from such arecord is dubbed onto
the tape used in a production. This situation is more common at
recording studios that are not affiliated with aradio station and do
not pay alicensing fee for general-airpla music.
•Music beds supplied by a national advertiser for use by local
affiliated merchants or businesses. For example, a lawn-mower
manufacturer might supply to its distributors a commercial in
which the company's jingle is included at the beginning and end
of a60-second spot. with a 15-second hole of background music —
a bed—over which an announcer would read copy for the
local merchant's store. (More on this in Chapter 11.) These cooperative, or co-op. advertising materials come in a wide range of
structures.
•Original music composed specifically for acertain purpose, such as
the type of jingle music used in beds. jingles produced locally for
businesses, and music composed for use in themes of shows or productions. You may, from time to time, become involved in the
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recording of such music. (We examine that aspect of radio produc(ion in Chapter 14.)
Music is such an evocative tool that it is used in agreat many radio
production tasks; unfortunately, it is also frequently misused and
overused. Here are some brief rules of thumb to help you, the producer,
use music properly in the aesthetic context.
Do use music:
•When you can find alogical reason to do so; when it creates amood
and reinforces atheme.
•When the music has alogical purpose and fits into the format of
your station. A hard-rock music background for a public-service
announcement will not complement the sound of an easy-listening
station. As we discussed in Chapter 1, the producer must respect
the integrity of the station's format.
Do not use music:
•Strictly as areflex. Many times you'll be better off without it. Suppose, for instance, that every other station in town uses a brief
musical opening (sometimes called a stinger) for newscasts. Do
you, as aproducer, feel compelled to do the same? No, of course
not; a "cold" opening can certainly be effective and, in this case,
will set you apart from the competition.
•Indiscriminately. This warning applies specifically to the novice
radio producer who is tempted to use currently popular music
within announcements or other productions whether or not it serves
to reinforce the message.
A final note: Be cautious of using vocals as background for aproduced announcement. Although lyrics that proclaim something to the
effect of
be your friend forever, just give me acall. ..." might tempt
the producer of apublic-service announcement for acommunity health
agency, mixing vocals with avoice-over can make both the lyrics and the
announcer unintelligible. Cross-fading and other technical operations,
however, can sometimes mitigate the problem.
Sound Effects
The example of blaring car horns used in an advertisement for a
Caribbean vacation shows the value of appropriate sound effects. (Note
the word appropriate.) A sound effect is generally considered to be any
sound element other than music or speech. Sound effects (SFX) can
come from:
•Special sound-effects libraries; records the radio station purchases
and buys the rights to use. Sound-effects libraries are almost always
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on disc (rather than on tape) because of the need to access material
throughout the recording.
•Sound effects recorded by the producer. This practice sounds simpler than it really is. The old-time radio trick of crackling cellophane to simulate the sound of flames often sounds exactly like
crackling cellophane. A door slamming, as another example, won't
always sound like a door slamming. With certain microphone
placements, and certain doors, it can sound like agunshot instead.
Thus, recording your own sound effects will take some experimenting, both with producing the sound and with placing the microphone to record it.
Regardless of how asound effect is produced, its appropriate use can
add to the message. Inappropriate use can make the message seem hackneyed, amateurish, and off the mark. There are two good reasons for
using sound effects.
Do use sound effects:
•To save time and words. Another vacation-oriented commercial
might start with ablast of wintery wind to reinforce the message.
Use of the sound effect has saved the producer some verbiage;
there's no need for an announcer to say: "Don't you hate winter and
the latest stretch of miserable weather?" The sound effect, lasting
only asecond or two, has created the desired image.
•To inject drama. Audiences have come to expect abit of drama in
all media. A bit of drama that reinforces your message can grab the
attention of your target listeners. Can you picture, for example, the
kind of audience and the kind of message that would be matched
up in acommercial that features the sound effect of ababy crying?
of asports car engine roaring? of arocket taking off?
Do not use sound effects:
•Just because they are there. The producer should not even consider
using asound effect in the absence of adefinite need and purpose
for that effect.
Keep in mind that overuse of sound effects is one of the most
common mistakes made by newcomers to radio production. You will
surely mark yourself as an amateur by falling into this trap.
Sound effects are an excellent production tool, but if they're used
just for the sake of using them, they are inappropriate and can detract
from the message. Use asound effect when it's logical and serves apurpose. Chapters 10 and 11, on radio drama and commercial production,
respectively, expand on the ways sound effects communicate amessage
effectively.
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Coloration of Sound
Coloration of sound is a nebulous quality that cannot always be
singled out. This production element is difficult to define. However,
you will understand it when you hear it. Eventually, too, you'll use
sound coloration techniques to produce an effect in your own production work.
Some examples may be helpful. Compare the overall sound quality of a screaming-DJ type of radio program to that of a news and
public-affairs interview program on astation with amore leisurely format. You'll know there's a difference even though you can't quite
articulate it.
Well, one reason the screaming DJ maintains such an intense sound is
the electronic compression of the signal; this is done quite scientifically,
we might add, and involves boosting the volume of softer sounds so that
the entire presentation is intense (and so that, the program director
hopes, the signal will stand out more than the signals of competing stations when the listener twists the dial). Heavy compression would not be
appropriate in aslow-moving talk show because the machinery would
insist on boosting the periods of silence between questions and answers,
creating an annoying "pumping" effect.
Compression is just one example of a process by which sound is
altered to achieve coloration of sound. A mild echo is often electronically
applied; we cover this effect more thoroughly in Chapter 14. FM stations,
which transmit ahigh-resolution signal, often favor high-quality microphones that reproduce awide spectrum of sounds, including breath and
mouth noises of the announcer, making the voice seem very close up and
intimate.
Microphones can have apowerful effect on the coloration of sound.
As you remember from the discussion of sound quality (or timbre) in
Chapter 5, the way sound patterns are reproduced affects the way we
perceive those patterns. Often, the coloration is in fact adesirable type of
distortion. We present examples of sound coloration in Chapters 10, 11,
and 13, which deal with drama, commercials, and remote and sports
production, respectively. We discuss some technical methods of achieving
coloration in Chapter 14.
A radio producer should be prepared to confront the coloration concept. Don't be surprised when the program director asks you to produce a
brighter sound or requests apromotional spot with amore personal feel.
Timing and Pace

Whether you are producing amusic program, anews show, or acommercial, timing and pace will directly affect the mood and the message.
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This production element is one of the most critical in the entire spectrum
of radio production. Yet timing and pace have some effects you might
not, at first thought, be aware of. Try this comparison:
•Listen to acommercial for securities or other investments. (Such
commercials are quite common on radio talk shows, especially talk
shows dealing with business issues.) Note the very slow, deliberate
pacing. Why? Because we've developed a negative image of fast
talkers. The announcer who sells us major investments must be
trusted.
•Contrast the foregoing approach with soft-drink commercials.
Trust, here, is really not a factor. An image of alifestyle is being
sold, and that image generally represents a youthful and fastmoving crowd.
We cite these examples in the hope that you will develop acritical ear
when it comes to determining the timing and pace of your own work.
Keep in mind, always, that the pace creates an effect and must reinforce
the message.
Walter Winchell, the legendary broadcaster whose radio career
peaked in the Great Depression era. entered radio after experience as a
newspaper gossip columnist. Initially, he was given little chance of success because radio announcers at the time were expected to have aslow,
mellifluous delivery. Winchell, however, broke the rules with arapid-fire,
staccato delivery: "Good evening, Mr. and Mrs. North and South America, and all the ships at sea, let's go to press ...Flash! ..." His delivery
was breathless, punctuated with the dit-dit-dit of atelegraph key, and it
accomplished exactly what he wanted. It implied that Winchell had a
fast-moving program, figuratively grabbing the listener by the lapels and
shouting, "Wait 'til you hear this!" That is, timing and pace reinforced
Winchell's message.
Veteran broadcaster Paul Harvey is an acknowledged master of
timing, and his technique will help us make an important distinction.
Harvey keeps up avaried, energetic pace, but he also captivates his audience by use of the well-timed punch line, usually preceded by adramatic
pause. "And the man woke up the next morning to find," Harvey might
say, "that he'd been spraying the annoying mosquito not with insecticide
... [pause] .. .but with .. .[agonizing pause] ... acan. .. of blue spray
paint!"
Timing and pace are also major elements in the production of a
music program. In many laid-back album-oriented rock stations, the
whole format is built around low-key timing and pace. Compare that
with the frenetic, nonstop approach of the screaming-DJ top-40 station.
Both are trying to project an image.
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INDUSTRY UPDATE
ACHIEVING AN EFFECT
AND THE BOTTOM LINE:
PRODUCTION PROMOTION
"On top of events, active, forceful, the source for news and information."
Is there any doubt that this is the ultimate description of an all-news radio
station?
Getting that image across through the vehicle of the production studio is the
job of Bill Tynan, director of on-air promotion for WCBS-AM, an all-news station in
New York City (Figure IU 9.1).
Tynan calls many of his promos "proof of performance" pieces, meaning that
they show the audience they made the best choice.
A favorite technique is to edit together snippets from coverage of a news
story and have an on-air promo ready the next day. Tynan's promos, for example, have featured breathless reporters giving on-scene reports from the World

FIGURE IU 9.1
Bill Tynan, director of on-air promotion for WCBS-AM in New York City, produces a promo that helps build the image of WCBS as the source for news.
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FIGURE IU 9.2
Visual readout of a promotional spot for WCBS-AM in New York City.

Trade Center bombirg — juxtaposed with announcer copy that reinforces the
idea that WCBS was there.
One word o caution, though, is applicable to almost all production and promotion operations: "Don't be too self-congratulatory," Tynan says. "You don't want
:o come across sounding like 'Gee, wasn't it wonderful there was a bomb in the
World Trade Certer and we were there first."
Tynan notes that his particular type of production work is vastly simplified by
the computer. During atypical promotion piece, he might have to cross-fade seven
or eight cuts. BC (before computers), he would have had to dub those cuts to cart,
do three cross-fades onto another cart, and then cross-fade those carts for the
final mix. Now, he can simply load the cuts into the computer, call them up, put
them where he wants them, and program the cross-fades. Figure IU 9.2 shows the
visual readout of one of his spots.
Figure IU 9.3 shows an example of one of Bill Tynan's scripts.
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FIGURE IU 9.3
A script for a promo at an all news station.

"A PROPANE TRUCK SLAMS INTO AN OVERPASS IN WHITE PLAINS SHATTERING THE CALM OF NIGHT!"
Man: "trees were on fire, people were screaming, you thought the end
of the world was coming!"
"THE WCBS TEAM WAS THERE IN THE WEE HOURS OF THE MORNING TO
BRING YOU COMPLETE COVERAGE!"
Lamb: "a fireball swept up from 1-287, igniting houses ..."
Jeff: "neighbors thought a bomb had gone off when the exploding
truck lit up the early morning sky ...
Schld: "a lot of these people are very happy and lucky to be alive ..."
Quinn: "it was a nightmare for residents, now it's a nightmare for commuters ..."
Busch: "pick up the south bound new york state thruway, that's moving
very well . ."
Tom K: "seriously consider metro north if you're gonna be coming down
there ..."
"FOR THE LATEST ON ROADWAY REPAIRS AND ALTERNATE ROUTES, STAY
WITH WCBS NEWSRADIO 88!"
(courtesy

of WCBS-AM.)

Voice Quality

This production elemeni doesn't necessarily imply a qualitative difference between good and bad voices. Voice quality- is the overall image that
an announcer's voice projects.
Often, aproducer chooses the announcer to be used for aparticular
production. Sometimes the producer is assigned aparticular task and
must use adesignated voice (or his or her own voice) to maximum effect,
perhaps making some subtle changes in delivery.
In any event, matching aproper voice and delivery to the message at
hand is the importani element here. Many aspects of selection and delivery are reasonably obvious. A news moderator's voice calls for ameasure
of dignity. A spot designed to convince you people to shop at aparticular
store might well benefit from ayoung voice and an intimate "chummy"
delivery. Think of other examples. Do advertisements for medicines generally carry a strong, authoritative voice? Why?
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Another aspect of voice quality is the lack of distraction. Voices used
on the air, it's generally agreed, should not have defects (not necessarily
pathological speech defects) that will detract from the message. One of
the most common distractions is improper breathing by the announcer.
Overbreathy voices, except when they are awell-known novelty, sound
amateurish. Often, inexperienced announcers can be heard gasping for
air between phrases. Such gasping sounds might not be apparent in
everyday speech, but amic can be merciless. The cure for this is to maintain generous breath support — agood tankful of air — instead of trying
to talk until all breath is expended. Plan where to take breaths; breathe
at natural pauses in the copy. Don't just read until you can't read any more.
Sound of Words

A radio producer often is responsible for writing the copy that is read on
the air. We address specific copy techniques in the next section and in the
appropriate chapters (notably, in Chapters 11 and 12, on commercials
and news), but one point must be considered here: writing for the ear.
Words can evoke moods. Note how the words dine and eat create
different moods; likewise, with invest and buy. The physical sound of
the words also has an effect. Businesses is not agreat word for the
ear because the three ssounds make the word hissy and unattractive.
Doesn't firms sound better?
Copywriting

Here are three general principles of copywriting:
1. Remember that you're writing for the ear, not the eye. Long sentences
and intricate constructions have no place in radio. Keep your sentences
short and conversational. Avoid references such as "the latter option."
(The listener can't refer to the copy and decide which is the former and
which is the latter.)
2. Remember that your writing must be read. That sounds obvious, but

it isn't. It takes practice to write in arhythm that can be read easily by
someone else. Be particularly careful about your use of commas and
dashes; incorrect usage can make the copy virtually unreadable.
3. Pay close attention to technical format. Each station has amoreor-less standard way of writing copy. Some stations, for example, use
all-capital letters for anything to be read over the air. Most stations
use various abbreviations, such as SFX for sound effects. But the technicalities vary from station to station, so be sure you follow local form.
Otherwise, the copy you produce can be very difficult for an announcer
to decipher.
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In summary, production elements are features that are useful in creating an effect and reinforcing a message. Many are obvious; some
require abit of thought. All have an impact on how aradio production
will affect an audience.
Production elements also blend into one total package; that's obvious
because most radio productions contain avariety of elements. In judging
various elements, you, the producer, must always determine whether
they make sense within the context of the message. Does this sound effect
get the point across? Will the music make the message stronger, or will it
be adistraction? Does the announcer's voice convey the right message?
Do the words convey the full message? Are the words written for the ear?
The key to stirressful production is not to leave these decisions to chance.

USING ELEMENTS OF SOUND
TO ACHIEVE AN EFFECT
Tr,

Up to now, our discussion has been largely theoretical. At
this point, we consider exactly how the production techniques you've learned from preceding chapters come into
play. The job of a producer usually involves being half
artist and half technician. You will use highly sophisticated electronic equipment to translate what you want to do into the
technical form of afinished product, something that can easily be played
back over the air.
Problems in production often arise when the producer thinks he or
she is too much an artist to have to bother with the technical side of
things. Similarly, production values suffer when a producer enamored
with complex equipment forgets that he or she is in the business of communicating. A musician must known how to blow ahorn and finger the
valves properly but must also have the artistic ability to play notes that
convey meaning; though machines can be programmed to play trumpets,
they generally don't do avery good job. With that in mind, let's see how
some simple operations are performed by someone who is aradio producer, not just someone who knows how to run the equipment.
Putting Voice on Tape

You have learned the chaiii of events that allows you to record avoice on
atape recorder. Now, start thinking like aproducer. You want to record a
two-person news interview program (one moderator and aguest). Will
you use the same type of mie used for recording classical music? Do you
need the same type of quality and pickup pattern? What about the effect
of the equipment on the participants? Although the conveniently located

_
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studio mic suspended from aboom can do the job. will this large instrument hanging in midair —between the moderator and the guest — have
an intimidating effect? You bet it will.
People unfamiliar with radio generally regard the microphone with
the same distrust as they would adentist's drill. As aproducer, you must
take this into account. You are likely to find that the best results are
achieved with two mics mounted inconspicuously on table stands or even
with two good-quality lavaliers. There's more to selecting amicrophone
than addressing the technical considerations we discussed in Chapter 5.
See if you can come up with some other examples.
Recording Music on Tape
You've progressed to the point of being able to cue arecord, start the
turntable, and route the signal through the console and into a tape
recorder. Now, let's imagine an actual production.
You have been assigned the task of cutting a30-second public-service
announcement for alocal community health hotline. The music you want
to use contains some lyrics and some entirely instrumental portions.
The lyric you want to use is "I'll be your friend forever just give nie a
call. ..." But you can't just run the song under the announcement for
two reasons:
1. There are more lyrics following the ones you want to use at the beginning of the spot, and they will make your reading of the script
unintelligible.
2. You want the spot to end with amusical climax: to be precise, the
instrumental climax that just happens to be at the end of this 3-minute
piece of music.
How would aproducer working combo approach this dilemma? One
possible strategy is to record the final 25 seconds of the song onto cartridge. Since you know (by reading the time on the record label or by
timing the piece yourself) that the cut is exactly 3 minutes long, you
simply start the record and the timer simultaneously and start the cartridge recording when the timer reaches 2:35. You have determined that
the opening lyric takes about 9 seconds (and you have timed the copy
you will be reading). At this point, you can recue the cart, and follow this
sequence:
•Start the turntable and fade up the turntable on the console.
Remember, if you open the turntable pot before the turntable has
been switched on, you will get electronic noise from the switch. Of
course, you've already taken levels and know how high to put the
volume.
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•Start the timer as the record makes its portion of aturn to bring the
first sound-bearing groove into contact with the stylus.
•Record the first 5seconds of the lyric.
•Start the cart 5 seconds into the record before you open the mic.
Remember, you have 4 more seconds before the lyric will finish.
The cart is now set to finish exactly when you want it to: 30 seconds
from the beginning of the spot.
•Open the mic.
When the important line of lyrics ends, begin to fade down the
turntable and to read your copy. While reading the copy, execute acrossfade. That is, fade up the cart as you fade down the turntable. Done
gradually, and underneath the cover of your voice, the cross-fade may
not be detectable. Remember, at this point, the music should not overpower your voice. Be sure to use headphones to monitor your mic.
When you have finished reading your copy, bring up the music to the
correct level on the VU meter to finish the spot.
You've created aperfectly timed spot that includes the beginning and
end you want. And all the production elements reinforce the message and
create an effect. In particular, the music reinforces the message. The
result is apackage that puts the point across, with all the production elements enhancing the message.
(Incidentally, another way of doing things that might prove easier is
to record 40 seconds of the song on cart. That way you won't have to
start the cart during the spot; however, you will have to keep accurate
time before the spot begins.)

SUMMARY
The ultimate goal of radio production is to achieve an
effect — that is, to create an image in the mind of the listener, to communicate amessage.
Production elements in apiece of production support a
theme in order to achieve an effect. For example, upbeat music in
arestaurant commercial conveys vibrancy and excitement. Production
elements are also used as signatures to create immediate identification in
the minds of the listeners.
central

Music is acommon production element used to achieve an effect. Music
is best used when it explicitly contributes to the communication of an
idea. Using music just for the sake of having it is often distracting and
counterproductive.
Likewise, sound effects must be used judiciously. Sound effects can be
very effective when their use is logical and supports the central theme;
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when they are used just because they are available, sound effects become
pure gimmickry.
Coloration of sound, another contributing factor in achieving an effect,
refers to the technical ways sound is manipulated. Other contributors to
achieving an effect are timing and pace, voice quality, and the sound of
individual words.

A PPLICATIONS
Situation 1/The Problem The producer was given a
tough and very important assigrunent: Produce a commercial for men's cologne. The talent — a woman—
seemed to read the copy correctly, but the client didn't
like the spot even though he couldn't spell out what didn't
ring true about it. His only comment was, "It doesn't sound like she's
talking to me."

likili

One Possible Solution After giving it some thought. the producer
changed microphones. Using ahigher-quality mic with acardioid pickup
pattern, he instructed the talent to move in closer. The result: greater
presence and amore intimate feel for the commercial.
Situation 2/ The Problem The producer at an FM station was in charge
of preparing a public-service announcement calling for air-pollution
abatement. According to t
he script, the announcer was to read copy outdoors with birds chirping in the background. But when this was tried, the
portable equipment didn't produce very good quality: The birds, which
really were chirping in the park where the spot was taped, were barely
audible on the final product.
One Possible Solution Realizing that t
he way things sound to the ear is
not necessarily how they sound to the microphone, the producer recorded
only the birds on one tape. This gave her the option of varying the
volume when she mixed the announcer and the background sound effects
through the console.
The announcer's voice track presented another problem. It sounded
terrible when recorded on the portable equipment, whose quality just
couldn't match the studio mics. This lack of quality would be sorely
apparent when the spot was played on air. But recording the announcer's
copy in the studio made the whole spot sound phony. It sounded not like
an announcer standing outdoors but like astudio recording mixed with
sound effects.
The producer remembered what she had learned about the physics of
sound and realized that the problems stemmed from the microphone's
being in avervlively part of the studio. near several bare walls. Some
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experimentation resulted in the relocation of the microphone in adead
area. Without the sound bouncing off the walls, the sound was flatter,
and the listener could much more readily imagine that the entire spot
had been recorded outdoors.
Now the producer was finding that she could achieve the effect she
wanted, within the technical restrictions of radio equipment. One problem remained, however. Though the bird noises she'd recorded in the
park worked well for the background, they weren't of sufficiently
high quality to be brought up full, as she had wanted to do in the beginning of the spot. She felt the production needed to open with acouple of
seconds of solid sound effects, which would then fade down under the
announcer.
She solved this problem by finding the appropriate sound effect in
the station's sound-effects library. The only entry she could find ("Bird
Calls") would not have been appropriate for the background of the entire
spot, but it was perfect for an attention-getting opening. To create the
whole package, she used the bird call from the disk and cross-faded it to
the ambient sound she had recorded.
The ultimate result? A high-quality public-service announcement
that achieved the desired effect.

EXERCISES
1. Construct ascript for a60-second public-service announcement. For
this exercise, be sure to include:
•One sound effect
•A music bed
•Narration
Be sure that everything in your PSA has apurpose. Nothing must seem to
be thrown in for its own sake.
2. Under the supervision of your instructor, produce the PSA.
3. If amusic library is available to you, have class members select music
hey feel is appropriate for:
•The opening of anews program
•Background for abeer commercial
•Background for afashion show
Discuss these selections, and discuss class members' impressions about
the three scenarios. (Conceptions of a good beer commercial, for
instance, will vary from person to person.) Note the difference in class
members' conceptions of both the scenarios and the proper selection of
music.
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4. Cast celebrities for voice-over parts in the following hypothetical radio
productions. (Remember, the celebrities will be heard and not seen.)
Write down your choices and your reasons for making them.
•A commercial for aspirin
•A commercial for an elegant restaurant
•A public-service announcement for saving wildlife
•The part of an insane murderer in aradio drama
•A commercial for high-priced, somewhat frivolous women's
accessories
Discuss your reasoning with class members and your instructor. During
your discussions, try to state as directly as possible what it is about each
celebrity's voice that would create the proper effects and get the various
messages across.

CHAPTER 10

DRAMA AND
DRAMATIC ELEMENTS
IN RADIO PRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is not to demonstrate what is almost an obsolete art form but rather to serve as an introduction to the principles of
radio drama that are present in other forms of radio production.
This very short chapter contains only one exercise. Instead of the
usual complement of exercises, we have provided a full-length radio
drama in Appendix B. Production of the drama can serve as a class
project; merely reading it will give von insight into the structure of
drama and dramatic elements. If time doesn't permit (production of
aradio drama is abig project). the exercise at the end of this chapter
will suffice.
Radio drama per se is no longer very common in America, and that .,
unfortunate. Old-time radio drama, as its devotees can attest, involved the
audience in away that television cannot. A radio drama creates images in
the mind that can furnish amuch more vivid picture than can be produced by even the most sophisticated television production company.
Radio drama, too, is an excellent way to learn the mechanics of
editing, linking, and mixing. You'll find the production of the drama
provided in Appendix B to be exceptionally challenging but quite
instructional as well. An understanding of radio drama also provides an
insight into techniques of inserting dramatic elements into commercials
and—in limited applications—into news and public-affairs programs.
That's the essential focus of this chapter.
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THE STRUCTURE OF DRAMA
Drama is acomposition that tells astory through action
and dialogue. It generally involves a conflict: person
versus person or person versus society. A drama, in its
broadest form, has aplot; usually, the plot has abeginning, middle, and end. A drama includes dramatic techniques, such as suspense and exposition.
Let's review the preceding description and see how each term relates
oradio drama and to dramatic elements in radio production.
Action

Because radio is not avisual medium, action must be portrayed through
sound. Action in aprizefight, for example, would be dramatized on radio
with the ringing of the bell, the roar of the crowd, and the smacking of
gloves. A description of the fight could be provided by the dialogue.
Dialogue

Spoken words are very important in radio drama for obvious reasons.
Words provide most of the information and meaning in ascene, and they
describe most of the action. The prizefight scene, for example, could be
fleshed out with dialogue from a ring announcer or conversation in a
fighter's comer.
Plot
The plot is the story line. All act ion and dialogue must advance the plot;
that is, each scene of action or dialogue must serve to move the plot along
and to reinforce the message.
Beginning, Middle, and End

Drama usually has asequence of events and aconclusion. Although dramatic elements within radio production don't always have a complete
beginning, middle, and end sequence, there almost always is some sort of
resolution, or solving of the problem. In dramatic terms, this is known as
the denouement, which is the resolution of aconflict.
Conflict
Conflict in drama doesn't always have to be a struggle between two
people, which is what we usually call melodrama. Conflict can consist of
aperson's struggle to overcome headache pain, atype of conflict that is
portrayed frequently in radio commercials. (Resolution, of course, would
come from the sponsor's pain remedy.)
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Suspense

Suspense is what compels us to keep listening. To achieve suspense, plot
writers refrain from providing conflict and resolution at the same time.
Will Mrs. Smith's headache pain be cured? We usually have to wait
through about 20 seconds of product pitch to find the answer.
Exposition

Details must be revealed in alogical and realistic fashion. The process of
imparting information is known as exposition, and it's an important part
of all types of drama.
Think about it: Gracefully giving the audience all the information it
needs to understand an unfolding scene is avery difficult task. In plays
written centuries ago, apopular form of exposition consisted of having
two maids, through supposedly casual conversation, set the scene while
dusting the master's house. This type of exposition, aclumsy recitation of
facts, came to be known as feather-duster exposition, and it is usually
avoided by modern writers.
More graceful exposition techniques usually involve ashort dramatic
scene. Let's say the producer of aradio commercial wants to set ascene
that supports a family's need to buy ahome computer to help achild
with math homework. Would it serve the client's purposes to have mother
and father — in the role of "maids" — discuss Junior's poor report card?
Perhaps, but the scene could be set more effectively and quickly with, for
example, ashort classroom scene, where Junior demonstrates his lack of
mathematical acumen by botching aproblem at the chalkboard.

ROLE OF DRAMATIC ELEMENTS
IN COMMERCIAL PRODUCTION
Even though you may find little occasion to produce the
kind of full-scale draina included in Appendix B, you will
certainly have the opportunity to incorporate dramatic
elements in commercials.
"Oh, my head is killing trier
How often have you heard that line, or one similar to it, in an advertisement for aheadache remedy? It's the start of acommon drama — aslice
of life, so to speak — that can be played out effectively. Note how much
more effective it is to use the dramatic scene than to have the announcer
prattle on about the fact that Mrs. Smith has a headache. Drama, in
effect, serves two purposes in aradio commercial: to capture attention
and to compress time.
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Capturing Attention

All of us are interested in how life unfolds. Why else do soap operas and
other similar dramatic forms draw such rapt interest?
In the radio commercial, adramatic scene serves to engage the listener and to drive home apoint. For example, acomedic scene featuring
some incompetent mechanics attracts the listener and sets the stage for
the upcoming spiel that tells why Joe's Garage does abetter job than the
bunglers depicted in the commercial. Note how the commercial reproduced in Figure 10.1 uses asimilar dramatic scene to attract attention.
Compressing Time

Which approach seems more effective from aradio producer's point of
view?
1. John works at anewspaper; he is areporter, and the pressure is very
intense. Right now he's working under atight deadline. The pressure gets
to him sometimes and results in heartburn and an upset stomach.
2. SFX (sound effects): TELETYPES, OFFICE COMMOTION.
Voice: John, deadline for the fire story is in 5minutes!
John: Roy, this pressure really gets to me sometimes ...
heartburn, acid indigestion ...
Notice that scene 2would take about half the time needed for scene
1. Similarly, asound effect of clapping thunder and pouring rain takes
much less time than announcer's copy telling how bad the storm is.
Figure 10.2 shows acommercial that compresses its premise by using
dramatic elements. In Chapter 11, we deal with the concepts of attracting attention and compressing time, as well as with other facets of radio
commercial production.

ROLE OF DRAMATIC ELEMENTS
IN NEWS PRODUCTION

y

The goal of drama is to tell an interesting story in acompelling way. The goal of news is not so different.
Although anews producer must be extremely careful
not to mislead listeners or to falsify information for the
sake of dramatic impact, judicious use of dramatic elements is certainly acceptable. Documentaries usually contain some dramatic elements; a story on beachfront pollution, for example, can be
bolstered with the sound effects of the plaintive call of seagulls.
Contrast, an important facet of drama, is also used as a dramatic
element in documentary production. Thus, apolitician's claim that tax
r
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FIGURE 10.1
Script for acommercial that uses dramatic elements to attract attention.

(PHIL WHISTLING "DECK THE HALL." SOUND EFFECTS OF PAPER RUSTLING AND
BOX BEING SMASHED ABOUT ON TABLE.

.SOUND EFFECT CARRIES

THROUGHOUT.)
LEW:

HEY.. .WHAT ARE YOU DOING?

PHIL:

IAM BUSILY WRAPPING A WONDERFUL CHRISTMAS GIFT IN A
DECORATIVE FASHION. HOW DO YOU LIKE THE LITTLE.
A LITTLE HOLE IN THE TABLECLOTH THERE. OH WELL

OOPS, ICUT
.I'LL PUT A

VASE THERE AND NO ONE WILL NOTICE.
LEW:

LOOK, YOU'RE WASTING YOUR TIME WITH THAT MESS. IF YOU WOULD
JUST...

PHIL (INTERUPTS):

WAIT. PUT YOUR FINGER RIGHT THERE AND HOLD IT.

THEN WHEN ISAY "LET GO," TAKE IT AWAY REAL FAST. OK ...LET GO.
(SOUND OF VIOLENT RUMPLING OF PAPER AND SMASHING OF BOX. GIFT ENDS
UP ON FLOOR.)
LEW:

LOOK ... INSTEAD OF GOING THROUGH ALL THAT, WHY DON'T YOU
TAKE YOUR GIFTS TO COUNTY SAVINGS BANK?

PHIL:

COUNTY SAVINGS WANTS MY GIFTS?

LEW:

THEY'LL WRAP THEM FOR YOU. FREE. THEN YOU CAN PICK THEM UP
IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS. .. ALL NEATLY WRAPPED.

PHIL:

THEY'LL DO THAT FOR ME?

LEW:

YOU AND ANYONE ELSE WHO BRINGS IN THEIR GIFTS BEFORE
DECEMBER 16TH.

PHIL:

YOU DON'T SAY? HEY, YOU DON'T SUPPOSE THEY KNOW HOW TO
MAKE A NICE SCOTCH TAPE BOW DO YOU? IWAS JUST ABOUT TO. .
(FADE OUT)
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FIGURE 10.2
Script for acommercial that uses dramatic techniques to compress time.

(OPEN WITH SOUND EFFECT OF CAR BEING DRIVEN DOWN ROAD)
WIFE:

IT'S SO HARD TO SHOP FOR A HOME IN SUCH A SHORT
AMOUNT OF TIME.

HUSBAND:

YOU'RE RIGHT. AND WE REALLY HAVE TO FINISH BY
TOMORROW ...OR WE HAVE TO COME BACK ANOTHER
TIME.

WIFE:

(SIGHS)

ANNOUNCER:

YOU DON'T HAVE TO GO THROUGH ALL THAT AT JOHN HOLMES
REALTY AT 143 WEST SECOND STREET. AT JOHN HOLMES
REALTY, WE DON'T RUN YOU ALL OVER TO LOOK AT
EVERYTHING THERE IS FOR SALE ... WHAT WE DO IS SIT
YOU DOWN IN OUR COMFORTABLE LOUNGE AND LET YOU
LOOK OVER OUR ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO HOMES ON THE
MARKET. YOU PICK THE HOMES THAT FIT YOUR NEEDS AND
PRICE RANGE, AND THEN WE'LL GIVE YOU A TOUR USING OUR
MODERN VIDEOTAPE EQUIPMENT. SO IF YOU FIND THAT YOU
DON'T LIKE THE WALLPAPER, YOU'LL KNOW IT BEFORE
DRIVING THERE. WHEN YOU SEE THE HOME YOU'D LIKE TO GO
AND LOOK AT, WE'LL TAKE YOU THERE FOR A CLOSE LOOK.
IT'S A SIMPLE PROCESS TO BUY A HOME AT JOHN HOLMES
REALTY. COME AND SEE US AND WE'LL SHOW YOU.
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revenues are insufficient could be directly juxtaposed to acity official's
contention that most of the city budget is squandered on salaries for noshow employees or in other wasteful ways. Playing the two cuts back to
back, without comment, increases the dramatic value and makes apoint
that no amount of narration could. Music is also an important element of
documentary production though it is rarely if ever used in hard news
production, except in newscast openings.
Remember that narration of news, public affairs, and documentaries
can utilize dramatic elements, too. Don't be afraid to try new ideas in
news production. Dramatic elements, as long as they are tasteful and not
deceptive, can significantly freshen up what might otherwise be astale
area of radio production. The sound of police and fire trucks racing to a
scene, for example, can be cut into anews report to give it extra impact.

TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS
OF RADIO DRAMA
The most immediate consideration in producing radio
drama or inserting a dramatic element is to create the
illusion of place and movement. By place, we mean the
location of the actors; by movement, we mean their physical movement through space.
Giving the Illusion of Place

Acoustic characteristics are important in determining place. For example, would you believe that a lively, reverberating sound was coming
from someone on abeach, even with seashore sound effects in the background? No, it wouldn't be convincing (just as the lively studio made the
outdoor scene in the Applications section of Chapter 9sound unnatural).
Would you believe that someone was shouting from across the lawn if
the actor was miked 3 inches from his mouth? Would an intimate conversation sound natural if it was being picked up by amic several feet
across the room?
The proper illusion of place is determined by mic technique. The
producer will have to move actors farther from and closer to the mic to
achieve the proper effect.
Giving the Illusion of Movement

Since radio drama often entails movement of the actors, it's important
that the mic setup give the illusion of movement. A script element that
requires an actor to leave the room and slam the door, for example, will
have to sound believable. As we suggested earlier, actually having an
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actor slam the studio door may not give the effect desired because the
mic doesn't hear the way ears do. A better approach might be to have the
actor take small steps, moving just a few feet away from the mic; the
door slam can be dubbed in or done live by astudio assistant.
In any event, there must be an illusion of movement within the scene,
and the movement must be played to the mic to achieve arealistic sound.
Making the Background a Fabric
of Believability

The sounds we hear (or ignore) as everyday background noise would be
far too intrusive for aradio drama. That's because in real life we focus
our attention on certain sound and exclude other sound from our attention. ht radio drama, it is very important to plan the background sound
effects to create afabric of believability. If we need to move through busy
streets, the sound effects must take us from one location to another.
Often, the inexperienced producer mistakenly sequences sounds one after
another instead of weaving and blending them together. Have the sounds
move in and out of perspective. This weaving of sound is accomplished
with preplanning and careful execution of audio levels. It is avital element of dramatic believability.
The proper perspective is afunction of more than just loudness (or in
the case of stereo drama, of spatial position). Perspective also includes
the way acharacter would hear sound. A movie sound effect best exemplifies this. In aboxing film, the sound of the blows is far different when
the view of the camera (perspective) represents the person being hit. The
blows are often portrayed, visually and aurally, in slow motion, as crashing, catastrophic explosions. When the camera serves as the observer, the
blows are not portrayed so dramatically.
Mic Techniques to Achieve Illusions
of Place and Movement

Creating illusion of place is largely afunction of the physical shape and
construction of the studio, but as we mentioned earlier, the distance of
the actors front the mic plays a major role. The ideal setup for radio
drama in which actors must deal with place and movement is to suspend
the mic from aboom (Figure 10.3) and group the actors around it. This
eliminates hazards of tripping over wires and bumping into floor stands.
An omnidirectional mic is best although bidirectional patterns can be
used. A high degree of presence is usually felt to be adesirable attribute
in radio drama, so asensit ive condenser mic might be awise choice. The
technical device pictured in Figure 10.4 can also prove to be quite handy
in creating an illusion.
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FIGURE 10.3
Actors grouped around aboom-mounted mic.

FIGURE 10.4
Here's the simplest way to create the illusion of atelephone conversation
in radio drama: Have the engineer put a phone handset on a stand and wire
it into the board.
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Always keep in mind that radio in general (and radio drama in particular) is an illusion. It doesn't just happen: It has to be created. A certain amount of technical skill and planning is anecessity for the producer
who wants the listener to believe in that illusion. Drama production,
from conception to completion, is along process and must be planned
with the final product visualized at every stage.

SUMMARY
Although radio drama as adistinct art form is long past
its prime, drama and dramatic elements are common
tools in a wide range of radio production tasks. Many
successful commercials are, in fact, miniature dramas or
comedies.
A dramatic element generally has the traditional structures of drama:
action; dialogue; plot; abeginning, middle, and end; conflict; suspense;
and exposition.
Dramatic elements are commonly used in radio production; they are particularly popular in radio commercials. Dramatic elements can attract
attention, and they can compress time by expressing many thoughts in a
small dramatic scene. Dramatic elements have some place in news production though it is essential that they not be used so as to mislead the
listener.
Among the major considerations of the radio producer are to create the
illusion of place, give the illusion of movement, and make the background afabric of believability. Achieving illusions of place and movement can be accomplished through mic techniques.

A PPLICATIONS
rin

Situation 1/ The Problem A producer was gi ven th e
assignment of producing a 15-minute documentary on
the effects of government loan programs on local farmers.
It soon became apparent that the collection of interviews
she intended to gather would prove to be extremely dull.
One interview in particular, aquestion-and-answer session with afarmer
and the farmer's accountant, promised to be deadly.
One Possible Solution To liven things up, the producer took two steps.
First, the narration was done not in the studio but on site at alocal farm;
background audio lent adramatic texture. Second, instead of question-
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ing the farmer and account ant, the producer convinced them to talk with
each other, to dramatize afrank discussion of how the government's loan
policies had affected the farmer's operation. The goal was to listen in on
aconversation between the fanner and the accountant, not to question
them.
Situation 2/The Problem A producer at aNew England radio station
was given the task of developing commercials for aglove manufacturer
and retailer. Previous ads had featured nothing but announcer's copy
extolling the toughness and warmth of the gloves; those commercials did
not appear to be effective. The sponsor's instructions were, "Give me
something with alittle more zip."
One Possible Solution In search of that elusive zip, the producer came
across the information that the gloves really were tough. The fishermen who operated in the Atlantic coastal waters favored them almost
exclusively.
The producer took aportable tape recorder out onto the fishing boats
and interviewed some of the fishermen wearing the gloves. The fishermen
(who were compensated for their endorsement) spoke of how tough their
job was on gloves and how agood pair of gloves made life on afishing
boat alot easier. One fisherman also described an incident in which his
gloves had helped him weather abrutal storm.
With the ambient noise and some dubbed-in sound effects, the producer was able to use the dramatic scenes to produce acompelling commercial that met the client's needs.

EXERCISE
Create a30- or 60-second spot that tells the story of your first day in college. Consider telling the listener about such first-day encounters as registration, dining-hall eating, finding your classroom, meeting afriend or
roommate, getting lost on campus, and discovering third- and fourthyear students. Do this using only sound effects and music. (Hint: Voice
can be used as asound effect when we don't hear any particular person
speaking.)

CHAPTER 11

COMMERCIAL
PRODUCTION
Commercial production, as far as managers and owners are concerned, is
at the core of the main purpose of radio: to make aprofit. Like it or not,
that's how commercial stations survive.
It is extremely important that commercials, which are the tangible
result of the sales effort, be done well. As aproducer of radio commercials, you will have three responsibilities:
1. To produce commercials that stimulate sales
2. To produce commercials that please the client
3. To produce commercials that fit your station's sound
The producer of a commercial (who can be anyone at the station — a
sales manager, astaff announcer, or aproduction manager) must translate those goals into aradio production that will capture the attention of
an audience and be asuccessful sales tool for the client.
In this chapter, we address all the elements that make up acommercial, including general sales appeal, content, and production values. Ifs
important to have arounded view of the commercial because most radio
professionals will deal with commercial production at avariety of levels
at different points in their careers. Keep in mind that your function in
putting together aradio commercial will include any or all of the following:
•Writing the script or putting the concept together
•Narrating the commercial
•Doing the hands-on production work
•Convincing the client that your approach is the proper one
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The last duty is acommon bugaboo of the commercial production
field; the producer is often caught in the middle between the salesperson
and the client., and must act as the final arbiter of what is effective and
what constitutes good production.
You may have agreat deal of responsibility in determining what elements and production values will make the commercial effective. This is
likely to be especially true if you function in both sales and production
capacities, which is common in first broadcasting jobs (and sometimes is
the only 'v v to make adecent income).

W HAT MAKES A COMMERCIAL
EFFECTIVE?
We are convinced, after a combined half-century of
involvement with broadcast advertising, that there are no
hard-and-fast rules for determining acommercial's effectiveness. In fact, rules that occasionally get handed down
from on high are often proved wrong. Several years ago,
top advertising agencies determined that humor was not an effective way
to help sell a product; as proof, they pointed to large firms whose very
entertaining commercials didn't move the products. But then a funny
thing happened: Humorous commercials began to be the crux of very
successful ad campaigns. Comedic teams such as Bob and Ray and Dick
and Bert began creating extremely successful commercials, and the old
"humor is no good - theory went down the drain.
But though there are no firm rules, we feel that the most important
principle of radio advertising is that commercials, like programming,
must engage the attention of the audience. Some effective commercials
have done this by being mildly irritating, such as the "ring around the
collar" television ad.
The important thing about "ring around the collar" —or any other
commercial for that matter—is that it engages attention and appeals to
afundamental human drive. Consider that the dreaded ring always was
discovered in apublic and often posh environment, such as acruise ship
(never while playing touch football thought). There was always ascene of
the poor housewife squirming in lituniliation as her husband's ring
around the collar was loudly pointed out. But, of course, she discovered
the right detergent and all of her problems were solved—within the
space of 30 seconds. Why was such an obvious piece of tripe so effective
in selling tlte product (and it must have been since the commercials ran
for years)? Essentially, it appealed to abasic human emotion: the desire
to to be humiliated in front of one's family.
Even though von might protest that such tactics don't work on you, it
might be worthwhile to examine vomir buying habits and determine what
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role advertising has had in your purchases. Be aware that although
people often adamantly deny that they are persuaded by advertising,
research shows otherwise. The story of motivational research in advertising is beyond the scope of this book, but The Hidden Persuaders by
Vance Packard and Confessions of an Advertising Man by David Ogilvy
will provide some additional insight.
There are no magic formulas for producing effective commercials; in
fact, even the major advertising agencies, backed with millions of dollars
for research, bomb every once in awhile. Conversely, commercials that
fly in the face of research and established practice have done spectacularly well.
Although you generally won't be able to research the effectiveness of
the commercials you produce (except for getting feedback from local
merchants), you can take advantage of the basic appeals that appear
again and again in broadcast advertising by including the elements of an
effective commercial in your productions.

ELEMENTS OF EFFECTIVE
RADIO ADVE RTISING
Essentially, a radio commercial has to be effective in
terms of sound. Since there's no picture, the sound must
£jIg ji 1j
compensate.
That's not necessarily a disadvantage. A picture in
the mind can be infinitely more persuasive than apicture
on the screen or in aprint ad. Writer and producer Stan Freberg demonstrated this attribute quite effectively in awell-known promotional spot
produced for the Radio Advertising Bureau. He created an imaginary scene, complete with sound effects, in which he drained Lake
Michigan, filled it with hot chocolate, added a mountain of whipped
cream, and had the Royal Canadian Air Force drop a10-ton maraschino
cherry on top. Freberg then challenged potential advertisers to "try that
on television."
The point is that all the imagination of the listener is brought to bear
on the message through the use of music and simple dramatic techniques — many of them the same ones we outlined in the previous
chapter.
Remember, too, that radio advertising can and should be geared
toward atarget audience. One of the great advantages of radio is that its
audiences are usually clearly defined. Want to advertise acne medicine?
Buy some time in the evening hours of the local top-40 station. An advertiser with a Mercedes-Benz dealership would be wise to check out the
beautiful music station. The beer company advertising directly certainly
will buy some time on the local station that carries the baseball games.
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You, the radio producer, can take advantage of both elements of
radio advertising (the ability to create mental pictures and the targeting
of advertising) to create effective commercials. But it means that you
must think in terms of radio. This sounds obvious, but it's not.
For one thing, the producer of radio commercials is often at odds
with the client. This is because many merchants have the idea that the
only effective commercial consists of an announcer reading as many store
items and prices as can be crammed into a30-second spot. We're not
overstating the case. If you are in charge of at least some of the creative
concept of acommercial (as is often so, especially if you are involved in
the sale), this is asituation you will probably experience time and time
again.
The producer dealing with such aclient faces aticklish situation. The
easy way out is to give the client what he or she wants, which may not be
particularly effective, meaning that the account could soon be lost. Alternatively, the producer can lobby for amore enlightened approach, which
could conceivably produce much better results and bring about an
increase in advertising. However, keep in mind that even the most cleverly constructed commercial can fall flat.
In the long run, you and the client will both be better off by shying
away from the approach of listing the entire contents of the client's store.
Here are two examples of how Lew O'Donnell and Phil Benoit, who once
owned an advertising agency, handled the problem. We're not saying that
these are the best approaches or the only approaches; they're simply
alternatives that were effective.
A Shoe Store Advertisement

A local merchant had, for years, run back-to-school ads listing 10 or 11
brands of children's shoes and their respective prices; results were middling. Although the shoe store owner initially opposed the idea, aradio
campaign was developed in which the nostalgic excitement of back-toschool time was recreated in the minds of the parents (Figure 11.1).
A Car Dealership Advertisement

Another merchant, the owner of acar dealership, was convinced to alter
his advertising from arecitation of cars and prices to an approach that
encouraged potential customers to browse on Sunday. The script (Figure
11.2) also conveyed alow-key attitude.
Notice how the listing approach is avoided by major advertisers. Grocery store chains, for example, may note one or two specials, but the
thrust of the commercial is, "Our stores are friendly and convenient,
offering the largest selection at the best prices. ..." Much of this message
can be communicated through dramatic technique or through music. But
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FIGURE 11.1
Script of acommercial that uses an appeal to nostalgia to persuade its
audience.

ANNOUNCER:

REMEMBER THE EXCITEMENT OF GOING BACK TO SCHOOL

WHEN YOU WERE A KID? THERE WAS THE SLIGHT SADNESS THAT SUMMER
WAS OVER, BUT THERE WAS ALSO THE SENSE OF ANTICIPATION.... NEW
BEGINNINGS AND A FEELING OF GOOD TIMES AHEAD FOR THE NEW SCHOOL
YEAR.
ALONG WITH THAT SENSE OF EXCITEMENT CAME THE TIME WHEN YOU WENT
SHOPPING FOR NEW CLOTHES. THEY ALWAYS HAD A SPECIAL KIND OF "NEW"
SMELL TO THEM. AND WHEN YOU SMELL IT TODAY, YOU PROBABLY THINK OF
GOING BACK TO SCHOOL.
BEST OF ALL, THOUGH, WAS GETTING NEW SHOES. YOUR OLD RELIABLES HAD
JUST ABOUT MADE IT THROUGH THE PAST YEAR. AND NOW IT WAS TIME TO GET
THOSE BRAND NEW ONES THAT WOULD GET YOU OFF TO A GOOD START.
WELL VONA SHOES, 122 WEST SECOND STREET, IS THE PLACE THAT CAN BUILD
SIMILAR MEMORIES FOR YOUR CHILD. AND WHILE THEY'RE AT IT THEY'LL SEE TO
IT THAT YOUR CHILD GETS QUALITY AND A GOOD FIT. THE TOP BRAND NAMES IN
CHILDREN'S FOOTWEAR IN VONA'S EXTENSIVE INVENTORY MEANS THAT YOU'LL
FIND THE SIZE YOU NEED AND YOU'LL GET VALUE.
THAT'S IMPORTANT FOR YOU. BUT FOR YOUR CHILD, THERE WILL BE
EXCITEMENT AND THE FUN OF GOING TO BUY SHOES FOR BACK TO SCHOOL.
A TIME FILLED WITH SIGNIFICANCE IN A YOUNG LIFE.
VONA SHOES

WHERE THEY UNDERSTAND YOU
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FIGURE 11.2
Script of acommercial that tries to lessen the pressure of the car-buying
process.

ANNOUNCER:

SHOPPING FOR A CAR IS AN IMPORTANT PROCESS. ONE

THAT TAKES TIME AND THOUGHT. YOU LOOK AND YOU TALK. ... YOU DEAL AND
YOU DECIDE. BUT THERE ARE TIMES WHEN YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE ALL ALONE
AT A CAR DEALER'S LOT AND JUST TAKE YOUR TIME TO LOOK OVER THE
SELECTION OF CARS WITHOUT TALKING TO A SALESPERSON.
WELL AT BURRITT CHEVROLET ON BRIDGE STREET IN OSWEGO, WE
UNDERSTAND THAT NEED. SO HERE'S A SUGGESTION. COME ON SUNDAY. ALL
OUR CARS ARE ON THE LOT ... AND THERE'S NO ONE THERE. YOU CAN
BROWSE TO YOUR HEART'S CONTENT.
OF COURSE, ONCE YOU'VE HAD A CHANCE TO LOOK OVER OUR FINE
SELECTION OF BRAND NEW CHEVROLETS AND OUR GREAT A-1 USED CARS,
YOU'LL PROBABLY WANT TO COME BACK FOR A TEST DRIVE.
THAT'S WHERE OUR SALESPEOPLE CAN COME IN HANDY. THEY'RE AROUND THE
OTHER SIX DAYS OF THE WEEK, AND THEY'LL BE HAPPY TO SET YOU UP WITH A
TEST DRIVE, AND THEN THEY'LL WORK WITH YOU TO COME UP WITH THE BEST
DEAL AROUND ON THAT CHEVY OR USED CAR.
SO PLEASE ... BE OUR GUEST. VISIT BURRITT CHEVROLET ON WEST BRIDGE
STREET, OSWEGO. DO IT ON SUNDAY AT YOUR OWN PACE. THEN COME BACK ON
MONDAY, OR TUESDAY OR ANY OTHER DAY, AND FIND OUT WHY WE'RE THE
DEALIN'EST GUYS IN TOWN.
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almost any approach will be better than the crammed-in list. For one
thing, alist of products and prices, though effective in anewspaper ad,
might not even be comprehended by aradio listener. Second, alist of
products and prices doesn't exploit the strengths of radio advertising.
What does exploit radio advertising's strong points? Essentially, any
ad that creates mental images and proves abenefit to the consumer. That
benefit may be tangible (saving money) or perceived (avoiding the
humiliation of ring around the collar).

PRACTICAL A PPROACHES
TO RADIO COMMERCIALS
In this section, we discuss the specific appeals radio
advertising can make, as well as the nuts-and-bolts construction of aradio commercial.
Advertising Appeals

Here we provide arather cold-blooded listing of some of the emotional
triggers that are frequently used in advertising. These appeals aren't usually discussed in this manner, but if they are to be used, it's only right to
recognize them for what they are. Although there's no universal agreement on the effectiveness of all these appeals, since advertising is an area
of few cut-and-dried truisms, we believe that the following appeals represent motives used in modern advertising.
We refer to anumber of well-known television commercials to illustrate the appeals because spots aired on network television will be familiar to almost all readers; radio commercials are usually done on alocal or
regional basis and would therefore be less useful for this discussion.
Each of these commercials is aimed at an individual. Too often we
tend to think of our audience as agroup of listeners, but actually our
audience is made up of individuals. Think about when you listen to
radio. You listen, perhaps, in your car on the way to work or with aheadset type of radio at the beach. Commercials should always address an
individual and get him or her involved in the message. This is far more
effective and appealing than the stereotypical "Hey all of you out there in
radioland" approach.
The army's promise to help you "be
all that you can he . i
ypifies this appeal, which offers asubtle promise
that the sponsor's product can help you be the person you always knew
you could be. A credit-card firm, for example, devotes acommercial to a
woman in acollege classroom, fulfilling her personal ambitions because,
Appeal to Personal Fulfillment
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apparently, she was able to charge her tuition bills. Although we might
quarrel with the approach of the credit-card commercial, isn't it more
effective than reciting alist of all the places where acredit card can be
used?
Don't we all want aperson who knows how to
take us by the hand, figuratively, and tell us about aproduct? Notice how
actor Robert Young, famous for his portrayal of a doctor, used the
authority appeal in touting acaffeine-free coffee or an arthritis remedy.

Appeal to Authority

"More and more people every day
are discovering ..." appeals to adesire to get in on atrend. This is a
powerful human emotion. Be in with the desirable people! Use the same
products as the "in" crowd! Do you recognize several major advertising
appeals that stem from this approach?

Appeal to the Bandwagon Effect

This is subtly different from the bandwagon effect because it illustrates the negative aspects of not being on the
bandwagon. Commercials dealing with personal hygiene products are.
without adoubt, the ultimate exploiters of the fear of rejection appeal.
Note how the people turn away from the poor unfortunates with bad
breath, dandruff, and so on. You don't want to wind up like them, do you?

Appeal to Fear of Rejection

This appeal can be as blatant as awellknown commercial that implied that acertain brand of toothpaste would
improve one's love life. This category overlaps a number of other
appeals, including personal fulfillment and fear of rejection. In many
cases, the message is so obvious as to be offensive to some: Consider the
stocking commercials featuring what is ostensibly acareer woman — but
people just can't stop looking at her legs.

Appeal to Sexual Success

"You know that this
product is better because you're an intelligent ..." is a common
approach. In effect, the commercial gives the listener achance to use the
product or service and prove that he or she is, indeed, as smart as the
commercial maintains. Remember the series of car commercials that
pointed out what alarge percentage of college graduates owned autos of
aparticular make?

Appeal to Reinforcement of Listener's Ego

"Don't you deserve a[fill in name of car]?" Were
it not for an innate need for prestige, such items as luxury cars and
designer clothes probably wouldn't sell at all. The appeal to prestige hits
that sensitive nerve that prods us to prove, through our cars, clothes, and
club memberships, that we're alittle better than other people.

Appeal to Prestige
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This appeal cuts across several categories, including prestige and reinforcement of ego, but the sum total of
this approach is to convince the listener that the product or service is
worth the price. Car commercials often state that the consumer can save
money in the long run by buying ahigh-quality car that will hold up.
Other commercials touting brand-name products use the same appeal.
Sometimes direct comparisons are used.

Appeal to Value and Quality

Nostalgia, family ties, guilt,
loyalty, tradition, and even simple acquisitiveness all play roles in reaching listeners.

Appeals to Other Emotional Triggers

Execution of Radio Commercials

The various techniques for reinforcing the appeal of acommercial make
the message effective. Most of these techniques have been covered in
other parts of the book, but here we deal with some of the specific applications to radio commercial production.
Music in Radio Commercials
Music is very effective in establishing a
commercials mood or an overall set of conditions —perhaps even the
attitude of aperson acting out a dramatic element. For example, music
that features other singers joining in is astrong motivator for the ',andwagon effect. (Think of soft-drink commercials, which use bandwagon
tactics heavily.) A commercial that appeals to nostalgia can quickly set
the scene by using old songs. In this case, music becomes asort of shorthand way of communicating amessage. For example, it's far more efficient to set the stage with some dance-band music than to load up the
precious time with spoken copy designed to indicate the time frame.
Music. then, is very helpful to the commercial producer in creating a
mood and reinforcing amessage. However, music is not always afavorable attribute in acommercial. As we already noted, popular songs tend
to be overused. And to make matters worse, a currently popular song
may detract from the message because listeners tune into the song and
ignore the thrust of the commercial.
Music for commercials can come from sources other than the station's
airplay library. To review, music can be obtained from:

•Generic commercial music libraries. These collections feature music
and lyrics for awide variety of applications, such as "Do your shopping downtown," or "Your business is important to us." This type
of production music is often quite useful, but it can become repetitive, and the lyrics tend to be on the corny side. Moreover, once a
lyric becomes associated with one retailer, it loses its usefulness for
other appl ications.
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FIGURE 11.3
Script of acommercial that uses adonut.

RADIO SCRIPT
JOAN MAYER
30 SECONDS
CO-OP

USE WITH TAPE CUT #2

MUSIC OPEN: (10 SECONDS)
FADE MUSIC UNDER
ANNOUNCER:

THAT'S RIGHT, THERE IS NO BETTER WAY TO GET INTO
SPRING THIS YEAR THAN TO BUY YOURSELF A COMPLETE COORDINATED SUIT AND SHOES OUTFIT BY JOAN
MAYER. YOU'LL FIND A WIDE SELECTION RIGHT NOW AT
.A JOAN MAYER OUTFIT
MAKES IT EASY TO SAY "I'M READY," READY FOR SPRING. THE
WIDE SELECTION OF TWO-PIECE SUITS IN LIGHTWEIGHT
DACRON WITH COLORS TO MATCH AND COORDINATE WITH
OUR QUALITY BRAND OF SPRING FOOTWEAR MEANS THAT
YOU'LL HAVE NO TROUBLE FINDING THE OUTFIT OR OUTFITS
THAT MAKE YOU LOOK YOUR SMARTEST FOR SPRING. SO
STOP IN SOON AT
MAKE YOUR SELECTIONS FROM OUR SELECTIONS.

MUSIC UP:

(5 SECONDS)

AND
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•Jingles from a national advertiser's ad agency. When large manufacturers provide a contribution to local merchants' advertising
budgets, the result is known as cooperative, or co-op, advertising.
The same types of jingles are used by large organizations that have
local franchises. Most of this prepared music comes in a form
known as adonut, whose "hole" is filled in by the local merchant's
copy. Figure 11.3 shows an example of ascript for adonut co-op ad.
•Original music produced locally. Local advertisers or advertising
agencies often engage recording studios to compose original music
for radio advertising. This usually isn't as difficult or as expensive
as you might think, and some locally produced music can brighten
a spot considerably. Some radio stations use musically talented
staffers and freelancers to produce musical spots in-house.
In the use of any music, the producer will generally follow the guidelines expressed in Chapter 6; the editing structures (blending music and
voice) are used extensively in the production of commercials.

INDUSTRY UPDATE
LET'S GET CREATIVE
If you harbor any doubts about the need to invest a lot of mental energy into the
creative side of the production process —and the need never to crank out commercials by rote—read this article that appeared in the May 1994 edition of the
radio trade magazine Radio Only and is reprinted by permission.
In Orlando, a group of stations are getting together in a kind of LMA to produce top-notch spots and grow new business from non-radio advertisers.
"My commercial sucks ..."
The exact words former WMMO-FM, Orlando GM Bob Poe heard from a Fortune
500 company president were, "My commercial sucks and I'm embarrassed to hear
it on the air." The radio industry just doesn't devote a lot of time or resources to
advertiser creative and Poe isn't afraid to admit that as an operator, he was just as
guilty as the rest. But if he has anything to do with it, that will change.
Poe has spent the last several months setting up a company that will do
something about bad radio creative. Although still in the developmental stage, a
lot of ground work for the company has been laid. The working name is "Sound
Alliance" and Poe serves as the managing partner. It involves alimited partnership
agreement between several radio groups that have stations in the South Florida
area. This prestigious group is expected to include NewCity, Paxson, Taylor,
Granum and Nationwide.
Their mission is to pitch companies that use little or no radio on the idea of
creating killer spots that the companies can license from Sound Alliance and run
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on partner stations. To protect partner stations from having their work pirated by
stations who haven't invested in Sound Alliance, clients for which ads have been
created can get adifferent license to air the spots on non-partner stations.
Becoming a partner station means investing $50,000 over atwo-year period
to fund the company. Projections indicate that after two years, the company will
become self-sufficient and begin earning revenue for the partner stations. And,
Poe says, the partner stations stand to make even more money through the
increased percentage of radio dollars that will hit the marketplace as a result of
more companies using radio.
Poe's going straight to the top: to CEOs and presidents of the low- or nonusers of radio. His position as a former GM and a noted entrepreneur in the
market give him the needed access to decision makers. In dress rehearsals where
they trotted the idea out to the streets, Poe found that when the decision to go with
radio comes straight from the top, marketing people and agency reps fall right in
line. "I've seen this happen so many times it's comical."
One problem Poe expected to run into was that agencies would consider his
company competition. Instead they've admitted that they can't get their arms
around radio creative—their people would rather work on TV spots anyway. Quite
frankly, they welcome the opportunity to hire Sound Alliance to produce the radio
creative for their own clients.
Sound Alliance will make its home on the back lot of Orlando's Universal Studios. The company has at its disposal tapeless, digital studios and what Poe calls
the best radio creative writers in the country on afreelance basis.
What they won't have at their disposal is the research and marketing tools of
the partner stations. That would bring about a whole set of antitrust and shared
fee problems that could bring the project to ascreeching halt. But since the company is not in the business of placing ads, that's information that Poe says they
don't need. Sound Alliance will do its own client needs assessments and develop
the creative based solely on information it is able to gather on its own.
If successful, Poe plans to take Sound Alliance into other markets — a
request he's already gotten from the principals involved. But that means pulling
together the grand egos of group heads and making a team of, in some cases,
enemies. That's been apretty hairy challenge for Poe—one that almost made him
chuck the idea altogether.
Sound Alliance is one more way the radio industry is trying to convince advertisers that —to quote another well-known campaign—radio works." The alliance
between these south Florida stations, according to Poe, is the only way the project will be successful. He's betting on that by financing the company's beginning
stages out of his own pocket. But radio stations have historically fought one
another over ad dollars— even more than they've fought competing media like TV
and newspaper. This alliance is based on ahefty upfront investment and potential
revenue. That should squelch any rivalries.
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The producer's role in dealing with
commercials often extends to doing the actual
announcing or choosing an announcer. The producer is also responsible
for ensuring that the correct phrasing is used. Although guidance in
announcing skills is beyond the scope of this book, it is important for the
producer to know that anyone who reads copy must stress key words.
The meaning must be clear; if the goal of the commercial is to express
value, the word value must receive its proper stress.
Likewise, the announcer must be believable. In the most basic terms,
someone portraying asenior diplomat should not sound like a21-yearold. Another aspect of believability is consistency of the message: Does
the announcer extolling the virtues of the friendly neighborhood bank
sound friendly? Remember that booming bass tones don't make an
announcer's delivery believable. In today's radio, the announcer is being
supplanted by the communicator, who communicates with an audience
rather than orating at them.
Another aspect of choosing an announcer is the compatibility of the
announcer's voice and delivery with the approach of the message. For
example:
Voice in Radio Commercials
vocal execution iii

•The hard-sell approach requires an announcer with an authoritative, strong voice (not necessarily adeep voice though).
•The sincere approach calls for an announcer who is casual and does
not have the disc jockey type of artificial delivery. An announcer
with the sing-song artificiality commonly found in top-40 radio
(especially small-market top-40 radio) would be an extremely poor
choice for a commercial requiring sincerity, such as a spot for a
bank.
•The whimsical approach often borders on the comedic. This
approach (remember Lake Michigan being filled with hot chocolate?) requires an announcer with a good deal of flexibility and
acting ability. An offbeat voice often fills the bill quite well. An
affected, booming, announcerish voice does not work well in this
type of commercial, unless it's a parody of affected, booming
announcers.
•Any dramatized element in a commercial requires an announcer
with acting ability. Proficient announcers are not necessarily good
actors, so careful screening must be done when casting acommercial that contains dramatic scenes.
The major point here is that, to take advantage of the different
approaches available in radio advertising, the producer must be able to
match the proper style of delivery to the message.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR PRODUCING
EFFECTIVE COMMERCIALS
The basics of pi
icing good commercials are closely
tied to the basics of any good radio production: aclear
message and clean production. The elements we spell out
in this chapter will help you define the message and
structure it properly. Finally, we add some specific suggestions concerning the specialized case of radio commercial production.

IOU

Avoid Gimmicks

For some reason, producers — and local merchants — seem to fall in love
with echoes, sound effects. and so forth. A commercial that depends on
gimmicks often has its essential message weakened. In addition, producing all of your commercials with gimmicks becomes repetitive.
Although electronic effects and sound effects certainly have aplace in
commercial production, be sure, before you use them, that they reinforce
lie message and have adirect bearing on the commercial itself.
Summarize the Thrust

You should be able to summarize the thrust of acommercial in a few
words: "The clerks in this store are very knowledgeable about their
wares," or "This bank is friendly and wants to give you personal attention." The shotgun approach— mentioning every possible benefit of a
product or service — usually doesn't work very well in aradio commercial, primarily because of the listener's short attention span and because
time itself is limited. If the message seems scattered or fuzzy, rewrite the
commercial.
Don't Blast the Listener

Some producers have become enamored of the idea that louder is better
and take considerable pains to make sure that every sound element peaks
the VU. There's no question that you should strive for bright technical
quality. but excessive loudness and abrasiveness can often detract from
the message.
Read the Spot to the Client
If you're in the position of writ ing the spot and getting approval from the
client, you can wind up with abetter product by reading the script to the
client rather than handing over apiece of paper. Why? Because people
tend to pick at words instead of grasping the whole concept. They also
tend to drastically overestimate the amount of copy that can be squeezed
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into agiven time frame, and reading your spot aloud leaves no doubt in
the client's mind that it is. indeed, 30 seconds' worth of copy.
By reading the spot aloud to the client, you project the thrust of the
commercial as it should be presented, and you don't get involved in a10minute argument over the choice of aparticular word. Sonie salespeople
choose to bring along a roughed-out tape of the produced spot; this
approach has pros and cons, and its effectiveness will probably depend
on your individual situation.
Don't Force Humor

If there's any doubt about whether a spot is funny. ifs probably not.
Nothing falls as flat as afailed attempt at limn«
Achieve High Technical Ouality

Strive for the best possible technical quality in your commercials. Commercials tend to stay unchanged for quite awhile. and they get frequent
use, so use as few tape generations as possible, and tut the spot on anew
cart. (Checking the rack in many radio stations often turns up commercials produced years ago.) If the commercial is on abad tape to begin
with, the quality will only deteriorate.
It's agood idea to save reel-to-reel copies of all commercials in the
event of cart failure; otherwise, you'll have to reproduce the whole spot.
Incidentally, always save hard-to-reproduce production elements, such
as jingles or elaborately created sound effects, in case you want to recut
the commercial with anew slant while retaining some of the original production elements.
Don't Overuse a Particular Piece of Music

There's atendency to seize on apiece of music that works well for production purposes and use it constantly. It is atendency to be resisted. If
you use music from your station's airplay libran.. keep alert for new
selections that would lend themselves to production work.
An index of the music beds used for various productions is sometimes
agood way to ensure that aparticular piece does not get overused. Tape
an index card to the back of an album cover, and list the spots and dates
you used certain cuts. (Imagine how embarrassing it would be to find
that you and another producer had recently used the sanie cut for two
different banking commercials.)
Keep the Message Simple

Too many ideas in one commercial, as we've discussed, can muddy the
whole concept of the spot.
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Avoid the "Big Five"

In general, steer clear of what we call the Big Five mistakes of commercial production, some of which we have already touched on. To summarize, avoid the following:
1. Lack of focus. The listener must be given a simple message that
doesn't wander from idea to idea.
2. Poor technical quality. This includes commercials that are too loud,

too soft, or on bad tape. Take pains to recut or redub acommercial when
the tape starts to wear.
3. Lack of completeness. As we pointed out in Chapter 10, amessage is
more effective if it has abeginning, amiddle, and an end. A commercial
that just sort of peters out, ending without asatisfying conclusion, loses
some of its impact.
4. The assembly-line approach. All of us develop certain working habits,

but when aproducer makes several commercials that sound the same,
there's a serious problem. The commercials will lose impact, and
clients — who, after all, have ears, too — will complain. Make an effort to
vary your approach from time to time. Use different announcers and production music.
5. Fear of experimentation. Don't shy away from trying anew approach
just because it hasn't been done before in your station or your city. You
may make mistakes, but never allowing yourself the freedom to experiment limits both your creative potential and the potential benefits to your
advertising clients.

Radio advertising offers aviable outlet for your creativity — an outlet
that will permit your creativity to be strongly appreciated. And though
advertising can sometimes be apretty cold dollars-and-cents affair, radio
advertising producers have shown that creative advertising, done honestly and in good taste, can be effective.

PRODUCTION APPLICATIONS
IN STATION PROMOTION
rr,

Closely related to commercial production created for a
station's advertising clients is the production that astation creates for its own promotional efforts. Known in the
industry as station promotion, this is an area that has
recently assumed greater importance than ever before.
Competition for the attention of radio audiences has never been
keener. First of all, our society is saturated with awide variety of media
forms. Each does its best to get audiences to spend time consuming the
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information or entertainment it offers. Second, every radio station on the
air faces stiff competition for listener attention and loyalty within its
market and medium. Unless astation succeeds in attracting the attention
of asignificant number of listeners, the revenue it generates from advertising will fall off, and the station will ultimately fail.
Even in public broadcasting, audiences are critical. Listeners are a
major source of financial support, and major underwriters of programming are reluctant to support programming that doesn't attract enough
listeners.
The bottom line is that stations can't rely anymore on their programming alone to ensure an adequate base of listeners and, hence. advertisers. Station promotion is amajor tool in generating the listener interest
that produces loyalty to astation's programming.
Production is a key element in creating promotional vehicles that
help stations build their identity and create excitement and interest
among listeners. There is afundamental difference between the kinds of
production techniques used for commercial production and the work
done for station promotion. As we mentioned earlier, it is generally wise
to avoid the use of gimmicks in commercial production. The idea is not to
have the production techniques call attention to themselves. Rather, you
want to focus audience attention on the sponsor's message.
In promotion, the elements of production are more central to the success of the effort. The heavy use of such effects as reverberation, sound
effects, sound coloration through flanging, shifting the pitch of recorded
elements, and the punch that is added by the skillful blending of many
different and often unusual sound elements is what attracts the attention
of the audience. In many instances, the copy used in promotional spots
may be virtually nonexistent. The only words in some promotional spots
are in single spoken lines (known as liners) that function as aslogan. The
line "More music less talk," for example, might be the only copy used.
This might be followed by the station call letters or another kind of identifying name followed by some reference to the slat ion's spot on the radio
dial. "Magic 106," for example. This might be followed by a musical
jingle.
The key to making such spots effective is the way the elements are
blended and the effect produced by the overall sound of the spot. You
might, for example, start the spot with asound effect created electronically, add flanging to the announcer's delivery, and insert the sound of
tympanies between the voice-over and the jingle. All this might be
recorded over amusic bed from aproduction music library that has been
"time compressed" so that it ends just as the jingle begins. The whole
thing might be under 10 seconds in length when it is ready to air.
It is difficult to recommend specific techniques that might be
employed in promotional production situations because the field is open
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to so much experimentation and creativity. The key to becoming asuccessful producer of promotional production is to become as well-versed
as possible in the kinds of audio effects that can be produced within the
capabilities of your studio equipment. The availability of multitrack
recording equipment and access to good libraries of sound effects and
production music can be of enormous benefit. Increasingly, the use of
digital systems, though very expensive, is broadening considerably the
creative possibilities for promotional production for those stations fortunate enough to have them.
Whether you operate with state-of-the-art technology or the modest
equipment and facilities that still characterize many fine radio stations,
your creativity as aproducer can be the major ingredient in production
for station promotion. Listen to as many different stations as you can.
Whenever you have the opportunity, ask producers how certain effects
are created. Above all, perfect your production skills. Lastly, experiment.
Promotional production that is skillfully integrated into the on-air
schedule can be of major importance in creating the identifying elements
that together make up the sound of the station. No other area in the field of
production offers more creative challenges and rewards to radio producers.

SUMMARY
Producers of commercials must meet anumber of goals,
including producing commercials that stimulate sales,
producing commercials that please the client, and producing commercials that fit your station's sound.
Many elements help make acommercial effective. Often, those elements
run deeper than what you might at first imagine. For example, it is not
enough simply to run lists of merchandise and prices in aradio ad. Radio
requires entry into the theater of the mind.
Many appeals are involved in radio advertising, including appeals to personal fulfillment, to authority, to the bandwagon effect, to fear of rejection, to sexual success, to reinforcement of the listener's ego, to prestige,
to value and quality, and to other emotional triggers.
Music is an important tool in radio production, but it is helpful only
when it reinforces the central theme of the spot. The voice of the
announcer obviously plays acritical role. It is not enough, however, that
the announcer have agood voice; he or she must also have avoice that is
appropriate to the particular spot.
Commercials should have anarrow thrust; that is, you should be able to
summarize the commercial in asentence. If it is too complex for capsulation, it is too complex to be aradio commercial. Simplify.
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Production for station promotion focuses on creating excitement among
listeners that helps attract them to the station and that helps distinguish
your station from its competitors. The key to success in production for
station promotion is an extensive knowledge of audio production techniques and creativity in their use.

A PPLICATIONS
Situation 1/The Problem The production director of a
radio station was putting together a commercial for an
ice-cream parlor. The client insisted on copy that touted
the old-fashioned atmosphere of the store; the copy
included aphysical description of the ice-cream parlor
and adissertation on old-fashioned value. As it stood, the commercial
was flat, talky, and unfocused.
One Possible Solution About 15 seconds of the copy was deleted, and a
bed of Gay Nineties music was substituted. The banjo and piano music,
which was bright and cheerful in addition to conveying asense of period,
augmented the message, which now could be clarified and refined.
Situation 2/ The Problem A local bank, one of the station's largest customers, had become extremely unhappy with the lack of results from its
radio advertising. The commercials, which were elaborately produced,
with music and narration by the station's young morning woman,
stressed the honesty and dependability of the bank and its people. But
the message didn't seem to get across.
One Possible Solution The music and fast-paced delivery were scrapped,
and new commercials were cut. The new spots featured the voice of the
station manager, awoman in her late 50s, who stressed, in aconversational, low-key tone, that the bank and its people were honest, dependable, and an asset to the community.
Now, the production values supported the message.

EXERCISES
1. Replace the following announcer's copy with ashorter dramatic scene
or sound-effects sequence. Your goal is to shorten the message, focus it
clearly, and give it greater impact. This assignment can be done either as
ahands-on production exercise or as amental exercise with the solution
scripted out.
Rolling Hills Apartment Complex is more than aplace to live. It's aplace
to enjoy — there are tennis courts, aswimming pool, and agolf course.
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You can enjoy all these facilities, and families with children are welcome.
Everyone can have alot of fun at Rolling Hills. ...
(Hint: Would sound effects work here?)
(Hint: How about adramatized scene of happy residents?)
2. A bank has come to you with adesire for commercials to entice more
young professional customers. Write a60-second commercial that meets
this need. One hook might be ayoung doctor saying that she doesn't have
time to manage her money thoughtfully and the people at the bank are a
great help. Could sound effects or dramatic elements help clarify this
message? If time and lab facilities are available, produce the spot.
3. Write atreatment (a description of the approach and production elements) for each of the following situations. Tell why you think each will
be effective.
a. A shoe store that wants to reach blue-collar workers with amessage about its tough workboots.
b. A drugstore that has anew line of cosmetics for men. The store's
manager wants to reach young adult males and convince them
that it's all right to use cosmetics. (Would awell-known local athlete be agood choice to pitch cosmetics?)
c. A hardware store that wants to attract apartment dwellers rather
than just homeowners. (What products at ahardware store would
be of interest to apartment dwellers, and why should they go to a
hardware store to buy them instead of to adepartment store?)

CHAPTER 12

RADIO PRODUCTION
FOR NEWS AND
PUBLIC A FFAIRS
News production is acritical portion of the work done in atypical radio
station. For one thing. news is avery visible part of the station's product,
so the production values stand out clearly. And since news is aired frequently on most radio stations, particularly on the AM band, the news
producer is called on to do new production and to change production
values at aquicker pace.
It isn't always possible to change the content of anews story every
hour or half-hour, but it is possible to change the production or editing
structure. For example. the news producer may decide to eliminate an
actuality quote used at 8
and instead read the quote as part of the
news story at 9
The producer might also elect to use two actualities
within astory instead of one. and recut the news story for the next hour.
The hectic pace of news requires that you be able to do the work
quickly. In addition, von must do the work well: The radio network
news may play immediately before or after the local report, and it is
incumbent on the producer to offer production that doesn't suffer by

A.M.

A.M.

comparison.
Don't assume that, because you want to specialize in another area of
radio, there's no reason to become proficient in news. Virtually everyone
involved in radio has, at some time., been required to do and understand
news production. Air personalities in smaller stations often are expected
to be able to come up with an acceptable newscast zeven salespeople will
be called on to discuss the newscast in detail.
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Regardless of your particular role in preparing news programming,
the important thing for you to remember is that radio is amedium of
sound. More and better sound doesn't necessarily guarantee agood newscast, but it does add to its impact and appeal.
What do we mean by "more and better sound"? Essentially, the goal
of radio news programming is to offer something more than an
announcer reading the copy. Additional sound elements — such as an
interview conducted with the subject of the story; a live, on-the-scene
report from aradio station staffer; or the noise of ariot taking place —
add to the variety and maximize the impact.
These attributes relate to the strengths of radio and the qualities
radio news can stress. Radio is unsurpassed for timeliness — getting the
story on the air quickly. Radio is also apersonal medium, aone-on-one
method of communication, and as such, can effectively relate the human
interest values in a story. Further, the personal medium of radio can
bring alistener into close proximity to astory, directly on the picket line
or at the scene of the fire. Sound sources can help agreat deal in this
regard.
Again, sound sources do not make the newscast. Good journalistic
principles must be followed, and the voice and delivery of the on-air
person must be appropriate. The news producer—whether he or she is
the actual gatherer and reader of news or the executive in charge of the
station's overall news effort — is responsible for awide variety of duties.
The total gamut of these duties (which may be split among several
people) involves news gathering, news writing, assembling the elements
of anewscast (including stories and sound elements), and news reading
and reporting.
Let's now take alook at these duties and examine how production
plays arole in their execution.

NEWS GATHERING
of the limitations of radio news is that the newsperson is often tied to the studio. In smaller stations espeilida
cially, the news director may be the only newsperson.
Although agood reporter will make every effort to get out
into the field, at least to make rounds at the police station,
city hall, and so forth, much news gathering must be done from the
studio. In larger stations, street reporters do on-the-spot news gathering.
In either event, news gathering consists of obtaining facts from which
stories are written. It consists of collecting actualities, the recorded segments of news events or news makers. An actuality can be an interview
segment or arecording of the wild sound resulting from an event, such
One
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as afuneral march or the wailing of fire sirens. Although the terminology
varies across the country, wild sound or interview actuality is often
referred to as asound bite; however, that term is more widely used in
TV than in radio. Sound bite generally refers to an interview segment.
News gathering for radio also involves agreat deal of recording off the
telephone.
In smaller stations, much of the news gathering is done by perusing
the local paper. Although it's not generally admitted, many local newscasts involve the announcer reading directly out of the paper. Sometimes
the listener can even hear the pages being turned! More often, though,
stories are rewritten. In small and even medium-sized markets, the radio
newsperson won't have tnany sources at all other than the newspaper
though overreliance on the paper must be avoided. For one thing, papers
are wrong on occasion. and when the paper is wrong, you are wrong. In
addition, most newspapers are quite sensitive about the reuse of their
material by another profit-making organization. Many newspapers are
copyrighted and could take legal action against astation that makes a
wholesale appropriation of its material.
Another drawback to relying too heavily on the newspaper is that
radio news is expected to be "up to the minute," whereas newspapers are
generally several hours out of date by the time they reach the reader. It's
important for aradio news staff to develop its own system of news gathering (sources, calls to the police, and so on) because listeners generally
aren't tolerant of old news, which has about as much appeal as yesterday's newspaper.

NEWS W RITING
Words — their order, their meaning, and their rhythm —
can be considered to be aproduction value. The style of
mTiting influences the sounds, and writing does, of course,
put the whole package together. Writing also involves the
way sound elements are assembled.
Although atreatise on news writing is beyond the scope of this book,
it is important for anews producer to keep in mind that what is written
must sound right when it is read aloud and must be conversational.
Stilted, ponderous writing has no place in radio. Be aware that the listeners have only one opportunity to understand what is being said; they
cannot look back, as they can will, a newspaper article. Clarity is critical.
Another difference between newspaper and radio writing (and
another reason for not reading out of the newspaper) is that newspapers
use the inverse pyramid writing style, in which the important who,
what, where, when, and why are listed in the first few sentences. its
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advantages in the print media notwithstanding, this format is generally
both confusing and boring to the listener. Radio news demands shorter
sentences and active verb tenses, and this style of writing is really quite
different from newspaper journalism. To repeat a popular and worthwhile phrase, radio writing is written for the ear, not the eye.
For example, anewspaper lead might read, "Twenty-four-year-old
John Smith, of 91-B Mechanic St. in Centerville, was killed in an accident today near the Jefferson Street on-ramp to 1-100, when his car collided with atruck that was traveling the wrong way on the ramp, police
said." That sentence (which is not extremely long as newspaper leads go)
would be confusing to listeners, who would be better served by. "A local
man died today when his car collided with atruck police say was heading the wrong way on an expressway off-ramp." Now, the details can be
presented in ear-pleasing, bite-sized fashion.
Sentences in broadcast news writing should be kept short (20 to 25
words, or fewer). Attribution is usually put first. In other words, "State
Police Captain David Smith said today that there is no word on the fate
of the missing hunter," rather than, "There is no word on the fate of the
missing hunter, said Captain David Smith of the state police."
Proficiency in news writing will come from journalism courses and
on-the-job training, so we won't expand on it here except to remind you
that, if you don't know how to type at this point in your career, you must
learn. Many radio stations simply won't hire newspeople who can't type;
in any event, typing is askill that will come in quite handy in almost any
broadcast career.

1E1

INDUSTRY UPDATE
A Q UICK PRIMER ON RADIO
NEWS WRITING

One of the more common complaints we hear from those in aposition to hire radio
news personnel is that the applicants simply lack writing ability.
We urge you to take as many courses as you can on broadcast news writing.
But for now, it will be to your advantage to acquaint yourself with the basic principles in this Industry Update. Because production equipment is used by almost
everyone nowadays, the line between producer and reporter is blurred. But it's
safe to say that if you want to go into radio news you must know how to write, and
today, the need for writers is greater than ever.
To start with, remember this essential fact: The writing style you use for broadcast will not be the same style used for written reports, term papers, newspaper
copy, or anything meant to make adirect path from paper to eye to brain. Broadcast copy makes apath from eye to mouth to ear, so it must be different in style,
punctuation, and sentence structure.
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Don't try to write broadcast copy using the same punctuation and sentence
structure you'd use in aterm paper or business report; you'll wind up with unreadable copy. Conversely, don't use broadcast style to write your reports or papers:
The work will come back disfigured by red scrawls scolding you for Incomplete
sentence! Poor sentence structure! Paragraphs too short! Ideas not fully developed! Do not use contractions!
In fact, the first thing you should remember about broadcast news writing is
that you're not exactly writing. You're committing speech to paper. You are, in short,
telling a story, a story that will be spoken. You must use words and phrases that
can be spoken naturally and relay the story in the form we're used to hearing
people use when they tell astory.
For example, suppose you just received aletter informing you that you've won
afull scholarship to Harvard Law School. You pick up the phone to call your father.
After, "Hello, Dad," would you be likely to say:
After four years of diligent work, my efforts were rewarded. Ireceived a letter
from Harvard Law School today. "We are pleased to inform you that you have
been awarded afull scholarship covering all tuition, fees, room and board,"
the letter said.
We doubt it. No one speaks that way—not even the professors at Harvard
Law School. More than likely, the conversation would sound like this:
I'm going to Harvard Law School—for free! The hardest four years of my life
finally paid off. A full scholarship. The letter Igot today says the scholarship
covers tuition, fees, and room and board.
What we've seen, of course, is another comparison between print style and
broadcast style. And it is obvious that the first example, although lucid in print, is
absolutely unreadable if you try to say it out loud. The first example does not tell a
story conversationally; the second does.
With that in mind; let's see how broadcast stories are "told" on paper.

Script Conventions for Radio
What we'll do here is "build" a radio story from top to bottom in order to illustrate
the way a radio script is put on paper. The goal of this section is not so much to
demonstrate techniques of writing, as such, but rather the way the standard story
is constructed and scripted. (Remember, stations vary widely in their particular
script formats, but most are variations on the following theme.)
So, to follow the chain of events from the very beginning, we'll start with the
paper and typewriter, then begin working at the very top of the script page and
work our way down the page to the ending.

Paper and Print
Even with the spread of computers into radio newsrooms, hard copy will probably
always be part of the news writing process. Many radio newsrooms are not yet
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computerized and, in fact, may never be. The investment simply cannot be translated to the bottom line. (In fact, you'll find plenty of radio newsrooms that have nol
yet graduated to electric typewriters.)
This is not entirely a function of economics. Modern computer systems perform many functions that are not needed in asmall radio newsroom, such as calling up graphics or listing the dozens of events found in a half-hour newscast.
In any event, most copy winds up on paper, anyway. Even the bravest newscaster reading from a new-generation computer-driven prompting device would
be reluctant to go on-air without hard copy clutched in his or her hand in case of a
computer crash.
So since broadcast news writing still involves words on a page, remember
that those words have to be easily readable. That means a lot of white space on
the page, as few corrections as possible, clearly made corrections when they are
necessary, and a large, clear type. Many stations use a special large typeface.
sometimes called Executive or Orator.
It's very hard to read copy that is crammed tightly on the page, so most radio
and TV stations triple-space their copy. Some stations double-space, but triplespacing is more the norm. Triple-spaced copy is more easily readable than
double- or single-spaced, and it leaves room for last-minute corrections to be penciled in. Wide side-to-side margins are also helpful.
SOME NEWSCASTERS FIND COPY WRITTEN IN ALL CAPS TO BE
MORE READABLE. THAT MAY SIMPLY BE BECAUSE THEY ARE USED TO
SEEING COPY TYPED OUT THAT WAY; IT'S SOMETHING OF A TRADITION IN
NEWS WRITING. THERE IS NO UNIVERSAL STANDARD; SOME STATIONS
USE ALL CAPS, AND SOME USE STANDARD UPPERCASE AND LOWERCASE. AT LAST CHECK, AP'S RADIO WIRE WAS ALL CAPS, WHEREAS UPI'S
WAS UPPERCASE AND LOWERCASE. WHAT'S YOUR OPINION?
The choice will usually be made for you since you're obligated to follow whatever system is used in your particular newsroom. If you have a choice, we would
suggest uppercase and lowercase, aformat that appears to be the growing trend
in broadcast copywriting. Although some announcers contend that copy written in
all caps is more readable, most of us are used to seeing uppercase and lowercase English in almost every other written work. Furthermore, writing in uppercase and lowercase makes it easier to determine whether a word is a proper
name.
THE FIRE IN OVERLAND, OHIO ...
can cause a second of doubt and hesitation for an anchor who might wonder if
"Overland" is a town or if the writer is trying to make some distinction between
"over land" and "over sea."
The fire in Overland, Ohio ...
can't cause such confusion.
One last word about paper and typing: In radio, there is often no need for multiple copies of the script, and the increasing use of computers allows copies to be
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stored electronically and called up at will. Having two copies of the script for radio
is usually enough. Often, the script is typed on plain paper, but sometimes you will
use special carbonless script paper to produce the copy. Plain paper is usually
photocopied or acopy made while typing using an old-fashioned sheet of carbon
paper.
The Header
Most broadcast news departments require writers to put some basic information
right at the top of the page: the slug, which is a very brief description, usually just
akey word, that identifies the story, the writer's name or initials, and the date. The
exact location of these entries varies from newsroom to newsroom; some departments put the three slug items on separate lines, flush against the left margin:

NURSES
HAUSMAN
9/1 1

or across the top line:
NURSES

HAUSMAN

9/11

The header provides ameans of quickly identifying the story itself and finding
who wrote it, in case something about the story is questioned or another reporter
needs additional information and must talk with the writer. The date is essential for
anumber of reasons, including the fact that scripts are kept for archival purposes,
and you'll need to know when the events described happened when referring to
the archives. For example, this story concerns a nursing shortage at acity hospital and features an actuality from the hospital administrator as she addressed the
city council. If you do a follow-up story next month, or next year, you'll need to
know when the meeting took place.
A second important reason for including the date is that all scripts look pretty
much the same, and you need a reliable way to tell an old story from a new story.
Always double-check the dates of local and wire-service copy before you read it.
(A sad-but-true story illustrates the reasoning behind this warning. A janitor once
found a two-year-old piece of wire copy behind a desk he had moved when
waxing the floor. He put the paper with the rest of the pile on the desk—that day's
news copy, of course—and it was read on the air. The story referred to abill being
vetoed by apresident who was no longer in office.)
A very good idea that is put into practice in some radio newsrooms is to mark,
on the script, the time of the newscast during which the story was read. You can
hand-write or type this at the end of the header. Since most radio news stories are
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rewritten during the day, keeping track of the newscast time will clue you in as to
how the story has evolved through several rewrites and will also save confusion if
a listener or management has aquestion about the story "on the 7:30 A.M. newscast" and you need to figure out what version went over the air.
So your final header might look like this:

NURSES

HAUSMAN

9/11 7:30 A

Irecommend this format.

The Story
Now comes the body of the story. Drop down two triple-spaced lines and begin
writing:

NURSES

HAUSMAN

9/11 7:30 A

The administrator of City Hospital says the nursing staff is in critical condition. Jane Smith appeared before the City Council last night
to warn that a severe shortage of nurses is causing a health-care
crisis. Smith says almost athird of the nursing positions at City Hospital are currently unfilled. And, she says, everyone suffers because of
the shortage.

Tape Cues
An actuality from Ms. Smith is on cartridge, a special type of tape that automatically recues itself and starts instantly. (More about this follows in Chapter 15 on
radio news production.) But you need to indicate certain information about the
tape. The reader of the script needs to know three things:
1. That there is atape and it should run at this point in the story. The script should
contain an advisory listing the name of the tape, the title with which it is labeled. In
this case, it would most likely be "Smith." "Smith" would be written on a peel-off
label and affixed to the cart. If there are two cuts from Ms. Smith, the carts would
be labeled "Smith 1" and "Smith 2."
2. The time of the tape. This is important so that the newscaster can be ready to
start reading at the appropriate time—obviously, when the taped segment ends.
If it's a long actuality, say, 20 seconds, the newscaster may elect to use those 20
seconds to perform some last-minute emergency chore, such as quickly proofreading astory he or she just pulled from the typewriter.
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3. The outcue. An outcue is a written transcription of the final words spoken on
the tape. This is the newscaster's cue to begin reading the rest of the story.
It is also helpful, but not always necessary, to know the incue for the actuality.
This immediately reassures the newscaster that the correct tape is being played
and, conversely, warns the newscaster if the wrong cart has been "fired," giving
him or her the opportunity to cut the tape quickly and avoid a prolonged period of
embarrassment.
Inserting the actuality advisory into the script is sometimes done this way:

NURSES

HAUSMAN

9/11 7:30 A

The administrator of City Hospital says the nursing staff is in critical condition. Jane Smith appeared before the City Council last night
to warn that a severe shortage of nurses is causing a health-care
crisis. Smith says almost athird of the nursing positions at City Hospital are currently unfilled. And, she says, everyone suffers because of
the shortage.
TAPE: SMITH ... RUNS :20
INCUE: "LAST NIGHT WE HAD ..."
OUTCUE: "... CAN'T GO ON MUCH LONGER."

There is a myriad of variations on methods of indicating tape cues, but most
involve a recognizable combination of the items shown.
One not so common but very effective method is to type out the entire actuality on the script. This way, if the tape does not roll, the newscaster can simply read
the quote as if nothing had happened, ad-libbing the "she saids" as appropriate. A
complete transcription of the actuality would look like this when incorporated into
the script:

NURSES

HAUSMAN

9/11 7:30 A

The administrator of City Hospital says the nursing staff is in critical condition. Jane Smith appeared before the City Council last night
to warn that a severe shortage of nurses is causing a health-care
crisis. Smith says almost athird of the nursing positions at City Hospital are currently unfilled. And, she says, everyone suffers because of
the shortage.
TAPE: SMITH ... RUNS :20
"LAST NIGHT WE HAD ONE ELDERLY GENTLEMAN WAIT AN
EXTRA HOUR AND A HALF FOR HIS PAIN MEDICATION. WE JUST
COULDN'T GET TO HIM. WE WERE STACKED UP WITH THREE
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EMERGENCY CASES AND WERE SHORT FIVE NURSES ON THE
SURGICAL FLOOR. I'M AFRAID, REALLY AFRAID, THAT THE NEXT
TIME THIS HAPPENS IT'S GOING TO BE WORSE THAN LEAVING
AN OLD MAN IN PAIN. HE JUST MIGHT DIE WAITING ... AND ILITERALLY THINK THE STRESS IS KILLING THE NURSES. THIS
CAN'T GO ON MUCH LONGER."

Some major news organizations, such as network radio news centers, transcribe all actualities used during the newscast. They usually don't do this on the
script, but rather on a separate form that includes other information about the
actuality. The transcription is available to the newscaster (kept in a separate pile
from the script) in order to serve as an emergency paraphrase in case the tape
fails. This practice, unfortunately, is becoming increasingly rare as budget cuts eat
into news operations.

Story Tags
The final step is to conclude the story with asentence or two, known as atag. It is
generally considered poor form to simply end with an actuality and go to the next
story. Doing that confuses the listeners and makes the story seem oddly incomplete. Besides, in this case, there is still more detail begging to be written. We
know there's a nursing shortage, and we know that the administrator is complaining about it, but why is there a shortage, and is anything going to be done about
this situation?
So here's how those questions might be answered and the story concluded:

NURSES

HAUSMAN

9/11 7:30 A

The administrator of City Hospital says the nursing staff is in critical condition. Jane Smith appeared before the City Council last night
to warn that a severe shortage of nurses is causing a health-care
crisis. Smith says almost athird of the nursing positions at City Hospital are currently unfilled. And, she says, everyone suffers because of
the shortage.
TAPE: SMITH ... RUNS :20
INCUE: "LAST NIGHT WE HAD ..."
OUTCUE: "... CAN'T GO ON MUCH LONGER."
City Hospital administrator Smith says she simply can't attract
nurses because of what she calls adouble whammy. She says there is
a statewide shortage of nurses ...and claims that City Hospital
cannot compete for those nurses because of poor working conditions
and lower than average salaries.
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City Council chairman Arthur Lake says he'll establish atask force
to look into the option of hiring an outside firm to recruit nurses from
other cities.

Here are some points about the script worth discussing:
1. The # at the end indicates that the story has ended. In other words, it shows
the reader that there is no second page. Most radio stories do not run longer than
one page, but when they do it is imperative to indicate that there is more copy to
follow. Some news writers put
(more)
at the bottom of the page. Others draw an arrow indicating that the story is continued. If the story on which we're now working were on two pages, it might be so
indicated in this manner:

NURSES

PAGE 1OF 2 HAUSMAN

9/11 7:30 A

The administrator of City Hospital says the nursing staff is in critical condition. Jane Smith appeared before the City Council last night
to warn that a severe shortage of nurses is causing a health-care
crisis. Smith says almost athird of the nursing positions at City Hospital are currently unfilled. And, she says, everyone suffers because of
the shortage.
TAPE: SMITH ... RUNS :20
INCUE: "LAST NIGHT WE HAD ..."
OUTCUE: "... CAN'T GO ON MUCH LONGER."
City Hospital administrator Smith says she simply can't attract
nurses because of what she calls adouble whammy. She says there is
a statewide shortage of nurses ...and claims that City Hospital
cannot compete for those nurses because of poor working conditions
and lower than average salaries.
(more)

NURSES

PAGE 1OF 2 HAUSMAN

9/11 7:30 A

City Council chairman Arthur Lake says he'll establish atask force
to look into the option of hiring an outside firm to recruit nurses from
other cities.
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2. If you must split a story into two pages, never break a sentence. Always end
one page with acomplete sentence.
3. Notice that we re-identified the speaker in aslightly abbreviated form after the
taped actuality ran. Making asecond reference after the actuality helps clarify the
story in the listener's mind. Radio listeners are often distracted or for some other
reason miss part of a story; perhaps they just drove through atunnel or only now
tuned the station in. In any event, using a shortened second reference after the
actuality gently reminds the listener who has just spoken and keeps the listener on
track.
Some news organizations ask the writer of the story to time the script. The
running time, including the actuality, is frequently written in the upper right-hand
corner. You can approximate the script time by reading the copy out loud or counting lines. Line-counting depends on your personal typewriter and margin setup,
and is generally less accurate than reading aloud. Many computer programs will,
as previously mentioned, time the story based on the newscaster's typical reading
speed.
Lead-in to Voice Reports
It is quite common for this type of story —a report on a city council meeting—to
be filed by afield reporter, taped in its entirety, and left for the morning newscaster.
The story will generally be protected and concluded with the station's standard
outcue. A standard outcue is what reporters are instructed to say at the conclusion
of their piece, such as "Mike Michaels reporting from City Hall for WXXX News."
Mike Michaels's report, a voice-actuality or V-A (sometimes called a wraparound), might read like this:
City
Hospital administrator Jane Smith warned the City Council that a
severe shortage of nurses is causing a health-care crisis. Smith says
almost a third of the nursing positions at City Hospital are currently
unfilled. And, she says, everyone suffers because of the shortage.
"LAST NIGHT WE HAD ONE ELDERLY GENTLEMAN WAIT AN
EXTRA HOUR AND A HALF FOR HIS PAIN MEDICATION. WE JUST
COULDN'T GET TO HIM. WE WERE STACKED UP WITH THREE
EMERGENCY CASES AND WERE SHORT FIVE NURSES ON THE
SURGICAL FLOOR. I'M AFRAID, REALLY AFRAID, THAT THE NEXT
TIME THIS HAPPENS IT'S GOING TO BE WORSE THAN LEAVING
AN OLD MAN IN PAIN. HE JUST MIGHT DIE WAITING ... AND ILITERALLY THINK THE STRESS IS KILLING THE NURSES. THIS
CAN'T GO ON MUCH LONGER."
City Hospital administrator Smith says she simply can't attract
nurses because of what she calls adouble whammy. She says there is
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a statewide shortage of nurses ...and claims that City Hospital
cannot compete for those nurses because of poor working conditions
and lower than average salaries.
City Council chairman Arthur Lake says he'll establish atask force
to look into the option of hiring an outside firm to recruit nurses from
other cities. This is Mike Michaels reporting from City Hall for WXXX
News.

You will frequently write scripted intros for a voice report or voice-actuality.
The intro often is asimple "handoff" to the piece, but often it is used to update the
story, making it more current by reporting on the status of protected items in the
recorded piece. For example:

NURSES

MICHAELS VA INTRO

PAGE 1OF 2 HAUSMAN

9/11

City officials are meeting today to start looking for solutions to
what's been called a health-care crisis in the making. Council president Arthur Lake is holding a meeting with the City Hospital administrator at this hour. Lake and the City Council got an earful about the situation at last night's meeting, and Mike Michaels was there.
TAPE: MICHAELS
RUNS: :58
OUT: SOC
(MICHAELS REPORTED THAT CITY HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATOR
JANE SMITH WARNED THE COUNCILORS THAT A NURSING
SHORTAGE AT THE HOSPITAL IS JEOPARDIZING PATIENT CARE
AND CAUSING ENORMOUS STRESS AMONG THE NURSES. THE
CITY COUNCIL IS GOING TO SET UP ATASK FORCE TO INVESTIGATE NEW METHODS OF RECRUITING NURSES.
You'll note several points relating to the intro.
1. The time element (last night) is written in the intro and not the V-A. Therefore,
the V-A could be used in the 11 P.M. report and the 7:30 A.M. report. What's on
tape won't spoil because it's been intelligently protected. The intro can be adjusted
to compensate for the time element.
2. The intro does not repeat Mike Michaels's first sentence. It sounds very awkward to have the same words repeated.
Mike Michaels says there's a health-care crisis brewing at City Hospital.
Michaels Tape: "There's a health-care crisis brewing at City Hospital.
Last night ..."
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3. However, the introduction does make a declarative statement about the news
event. This is usually considered much better practice than simply saying, "Now,
Mike Michaels has a report about the nursing shortage at City Hospital."
4. In addition to the information you would expect (the time, the name of the label
on the tape, and the fact that it ends with a Standard Outaie), this introduction
includes a brief summary of the story. Writing this kind of intro takes time, acommodity in short supply in broadcast journalism, so many newsrooms don't follow
this practice. But it is highly recommended. If the tape doesn't roll, the newscaster
can simply read the summary—and no one listening will be the wiser. (Another
alternative is to have Mike Michaels leave a copy of his script handy, assuming
the report was fully scripted and not partially ad-libbed. You can cover by adlibbing from Michaels's script.)
Punctuation
Some broadcast news writers use marks of ellipsis (...) to indicate the pauses in
astory.
More bad news from the State House today ... state taxes are on their
way up again.
The jury is out on whether ellipses are the right form of punctuation for broadcast news. (Ellipses is the technical term for the three dots, but most people in the
news business just call them dots. Actually, dots is probably more correct because
the term ellipses can imply, if you use the literal sense of the term, that something
is missing from the printed material. That is the true technical use of marks of ellipsis. But that's obviously not why they are used in broadcast news writing.)
Some news writers like using dots. Mike Ludlum, former executive director of
news for CBS radio stations and the former news director of all-news radio stations in New York and Boston, finds them useful. "Dots work very well to show the
flow of the writing," he says, "and to indicate effective pauses and emphases."
But Ludlum also notes that many news anchors prefer incomplete sentences
with periods to reproduce the conversational style so often used in broadcast
news writing.
More bad news from the State House today. Taxes are on their way up again.
In summary: Either technique is fine. Use what's standard in your department
or station. Dashes are all right, too, and are especially useful for setting off a
clause in the middle of asentence.
A long day—and asoggy one—for runners in the Marine Corps Marathon.
Commas are used pretty much as they are in standard print writing: to separate clauses and items in a list. There are elaborate and highly specific formulas
for comma use in standard written English, but for broadcast news writing it's
probably best just to use acomma where you would normally pause when speaking out loud.
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Which of the following two examples rolls off the tongue more easily?
The officers who saved the woman from the fire have been identified as
Tom Roberts Melvin Hastings and Bob Griffith all of the 14th precinct.
The officers who saved the woman from the fire have been identified as
Tom Roberts, Melvin Hastings, and Bob Griffith, all of the 14th precinct.
Actually, this sentence is abit long. Let's use dots to break out another phrase
and make the sentence more readable.
The officers who saved the woman from the fire have been identified as
Tom Roberts, Melvin Hastings, and Bob Griffith ... all of the 14th precinct.
The use of an apostrophe for forming contractions is also the subject of some
debate—not about the apostrophe, but the contraction —although most news
writers use contractions freely because they make the phrases more conversational. As a general rule, contractions are fine— recommended, in fact— except
when there's apossibility of misunderstanding.
You'll note that the previous sentence includes "there's," and this sentence
uses the contraction "you'll." If spoken aloud, there would be no question that the
writer meant "there is" and "you will." But be careful with "can't."
The school board president says she can't grant the wage increase
sought by union clerical workers.
This is a particularly difficult sentence in which to read "can't" and have it
clearly understood. The word might easily be misunderstood as "can," which will
obviously change the meaning and probably anger or perplex some members of
the audience. Better to use "can not." Spell it out as two words, just for emphasis.
It's even better to recast the whole sentence so that you can avoid the can—can't
problem altogether.
The school board president says there's absolutely no way she can grant the
wage increase sought by union clerical workers.
Words
Some words and sentences sound stilted when read aloud. Others are tonguetwisters that may cause the newscaster to stumble, hiss, or pop.
The formula is simple: If you can't comfortably read it out loud, or if it sounds
unnatural when spoken, don't write it on paper.
A giant pall hangs over Washington as the House writhes in internecine
party warfare.
Nobody uses "giant pall" in conversation except, perhaps, for newspaper
headline writers. Very few people can say "House writhes" without stumbling or
spitting, so don't write it. "Internecine" is a word best saved for your master's
thesis. Few people know what it means, and even those who do would find it inappropriate for news copy.
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Jargon and Technical Words
Along the same lines, be wary of technical terms or jargon. You may know what a
CAT scanner is, but many in the audience won't. Saying that CAT is an acronym
for computerized axial tomography won't help since few people know what that
term means.
So define it in lay language.
Riverdale Memorial Hospital has filed for funding to buy aCAT scanner, a
multi-million dollar machine that visualizes the inside of the human body
without using X-rays.
Slang is acceptable in some situations, but be sure, if you use a slang term,
that it's a word that people understand, does not make your English sound substandard, and is not offensive.

Active versus Passive
Broadcast news writing is usually more effective, direct, and understandable when
it is in the active voice rather than the passive voice. A sentence is in the active
voice when the subject performs the action.
Mayor Leavitt delivered the report.
A sentence is in the passive voice when the subject of the sentence is acted
on via the object, using aword such as "by." (This is an informal definition specific
to our example and not grammatically correct in all cases.)
The report was delivered by Mayor Leavitt.
In general, attempt to keep your writing in the active voice. An occasional use
of the passive voice is acceptable. There are occasions when passive voice is
preferable for variety, but the active voice generally carries the story forward with
more vigor. In fact, you can use quite a lot of simple, active-voice subject-verbobject sentences in broadcast news writing. When all else fails, stick to the basics,
especially in a confusing story laden with heavy detail. Subject-verb-object constructions are easy to write and easy to understand.

"Says" and the Use of Present Tense
The word says is part of two common scripting conventions. One is to use the
present tense whenever possible. If you look back over the radio script slugged
NURSES, you'll see "says" used several times. "Says" is generally a better choice
for broadcast copy than "said" because it is in the present tense—and radio
and television are "now" media. But be aware that there is something of an inherent inaccuracy in using the present-tense "says" because what someone said yesterday is not necessarily what someone says today. Use "says" under most cir-
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cumstances, but if you are quoting a controversial statement or a statement
pegged to a particular time, use "said."
Senator Smith says his opponent is afraud and a liar.
Better pin that down to atime and place because Senator Smith might not be
saying that today, especially if he has recently heard from his opponent's lawyer.
Senator Smith — in aspeech last night before the West Side Veterans of Foreign
Wars annual banquet —said his opponent is afraud and a liar.
Also use "said" if the statement is placed in time or space, regardless of
whether it is controversial.
As he stood before the Memorial Day crowd, the mayor said that the threat of
nuclear war must be eliminated —forever.
There is another problem with "says" or "said." We get tired of writing it. We
assume that people get tired of hearing it, but there is some debate about whether
anyone in the audience really notices. So we hunt for alternatives.
Note that in one section of the radio script, we used "claims" instead of "says"
or "said."
She says there is astatewide shortage of nurses ... and claims that City
Hospital cannot compete for those nurses because of poor working conditions
and lower than average salaries.
"Claims" is an entirely different word from "says." It implies adegree of skepticism — which is probably warranted in this case. As areporter, Iwould feel aslight
discomfort in using "says" in the clause that alleges that City Hospital has poor
working conditions because the statement is just that —an allegation. "Claim"
implies that this is an unproven statement made by aperson or group.
However, in a statement of plain fact, "claim" can lend an unintended air of
suspicion.
State College President Martin Gold claims enrollments are up this year.
Is there some suspicion that he's lying? If so, "claims" is all right, but if not, it
adds an unintended twist of skepticism to the story. Stick with "says" most of the
time. Although it is tempting to use "claims," "declares," "pronounces," and so on,
"says" is usually your best option.
One more consideration about verb tenses is important. Even though "says" is
an example of the basic principle of keeping broadcast copy in the present tense,
don't shift tenses so that they create asilly sentence or distort reality.
A man is dead this afternoon after committing suicide this morning.
That's a real example that, though not misleading, sounds just plain idiotic.
But here's another real example.
A Bronx woman is shot to death ... and police continue their manhunt.
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This one was misleading because the woman was shot afull day before the
story aired. The lead might induce people who heard yesterday's news to believe
that another Bronx woman was shot. So when something important happened,
please don't get cute with the tenses. Just say that it happened and when it
happened.
Numbers and Abbreviations
Some characters that are perfectly plain in written English are jarring to the newscaster who has to read them aloud. Numbers, symbols, and abbreviations may be
tongue-twisting or might take a split second to mentally decode, so news writers
have developed specific conventions to deal with them.
Numbers
Usually, you can simply round off large numbers. A city budget of "almost fifty million dollars" is reasonably accurate if the figure is $49,887,211.12. You can also
round off distances. "A 200-mile trip" is all right even if you know it is really 202.5
miles. But don't round off specific statements of important fact where the number
really makes a difference. You would not, for example, round off figures in an airline disaster (unless the numbers were estimates of deaths, in which case, say
they are estimates).
Spell out numbers from one to twelve, and use numerals after that. The same
scheme is handy for ordinal numbers, except most writers use numerals after
eleven: first, fifth, eleventh, 12th, 20th, and so on. Ages are usually given before
the name: "19-year-old Mark Smith." By the way, it's usually best to use the
numeral when indicating ages below 13. Use "4-year-old," and not "four-year-old."
Symbols and Abbreviations
Symbols and abbreviations are usually distracting in copy meant to be written. For
example, the $ symbol is best left unused; write "five hundred dollars." Parentheses are rarely if ever used. Spell out "percent." Quotation marks are hardly
every used since broadcast quotes are paraphrased or orally attributed.
Abbreviations can stop an anchor dead in his or her tracks if they're unfamiliar
to him or her, so be careful. Be especially careful if you are writing copy to be read
by people new to your area. TPK may be astandard abbreviation for "turnpike" in
your city, but an out-of-towner may have no clue of what it means.
Short of Mr., Mrs., Ms., and Dr., you're well-advised to spell out everything.
Names
Broadcast news writers generally do not use middle initials. However, there is
a notable exception: If you are reporting that a man named Frank Jones died in a
traffic accident, it's best to give as much information as possible, including the
middle initial and the complete address. Why? Because there may be dozens of
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Frank Joneses in a major city —even in a medium-sized city—and reporting the
death of Frank Jones could very well panic the friends and family of Frank A.
Jones, Frank B. Jones, Frank C. Jones, and others.
Again, remember that the conventions mentioned here are not universal.
Don't think that ascript that differs from the specifications outlined in this chapter
is "wrong" or for that matter that what you have read here is "wrong." Every station's script format shows many idiosyncratic variations.
So use whatever format is common in your department or station, but be prepared to adapt to different ways of doing things when you move on. That, of
course, will be hardly any trouble at all since you've learned the basic principles.
As for the technicalities, they can be picked up in an afternoon.*

*Portions of this Industry Update were adapted from Carl Hausman's book Crafting the News for Electronic Media: Writing, Reporting and Producing, published by
Wadsworth in 1992.

NEWS ASSEMBLY
An important responsibility of a news producer is to fit
the pieces of the newscast together and decide what will
go on the air. (We're talking here about a newscast
though we examine other facets of radio news production
later in this chapter, along with more specific details of
newscast structure.) The assembly process can involve both choosing
stories and story order and choosing the sound elements.
Choosing Stories and Story Order

What goes on the air? What goes on the air first? Often, the responsibility for answering these two questions will fall on you, and it requires a
sense of news judgment. Running astory first makes it, in effect, the lead
story and imbues it with additional importance. Although news judgment is asubject better addressed in journalism classes, the radio news
producer must be aware that it is often necessary to shuffle news stories
from hour to hour to provide variety in the news. A story is often pushed
up in the rotation simply because it is new. The time element is an important consideration because radio is amedium that thrives on timeliness;
in fact. it can provide news more quickly than any other medium.
Choosing Sound Elements

Next, you may select an actuality and integrate it into the copy. In addition to the actuality and wild sound described earlier, you will often have
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access to reports filed by journalists in the field. These reports usually
come in the forms of voice reports, or voicers, and voice-actuality
reports.
These straight news items are reported by ajournalist
and signed off in afashion such as, "This is Jane Roberts reporting for
WXXX News." Voice news reports usually run between 30 and 90 seconds though there's no hard-and-fast rule.
Voice Reports

Avoice-actuality report is constructed in the
manner of avoice wrap, the editing and production structure explained
in Chapter 6. A voice actuality is simply areport from ajournalist with
an actuality segment inserted. It is signed off in the same way as avoice
report.
Voice-Actuality Reports

NEWS READING AND REPORTING
In small stations, the role of producer is combined with
the roles of reporter and news reader. Again, the broad
topics of news reading and filing reports are beyond the
scope of radio production, but it's important to remember
that they do play arole. Inflection and tone are as eloquent as the choice of words. Pace of the delivery certainly is aproduction value. Another production value is the quality and style of the ad-lib
type of report filed by journalists in the field, which may involve use of
the telephone or two-way radio. As a news producer, you should be
aware that this kind of ad-lib report is done with some frequency in radio
news and is in fact the kind of thing radio does better than any other
medium.
Many radio stations have used timeliness to their advantage by calling themselves "newsleaders" or "the news authority" in the community.
Such slogans need to be backed up with good coverage and accurate
reporting, but time and again, radio has demonstrated its ability to go
live at amoment's notice. Often, this can be done with asimple phone
call. Anyone who has ever listened to "All Things Considered" or "As It
Happens" knows of radio's superior ability to cover breaking stories
immediately.
Gathering, writing, assembling, reading, and reporting the news are
the basic tasks that constitute the structure of news programming. These
tasks can be integrated into various types of programs, which for the
sake of discussion, we group into public-affairs programming, newscasts,
and talk shows. (Talk shows are often apart of public-affairs programming, but they are different enough to merit separate discussion.)
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NEWS AND PUBLIC-A FFAIRS
PROGRAMMING
rvii

Although has no precise definition, public-affairs programming differs from news in that it is less immediate.
ILA
Public-affairs programming is usually directed toward a
specific topic, which is examined at greater length than is
possible in anews report. The role of aproducer in public
affairs can involve selecting the topic for discussion or examination,
choosing guests, making all the organizational arrangements, and even
setting up the rnics.
The mainstay of public-affairs programming is the interview or talk
show, which we discuss in detail shortly. Public-service announcements
also are the responsibility of the public-affairs producer.
Public-service announcements, known as PSAs, are generally
short announcements, similar in structure to commercials, that are
provided at no charge on behalf of nonprofit organizations. PSAs are
usually 30 or 60 seconds long, have the same structure as commercials,
and can be approached with the production techniques we described in
Chapter 11.

NE1A/SCASTS
TIM

In radio, the newscast is often a3- to 5-minute program
inserted into the music programming of the station. In
IAA
most cases, the station offers the newscasts on the hour or
on the half-hour though the local news may follow the
network news and may therefore be presented starting 2,
:3, 4, or 5minutes after the hour, depending on where the station breaks
away from the network newscast. (Radio networks structure the newscasts so that local affiliates can break away gracefully at various points.)
The newscasts produced locally are usually put together in anewsroom, which contains avariety of equipment to facilitate construction of
the newscast (Figure 12.1).
The equipment in atypical newsroom includes means for recording
off the telephone, avital part of radio news gathering (though some stations choose not to use telephone interviews). There are often cart
machines, areel-to-reel tape recorder, and wire-service teletypes in the
newsroom. In some cases, the newscast is done directly from the newsroom, so amic and console are found in some facilities.
The content and structure of the newscast vary greatly among stations. Following are some of the typical mixtures and arrangements.

•
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FIGURE 12.1
Typical radio newsroom. Note the recording equipment.

Exclusively Local News

Many stations carry network newscasts and have their news staffs
devoted entirely to local news. News staffs typically gather, write, assemble. and read the newscast over the air. The local news in such stations
usually includes two or more pieces of actuality. Much of the local news
coverage is rewritten from the paper: if staff size permits, local meetings
are covered (usually in the evening), and avoicer is left for the morning
reporter.
Local News with Wire Copy

Many stations integrate international, national, and state copy into
locally originated newscasts. By and large, radio stations get their state,
national, and international news from wire services, most notably Associated Press (AP) and United Press International (UPI). There are other
news services, and some are syndicated through the mail.
Although today much of the transmission is via satellite, the name
wire services is still used, areminder that all news was once fed over telegraph and telephone wires. The wire services offer special feeds to broadcast outlets — feeds that differ from the service given to newspapers.
Essffliallv. the stories are shorter and written in broadcast style. The
stories are often constructed ill such afashion that they can be updated
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quickly, with new infortnation plugged in. The wire services specify
where the new information is to be inserted.
The offerings of wire services include extensive news summaries.
which are fed at predetermined times during the day; briefer summaries, which provide acouple of minutes' worth of copy; headline summaries; stock reports; agricultural news; commentaries and feature
pieces; sports; and weather. Wire services also feed special features that
relate to current news items. A newsperson can use these features, which
are fed well in advance of an upcoming event, to bolster astation's coverage of amajor news story, such as apolitical convention. Wire-service
material is slugged (a slug is abrief identifying or clarifying phrase) with
the time of transmission, along with other relevant facts (Figure 12.2).
Wire services provide what's known as astate split that is, the circuits of the services are turned over to state bureaus, and state news is fed
to the appropriate stations. Much of the news is gathered by local affiliated stations and phoned in to the wire services. Traffic fatalities, for
example, are almost always phoned in by local affiliates. The weather is
also delivered in a split. Several forecasts will be fed, and the local
newsperson picks out the appropriate forecast. (It might be slugged, for
example, SEVEN WESTERN COUNTIES.)
Wire services are very useful and provide material that alocal station
couldn't easily obtain anywhere else. Unfortunately, the excellent job done
by wire services, combined with the fact that many radio stations are
badly understaffed, leads to the rip-and-read syndrome, wherein the newscast gets no more attention than reading 5minutes of whatever's available.
In small stations, the rip-and-read approach to news often results in
anewscast's being torn from the wire service printer and read by astaff
announcer rather than by a full-time newsperson. Rip-and-read often
sounds exactly like what it is: a half-hearted and somewhat sloppy
approach to astation's news commitment.
If you use wire-service material in your newscasts —and you almost
certainly will do so at some stage in your radio career — proofread the
wire copy in advance. Keep an eye out for state and regional stories that
have adirect impact on your community. (The rip-and-read newscasters
often overlook state and regional stories that might relate, for instance, to
the health of alocal industry or to acurrent or former local resident.)
Wire services provide such an excellent resource that many people
involved in radio news production often overlook some important working principles. Here are some brief suggestions on using wire services
effectively in radio news production.
Acquaint Yourself with the Schedules and Workings of the Service

Very often, the schedule of transmissions isn't posted; if that's the case.
track it down and learn it. The wire services provide working manuals
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FIGURE 12.2
Sample of wire-service copy. (Associated Press.)

AP

V0901

RD

INT — 2ND MORNING DRIVE NEWSWATCH

ENGINE PROBLEMS CITED IN CRASHES

12-15

.BAD SIGNS IN BASEBALL

6:54A
TAX CUT

COMING
(MORRISVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA) — ONE ENGINE APPARENTLY QUIT ON
THAT AMERICAN EAGLE COMMUTER PLANE THAT CRASHED TUESDAY IN NORTH
CAROLINA. OFFICIALS SAY THE FLIGHT RECORDER CAPTURES THE CREW
TALKING ABOUT A "FLAMEOUT" AND ABORTING THE LANDING. FIFTEEN PEOPLE
DIED IN THE CRASH.
(FRESNO, CALIFORNIA) — WITNESSES SAY BOTH ENGINES WERE OUT WHEN
A LEARJET CRASHED INTO A FRESNO, CALIFORNIA, NEIGHBORHOOD YESTERDAY.
OFFICIALS SAY BOTH CREWMEN DIED IN THE CRASH AND AT LEAST 15 PEOPLE
ON THE GROUND WERE HURT. THE PLANE HAD BEEN TAKING PART IN A
NATIONAL GUARD WAR GAME.
(WASHINGTON) — PRESIDENT CLINTON SPEAKS TO THE NATION TONIGHT.
HE'S EXPECTED TO PROPOSE A MIDDLE-CLASS TAX CUT FOR FAMILIES EARNING
UNDER 100-THOUSAND DOLLARS A YEAR. AIDES SAY THE TAX BREAK COULD
COST 50 (B) BILLION DOLLARS OVER FIVE YEARS.
(NEW YORK) — A NEW POLL INDICATES ALMOST SIX IN TEN AMERICANS ARE
WILLING TO PAY MORE TAXES, FOR JOBS AND TRAINING, TO HELP PEOPLE GET
OFF WELFARE. THE SAME "NEW YORK TIMES"-C-B-S NEWS POLL FINDS STRONG
SUPPORT FOR LAWS REQUIRING WELFARE RECIPIENTS TO WORK.
(RYE BROOK, NEW YORK) — THE TWO SIDES IN THE BASEBALL STRIKE ARE
HARDENING THEIR POSITIONS. TALKS BROKE OFF YESTERDAY, AND TODAY
OWNERS MEET IN CHICAGO, WHERE THEY'RE EXPECTED TO IMPOSE A SALARY
CAP. THE PLAYERS VOW TO FIGHT THAT MOVE IN THE COURTS.
(WASHINGTON) — JIMMY CARTER SAYS HE'LL TRY TO END THE BOSNIAN
WAR, IF BOSNIAN SERBS MAKE GOOD ON SOME PROMISED CONCESSIONS. HIS
ANNOUNCEMENT FOLLOWS MEETINGS WITH BOSNIAN SERB OFFICIALS IN
GEORGIA. THE WHITE HOUSE SAYS CARTER IS WELCOME TO TRY, BUT NOT AS A
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE U-S.
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FIGURE 12.2 (continued)
Sample of wire-service copy. (Associated Press.)

(BRUSSELS, BELGIUM) — NATO'S DEFENSE MINISTERS ARE RENEWING THEIR
SUPPORT FOR U-N PEACEKEEPERS IN BOSNIA. CLOSING OUT MEETINGS IN
BELGIUM, LEADERS SAY THEY'VE TOLD THEIR GENERALS TO FIND WAYS TO BACK
UP THE PEACEKEEPERS. BUT PLANS ARE ALSO BEING MADE FOR EVACUATION IF
IT BECOMES NECESSARY.
(LOS ANGELES) — PROSECUTERS TODAY CONTINUE TRYING TO FIND OUT
WHAT O.J. SIMPSON SAID DURING A LOUD, EMOTIONAL JAILHOUSE
CONVERSATION WITH A MINISTER. THE DEFENSE SAYS THE CONVERSATION
SHOULD BE PRIVATE, BUT A GUARD OVERHEARD IT, AND THE JUDGE MUST
DECIDE IF HE CAN REVEAL WHAT WAS SAID.
(WASHINGTON) — AUTHORITIES SAY A FEDERAL GRAND JURY HAS BEGUN
CALLING WITNESSES TO SEE IF THERE'S ANY CONNECTION AMONG ATTACKS ON
ABORTION PROVIDERS AROUND THE COUNTRY. AN ABORTION RIGHTS ACTIVIST
SAYS IT'S ABOUT TIME. BUT AN ANTI-ABORTION LEADER CALLS THE PROBE A
"WITCH HUNT."
(UNITED NATIONS) — UNICEF SAYS IT'S WINNING THE BATTLE AGAINST
CHILDHOOD DISEASES. THE AGENCY SAYS (M) MILLIONS OF CHILDREN HAVE
BEEN SAVED UNDER A COMPREHENSIVE MEDICAL CAMPAIGN LAUNCHED IN
1990. IT SAYS PNEUMONIA AND MALNUTRITION REMAIN MAJOR KILLERS.

AP

V0980

RH

1AL — 11TH NEWSMINUTE

CLINTON WORKING ON TAX CUT.

12-15

10:43A

BASEBALL DISPUTE REACHING KEY POINT

(WASHINGTON) — PRESIDENT CLINTON IS PUTTING THE FINISHING TOUCHES
ON PLANS FOR A MIDDLE-CLASS TAX CUT. CLINTON UNVEILS HIS PROPOSAL IN A
NATIONWIDE ADDRESS TONIGHT. THE REPUBLICAN PARTY CHAIRMAN SAYS
CLINTON IS JUST FOLLOWING THE G-O-P'S LEAD ON TAX CUTS.
(RYE BROOK, NEW YORK) — BASEBALL OWNERS AND THE PLAYER'S UNION
ARE APPROACHING WHAT COULD BE A WATERSHED IN THE CURRENT STRIKE.
THE OWNERS MAY IMPOSE A SALARY CAP AGAINST THE PLAYERS TODAY, THE
PLAYER'S UNION SAYS IT WILL FILE AN UNFAIR LABOR PRACTICE CHARGE IF THAT
HAPPENS.
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FIGURE 12.2 (continued)
Sample of wire-service copy. (Associated Press.)

(UNDATED) — FEDERAL INVESTIGATORS ARE WORKING ON A PAIR OF PLANE
CRASHES. IN NORTH CAROLINA, THEY'RE PONDERING WHETHER ENGINE
TROUBLE CAUSED A COMMUTER PLANE TO GO DOWN. IN FRESNO, CALIFORNIA,
THEY'RE PROBING THE CRASH OF A MILITARY LEARJET. THE TWO CRASHES
KILLED 17 PEOPLE.
(BETHLEHEM, OCCUPIED WEST BANK) — CHRISTMAS PREPARATIONS HAVE
BEEN BRIEFLY INTERRUPTED IN BETHLEHEM'S MANGER SQUARE. IT HAPPENED
TODAY WHEN ISRAELI POLICE FIRED SHOTS IN THE AIR WHILE CHASING
PALESTINIAN STONE THROWERS. NO ONE WAS HURT.
(SARAJEVO, BOSNIA) — U-N AND BOSNIAN GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS HAVE
THEIR DOUBTS ABOUT THE SERBS' LATEST PROPOSAL. THEY SAY THERE'S NO
SIGN THE SERBS ARE MAKING GOOD ON OFFERS TO FORMER PRESIDENT JIMMY
CARTER TO CEASE FIRING. AMONG OTHER THINGS, THE SERBS WANT CARTER TO
ENTER THE PEACE TALKS.

and other descriptive literature that can be very helpful but often don't
filter down to the newspeople. Asking for and reading through this material will be of great benefit.
During areading on the air is the wrong time to puzzle over atypo. Typos do happen
on wire-service feeds. and since the transmission systems are subject to
interference, you may encounter garbled material.
Likewise, don't take the chance of stumbling through an unfamiliar
name or word. Use adictionary if you're in doubt, and ask someone at
the station for advice on how to pronounce names of local people and
communities. Wire services generally provide pronunciation guides for
difficult-to-pronounce words. Learn to use these guides, and you may
save yourself and your station some embarrassment.
Check Copy for Typos and Pronunciation Problems

Always Verify the Time of Transmission on a Story You Will Use

In apile of wire copy. one piece of paper looks just like another. That's
why it is important to check through copy to make sure that an old and
dated story doesn't get included in copy scheduled to go on the air. Monitor wire copy to be sure an update on your story has not been sent.
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FIGURE 12.3
Promotional flier for a college radio news service.

POST IN NEWSROOM
Media Advisory
P.O. BOX 1773
CARLISLE, PA
17013-206

NEWS

1011\11 \II 111110, OFFII F
717- 245.1289

October 27, 1994

DICKINSON

DICKINSON COLLEGE NEWS NETWORK
The DICKINSON COLLEGE NEWS NETWORK is afree weekly radio news service that offers a
wrap and supplemental sound bites on current issues. The weekly news feed is available for
one week, beginning on Monday mornings. To receive the feed, have your recorder ready
and call toll-free 1-800-422-7279. If you would like to arrange an interview with any of the
contacts listed below or have questions about the stories, please call Adrian M. Bailey,
director of news services, at (717) 245-1289.

November Schedule
Nov. 7— The Perspective From Haiti — Elizabeth Skewes, editor of Dickinson
Magazine, reflects upon her recent 10-day trip to Haiti. During the trip. Skewes
had the opportunity to interview Maj. Gen. David C. Meade, a1962 Dickinson
graduate and commander of the joint military forces there. Skewes gives an inside
perspective on the military and social situations in Haiti.
Nov.14 — Thanksgiving: Separating Myth from Reality — When we look at the
popular holiday depictions of Thanksgiving, are we getting the whole story, or just
aglamorized version of the past? Daniel Richter, history professor at Dickinson
College, discusses what really happened on the first Thanksgiving and its effects
upon American Indian and colonial societies.
Nov. 21 — Cuban Refugee Crisis — Cuba has proven to be athorn in the side of
United States foreign policy since since the end of World War II. The latest
controversy, concerning the acceptance of Cuban refugees into the U. S., continues
the trend. Marc Belanger, political science professor at Dickinson College, presents
the many perspectives of the complex drama.
Nov. 28 — The Beats Go On! — The '50s, atime when Hula-Hoops, poodle skirts
and greased hair ruled. This was the era when the beat poets, such as Ginsberg
and Burroughs, rose to fame and infamy. English professor Daniel Terklas of
Dickinson College talks about "the beats" and why their popularity is rising in
the '90s.

Call toll-free:
1-800-422-7279
Schedule is subject to change
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Keep a Close Eye on the Paper Supply
Printers have ahabit of running out of paper before the material you need is fed. It seems simple, but
paper problems are the bane of many newsrooms. Always familiarize
yourself with the paper-changing process, and find out where paper
boxes are stored: even if it's not your job. you may be called on to change
paper in an emergency, llave someone show you how to change printer
ribbons, too.
If you miss astory. you can often call the wire service and have the
item fed again, but it is an inconvenience for everyone.
News with Wire Copy and Network Audio
In addition to newscasts, some wire services and networks provide

voicers. actualities, and voice actualities to affiliated stations. This kind
of arrangement allows you to be very creative, provides more flexibility
in sound, and gives the newscast avery professional sound. Correspondents report the news from all over the world, and actualities from
breaking news stories are fed as soon as they are gathered.
A wire service can feed a hard-copy description known as a billboard. The billboard describes the piece; tells its length; and states
whether it is avoicer, avoice actuality, or an actuality. The individual
pieces are counted down ("Rolling in three ...two ...one ...In Washington today, there was ...") so that the person in the newsroom can
start the cart machine at the proper time.
Remember, the audio service is a different entity from the wireservice copy, which comes over the teletype; the audio service is an extra.
This type of product is also available from private organizations seeking
to provide news features free in return for the publicity. Colleges and universities often run such services as apart of their public-relations operations. For example, Dickinson College in Carlisle, Pennsylvania, offers a
sound-bite service to radio stations in Pennsylvania via an (800) telephone number. Figure 12.3 shows apromotional flier for the Dickinson
nrw: •-;ervice.

TALK SHOWS
Talk programs can run the gamut from news-oriented,
issue-focused co mmunit yaffairs programs to celebrity
interviews. Often. though. they come under the jurisdiction of the news or public-affairs department.
Most often, the talk show is prerecorded and features
ahost and one or more guests discussing aprearranged topic. The two
most common forms are the one-on-one show and the panel discussion.
A popular variant is the call-in show.
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In the one-on-one talk show, an interviewer and a guest discuss
atopic; the interviewer often runs her or his own board, with the guest
on aseparate mic in the same studio. Sometimes an engineer runs the
board.
The panel discussion features amoderator and several participants.
Here, proper mi king becomes amajor consideration. Aside from following the mic techniques outlined in this book, you can deal with the problem of miking apanel discussion by keeping the number of interviewees
as small as possible. Some panel discussions on radio are truly awful
because they are impossible to follow. A clamor of disembodied voices
makes things very tough on the listener.
It's important, in amultiperson discussion, that the producer or moderator identify each speaker frequently during the program and avoid,
whenever possible, having two or more people speak simultaneously.
(This happens more often than you might think.)
The call-in show is atalk program designed to include the listening
audience. Often it is presented around apreviously announced topic of
discussion, but sometimes listeners call in and speak about whatever is
on their minds. What's on listeners' minds is not always suitable for
airing, however, so atape-delay system is often used. That is, the program is recorded live and fed back over the air several seconds later.
Producers of call-in shows often screen calls in advance, weeding
out cranks and clarifying the topic with the callers. A board operator
handles the tape-delay system, monitoring the signal that goes out after
the delay.

SPECIAL EVENTS

Mr"

The news and public-affairs producer often is responsible
for special events production. We cover many of the technical aspects in Chapter 13. Keep in mind that you may
be called on to cover a wide variety of events, such as
store openings, county fairs, and press conferences.

PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES FOR
NEWS AND PUBLIC A FFAIRS

IAA

Certain techniques are most appropriate in particular
types of productions. In this section, we discuss some of
the techniques that are particularly relevant to news and
public-affairs programming and that are not covered
elsewhere in the book.
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Interviewing

Although acomplete discussion of interviewing would be more appropriate in aperformance course, certain principles relate directly to production. Interviewing is actually a news production technique because the
way aquestion is phrased will determine the product that results. Here
are some suggestions.
Try to put yourself in the place
of the listener and determine what the listener would like to ask.
For example, in questioning the spokesperson for a utility that is
raising its rates, be sure to ask how much the rate hike will cost an individual listener. It is also important to phrase the question so that it is not
vague or overwhelming: that way, the answer you get is less likely to be
evasive or too long.

Ask Simple and Direction Questions

Phrase Questions That Invite Bite-Sized Answers, but Don't Ask

Obviously, aplain ves or no will not provide voit
with much actuality. On the other hand. questions that invite ponderous
answers are bad because the answers can be too unwieldy to edit. Here's
ail example:

Yes-or-No Questions

Do ask: How much more will ahomeowner be paying in property taxes
after revaluation?
Don't ask: What impact will revaluation have on homeowners in the
area, and how do they and the city council feel about the situation?
In atalk show, its important to pursue a
line of questioning if an interesting conversation develops. Formulate
questions on the basis of previous answers. Don't fall into the trap of
coining into the interview with alist of prepared questions and sticking
to it no matter what. This is a common mistake and can result in an
interview that will appear to the interested listener to be almost laughably bad. The listener isn't tensely clinging to alist of questions; he or she
may be genuinely interested in the responses obtained and probably
wants to hear an intelligent follow-up.

Ask Follow-Up Questions

Fill Listeners In
This is very important in aradio talk show because
statistics tell us that listeners tune in for ashorter time than do television
viewers. The producer or moderator should frequently mention the
naines of the guests and identify the topic.

Story and Actuality Editing

A knowledge of eli 11g is essential for newscasts. Editing allows you to
inject some variety because you can take diffcreni pieces of interview
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rewrite the stories around
them. In addition to offering variety. editing the actualities allows you to
shape the story to be told in the quickest and most succinct way possible.
One of the biggest problems for beginning news producers involves
creating a story and editing an actuality from a news interview. What
part of the tape should be used on air? Which part should serve as information that will be written into anews story?
Although there are no hard-and-fast rules, it may help to remember
that fact usually is better written into the story, whereas reaction and
comment are better used in actuality. For example, the listener is less
interested in hearing apolitician recite how many votes he or she won by
than in hearing the politician's reactions and plans.
segments, rearrange these actualities, and

Using Sound Sources in Radio
News Production

The use of sound sources as background in radio news production is
often overlooked. Sound bites can really dress up anews story. Traffic
noise, for example, can be a helpful adjunct to a story about highway
construction.
If you've been assigned to do alive, on-the-scene voice report, it is
generally helpful to have local noise in the background. This will make
the story more immediate for the listener. If you're covering a fire, for
example, wouldn't it be much more effective to have the noise of the fire
engines and roaring flames in the background? Oddly, some news
reporters (accustomed to studio conditions) seek aquiet place to voice
Ileir report.
Think in terms of sound elements that can be used in your radio
reports (without, of course, being overdramatic or misleading). Plan in
advance for the sound bites you want to pick up.
Using the Telephone to Maximum Benefit

At one time, it was acommon practice among radio news reporters to
feed tape over the telephone by using apair of alligator clips connected to
a tape recorder and to a telephone (Figure 12.4). This could be done
quickly from aremote location. Today, it is increasingly difficult, however, to find public phones with mouthpiece connections that detach in
the way shown in Figure 12.4. A better solution is to use atape recorder,
such as the Marantz PMD221 portable cassette recorder (Figure 12.5),
which can easily be connected to aphone by means of amodular jack on
the machine.
Another option available allows you to circumvent plugs entirely: the
acoustic coupler. These devices connect the tape recorder's speaker to the
telephone mouthpiece and amplify the tape recorder's output.
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FIGURE 12.4
Tape machine output cord with alligator clips, used to feed a recording
directly into atelephone receiver. The reporter simply removes the mouthpiece and attaches the clips to the two prongs in the mouthpiece end of
the receiver.
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FIGURE 12.5
The Marantz PMD221, acommonly used cassette machine that allows
radio news reporters to record and play back tape via phone lines. A modular jack built into the machine provides adirect connection to atelephone.

The widespread avid LI
)ility of cellular telephones holds considerable
promise for radio newspcople in the field. This technology offers many
advantages. An important one is that since you can easily use your cellular phone from virtually anywInsre„ you don't have to search frantically
for aphone when you want to get astory back to the studio. The audio
quality of cellular phones is also far superior to that of wire-connected
phones. Cellular phones are capable of being connected to tape recorders
though in some models this can void the warranty on the phone. Perhaps
the most significant advantage of cellular telephones, however, is the
capability they offer in allowing newspeople to report live directly from
the scene of anews story.
The telephone, of course. is also anews-gathering tool—in fact. one
of the most important news-gathering tools. Although you can't always
get celebrities to come to the studio or grant an ill-person interview, ifs
surprising how available they can be to aphone call. Or aroutine story..
even astate story taken from the wire service, can be given added importance by carefully done telephone interviews.
Recording off the phone is a cotrunon practice in radio news and
definitely should be exploited by a news producer. You must inform all
parties that arecording is being made. Check with your news director for
guidance on legal and procedural policies concerning telephone recording at your particular station.
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Adding Production Elements to
Public-Service Announcements

ion wouldii .twant to tamper with atie \\ ,cast by adding music or staged
dialogue, but the public-service announcement can certainly benefit by
attention to production details. One purpose of the PSA is to draw anent
ion to amessage.
Using Modern News Gathering Technology

Although the industry is in astate of flux concerning the role of computerized technology in the newsroom, modern gear is making inroads into
radio operations. llyre are some points to consider.
Use of digital editing (which we describe fully in Chapter 15) is not
standard practice in the modern newsroom though the versatility of the
equipment (loes hold promise. The newsroom of the future may depend
on digitally stored sound and computer-generated readouts of audio
information rather than on carts. cassettes, and grease pencils. However,
it remains to be seen whether the new generation of digital audio equipment can be made cost effective for newsroom operations.
Word processing is gaining wider acceptance in radio news although
some stations still use standard typewriters. The primary advantage of
word processing is, of course, the speed with which corrections and additions can be made; further, many news-oriented setups allow more than
one staffer to have access to astory. The most sophisticated of these systems allow wire-service material to be fed directly into centralized computer systems that many different staff members can access through the
use of video display terminals (VDTs). This aspect of computer use in
radio news operations is gaining increasing acceptance in modern radio
newsrooms.
Wl3BM Newsradio 78 in Chicago, for example, uses acomputerized
system manufactured by Newstar, which also manufactures systems for
television news operations. According to Georgeann Herbert, WBBM's
managing editor, aprimary advantage of the Newstar system is that it
captures wire-service material and feeds it into a computer memory
where it can be used by anumber of different people at the same time. A
writer can work on an update of the story for the next hour while another
writer edits the copy for the anchor currently on the air. Locally generated stories can also be handled in this way. This allows many functions
to be performed by various staff members.
If, for example, news developments take place in astory that is about
to be aired, awriter can quickly update the story and flash it immediately
to ascreen in the on-air studio. The on-air news reader can then delete
the original hard-copy version of the story and substitute the updated
version by reading it directly from the screen. I.pdated headlines can also
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be written and immediately related to the anchorperson while he or she is
on the air. Bulletins can also be handled in this way.
. The other major computer system for news gathering and word processing that is widely used in radio news is BASYS, which is similar in
many ways to Newstar. A convenient innovation from BASYS offers the
on-air reader avisual display of acartridge label at the place in the script
where avoicer or an actuality goes. The visual display itself is used to air
the audio.
Newstar and BASYS currently are the major newsroom computer
systems in the broadcasting field. Smaller stations that do not wish to
commit the substantial outlays of funds that such systems require may
want to consider using some of the software for conventional computer
hardware that many firms offer. Just the ability to make use of computer
word processing as you work with wire-service copy and your own stories
can be asubstantial convenience. In fact, the Associated Press is quickly
phasing out the delivery of its news service through the use of the news
teletype machines that were once amainstay of nearly every radio news
operation in the country. Soon, if AP has its way, all wire-service news
will be fed directly into sonie form of computerized storage system at the
subscriber's location. Any hard copy that is generated will come from the
subscriber's own computer printer.
Modern transmission gear has had a major effect on radio newsgathering practices, and the influence of technology continues to grow.
Today's radio reporter is often equipped with aportable transmitter for
feeding live reports back to the station; major stations have aseries of
boosters located throughout the city to ensure quality transmission. Cellular telephones have also made it possible for smaller stations to report
live from the scene of abreaking story.
Satellite feeds have had a noticeable effect on news and publicaffairs programming.. Modern news and information formats allow
local breakaways. which create die appearance of an integrated news
i)rogram.
Making the Newscast a Cohesive,
Unified Whole

The elements should follow logically. and the pace and style of delivery
should be varied to reflect story content. This sounds obvious, but many
newscasters don't alter their deliveries in relation to the story. Thus, the
piece on the polar bear cubs born at the zoo is delivered in the same style
as the report of the two-fatality auto wreck. Avoid ajoking style in general, and be particularly wary of light-hearted readings of serious stories.
In essence. the newscast is an entire story, and though the individual
elements vary in content, the items should follow gracefully.
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Within the newscast, you will want to strive for completeness; don't
leave the listener hanging, waiting for an answer that never comes. On a
related note, don't leave actualities hanging; in other words, don't play
an interview segment and then move directly into another story. Have
some copy after the actuality, even if it simply identifies the speaker. Incidentally, it is always agood idea to identify the speaker of an actuality
before and after it's played. Avoiding confusion in the mind of the listener is one of the primary responsibilities of the radio news producer.
Responsibilit.;in fact, is aword often repeated in radio newsrooms.
Providing the news is aheavy responsibility, and it's important not to
forget that. Newspeople don't have to be stuffed shirts, but they do have
to realize that they're in aserious business. But even though it's serious,
it can also be fun. News—and in particular radio news—is one of the
fastest-moving and most exciting of all professions.

SUMMARY
Radio newspeople have agreat advantage over their competitors in other media because radio is relatively simple
and immediate; stories can be gathered and relayed with
great speed.
Radio news writing has its own style. Sentences are shorter than in newspaper stories, and attribution comes first in asentence.
Wire services provide valuable news and information that can be integrated into astation's news effort. However, it is important for anews
producer to avoid the temptation to rip and read.
Interviewing skills are essential to the radio newsperson. Among the most
important points to remember when conducting interviews are to ask
follow-up questions, ask simple and direct questions, and ask questions
that invite concise responses. Yes —no questions, though, are best
avoided.
Don't be afraid to use sound sources in radio news production. As long as
they are not used to distort the facts, sounds of crowds chanting, fire
engines racing, and the like are appropriate— and enormously evocative.
Don't forget that the telephone is one of your most useful tools. You can
record off the telephone, and you can feed recorded stories back to the
station with the phone.
Modern word-processing systems can capture wire-service material in
computer memories and allow many different staff members to work on
stories simultaneously. Such systems allow for rapid updating of stories
and instant airing of new developments.

...
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APPLICATIONS
Situation 1/The Problem A news reporter was assigned
to cover apotentially violent job action at alocal plant.
Arriving on the scene, she found that picketers had been
instructed not to talk to the press and police would not let
her pass police lines to do an interview. The obvious
approach was to read her notes into the microphone, but that seemed a
particularly dull way to cover the story.
One Possible Solution The reporter placed herself as close to the police
lines as possible and voiced her report with chanting and other wild
sounds in the background. Later, ascuffle broke out, and she recorded
wild noise from that altercation and edited it into another report, which
she produced back at the station.
Situation 2/ The Problem The news producer on duty Sunday afternoon
found that there was nothing going on—and he had ahalf-hour newscast to fill in 2hours. The only items available were feature stories in the
local paper, but another organization's feature stories are not easily
rewritten and adapted to alocal radio newscast.
One Possible Solution One state story fed by the wire service dealt with
the governor's plans for improving the quality of public education in the
state. It was asubstantial and interesting story but had no local angle.
The news producer checked through his files of telephone numbers and
called:
•The principal of alocal high school
•The head of the local teachers' union
•A student at alocal state college
He asked for their reactions to the governor's proposals and recorded the
actuality off the phone. Now, he had agood lead story for the upcoming
newscast.

EXERCISES
I. Have another student read over anewspaper article. Then interview
him or her about the article, as if your partner were aspokesperson for
one of the parties involved in the article. (Your partner should keep the
clipping handy for reference.)
Try to present alogical discussion of the subject. Because your partner is not really an expert on the topic, he or she will be unresponsive on
occasion, but that is exactly the situation you'll run into from time to
time in radio news. Your goal is to convert the discussion into agraceful
interview, 3to 5minutes long.
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2. Take the interview you've created, edit out asection, and write up a
voice wrap. Make the voice wrap deal with aparticular newsworthy segment of the interview, and make it about 60 seconds long.
3. Next, come up with two new leads (new heads and orientations), and
redo the story. Rewrite it and recut it as if you were freshening up the
story for two upcoming newscasts.
Incidentally, mechanical practice on equipment you're likely to use
will be valuable, so if you have the opportunity to practice, use it. Record
an audio feed, for example, and practice taking audio off the telephone.
Becoming familiar with the operation of portable cassette machines will
be beneficial, too.

CHAPTER 13

REMOTE AND
SPORTS PRODUCTION

Remote and sports production form only aportion of the radio station's
program day, but these areas put radio production people in the proverbial hot seat. Remote work. whether it involyt‘s covering anews conference or afootball game, is adifficult undertaking that requires agreat
deal of preparation. Knowledge of equipment and production techniques
also comes into play; the operational aspects are important in getting the
signal back to the station.
Remote broadcasts often include sporting events, which is why we
include adiscussion of sports coverage in this chapter. Other common
remotes include having astaff announcer play records from acar dealership, anew store, arestaurant, or some other business. The goal in such
cases is to give the client (who has paid afee to have the remote originate
from his or her business) exposure and increased business. Less frequently, remotes involve news coverage, such as live broadcasts of press
conferences. Music presentations are sometimes done on remote: usually.
however, concerts are recorded on site and am not fed live over the air.
Considerations of hardware and technical facilities will largely lw
determined by the equipment our station has on hand and by the technical qualifications of your engineering staff. Rely on your station's engineers for technical advice: they are the experts and will make many of the
choices and installations.
Your role as aproducer involves the planning. execution. and character of these events. Although the engineering staff call give you help on the
technical arrangements. you. the producer, must have an understanding
283
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of all the program elements and the kinds of effect that make remote
broadcasts successful. Together with abasic knowledge of radio production equipment, your knowledge and planning will be the key ingredients
in agood remote broadcast.
In essence, your responsibility is to put the remote together in away
that produces the best quality and provides the sound you need to keep
up the standards of your station.

REMOTE RADIO EQUIPMENT
Most remote equipment is pretty much the same as that
found in studio applications though the smaller models
are obviously favored. An exception is the remote console
pictured in Figure •13.1, which is designed for easy setup
and takedown. Remote consoles usually have turntables
built in. and often, especially in smaller stations, double as studio production facilities while housed at the station. Submixers are also used in
remote productions, especially when anumber of different microphones
must be used and the inputs on the console are limited, as they usually are.
Submixers are usually referred to as portable mixers. Portable
mixers, such as those manufactured by Shure and Sony, are especially
useful in news remotes. They are essentially small (some are the size of a
brick) audio consoles that can accommodate several mic or line inputs.
Volume controls allow the operator to set acorrect mix level.
Incidentally, portable mixers can be ganged; that is, several inputs
can be combined in one mixer, and the output of that mixer can be fed
into another mixer, along with other audio sources. This is aparticularly
useful tactic when you are confronted with the prospect of trying to run
ten mics into one console.
Cart machines are generally not brought to the remote site because the
playing back of spots is done at the studio. Newscasts are generally done
at the studio, too. Back at the studio, the signal from the remote usually
comes in on aremote pot, and the board operator handles coordination of
other program elements originated from the studio. Sometimes program
material from aremote location can be microwaved either to the station
or directly to the transmitter. Microwave units are becoming increasingly
common in radio broadcasting; in fact, larger stations may have dozens
of such minit ransmitters in strategic locations throughout the city.

Mika

Telephone Lines

In small and medium-sized markets, the link is still by land line, a
telephone line known as a broadcast loop. The loop is a high-quality
transmission line, rented from the telephone company. that connects the
remote broadcast site to the station. Lines of different quality are avail-
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FIGURE 13.1
Remote console featuring builtin turntables and folding legs for
easy setup and transport.
(Photo courtesy of Micro-Trak Corporation,
Holyoke, Mass.)

able depending on the frequency range they can carry. Most stations have
astandard policy concerning the type of loop typically ordered; when in
doubt, ask the station's chief engineer about the ordering procedure.
When the line is installed, one end of it will, of course, terminate at
the station. The other end. called the teleo drop, will terminate at the
site you select for your broadcast. There, your engineering staff will hook
up the equipment to the telephone line termination. Usually. the operation is not complicated, but it is best left to technically qualified people.
However, you as producer will have to find the terminal block left lw
the telephone company. This isn't always easy—especially in large environments such as state fairs—so ifs essential to check well in advance
on the location of the terminal. A crew of production people frantically
scrambling to find the terminal a half-hour before airtime is not an
uncommon sight in the typical remote broadcast.

TUNING INTO TECHNOLOGY
GETTING THE SIGNAL
FROM THERE TO HERE
What's the most popular way of getting aremote signal back to the station (or to
the antenna)? A survey conducted by Radio magazine* says specialized two-way
transmitters, such as the "Marti" unit (a trade name for apoint-to-point transmission system) is first, with 54 percent usage in the top 100 markets.
Second, oddly enough, is the cellular phone (17 percent). Although it does not
provide very good sound quality, it is extremely handy and is often the tool of
choice to do voice-only remotes from the remote location.
Next, with 9percent, is astandard telephone. Special broadcast phone lines
account for about 5percent.
"5 Ways to Jumpstart Remotes," Radio, may 22. p. 14.
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FIGURE TIT 13.1
Digital remote equipment. A Sw 'tched-56 makes it possible to digitalize
remote feeds, thus improving quality and reducing costs.

Only 1percent of remotes are done with switched digital service, that is, digitized informatior sent over a phone line. (This survey took into account only the
type of remote we usually associate with store openings. Regular program service, such as broadcast of sporting events, is more commonly done with special
broadcast lines, satellite, or switched digital.)
Interestingly. digital services can be far cheaper than satellite. A brand of digital service device called Switched-56 requires a device at both ends of the telephone lines (twc of the devices are pictured in Figure TIT 13.1), and each unit
costs several thousand dollars, but once in place the cost of transmission is quite
low. The quality is very high, and inaistinguishable in most cases from satellite
feeds.
These systems work by compressing digital information and using special formulas for coding the information so that it requires a limited amount of space on
the telephone lines.
Does this type of service have day-to-day impact on operations? Well, it gives
some rather extraordinary flexibility to production people. At WCBS in New York,
for example, the announcer who voices their station IDs and promotional spots is
in Dallas. He's faxed a copy of the script, another phone line feeds his headphones, and he speaks into amic connected to the Switched-56 device. He could
be in the other room.
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Other Equipment
A standard telephone is handy, too, so that the remote on-air person will
have abackup method of communicating with the studio. In broadcasting from astore, you may elect simply to use an available telephone—if
the store owner will let you — and keep the line open to the board operator at the station. In less accessible locations, the telephone company can
install aseparate telephone when the transmission line is installed.
The separate telephone is a good idea. Although the remote
announcer can communicate back to the station by talking over the air
line when the remote signal is in cue (back on the station console), that
type of operation can be risky because the communication could wind up
on the air. Sometimes, though, the remote announcer and the station
board operator won't be able to take time out to chat, and some system of
signals or protocol should be worked out in advance to avoid confusion.
We examine this shortly.
Microphones are, of course, part of the equipment needed for a
remote broadcast. You will do well to use rugged moving-coil mies
because remote work can be rough on equipment. Determining whether
or not to use acardioid mic depends on the physical environment and on
how much background noise you want included. Overuse of microphone
directionality can detract from the broadcast; after all, if you are on
remote from astore, you want it to sound like astore, not astudio.
Mic technique is also a consideration outdoors. Wind filters (also
known as pop filters), such as the one shown in Figure 13.2.(a), are
useful in eliminating wind noise, which on amic doesn't sound like wind
at all but more like the rumble of afoundry. Be aware that ribbon mics
are much more susceptible to wind noise than the moving coil types.
In some instances, you may wish to add amic to pick up wild sounds.
In abasketball game, for example, mies are often placed near the backboards to capture the genuine sound of the game. Separate mies on the
crowd also provide color and give additional flexibility to the balance of
announcer and crowd noise since the volume of the mies can be controlled separately on aconsole or submixer.
Picking up a speaker is often a problem in remote news coverage,
whether it is for aremote broadcast live or for recording on the scene.
You will be at an advantage if the speaker at, for example, apress conference is standing or seated at alectern. By placing your mic on the
lectern, you can usually obtain reasonably good quality.
Placing your inic on alectern often involves taping it to agroup of
other reporters' 'flies, so a roll of masking or duct tape is an essential
element in your package of remote equipment. If there is no other mic on
the lectern, and you don't have atable or floor stand, you can improvise with the tape and attach ilic microphone in ajury-rigged manner
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FIGURE 13.2
Microphone techniques for out-of-studio productions.

a. Carl Hausman illustrates the use of amic
with awind filter for outdoor assignments.

b. Mic taped to alectern.
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(Figure 13.2(b)). Be careful whenever you tape a mic to a lectern.
though, because unless you want to dismantle it (hiring the speaker's
remarks, you will be pretty much committed to staying for the entire presentation.
Be sure to pack enough cable to reach your recorder, mixer, or other
equipment. We offer more details on planning and packing for areunite
later in this chapter.
Another way to pick up audio from aspeaker is to tap into the public
address system. (PA mites are generally not the best quality, however, and
you may wind up with apoor-quality signal.) Many PA systems were set
up with this function in mind. If you can't have advance access to the PA
block, make sure to bring avariety of connectors: although most PA terminals have standard XLR outputs, some do not.
A variation on the PA terminal is the multiple, which is often set up
by savvy public-relations people to allow reporters to tap into audio.
Public-relations people often provide this as a was' to keep the lectern
free of aforest of microphones. Professionally supplied multiples often
have both mic-level and line-level outputs for the conveniences of broadcasters.
In sports applications, headset microphones are often used. In addition to providing excellent noise cancellation (because of the physical
qualities of the mie and because the element is close to the speaker's
mouth), these are ideal when the announcer will be in anoisy situation,
such as aringside seat in aboxing arena. Headset mies also leave the
announcer's hands free and don't crowd the table, adefinite asset when
you have many statistics and other items to keep track of.
Some headsets are wireless and transmit ail FM signal. The director's
private line can usually be fed into one earphone. simplifying contact
between production and talent—an option primarily used in television.
Some have abuilt-in cough switch to turn the init. off if the announcer
needs to cough, clear his or her throat, or communicate with someone
off-air.

PLANNING THE REMOTE
ler

A remote must be well planned. Indeed, one of the major
sources of trouble in remote broadcasts has been and con¡LIU
tinues to be lack of advance planning. Remember that a
great deal of detail work is necessary for proper execution
of remote broadcasts and that quite abit of pressure is
associated with these events. Much advertiser money is at stake, along
with the prestige of the station. In many cases, rights for asports broadcast have been purchased in advance, so the producer must be prepared
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to protect the station's interests by providing awell-considered and airworthy product.
The first step in planning is to secure the contractual arrangement,
which might involve amerchant signing acontract with the sales department, or the administration of acollege contracting with your station for
rights to asporting event. This is the time to make sure you understand
the conditions that will exist at the site from which the program will
originate. It is essential at this point to have a clear understanding of
what will and what will not be provided for the broadcast: Will you have
access to electricity? telephones? a physically secure enclosure for our
equipment?
Preparing the Site
The next step is to survey the site. This should, ideally, be done twice:
before and after installation of the phone line. On the first ‘'isit, you can
familiarize yourself with the area and make a rough plan showing the
locations for various pieces of equipment. During this visit, you will also
want to determine the availability of power and to assess external noise
and wind conditions. Another purpose of the initial visit is to determine
exactly where you want the phone line terminated and to prepare explicit
instructions for the phone company.
On the second inspection. made closer to the air date, you verify that
the phone line (or other transmission facility) is in place, and you ascertain that conditions have not changed since your lirst visit. Check to
make sure. for example. that new sources of noise have not been introduced or that the recently erected broadcast booth isn't facing directly
into the wind.
It's not always possible to make two checks. especially if you air
planning aremote to another city. but the truism of better safe than sorry
certainly applies to remote radio broadcasting.
Preparing the Equipment
l'or the lack of aconnector. the broadcast could be lost. The same caveat
applies to microphones, cables. and power cords. Take an inventory of
equipment before you leave for the site and immediansly after you arrive.
Although particular needs will vary. your inventory list will probably
resemble this one:
•Console or mixers
•Microphones
•Wind filters
•Cable (at least twice as much as you think will be needed)
•A variety of connectors and adaptors (male to male. female to
female. and male to female)
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FIGURE 13.3
Using tape to secure cable to the floor is agood safety measure.

•Power cords and adaptors for two-prong and three-prong outlets
•Tape (electrical, masking, and duct)
•Portable and accurate electric clock
•Portable radio for local pickup of the signal
•Recorders, if used
•Earphones
•Nlic stands and clamps
•Screwdrivers, scissors, and other tools
Incidentally, an adequate supply of tape is very important for safety
considerations. To avoid imposing a hazard on yourself or others, tape
mic cables securely to the floor, as shown in Figure 13.3. Better yet,
string them from the ceiling if possible.
Preparing a Communication System
One of the most embarrassing and unprofessional situations in broadcasting can develop when the remote announcer and the board operator
back at the station can't figure out who is supposed to do what. Much of
this confusion can be avoided by planning out aprotocol in advance.
Your role as producer may include acting as either remote announcer
or board announcer: if so. work out in advance what will be aired at the
studio and when. Is the weather to be read front the studio? If not, how
will the weather forecast find its way to the remote announcer? The
board operator and remote announcer should have aclear understanding
about such matters. The remote announcer can also keep the production
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flowing smoothly by giving cues to the station board operator, such as,
"In amoment, we'll go back to the station for the local news, but first
let's talk to Joe Robinson, who is manager of the ..."
Preparing the communication systern also can involve establishing
the separate phone line we mentioned earlier. Although the individual
details will vary, advance thought about the site, equipment, and method
of communication is always anecessary part of remote radio production.
Next, let's examine some of the particular requirements germane to
sports broadcasting.

THE SPORTS REMOTE
Planning for the sports remote is important. too. The producer of a sports event, who in smaller markets may
double as the announcer, will be responsible for assembling, for the announcer's use, rosters of players, color
information, and statistics; he or she will also be responsible for the physical setup. Practice is very helpful. If you can possibly
arrange it, try sample coverage (record it on site for your reference) of a
similar sporting event, preferably one held in the same location.
In preparation for the sports broadcast, check all connections and
mics. Be especially careful of the location of the crowd mic, and be prepared to move it or have another one already strung up: one raucous or
obscene fan can badly foul up all of your plans.
Talk to the announcers about who will handle the starts and stops of
the broadcast: who will announce the commerci als, who will start talking
when the remote starts, and who will be responsible for communicating
with the studio in the event of equipment problems or other difficulties.
Plan who will toss the program back to the studio for play of taped segments, such as commercials and station identifications.
Finally, be aware that outdoor sporting events are subject to rainout
and rain delay. Work out in advance when and if the program will go
back to the station in the event of rain delay. Will the board operator play
records? Will the announcers fill with talk and feature pieces?
All sporting events offer unique challenges to the producer. Following
are some suggestions for the individual problems posed by various sports.
Baseball

The possibility of game delay is one of the biggest factors in planning for
a baseball game, so use the preceding guidelines to make contingency
plans. As producer, remember that baseball games have many portions
of little or no action. so selecting an eloquent and conversational
announcer is essential.
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From a technical standpoint. the sounds of a baseball game don't
always travel back to the point of the announcer's laic. (This is aproblem
common to many sports.) A shotgun mie or a parabolic mie (a mic
positioned in areflective bowl) can be used to pick up the crack of the
bat or the slapping of the ball into the catcher's mil.
Hockey
.
1'he

producer of radio coverage for ahockey game lias to select very good
air people. The action is so fast that it's difficult for an inexperienced
announcer to keep on top of it. An action mic adds interest because the
sounds of the hockey game aren't very loud. 13ut be careful because
hockey fans can be raucous and can shout things ihat are inappropriate
for broadcast.
Football

Producers of radio football coverage should be aware that their listeners
are among the most technically oriented fans in sports. In-depth analysis
is usually called for, and you'll need someone who can handle this task.
Further, football sportscasts benefit from afairly large staff; if you can
find someone to keep track of statistics, downs, and penalties, you'll help
the announcers do abetter job.
Basketball

Basketball is subject to many audio problems. A gymnasium packed with
cheering people is a difficult environment from which to broadcast; a
half-empty gym can be even worse because of reverberation problems.
In high-school coverage, you probably won't have access to apress
box; even in many college games, coverage is done from atable set up on
the gym floor. The mic must be selected with an ear toward eliminating
noise from people next to the announcer and toward decent acoustics at
the floor level.
One option is to use a directional mic or headset mic for the
announcer and have aseparate crowd mic. The two can then be mixed to
provide abetter-sounding balance. You may suspend the mic from the
press box or even elect to string mics from the structure holding the
backboard; this will add some interesting sounds to the coverage.
Basketball involves a great deal of statistical information, so the
announcer(s) must have the ability to keep numbers straight. For example, listeners will want to know how many fouls or rebounds acertain
player has as the gante progresses, and it takes a well-organized
announcer—or an announcer with some compett'in help— to have tItose
stats at his or her fingertips.
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Field Sports

Sports played on an unenclosed flat field, such as field hockey, soccer,
and rugby, usually are difficult to cover for anumber of reasons. First,
bleachers or seats to lift the announcer above the action and offer a
proper perspective may not exist. Second, wind noise is often a factor
when there is no stadium to block air currents. Crowd noise is also a
problem since there may be no place to hang acrowd mic. Spectators
may be hundreds of feet away or, conversely, 5feet from your mic. There
also tend to be problems with power and line availability.
In field sports, one of the best options available is to have aparabolic
or shotgun mic on hand to pick up ambient noise from the crowd and
from the at hletes. (Wind filters are usually agreat help.)
You might wish to build asmall platform to elevate the announcer if
no vantage point is available. The top of abuilding usually works in a
pinch. If you can't build aplatform and the playing area is far from any
structure, the bed of apickup truck is better than nothing.
Boxing

An auxiliary mic is handy to pick up action sounds, as well as instructions in the corner between rounds. Of course, some of the things said in
aboxer's corner are not appropriate for airing. The same caution goes for
the remarks of ringside spectators. A directional mic is in order because
the announcer is within afew feet of spectators, not in apress box.

A FINAL NOTE
Tr,

The day of aremote is typically atense one for the people
responsible for its execution, and the degree of tension is
usually in inverse proportion to the amount of advance
planning.
The most important factor in doing aremote broadcast, especially asporting event, is getting there on time. Arriving on time
is afrequent problem in coverage of major sports. Why? Because what
normally is a10-minute drive to the stadium can take 2hours on game
day. N‘ hen the thoroughfares are choked with traffic. If the event is in
your hometown, you'll have agood idea of travel time to the site on game
da. If it is an away game, try to book accommodations within walking
distance, or plan to leave very far ahead of schedule to ensure that you're
on site in time for the broadcast.
One broadcaster of our acquaintance recalls with horror the day he
was scheduled to announce play-by-play for a major college game.
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Traffic was terrible, and he had the distinctly unpleasant experience of
hearing the national anthem over his car radio as he waited in traffic,
vainly trying to get to the stadium on time.
In conclusion, we'd like to bring up the planning issue again. Problems can and do occur, but advance preparation can make the difference
between an inconvenience and ahorror story. Having backup equipment
can make the difference between executing aquick repair and not going
on the air at all.

SUMMARY

IAA

Sports and remote production are usually small parts
of the job of a typical radio producer, but they tend to
be expensive and important affairs that require careful
Ilanning.

\variety of remote equipment is available, including portable turntables. Planning in advance is extremely important. Remember, agreat
deal of advertising money is at stake. The most common source of problems seem to be the coordination of the telco drop or other transmission
facility. Be sure to check this out carefully.
For producing aremote. the role of thumb is to calculate every piece of
equipment you might conceivably need, double that amount. and pack
it. Be aware that you will need a communications system back to the
studio. Work out all the details in advance.
Sports present awide range of production problems. The most immediate problem in any sports event involves selecting a competent
announcer. After dint, the producer must be concerned with arranging
mie placements that eliminate extraneous noise.
Finally. plan to be in place well in advance of the scheduled start of the
event. More than one remote has been ruined because key personnel were
stuck in traffic.

A PPLICATIONS

Tr"

Situation 1/The Problem The producer for a remote
inside agrocery store had agreat deal of difficulty with
noise from the air-conditioning system directly above her
location. The setup couldn't be moved. so a directional
mie was substituted. Now. hot\ ever. there was no ambient
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noise whatsoever; the goal of the remote was to present aprogram from
the new grocery store, but the broadcast might as well have come from
acloset.
One Possible Solution A mic was suspended from the ceiling over the
cash registers, and the ambient noise was fed into amixer. A proper balance was struck between the announcer's mic and the ambient mic. Now,
t
here was asense of location to the remote.
Situation 2/The Problem Live reports from the local golf tournament
sounded flat and entirely lifeless.
One Possible Solution The radio producer borrowed a technique from
television and used a parabolic mic to pick up the swish of the clubs
swinging and the plink of the ball dropping into the cup. Now, when the
announcer said, "We're standing near the 18th green, where Lee
Leonard is about to putt for an eagle ..." listeners could hear the ball
being struck and dropping.

EXERCISES
1. Test out the sound qualities of various locations by taking aportable
tape recorder and mic into various areas and business establishments.
Try recording atest tape (with permission from the manager) in an auto
dealer's showroom, asupermarket, alocker room, arestaurant, ashopping mall, an open field, and other locations you want to try.
Briefly jot down the characteristics you feel each location has, and
note the problems each might present for aremote broadcast.
2. Write down some of the special problems you think might be encountered in the following situations. Then propose possible solutions. For
example. consider the situation of abooth at the fairgrounds. You may
encounter such problems as a rowdy crowd or aheavy wind from the
west. To solve these problems, you should (1) ask the fairgrounds manager to station one of the police officers on duty near the booth, and (2)
Ian the remote console against the west-facing wall to keep wind from
hitting the mic and, possibly, from dislodging the tonearms (this does
happen).
Now, think of problems and solutions for:
•Coverage of ahigh-school swim meet
•Remote from the construction site of anew building
•Remote from the opening of the Lilac Festival, held in acity park
3. Plan and execute aremote from the hallway or adjacent room outside
your production studio. You and your partners can invent any situation
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you wish, but there is one ground rule: You cannot iron out problems by
opening the door and conversing. Any communication must be done by
wires that you and your instructor or lab assistant run yourselves, or by
intercom or telephone. Set up mics and turntables, if possible, and run
their output back from the hallway or separate room into the board on
the production studio. Assign some duties, such as playing commercials
or reading the news, to the board operator in the studio.

-

-

CHAPTER 14

ADVANCED RADIO
PRODUCTION
This chapter on advanced production will serve as ajumping-off point for
exploration into other specialized areas. Multichannel recording of music,
for example, is a specialty within itself, and we can offer only a basic
introduction to it in this chapter. As part of that discussion, we deal with
stereo recording and briefly explore the relationship of astereo signal to
radio broadcasting. Engineering and other technical operations are specialties, too. Without writing aprimer on electronics, we nevertheless
introduce afew basic terms and concepts that might be useful to radio
production people interested in expanding their knowledge in these areas.
The applications of audio in other media form awide-ranging field,
and though those applications typically involve the principles dealt wit It
in this book, many are outside its scope. For acomprehensive guide to
these applications, as well as to more advanced applications of the principles put forth in this book, we suggest Audio in Media, by Stanley R.
Alien; you will find this book an excellent continuation of the information presented here.

MULTICHANNEL RECORDING
Many radio stations today are incorporating multichannel
production facilities within their studio setups. Multichannel recording equipment allows for high-quality recording
and mixing of music and other complex audio projects.
such as sound tracks to multimedia presentations.
299
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Multichannel means pretty much what the name indicates: The
console and recorder are capable of isolating a number of channels
depending on the channel configuration of the console and the track configuration of the record—playback system. It's important to make adistinction between tracks (which are associated only with tape machines)
and channels (which may be associated with either tape machines or
consoles).
A separate audio source can be placed on each of these channels and
mixed into the final product. In music recording, for example, drums can
be isolated on one channel, the lead vocalist on another, and guitar on yet
another. This allows the producer to balance the sound sources properly
during recording and to remix the sources afterward. Multichannel audio
consoles typically offer avariety of sound-shaping effects that can alter
the coloration of the sound.
Common formats for multichannel recording include arrangements
of 4. 8. 16, 26. and 32 tracks. In high-quality recording facilities, 16-track
is one of the more popular formats: 4-track and 8-track studios are more
common in broadcast stations. In 16-track recording, 16 tracks are placed
onto the tape. Each track can carry one or more audio sources. Figure 14.1(a) pictures a console used for complex multitrack recording.
Figure 14.1 (b) shows a tape machine utilizing 2-inch-wide audiotape,
which is used in multitrack recording.
Why is multichannel used? Because it gives greater flexibility and
control. hi music recording, for example, recording on multichannel
offers a distinct advantage. If the recording of amusic ensemble were
done simply on one track (or on two tracks in stereo, as we discuss later
in the chapter), the result of the initial recording would be the final
result. If the mie position caused the horns to sound too loud, little could
be done. With multichannel recording, however, the horns are linked separately, and their volume can be increased or decreased during the following session, called the mixdown, when the musical elements are
remixed.
But the advantages of multichannel recording don't stop there. Suppose that the horn part was hopelessly bungled during the recording.
Since each instrument is separately miked and recorded with multichannel. another musician could be brought in to rerecord nothing but the
horn part. which would then be mixed into the final product. Such flexibility also allows a singer to cut several versions of a song until the
desired sound is achieved. A singer can also overdub her or his own
voice, adding a harmony part, for instance, to a previously recorded
song.
Multitrack has another advantage in that multichannel consoles allow
for sound shaping; that is, avariety of electronic devices can be used to
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FIGURE 14.1
Equipment for multitrack -ecording.

a. Multitrack recording console.

b. Tape machine using 2-inch audiotape
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alter the quality of the audio signal both during the recording and after
the inixdown.
Before discussing those features. let's look at atypical console setup. The console pictured in Figure 14.2(a) is a4-channel model with
2tracks per channel. Even though it offers less channel capacity than y
16-track model, it functions according to the same principles: Always
remember that, regardless of the intricacy of the hardware, the principle
is the same. namely, in amultichannel mixing console, you usually have
adouble-duty board. One side of the board controls inputs. The other
side controls outputs. This structure relates to the function of arecording
engineer and a recording producer; basically, the engineer makes sure
hat the inputs are correct and the meters are reading properly, whereas
t
he producer, sitting to the right, governs the mix and remix of the output
of the console.
Input Modules

The input side (Figure 14.2(b)) of the board takes in the signals from the
mics (or other sources) and sends them through a series of circuits. A
signal is routed through aseries of circuits known as modules, the controls for which are located in vertical columns. There are modules for
each channel on each side of the console. The circuits in the input modules (not listed in the order of signal flow) include the following.
Multitrack consoles use vertical/slide faders
rather than circular pots, ostensibly because the position of abank of
slide faders is easier to perceive at aglance than the positions of several
dials. Most producers also find it easier to control many faders than to
control many dials.

The Vertical/Slide Fader

Input Selection Controls
These include mic-level and line-level
selectors. In addition to selection of sources, multitrack consoles offer a
trim control—a fine-level adjustment of the volume of the input that
allows you to keep sliders in the optimal control area.

Equalizers and filters are types of sound shapers;
both are located on the input modules. An equalizer alters the frequency
pattern of an audio source: it can, for example, boost acertain range of
frequencies. A filter, on the other hand. eliminates frequencies of acertain range. A reverberation effect is typically found on an input module
as well.
Sound Shapers
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a. Eight-track console.
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FIGURE 14.3
Output buses.

Pan Pot
The pan pot varies the amount of signal sent to each side
of the stereo signals. Panning the pot to the left will send more of the
signal to the left channel., and vice versa. A pan pot is used in the final
mixdown.

The solo mutes other inputs so that the channel being soloed can
be heard alone.

Solo

This controls sending the signal from the input modules to the board's output modules. which are known as buses. A bus is a
junction of circuits. Any number of input channels can be routed into a
particular bus io the output section of the console. Remember program
and audition on aradio board? They. too, are buses.
Bus Delegation

Output Buses

Output buses (Figure 14.3) send the signal to the tape machine and to
the monitors (though there are additional controls for the monitors, usually aboye the output buses). The bus feature allows the signals assigned
to each bus to be altered in volume, and some effects can also be added
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INDUSTRY UPDATE

A SIMPLE M ULTICHANNEL
CONSOLE

Radio production studios often use complex multichannel consoles, as described
in this chapter. Some stations use consoles that were designed, in large part, for
music recording. Some of these consoles are very complex.
To paraphrase Einstein, a peice of apparatus should be as simple as possible, but no simpler. And that seems to be the trend in radio production. Simple
multichannel consoles are becoming quite popular.
Figure IU 14.1 shows aconsole similar in design to the control-room console
we demonstrated in Chapter 2. A simplified explanation is offered in Figure IU 14.2.

FIGURE IU 14.1
A simple multichannel console.
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FIGURE IU 14.2
Multichannel console functions.
•
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Assign buttons let you
assign the sound to the
submasters or directly
to air.
Mode switches send
record input to afourtrack during layup or
back to the faders for
mixdown.
Submasters allow you
to adjust the levels of
the four tracks.
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O
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Stereo master controls
level of final output.

O

Layup means that sound sources are assigned to the fader (and through the sound
processing equipment on the module) and then to the submasters; there are four
submasters—two for each stereo channel.
This means that if you assign the board to layup, you simply:

—

feed the sources
(instruments, singers,
I" etc.) in here, and send
them to one of the four
su bmasters

IFil
1P1
151

where you balance
them and send
them fo the final
master fader

and out to
the four-track
recorder or
to air.

Mixdown means that you record atape making no effort to mix it as you record. You feed the
tape back through the board, assigning each track of the tape to afader. Then, you can take
as much time as you want to use the sound-shaping features on each module. You do not
commit to sound shaping during the recording process. You do the sound shaping during
rerecording.
Tape
tracks
fed in

-11>

and sound
shapes
used on
the tracks
from the
tape,

e
e
e

e

then to
su bmasters,

—›

then to
master,

then
out to
final
tape.
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Further Note About Multichannel Consoles

The variety of hardware available for multichannel recording is mindboggling, and adiscussion of multichannel usually winds up surveying
the latest technical wonders on the market. However, the important thing
about multichannel recording is not the technical features offered. What
you should remember is t
hat multichannel consoles have an input section
and an output section. The input circuits shape the audio signal and
assign it (and any other inputs you designate) to aparticular output bus.
The output bus is acircuit junction that feeds aparticular track on the
tape machine. A multichannel board can send signals to a recorder
through the same pots that are used for mixdown. Some channels can be
premixed; drums, for example, often are put on only 1of the 16 tracks
even though 4separate channels may have been used for recording the
drums. Because of its ability to shape sound and assign particular signals
to certain tracks, the multichannel recording system gives great flexibility
to the recordist and allows remixing of the program material.
Although hardware may vary, the principle won't. If you understand
the principle, you'll be able to adapt with aminimum of instruction to
the particular configuration of any mull ichannel console.
Role of Multitrack Recording

Radio stations more and more frequently use multitrack recording for
operations such as recording commercial jingles and recording and
mixing music presentations. Multitrack work also has wide application in
anumber of related audio areas, but it is primarily the domain of the
music recordist, and music recording is sometimes encountered by radio
station personnel.
Although multitrack mixing does offer great flexibility in music recording, it is not the only way to record music. Some musical presentations are
recorded simply by mounting apair of microphones (or astereo mic) above
amusical ensemble. Since most music recording is in stereo, we deal with
stereo recording and miking next. Then we wrap up the discussion of
music by demonstrating mic techniques used in multit rack recording.

STEREO
Any console routes signals into one or more master channels.
In the case of stereo, there are two master channels, usually designated as the left and right channels. Stereo gives a
sense of depth and locale to the program material, in much
the same way as two ears or two eyes give asense of depth.
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FIGURE 14.4
Typical radio-station stereo console.

Stereo broadcasting, long a staple of the FM band, has recently
moved into AM broadcasting as well, with many stations adopting AM
stereo. Some ambiguity remains about the type of receiving system that
will eventually become standardized, but it appears as though AM stereo
will become amajor aspect of broadcasting.
Stereo is popular because the balance between left and right gives a
feeling of location in space. In asymphony orchestra, for example, violins
are seated to the left. In astereo reproduction, the sound of the violins
emanates primarily from the left-hand speaker, giving the listener the
same sense of spatial orientation. In terms of physics, this sense of spatial
orientation occurs because your ears are attuned to decoding the very
slight difference when sound reaches the ears. That's why you're able to
tell the approximate position of someone speaking to you, even if you're
blindfolded.
A feature of multichannel recording that we've not yet mentioned is
that it allows you to artificially assign aspatial relationship to aparticular sound. Do you want the guitar to come from the left and the sax to
come from the right? It's asimple matter of manipulating the pan pot
controls.
Stereo consoles used in broadcasting, such as the one pictured in
Figure 14.4. are able to process the stereo signal; they have aseparate
VU meter for each master channel. Operating astereo broadcast console
is essentially the same as operating amonaural console, but you can cont
1.01 the left and right channels with one pot instead of two.
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There is asignificant difference between stereo and monaural recording processes, however. We've presented the information in this chapter
in a specific order, leading up to a discussion of music-recording mic
techniques because the explanation of stereo mic techniques should clarify the roles of sound, stereo, and mixing. Understanding the basics of
music recording helps illuminate all areas of audio.

RECORDING M USIC
There are two ways to record music in stereo: totalsound recording and isolated-component recording.
Total-sound recording involves, for example, setting up
two mics (one for each stereo track) and recording a
symphony concert. As we mentioned, this method is a
one-shot deal: Your product is essentially the final version. In isolatedcomponent recording, you set up anumber of mics on various sections of
the orchestra and mix the inputs with amultichannel console.
Which do you choose? Total-sound recording is often used for symphony concerts because the mics pick up the ambience of the concert
hall. It is also simpler to set up mics, and — some people contend — this
approach does not impart an artificial sound to the music. Total-sound
recording also eliminates alot of problems associated with multiple mics,
such as phasing. Isolated-component recording is more common in the
recording studio and is most often used for popular music.
Both methods can produce excellent results. For many radio production applications, isolated-component recording is more useful because
the music (or other program material) can be remixed — ahighly practical feature for recording commercial jingles and voice-overs.
Total-Sound Recording Microphone Techniques

When confronted with an orchestra or achorus, producers usually place
the mics on the ceiling above the audience section, facing, of course, the
orchestra or chorus. Cardioid mics are quite commonly used, and in one
case, abidirectional mic is mixed in. The most popular methods of orienting the mics are called coincident, spaced-pair, and middle-side.
Setting up coincident mies (Figure 14.5(a))
involves crossing two cardioid mics, usually at about a90-degree angle.
This imitates the way the ears hear and results in the kind of sound you
would hear sitting in the middle of the house. Why? Because the mic for
the left channel picks up most of the sounds from the left side of the
stage, the mic for the right channel picks up most of the sounds from
Coincident Miking
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FIGURE 14.5
Microphone orientations.
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the right side of the stage, and the sounds emanating from the middle
are balanced between the two. If the mic angle is too narrow, the spatial
illusion is lost if the angle is too wide, there will be ahole in the middle
of the orchestra.
When the mics are parallel, usually 1or 2 feet
apart (Figure 14.5(b)). you get a very broad sound. Having spacedpair mies heightens the stereo effect though the mics are subject to some
phase-cancellation problems since their pickup patterns have quite abit
of overlap.
Spaced-Pair Miking

The technique known as middle-side miking
involves using abidirectional mic to pick up sound from either side, with
acardioid mic facing the middle (Figure 14.5(e)). Middle-side miking
results in an extremely spacious sound, but it requires aspecial device
known as aphase inverter to add the signals together properly.
These techniques can be used successfully in avariety of applications
for total-sound recording. In addition. they can lw used to mie one
instrument in isolated-component recording though most instruments
are generally picked up with one mie because the pan pot on the console
will be used to orient the instrument spatially.
Middle-Side Miking

Isolated-Component Recording
1.11(‘ most common question posed about isolated-component recording is

how can the mie pick up only one instrument? Isolating instruments
from one another in the sound studio often involves using baffles or isolation booths. or physically moving one instrument to another room.
Ilowever, the use of amir on one instrument results in considerable isolation from the sounds of other instruments. a factor that is often surprising to the first-time recordist.
The following mie techniques are useful in isolated-component
recording.
For Singers
Most popular vocalists are comfortable with arelatively
close mic distance, whereas classical singers prefer alarger distance. In
any event, the distance is almost always less than 1foot. with the mic
placed roughly at mouth level. It is generally not considered good practice to let the vocalist handle the mimic.

Miking drums can be avery complex affair, involving as
many as ahalf-dozen mies. lai l\ recordists favor aseparate mie for each
unit (high hat, cymbal, snare. tom-tom, and so on). whereas others
For Drums
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FIGURE 14.6
Miking a piano.

prefer to mike the whole drum set from above, often with acrossed pair.
It's largely amatter of experimentation and individual judgment.
In the method shown in Figure 14.6, one mic is pointed
um aid the lower strings and another toward the higher strings. This
reHills in abroad mix of the sound. Other methods include pointing amic
tow ard the open top of agrand piano. Some recordists stick amic into
one of the sound holes. Sensitive condenser mics, such as the AKG 451
shown in t
he figure, are often favored for piano recording.
For Pianos

An electric guitar (and for that matter, an electric synthesizer) can be miked by pointing amicrophone at the loudspeaker that is
fed by the guitar. Special transformers can be used to route the signal
from the guitar directly into the console.
Acoustic guitars are generally miked by pointing amic toward the
sounding hole. The AKG 451 is agood choice; it is quite sensitive to the
subtle sounds of vibrating strings.
For Strings

For Brass
Brass is usually miked near the bell since all the sound
exits from the bell. An EV RE20 is agood choice because this durable
moving-coil mic won't be overpowered by the full sound of atrumpet. In
addition, its characteristic warm sound tones down some of the trumpet's
blare.

Because most of awoodwind's sound exits from the
boles (not from the bell), that is where the mic belongs. The Neu-

For Woodwinds
finger
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FIGURE 14.7
Woodwinds are best picked up by placing a mic near the finger holes.

mann U87 is very sensitive to the warm breathiness of a clarinet and
gives an excellent response (Figure 14.7).
With small rock groups, you can easily place a
mie on each instrument. With larger ensembles, you'll want to designate
amic for sections: one for the violins, another for the brass, and so on. Ifs
largely amatter of experience and experimentation.
For Ensemble Work

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT AND I
TS
USE IN RADIO PRODUCTION
711111

Radio is an ever-changing field, and the equipment
used can be highly complex. We now introduce some
of the more advanced radio gadgetry and some of the
more interesting applications of technology to producing radio and creating an effect. A radio production
professional must keep current with advances in equipment. Read journals, attend conferences, and talk to colleagues: in many areas, radio is
very much astate-of-the-art profession, and it pays to keep abreast of
developme tit s.
Equipment
First. let's look at hardware.
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Equalizers These devices are afixture in arecording studio and have
in
!IN applications in all aspects of broadcasting. Essentially, an equalizer alters the frequency response of an audio signal. It can be used to
boost or to cut down certain frequency ranges. On one common type,
called agraphic equalizer, the controls allow you to set agraphic representation of the response curve you would like to effect. By looking at
the positions of the faders, you can tell which frequencies wit hin the
audible range have been enhanced or diminished. Each equalizer control
is usually an octave higher than the preceding one.
Also commonly used in audio is the parametric equalizer. The difference between agraphic and aparametric equalizer lies essentially in
the amount of selected frequency that can be manipulated. A parametric
equalizer allows you to select one frequency and boost or cut just that
frequency or that and surrounding frequencies. You accomplish this by
choosing the range above and below the selected frequency you wish to
EQ (EQ is part of radio lexicon, averb meaning "to equalize"), using a
bandwidth control. For example, you could remove an unwanted 60-Hz
hum from aremote broadcast better with aparametric equalizer because
you would adjust it not to cut adjoining frequencies (which might be
desirable because they add depth to your remote broadcast sound).
Trying to accomplish this with a graphic equalizer might make the
remote sound tinny and weak.
The purpose of an equalizer is to change the character of an audio
signal. A recordist wishing to make an instrumental piece sound more
bassy and powerful, for example, could use an equalizer to boost the bass
frequencies.
Filters Sometimes, aproducer wants to delete awhole range of fre(inenete,. A hiss, for example, can often be eliminated by a low-pass
filter, which allows lower frequencies to pass but chops off selected
higher frequencies. A high-pass filter might be used to eliminate a
rumble.
A filter that is set for a single narrow frequency range is called a
notch filter. Some electronic components called noise gates act as filters
when there is no audio signal in the circuit. For example, anoise gate is
frequently used in studios where abackground noise such as air conditioning, though lower in intensity than an announcer's voice, would otherwise be heard whenever amic was open and no one was speaking. A
noise gate acts as an on—off circuit —a gate, in other words—and is
triggered by the volume change between the announcer's voice and the
air-conditioning noise. Whenever the announcer stops speaking. the gate
closes, preventing the noise from passing through the circuit. When the
announcer begins speaking again, the gate opens and passes the audio
(at which time the announcer's voice masks the background noise).
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FIGURE 14.8
Equipment rack in aradio station.

Compressors and Limiters These devices are often found in the
equipment rack in radio control rooms (Figure 14.8). A compressor
shrinks the dynamic range of the audio signal. Low-volume parts are
boosted: high-volume parts are lowered.
Compression has a munber of factors that can be set and varied,
including the attack time (the length of time it takes for the compressor
to kick in after aparticular sound affects it) and the release time (the
lene of time the compressor takes to let the signal return to its previous
level). A limiter is a compressor that severely restricts high-volume
noises and has ahigh ratio of compression. Limiting is useful for keeping
sudden loud sounds from overmodulating the signal. (In fact, the Federal
Communications Commission demands that radio stations keep their
signals within certain tolerances to avoid overmodulation.) Compression
is often used in radio stations to maintain arelatively constant signal that
won't sink low enough to "fall off the dial."
Equipment for Noise Reduction
A device known as Dolby, atrademark mums. reduces noise. ln aprofessional unit. Dolby divides the frequency spectrum into three bands, then preemphasizes (raises in
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volume) each band by acertain degree during recording; thus, it raises
those frequencies above the noise level. Then it lowers those frequencies
by the saine amount during playback. In practice, the frequencies are
raised high above the so-called noise floor and then lowered again so that
the noise floor is lowered, too, and noise is reduced. Dolby units in professional applications are usually rack-mounted and installed in the
audio chain between the output of the board and the tape recorder.
Dolby is frequently used in the motion picture industry.
Another noise-reducing device goes by the trade name dbx. The dbx
has amore pronounced effect than Dolby and uses amore intricate logarut hinic formula for expansion and contraction of the sound. It can provide up to 30 dB of noise reduction on tape recordings.
Both Dolby and dbx are processors that must be used in both the
record and playback process. Therefore, if atape is not recorded with
either of these two devices, playing atape back with either dbx or Dolby
switched in the circuit will make the tape sound distorted. In addition,
Dolby-encoded tapes cannot be played properly with dbx processing,
and vice versa.
Electronic devices called harmonizers allow you to
vary the pitch, tempo, and harmonies. Applications include removing
a harmonic to lessen sibilance in aperson's voice and altering the harmonics to create an inhuman-sounding voice, such as a "computer"
or -Darth Vader" voice. These devices are expensive—often around
S5,000—so they aren't usually found in small markets. A medium
market station with aharmonizer often tries to solicit business from area
ad agencies that might want arecording facility equipped with special
effects.
Harmonizers

Flangers
With flangers, you can create amirror image of asound and
then shift it slightly; this throws the two sounds out of time and phasing
and creates abizarre effect that's been described as something like water
rushing through a voice. Essentially the same effect can be achieved
mechanically. as we describe in connection with the technique of doubletracking.
Pressure-Zone Microphones
Pressure-zone mies, which eliminate
proximity effect and phasing problems, are useful for concerts.
Spatial Enhancers
By mixing and subtracting components of the
stereo signal, spatial enhancers produce asignal that gives the impression of having greater presence or a larger spatial environment. The
intent is to reproduce more closely the effect of the concert environment.
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Techniques

Here are some advanced techniques for special effects (some of which use
complex equipment, and some of which don't) that can be useful to a
producer.
An echo is the feedback of the original signal from the playback
head, passing back through the audio chain into the tape machine's
record head. In essence, it produces the same effect as yelling "Hello"
into a stony cavern. By controlling the volume of the playback head
through the board, you can produce differing amounts of echo.
Echo

Reverb
Reverberation, or reverb, differs from echo in that reverb is
accomplished with adiscrete unit, an electronic device that produces an
electronic delay and adds it back to the signal. Unlike echo. reverb has
aconstant delay time. Since it is an electronic unit, and not aproduct
of feeding back to a different head, it can be adjusted to fine tolerance. Some reverb units have acontrol called depth. which allows the producer to vary the amount of original signal mixed back in. Reverb is both a
technique and areference to aparticular piece of hardware, areverb unit.
Forward Echo
With forward echo, the echoes appear before the original sound and lend excitement. In arock format ID, for example, forward echo can lend excitement because the echo builds up before the call
letters are given.
Accomplishing aforward echo is as simple as playing atape backward on tape 1and rerecording it on tape 2 with the tape-2 pot open.
Subsequently playing tape 2backward will give you an echo building up
to the announcement—not away from the announcement, as in a
normal echo.

Also known as channel bouncing, this technique takes
full advantage of stereo's unique ability to capture the attention of alistener who is not expecting an announcer's voice to move from one location to another within aspot. Pan potting can also be used to create a
dramatic effect of motion (such as atrain whizzing by).
Pan Potting

Many tape recorders are equipped with pitch controls, which are actually speed controls. They can vary the pitch between
6and 12 percent. Many direct-drive turntables allow you to accomplish
the same function.
One application of changing speeds is to slow down arecorded voice.
In acommercial for amedicine, for example. the copy might begin. Are
you feeling out of sorts?" The effect would reinforce the message.
Changing Speeds
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Doubletracking
An interesting special effect that is relatively simple
to produce, doubletracking involves recording avoice and then altering
acopy of that narration —perhaps by equalizing or by slightly changing
the speed. Both voices (giving the identical narration) are played back
together. The effect gives the voice an eerie, attention-grabbing aspect
and is similar to flanging.
We've presented only alimited amount of information on the technical end of radio, but there's apurpose behind our approach. Very often
radio instruction becomes a discussion of hardware, and though that's
interesting on some levels, it can be counterproductive. Supersophisticated equipment and the equally sophisticated talk that surrounds it
seem to cloud the issue of radio production.
Radio production is, in our opinion, an art form. Like any art form,
it requires athorough understanding of the techniques and tools of the
trade. But it is more than stringing equipment together and using gadgetry to produce an audio novelty.

To those of us who have spent much of our lives involved with radio,
the medium is avery personal form of communication. It's acommunication medium that enters the house, travels with us in the car, and even
keeps us company while jogging. Radio production is the art of achieving
the effects that make radio such an intimate, magic medium.

SUMMARY
Multichannel recording is used when many sound sources
must be recorded, mixed, and remixed separately. A typical multichannel board has input modules on one side
and output buses on the other. The input side takes in the
signals from the mies; the output buses send the signal to
the tape machine and the monitors. Each side has avariety of soundshaping controls.
There are several techniques for recording stereo. The most popular are
coincident miking, spaced-pair miking, and middle-side miking. Totalsound recording is accomplished by placing one or more mies in acentral
place to record the sound as the listener would hear it. Isolated-component
recording involves placing separate mics on each sound source and
mixing the inputs together; this allows much greater flexibility and offers
achance to repair bad takes when the music is being performed.
A wide variety of electronic components are used to shape the signal,
including equalizers, filters, compressors, limiters, noise reduction equipment, harmonizers, flangers, and spatial enhancers. Techniques used in
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advanced radio production include effects such as echo, reverb, forward
echo, pan potting, and doubletracking.

A PPLICATIONS
1,771

Situation 1/The Problem
The producer of aprogram
was recording a church choir for later playback. She
miked each vocal section separately and planned to mix
the program. The director of the choir listened to atest
recording and was not pleased with what he heard. "The
choir," he said, "sounds like agroup of jingle singers...
One Possible Solution
Why did the sound vary so much from what the
choir director was used to hearing? Because close-up miking of the
sopranos, the altos, the tenors, and so on, did not allow the reverberation
of the music through the architectural spaces of the church; consequently, the effects of the acoustics—and the sound of the church
choir— were altered.
The producer opted for a crossed pair of cardioid mics above the
tenth row of pews and was able to achieve aricher, more realistic sound.
Situation 2 /The Problem
A group of jingle singers and musicians
were performing a commercial for an ice-cream parlor. Gay Nineties
music was called for, with abanjo and piano. Unfortunately, the sound
coining through the mics featured the booming, rich tones of the studio's
grand piano, which had mics pointing toward its raised top.
One Possible Solution
The producer repositioned the mics to a spot
directly above the hammers. Now, alot of hammer was heard, and the
piano sounded much more honky-tonk than grand.

EXERCISES
1. Mic apiano in several ways, noting the effects of different mic placements. Position the mic(s) at any or all of the following locations noting
how the mix of mics at various locations changes the character of the
sound, too:
•Behind the soundboard on an upright piano
•In one of the sound holes inside agrand piano
•Pointing at the raised cover
•Above the keyboard
•Above the strings
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2. If multichannel recording equipment is available, record a musical
group under the supervision of your instructor or lab assistant. Remix the
recording twice using whatever equipment is available. The goal is to
make two recordings of the same program material that sound radically
different because of the mix.
3. As avariation of Exercise 2, split the class into two groups, and let
each, separately, record the same performers doing the same musical
number. See if the two versions are identical.

CHAPTER 15

COMPUTER
A PPLICATIONS IN
RADIO PRODUCTION
The computer is avaluable tool in radio production, but it is only that —
atool. Technological wizardry is not an end in itself: rather it is afaster
and more capable method of manipulating information. creating effects.
and controlling various work functions.
In this chapter, we address computer technology as it relates to both
production and operations. In particular., we focus on applications of the
computer to computer-generated effects. computer-assisted editing, onair production, automation, programming, and digital audio broadcasting. In our exploration of computers, we necessarily repeat some material
introduced in previous chapters, both for the sake of continuity and so
that this chapter can stand alone as an assignment to be read out of
numerical order. However, we keep redundancy and redefinition to a
minimum. Before zeroing in on the specifics of radio applications, let's
briefly introduce the computer itself.

COMPUTER BASICS
Few elements of modern life are so shrouded ill mystery
as the cotnputer. Indeed, it appears as if those privy to the
workings of the device deliberately try to mystify the uninitiated with incomprehensible jargon. But the basics of
computer operations can be readily understood: although
321
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particular hardware (the computer itself) and software (the programs
used to make the computer perform particular tasks) vary widely, most
computers do roughly the same types of tasks in roughly the same matmer.
As with many modern technological devices, computers operate digitally; that is, they work by means of aseries of on and off switehi•s. with
the on-and-off code expressed in digits. (In Chapter 3, we provided an
introduction to the idea of digital technology.) The concept of digitizing
information in terms of on or off dates to the 1700s. One of the first digital applications was in aweaving loom: Paper punched with holes (later
replaced by acard) determined the position of apart of the loom. If there
was ahole, the loom would perform acertain operation: if there was no
hole, the loom would operate differently.
The on-or-off principle was used in this instance to program the pattern for an entire woven cloth. Later, punch cards were used in awide
variety of applications in manufacturing and calculation.
Speedy calculation—the computer's forte—did not become feasible
on a large scale affordable by consumers until t
he development of
printed circuits, adirect descendant of the vanutin tube. A vacuum tube
is adevice for amplifying or otherwise manipulating asignal. Vacuum
tubes were hot, fragile, and large. Eventually, scientists replaced the
vacuum tube with transistors, solid-state devices that performed the
same tasks as vacuum tubes but were much smaller and mechanically
simpler. Because of these characteristics, many transistors could be
placed onto acircuit board, the genesis of the integrated circuit.
It soon became apparent that modern scientific techniques could
replace the now-cumbersome arrangement of transistors on a circuit
board. Using aprocess involving photography and engraving, scientists
could produce an integrated circuit on achip of material called silicon;
thus, the silicon microchip was born.
Chips are the brains of the computer, performing the on-and-off
tasks—manipulation of digits— that eventually add up to the calculation process. The on-and-off function in each instance is determined by
the presence or absence of an electrical signal. A system offering these
two choices, on and off, is known as abinary process; it is through this
binary coding that the computer represents information. A sequence of
on and off pulses is used to denote numbers and letters.
Because these pulses can be generated, tabulated, and manipulated
with lightning speed, operations can be performed with inhuman rapidity. The computer thus becomes an invaluable tool for manipulating
information. It performs thousands of calculations in an instant, does not
become bored or distracted, and possesses perfect precision within the
scope of its operations.
The brain of the computer (the place where the master microchip
resides) is called a central processing unit, or CPU. It is generally
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accessed through akeyboard, similar to the key arrangement on astandard typewriter, and the commands and areadout of the information are
viewed on avideo monitor.
The computer stores and retrieves information from a program in
random access memory, or RAM. The other type of memory in the
computer is the read only memory, or ROM, which is built into the
computer at the factory and cannot be changed.
The information in RAM, which usually is where the software program is loaded, along with whatever information you have loaded in or
entered from the keyboard, stays there only as long as the computer is
turned on, which makes long-tennstorage in RAM impractical. For this
reason, computers are equipped with storage mechanisms, usually in the
configuration of adevice for writing information on adisc. Discs come in
avariety of sizes, including the floppy disc, smaller computer discs such
as cues used in Apple Macintoshes, the larger liard disk, and even the
compact disc (the same device used to store digital music), which is
increasingly finding applications in the computer industry.
The ability of the computer to manipulate information, as we mentioned, is its strength. Simple storage is not a particularly compelling
reason to use acomputer. For example, 1,000 recipes might more easily be
kept on 3-by-5 index cards than keyed into acomputer. However, should
you desire to sort out all the recipes calling for eggs and parsley, your task
would be monumental if done by hand; however, it can be accomplished in
afew seconds by the computer, which will patiently but quickly check the
ingredients of each recipe for amatch with the ingredients you identify.
Such inhuman patience and speed also have applications in the field
of radio. As an example, consider how the microchip now enables aproducer to store and manipulate avariety of sounds.

COMPUTER-GENERATED EFFECTS
Radio-station program directors are taking increasing
advantage of the versatility of adevice known as amusiid
cal instrument digital interface, called MIDI and pronounced "middy." The MIDI (Figure 15.1) is a digital
tool that allows aproducer to synchronize any number of
electronic musical instruments and other sound-production devices,
including standard tape-recording units, with acomputer. You can think
of aMIDI, therefore, as acommunications link between electronic musical instruments and electronic controlling or processing devices such as
synchronizers and computers. With MIDI devices, it is possible to produce music or special effects, such as "laser beam" sounds used in ascience fiction show.

Ii
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FIGURE 15.1

The MIDI, adigital device that enables producers to synchronize various
sound sources with acomputer.
(Photo courtesy of Akai Professional, Fort Worth, Tex.)

g

FIGURE 15.2
Synthesizer. This device is often used in conjunction with a MIDI to produce
a wide variety of sounds for production purposes.
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A producer with musical skills can also use MIDI in conjunction with
a synthesizer (Figure 15.2). an organlike device that can produce a
wide variety of sounds. Some synthesizers, for example, produce realistic
sounds by combining many different tone and frequency generators
together. Each generator is called avoice.. and many synthesizers can use
them to produce the sounds of grand pianos, horns, drums, cars, and so
forth; some can produce many sounds simultaneously. When asynthesizer can both simultaneously play several voices that sound like several
unique instruments (say, a bass guitar and a piano) and allow you to
control those voices separately. it is called muliiiimbral. Using amultitimbral synthesizer, a MIDI sequencer, a drum machine, and a tape
recorder, you could reproduce the sound of asmall band.
A sequencer is adevice that enables you to record different channels
of MIDI information into some kind of memory. such as a floppy disc.
Computers are frequently used as sequencers and allow you the possibility of recording up to 16 channels of information. (MIDI has many functions that cannot be covered in this broad treatment.)
By using asequencer, it is possible to control amull itimbral synthesizer or several synthesizers simultaneously. The sequencer does just
what the name implies: It sends a sequence of data to the devices,
instructing them to play acertain note at acertain time, make it acertain
length, and make it sound like a particular instrument. In asense, the
sequencer acts like atape recorder because often you record your music
by playing asynthesizer and connecting the MIDI output directly into the
sequencer, which memorizes the notes played and the imliyidual timbre
and characteristics of the notes.
Let's return to the example of an electronically created small band.
Suppose that you wanted to record an original music bed for a local
sponsor. Here's what you might do:
1. Program adrum machine to provide atempo and abeat that meet the
requirements for the spot. That information would be recorded by the
sequencer. (Remember that the computer records data in the form of digital bits, not in the way we typically think of atape machine recording a
conventional drum set.)
2. Program the synthesizer to reproduce the sound of an electric piano:
the piano's part is played on the keyboard and recorded by the sequencer.
3. The synthesizer might be programmed to play abass guitar,. and you
would play abass line for our music bed. Most sequences allow you to set
pointers to get the tracks to line up correctly.
4. Play back all the channels recorded by the sequencer. which controls
the drum machine and all the voices of our synthesizer. If you are satisfied with what you hear, you can dump the output to audiotape; the
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music bed for the local spot will then be ready for use in producing the
commercial.
If you wanted to create a more sophisticated group — even asymphony orchestra — you could use atime-code generator, asynchronizer,
and aMIDI sequencer to control several multitimbral synthesizers and
dump their outputs to a multitrack tape recorder. Briefly and simply,
here's how it would work:
1. You would use a device called atime-code generator to lay down a
time code (a constant reference laid clown on the tape) on one track of
t
he tape recorder. Track 8might be our choice.
2. Using that time code to drive asynchronizer (a device that converts

lime code into information that aMIDI sequencer can understand), you
would record your synthesizers on separate tracks—say, tracks 1, 2, 3,
and 4—of your multitrack recorder.
3. You would reprogram your synthesizers to new voices and sounds.
Again using your time-code track to drive the synchronizers, you would
have the synchronizers drive the sequencer to reproduce the new voices
on tracks 5to 7of the multitrack.
4. Again using your time-code track as areference to drive the synchronizer and sequencer, you might program a drum machine and record it
while you simultaneously mixed down the seven tracks previously
recorded.
5. If you needed some especially sophisticated production. you might
also use your MIDI sequencer to control outboard signal-processing
devices, such as digital relays and reverb units, during the recording or
playback process.
13e aware that these devices are only slowly gaining acceptance in the
radio world, especially in small and medium markets. But the music and
recording industries are making wide use of the MIDI, and it is likely that
the technology will filter clown into mainstream radio production in the
near future.
You don't have to be amusician to take advantage of the MIDI. All
sorts of audio effects can be achieved, ranging from simple sound effects
to aural props in complex comedy skits. Do you need the sound of an
alarm clock? Programs accompanying the hardware plugged into certain
MBAs provide just such asound effect, and it can be loaded into acomputer from a disc. The MIDI would also allow you to manipulate that
sound, making it seem like asmall alarm clock or like Big Ben.
Many firms specialize in providing sound-effects software to users of
MIDIs; one company currently offers about 300 sounds on a ten-disc
program that sells for only about $60. The variety of sounds, coupled
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with the computer's ability to manipulate each sound and to create music
and musical effects. makes the MIDI an attractive alternative to soundeffects and theme-music libraries on LP discs or CDs, which can cost
upward of $1,000 per year to license.

COMPUTER-A SSISTED EDITING

rY

Digital technology may be making progress toward the
eventual obsolescence of razor blades and splicing tape.
Currently available digital audio technology makes it
possible to perform sound editing functions with far
greater ease and accuracy than ever before. As we noted
in Chapter 6, the use of computer hard disk audio (I 'DISK) configured in
digital audio workstations can essentially eliminate the need for tape as a
medium for storing the audio information you will edit.
The typical editing suite in stations that make use of such technology
features digital storage on hard disk of all information— music. dialogue, and sound effects—in computer memory. with a video monitor
used to chart and manipulate the sounds.
Such systems are rapidly replacing the processes of physical editing
of tape through splicing and dubbing. They are also quickly making
unnecessary computer controls linked to analog tape machines. (The
word analog means a"corresponding image," and it is used to refer to
the similar image of sound reproduced by standard reel-to-reel tape
recorders, cassettes, and cart machines.)
As in the analog systems that were the forerunners of today's entirely
digital workstations, the operator of the computer system makes use of
one of several methods of Waling and retrieving the various sources to
be edited together so that they van be manipulated with the aid of acomputer monitor to create the desired results. The edit can be made and
auditioned, and if the edit point proved to be incorrect or some other
aspect of the edited playback was unsatisfactory, the sound can be redisplayed and the edit redone. There is no risk of losing or damaging the
original audio material because the process that takes place on the screen
can be reversed and the operator can repeat the process until asatisfactory edit is achieved. The audio material in use during the editing process
is also still stored digitally in the computer memory. so there is no risk of
destroying it through mistakes in editing.
Once the edit has been satisfactorily made, the resulting new material can be stored in the memory for eventual use in whatever way is
intended. An obvious question arises: Ilow can sound be represented on
acomputer screen?
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Modern digital systems use avariety of methods of letting you see as
well as hear what you are editing. Some systems use a touchscreen
setup. Such systems display on the screen the labeled sound sources that
you will be working with. (When audio sources are initially stored in
memory, they are labeled and given an address. The editor calls them
up when they are needed for an editing session, and they are displayed
on the monitor.) In touchscreen systems, the editor, by touching the
screen with afinger, can move bits of sound into the proper sequence to
form the edit.
Often avisual representation of apiece of audiotape is used on the
screen. The editor arranges the audio elements in the desired sequence on
this so-called virtual tape ("virtual" means acomputer-simulated representation of aphysical object) and manipulates it into the proper position
to form the edit visually. If the edit isn't satisfactory when played back,
the editor manipulates it until it is correct. Then the information can
be stored.
Other ways of working with the various audio elements include a
process that lets the sound be played back in away that simulates the
rocking of the reels of areel-to-reel tape recorder as is done in traditional
splicing and dubbing operations. The editor selects the proper edit point
by ear. The process takes place using digital reproduction, but the effect
is the same as if the editor were actually manipulating reels of tape manually. But all information remains digitally encoded. Once the edit point
is located, the unwanted material is "cut," and the added material is
"spliced" into place.
Another system creates a waveform on the screen much the way
the computerized analog systems do. In the analog systems, the edit
could be performed on the screen and the resulting edit stored on the
audiotape in analog form. In wholly digital systems, the waveform is
simulated. When the editor recognizes the portion of the waveform that
corresponds to the material to be deleted, the mouse of the computer
is used to delete that portion of the wave pattern. Again, if an error
is made, the information is redisplayed and the process repeated
until the edit is achieved. Then it is digitally stored in the computer
memory.
Computer technology also is very convenient for eliminating noise
t
hat may occur on a recording. By looking at the sound pattern on
the computer screen (Figure 15.3(a)), the noise is easily identified as
the pattern that falls only above the center line (Figure 15.3(b)) —
unlike the waveform of natural sound, electronically produced noise
is different in character. In many cases, it has only a positive or negative waveform, and for reasons that are beyond the scope of this
chapter, the pattern often falls visually on only one side of the center
line.
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FIGURE 15.3A
A sound pattern that includes noise.

FIGURE 15.3B
The noise is the portion of the waveform that falls only on one side of the
center line.
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FIGURE 15.3C
By selecting the noise with the mouse and blocking it, you can instruct the
computer to learn" the pattern and delete it whenever it occurs.

To edit out the noise. the producer can simply select the portion of
the sound pattern (Figure 15.3(c)) that represents the noise and instruct
the computer to -remember" dun pattern and to delete it wherever it is
present on the recording.
This representation, sometimes called a sound envelope, is much
easier to work with and manipulate than you might at first imagine. For
example, suppose that.. in producing astation promo, you begin by playing back a recording of an announcer speaking; let's assume that the
announcer has recorded the words "WRVO Public Radio." As you play
back the words, you will see the varying patterns displayed as the words
are spoken. Because you can stop, start, or reverse the words, you have
the ability to monitor how the waveform changes with the spoken words.
(The saine can be accomplished in dealing with music.) The steps in a
typical digital editing sequence are illustrated and described in Figure
15.4(a)—(g).
Suppose that you want to remove the word public and make the ID
simply -WRVO Radio." Ihere's one way to approach the task:
1. Von would move acomputerized pointer to the part of the wave that
indicates the end of -WRVO" and electronically mark that spot by enterii ig
appropriate computer command.
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FIGURE 15.4
Modern digital systems allow you to edit words o music.
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FIGURE 15.4 (continued)

d. Once saved, the
computer will display
each region in a
"playlist." You can
develop many "rough
cuts" by dragging
region titles from the
upper left corner of the
screen to the bottom
half of the screen.
When you press "play"
the computer will play
the list from start to
finish.
e. The computer lets
you choose the type of
transition as well as
the duration and
volume for each of the
segments in the playlist. Note that exact
times can be seen for
each item on the playlist. You can organize
and change the play
order until you are
satisfied with your
commercial.
f. Menu items across
the top of the screen
give the workstation
great flexibility to
merge and mix sound
sources together without destroying the original recording or files.
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FIGURE 15.4 (continued)

g. Icons along the top
of the screen give you
access to various software functions

2. You would then repeat the process by inarkin
the beginning of "radio."

, the

waveform before

3. Through aseries of commands (which would depend on the particular
menu provided with your software). you would then instruct the computer to eliminate the word public and splice -WRVO" and -radio"
together. If there were too much or too little space between the words,
you could call up the previous menu and rework the edit.
4. Your options don't end here. If von wished to (and if \>11 possess the

proper equipment), you could add an echo to the won l. mix music
beneath them, or speed up or slow down the pace of the words.
New-generation equipment can accomplish all diese effects atol
more. The Macintosh computer a favorite of producers who use MIDIs
to interface with computers and synthesizers. can also be used to interface with a digital editing system. The Dvaxis digital audio system
(Figure 15.5), for example. interfaces with certain Macintosh computers
and allows the user to visualize splicing and assembling functions on the
Mac's screen; the systTin's windows and menus mimic astandard audio
console, allowing you to mix. pan. cross-fade. edit, and so forth. (In current usage, the term digital editing system means asystem of hardware
that can control all functions of standard editing. whereas aMIDI generally refers to a device used to hook synthesizers and other relatively
simple sound-generating sources hito a computer. There is obviously
some overlap in the functions.)
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FIGURE 15.5
The Dyaxis Digital Audio Processor. This device makes it possible for aproducer to assemble sound elements digitally using acomputer.
(Photo courtesy of Integrated Media Systems, San Carlos, Calif.)

The Dvaxis system and many other editing controllers allow you to
work with what's known as the SMPTE time code. (SMPTE stands for
Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers.) The time code is
electronically laid down on tape and identifies aprecise address on the
tape 30 times per second. Although originally developed for editing
videotape. SMPTE time coding is increasingly used in audiotape editing,
and in fact .-;onie high-tech audio editing is done on videotape.

COMPUTER A PPLICATIONS
IN O N-A IR PRODUCTION
Tri

At present, acomputerized visualization of an audio console would be difficult to utilize while running an airshift,
but the technology has almost reached that point. Many
stations have begun using touchscreen automation assist
systems (Figure 15.6), which allow announcers to select
from anumber of sound sources merely by touching the appropriate spot
on acomputer screen.
Touchscreen systems allow on-air talent to execute avariety of functions with great ease; some of these are listed on the screen shown in
Figure 15.6. For example. anews announcer can call up fast-breaking
copy and read it directly off the screen; alternatively, the announcer can
put the network on the air simply by touching the appropriate part of
the screen.
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FIGURE 15.6
This computerized system allows the on-air announcer to select from avariety of sound sources by simply touching the appropriate spot on acomputer screen.

The traditional radio console. incidentally-. is becoming smarter
thanks to microchip technology. Some modern digital consoles use computer software to recall partkular settings. For instance, you might have
aparticular setup for leading into the news: playing amusic cart backtimed for the last minute before the news. lowering the volume on the
music and opening the mie to promo the songs coming up after the
news, music up, music cross-fading to stinger, stinger ending. and network pot opening. All this can be programmed into the board's memory .
with the correct levels coming up each time. If alevel is too high or too
low., the mijustment van be inade and storecl in memory.
Smart consoles. of course. have many applications in off-air production, too. An edit can be rehearsed many- times, and settings corrected
until the result is perfect.
And though this is only speculation. some industry- observers feel that
the days of the standard broadcast cart riilge 11111V be numbered. Alreadymany stations with fast-moving formats railing for many sound sources
use digital storage methods mid MIDIs to store and recall sounds. Perhaps before long all sound sources for on-air production will be stored on
hard disk, digital tape. or even compact disc and retrieved virtually-
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instantly by computer. command. When you stop to consider that, in fastmoving formats, an airshift can involve playing more than 300 carts, the
idea of calling tip all tliose sound sources from one centralized location
becomes very attractive.

COMPUTERS IN AUTOMATION
Irn

Probably the most immediate and visible application of
computer technology to radio is in the area of automation
and live-assist automation. Automation basically means
an apparatus for running programs with aminimum or
absence of on-site human labor. Live-assist refers to
automatically sequenced commands designed to help the person running
the console execute aseries of commands.
A brief history of radio-station automation will help you understand
the current role of computerized automation technology. Automation
first came of age in the late 1950s and early 1960s via what now appear
to be cumbersome methods of automatically ctieing sound sources. The
development of the cart machine and its eventual widespread use in the
1960s greatly elihanced the promise of automation: The cart could recue
itself and could be loaded into various mechanical devices capable of
transporting and playing the cart.
In the early to mid-1970s. cartridge carousels became extremely
popular. The carousel was acircular device that rotated and brought the
carts into contact with the playback device; usually, the carousels were
synchronized with reel-to-reel tapes (supplied by a syndicator), which
had to be changed by hand every few hours.
Automation appeared to be the answer to the problems faced by
many stations, large and small. h drastically cut back on personnel costs
and generally provided high-quality program material. The prerecorded
voices of the announcers were of the highest quality, and the music was
carefully selected according to ostensibly heavily researched criteria.
But station owners found that automation. the apparent answer to
any station's financial woes. could actually drive listeners away. Audiences soon tired of the transparently canned format of many of the syndicated prop.rams offered for automation systems. Many stations brought
back live announcers for the entire schedule or for certain high-listener
periods. and used automation for slow times such as overnight shifts.
Just when automation appeared to be on its way out. though. computer technology brought it back to the forefront of radio operations.
Modern automation used computer technology to accomplish tasks difficult or impossible to do with older-generation systems involving complex

led
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hardware and mechanical relays. The on-air function can use traditional
automation, or it can use sophisticated computer programs to interface
with satellite-delivered programs. Such programs use microcomputer
hardware in conjunction with software packages that control station
programming.
For example, in stations where programming is received by satellite.
the computer system senses cue tones that are fed along with program
material. The tone is separated from the program signal and fed to the
satellite-interface equipment. Such tones then activate local program elements, which are integrated into the satellite-fed programming.
Here are some examples of what cutting-edge automation technology
can do:
•A satellite feed beams down modern music in atightly controlled
format; music is back-announced by a highly professional announcer located at the system headquarters in amajor city. As one
song is about to end, the satellite beams down a35-Hz tone, which
activates a cart machine at the local station airing the satellitefed program. The cart says, "You're listening to [local station's call
letters]." Then the satellite feed takes over, with the announcer
saying, "That was [name of song and artist]."
•What's happened is that the automation system has customized the
satellite broadcast service, ensuring that the automation doesn't
have the canned quality. Certain automation systems even have a
method for the announcer to feed alocal weather forecast to the
particular market; that forecast would be recorded and called up by
the automation system at the appropriate time. (We give additional
details about satellite service in Chapter 8.)
•A radio newsroom features acentral computer with several terminals; reporters and editors can tie into asingle system and exchange
information with one another, as well as accessing network and
wire-service news feeds. There's no one running back and forth
trying to find copy; ifs all instantly accessible. ln addition, reporters
carrying portable computers can feed pages of copy back to the
newsroom via telephone.
•An automation system based on storage of digital tape allows up to
aweek of continuous programming, with the whole system operating untouched by human hands.
As in many other areas of radio operations, in automation too, digital
technology is revolutionizing the industry at arapid clip. Whereas traditional radio-station automation systems have depended heavily on program elements recorded on tape cartridges that played according to
instructions received from satellite- or computer-controlled interfaces.
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new systems eliminate the tape cartridges. Systems like the Digital Commercial System, from Computer Concepts Corporation, allow for unlimited use of cart slots (digitally stored messages of various lengths that
could be stored and played using only tape cartridges). This is possible
because the system uses digital storage of audio on hard disk. Besides
the digitally stored audio elements that can be provided, other sources
of audio, such as CD and DAT players, can be fed into the on-air product. Such digital systems also cont rol the sequencing of program events.
This allows for the meshing of program elements between a satellite
source and the local "stop sets" so that the transition is undetectable to
the listener.
A common problem with satellite automation systems is that it's difficult to precisely time all program elements to fit the periods allocated
for local inserts such as commercials, IDs, and information reports.
Modern digital devices, such as the one in Figure 15.7, take care of such
problems through the use of expansion—compression programs that
stretch program elements that are too short and shorten them when they
are too long. This results in local breaks that precisely fill the time
allowed by the satellite program system. When a program element is
missing because of an error, backup announcements of the correct length
are automatically substituted so that the gap is not noticeable to listeners. The ability to play two recorded sources simultaneously allows for a
live feel to the automated system, for example, by making it possible for
the end of one commercial to overlap the start of another.
Such computer-driven digital systems also are linked to traffic
(scheduling) and logging functions so that atime-linked record is kept of
all program elements that are aired. Billing can be done automatically
with verification of the time at which the client's commercial ran, and all
program elements are logged.
In the area of traditional station-based music programming, digital
systems are capable of generating music playlists for various periods
such as aday or amonth at atime. Music can be categorized by artist
and style of music and automatically scheduled to play only in dayparts
that are appropriate to each selection.
Although some would argue that automation is not in the best interests of the industry as awhole—in fact, jobs are lost as aresult of the
expanding technology—automation does offer certain advantages to radio
employees and to listeners. For employees, live-assist automation makes
things easier on the person who runs the console. Now he or she may
have to push only one button to trigger asequence of five or six events.
Computer-driven systems make it possible for many time-consuming
tasks to be accomplished with the touch of abutton or, as in the touchscreen system, by touching an appropriate part of the video monitor.
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FIGURE 15.7
This automated program controller provides an interface between various
station-based audio sources and the station's automated programming
service.
(Photo courtesy of Broadcast Electronics, Quincy, Ill.)

reear...Aget •uc

An increasing number of radio professionals will have to become
computer literate and comfortable using the new technologies. There is a
perceptible trend toward requiring announcers to run combo, even in
large markets: for example, anumber of CBS-owned and -operated stations, as amoney-saving measure, are requiring talent to work combo.
What benefits does automation offer to the listener? Points can be
made on many sides of the issue, but it is reasonable to say that many lis letters do enjoy the concept of top-quality satellite programming supplemented, thanks to computer control, with local inserts. Even small markets can have top-quality music formatting and announcing coupled
with locally originated material.
It is too early to make a definitive decision either way, but it does
seem as though some small-market personnel originally assigned to spinning discs (the same records available anywhere in the country) have had
their job focus changed to local news or community service when the station changed to satellite services. In some markets, jobs of announcing
staff have simply been eliminated.
News and public-service programming. howevem .can benefit from
computer technology. KCBS in San Francisco is one example. The station
is equipped with more than adozen terminals and special news software
known as Newstar. Though not strictly aform of automnal ion. the system
does provide amethod of speeding operations by computer.
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Ed Kavagnaro, the KCBS director of news and programming.
summed up the situation in a1987 interview reported in the trade journal Broadcast Management/Engineering. "Newstar allows us to get news
on the air much faster than was previously possible," he said. "Breaking
news is radio's niche, and we're in business to provide people with information — not 'Wheel of Fortune."

COMPUTERS IN THE
PROGRAMMING FUNCTION
Although the word programming has many meanings in
the context of radio production and operations, the activities comprehended by one specific definition — the
process of planning and documenting the material aired
over the station —are greatly speeded up and enhanced
by computer technology.
Scheduling music, commercials, and other program elements is
extremely time-consuming and complex. But the situation is eased considerably by specialized software. Radio station WHDH in Boston, for
example, uses Columbine programming software and an IBM computer
to accomplish the following tasks:
•Keep track of all program elements and provide aprintout (log).
•Make arecord of all commercial availabilities.
•Ensure that commercials for directly competing products (two airlines, for example) are not scheduled within acertain time of each
other.
•Provide salespeople with away to program aflight of spots immediately and to let the sponsor know the airdates.
•Automatically generate bills for spots aired.
•Allow sales management to compare records of individual salespeople and to use projections (quotas) for each salesperson.
The possibilities for computer use in all areas of radio—producing
special effects, editing, on-air production, automation, and programming— are virtually limitless. But even the most devoted apostles of
high-tech are quick to warn that gadgetry is not an end in itself. The
computer can perform work faster and can make it easier, but it cannot
make good radio.
Good radio is made by the skill of the producer and is played
out in the brain of the listener. Radio, after all, is center stage in the
theater of the mind — and imagination will never be supplanted by
gimmickry.
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DIGITAL AUDIO BROADCASTING
AIIN liSCLISSi011 01 computers and their applications to the
digit al audio systems would be incomplete without considering the ultimate outcome of these efforts to improve
the audio product — the delivery of radio programming
to listeners.
Digital audio broadcasting (DAB) involves afundamental change in
the way in which radio signals are transmitted and received. Several systems of achieving this are now under development. The FCC is also
studying the question from the perspective of the methods to be used to
transmit digital broadcast signals. Various delivery systems have been
proposed for this service, including terrestrial distribution, which
involves the use of some portion of the spectrum of frequencies that currently encompasses broadcast service, satellite distribution, some combination of these two, and asystem that would be compatible with current
systems of broadcasting.
A major issue in considering the viability of terrestrial distribution of
digital audio broadcasting is the question of assigning it to some portion
of the band of frequency spectrum— that is, whether the technology can
use portions of the existing frequency band now assigned to radio broadcasting or will need new allocations of the already crowded frequency
spectrum. Some of the systems under development propose to use aportion of the FM band for transmission. One such system by Eureka
received the endorsement of the National Association of Broadcasters in
1991.
There is some speculation that several different types of distribution,
including cable television systems, might ultimately be authorized for use
as transmission systems, thereby avoiding a need to choose a single
system to the exclusion of others.
Regardless of the particular system or systems chosen for eventual
use, digital audio broadcasting offers many advantages over the current
analog-based system. Perhaps most important, it will allow radio listeners to enjoy the full benefits of digital audio. Currently, all the benefits of
the high-quality audio produced in the production studios of radio stations are limited by the fact that the signal must ultimately be fed
through analog equipment for transmission. The effects of such benefits
as increased dynamic range, freedom from noise, and the crispness of
sound inherent in digital audio are severely hampered by traditional
radio transmission.
There is also the potential for various additional services to be delivered via digital radio transmission. Some are exotic, such as still video,
presumably to be married in some way to radio programming. Other uses
under consideration include the transmission of text and graphics for
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news applications, for information about music and artists, or for marketing and promotional purposes.
The full impact of the digital revolution in radio broadcasting still
remains to be worked out in the marketplace. As for the preparedness of
t
he industry to meet the technical challenges of this technology, however,
there is little doubt t
hat the industry is ready to move quickly to develop
he technology that will fully exploit the promise offered by digital audio
in radio programming.
Radio of the future promises to differ significantly from radio of the
past. Will the changes also be improvements? The answer to that question depends on the same key factor that has been responsible for the
long record of success compiled by the radio industry as awhole— the
talent and vision of the people who produce and deliver the programming to listeners.

SUMMARY

lirl
LIU

The modern computer uses hardware (the system itself)
and software (the programs) to accomplish its goal. The
computer can calculate at incredible speed.

One particularly useful function of the computer in radio
is to create effects, including music, using amusical instrument digital
interface, known as aMIDI. You don't have to be askilled musician to
use asynthesizer and aMIDI; the programs for creating music are user
friendly.
Computer-assisted editing is finding greater acceptance in radio though
it is far from the norm. In computer-assisted editing, the information is
stored digitally and manipulated through visual representations on a
computer screen.
Perhaps the most visible impact of computer technology in radio is in
automation and live-assist. Automated gear can be incredibly flexible,
and live-assist can allow an operator to handle many complex tasks with
the touch of one button or, in some cases, just by touching the computer
screen.
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A PPLICATIONS
Situation 1/The Problem The producer wanted to put
together a station promo package featuring a chorus
chanting the station's call letters. Unfortunately, only two
announcers were on duty, and volunteers for a chorus
were nowhere to be found.
One Possible Solution Using aMIDI and sound-processing equipment,
the producer laid down two voices in digital storage, changed the characteristics of the voices slightly, laid them down again, and repeated the
process until he had what appeared to be a chorus of more than 100
voices.
Situation 2/ The Problem The production manager of astation that was
interfaced with asatellite service did all of her production on adigital
editing unit. Her most recent effort, though, needed some work. Unfortunately, avoice-only commercial cut to fill a60-second hole ran only 57
seconds. There was no time to call the announcer back in to recut the
spot.
One Possible Solution One aspect of digital storage is the ability, in some
hardware, to speed up or slow down the playback. Slowing down aplayback excessively would distort the voice, but stretching it by 3 seconds
was hardly noticeable — much less noticeable, certainly, than 3seconds
of dead air on an all-hit station.

EXERCISES
1. If the appropriate equipment is available, record the following effects.
The content is not the central issue; what is important is to note how
manipulation of the sound changes the effect produced. Produce and
record:
•A series of notes or tones of steady pitch, with afast attack followed
by adiminution of volume
•A series of notes of steady pitch. where the tone builds up to a
crescendo at the end
•A series of notes of steady pitch, with no change in volume—just
an abrupt on-and-off attack
•A series of notes in which the pitch changes rapidly or warbles
•A hissing noise similar to the white noise of arunning shower or the
static of snowy television
2. Again, if the equipment is available, draw representations of the
waveform (envelope) pictured on the screen for each production in
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Exercise 1. (Do them to the best of your artistic ability, but remember
that drawing skill is not the point here.) Show the drawings to, and then
play the sounds for, someone who is not familiar with this exercise, and
see if he or she can match the pictures with the sounds.
3. The following is apen-and-pencil exercise for those who do not have
access to computerized equipment. Write apaper (your instructor will
specify length and format) focusing on whether, in your opinion, the
technological revolution in radio has agood influence or abad influence
on the medium. For example, do you feel that technology is replacing the
human touch in radio? Do you believe that it has fostered an overreliance
on gimmickry in production? Or do you feel that the types of technology
available are improving radio, freeing people to be more creative?
Regardless of your viewpoint, argue your case by using information
from this chapter, information you have gathered in other classes and
through research, and:
a. Facts gathered from trade journals. Broadcasting and Broadcast
Management/Engineering will probably be most helpful, and these
are widely available in libraries.
b. An interview with a local veteran of radio, preferably an on-air
personality.

CHAPTER 16

PRODUCTION AND THE
M ODERN FORMAT
There's afine line between production and programming. We've pretty
well defined all the parameters of production in the preceding 15 chapters, and we have touched on the designs of current formats and how
they relate to production.
But as the already segmented radio audience becomes supersegmented, production techniques play an ever-increasing role in station
programming. Programming, for our purposes, simply refers to the
selection and arrangement of music, speech, and other program elements
in away that appeals to the station's listeners.
This chapter specifically deals with the radio audience, the basics of
the narrowcasting format, and production techniques used in specific
formats. We have placed this highly detailed, programming-oriented
chapter last in the book because it serves as a starting point for the
practice and study of other aspects of radio. Those aspects include
music selection, delivery style, and blending of elements— those factors
we often refer to as parts of the programming effort. In addition. the
chapter deals, by necessity, with some management functions, including
an understanding of audience development and measurement.
We start with aclose-up of the modern audience before discussing
production specifics.

THE AUDIENCE AND THE FORMAT

IAA

Why bother elaborating the nature of the audience and
how that audience is measured? Primarily because identifying and capturing an audience is the heart and soul of
on-air and off-air production.
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We did touch on the format in Chapter 1. But detailed examination
of formatics would have been premature before laying the groundwork
for athorough understanding of on-air and off-air production practices.
Now that we've built the foundation, we can examine the superstructure
of radio: the audience and methods of measuring audience.
The Audience
Pop quiz: The success of a radio station depends primarily on the
number of people who listen. Right? The answer: Not exactly. In fact,
program directors are as likely to complain about too much "wasted"
audience as they are about too few listeners!
Although that may sound unlikely, it's a good illustration of the
predicament of many of the modern media. A radio station sells an audience to an advertiser (or, in many cases, an agency representing advertisers). Radio has become amedium designed to reach certain audiences to
the exclusion of others. Prove it to yourself: In most major American
cities, you have access to 20 or more radio stations. How many different
stations do you listen to? Two or three at most? But alarge, ill-defined
audience is not aparticularly attractive commodity for an advertiser who
might be selling:
•Cosmetics to young women
•Expensive foreign autos to rich businesspeople
•Auto parts to young men
This is not to say that size is unimportant. If you have a clearly
defined audience, the bigger the audience, obviously, the better. But in
these days of the supersegmented audience, the programmer or producer
wants to be able to "capture" the right demographic.*
A profitable demographic can mean that astation can have asmaller
audience than another station in the same market but make more money.
For example, the all-news station WINS in New York City was, at the
time this was written, in eighth place among New York City stations in
terms of audience share. (Share means the percentage of listeners tuned
in, aterm which we define more closely later in this chapter.) But it was
solidly infirst place in market advertising revenue, handily outdistancing
rock and CHR stations that command much larger audience shares.
The reason, obviously, is the type of listener: An all-news station
typically gathers an older, more affluent, business-oriented market than

*As you remember from earlier discussions. "demographic" means astatistical representation of apopulation. We use it here in an informal sense to represent the composition of an audience.
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does a CHR station and can therefore charge more per spot. To complete the example, consider dial WINS had, during most of 1991, about
the same audience share at WHTZ, an FM CUR station, hut WINS
had twice the advertising revenue. The estimated gross ad revenue for
WINS in 1991 was $30 million. 1:or WHTZ, the estimated revenue was
$15 million.*
Methods of Measuring Audience

Since numbers and the people who comprise those numbers are important tools in the radio salesperson's arsenal, it's not surprising that the
methods of measuring audience are fairly complex.
Our purpose here is not so much to offer aprimer on ratings, as it is
to establish acommon vocabulary for understanding some of the audience measurement factors that affect astation's sound and, therefore, its
programming and production strategy. In other words, when we start
throwing around terms such as "TSL," "reach." and "cume" when discussing format-specific production, it won't seem like an arcane conversation in aforeign language.
So we quickly define and identify audience rating services, the companies that collect data about radio station listenership: the total SIIITCy
area and the metro survey aim, the landscape on which ratings are taken:
the units of measurement. iinIudiug ratings, share, average quarter-hour
persons, cume, reach, time spent listening, turnovel; and persons using
radio. Though we don't refer to all these terms and concepts in this chapter, it is necessary to understand those that we do discuss before others
can be defined.
Several firins provide information about
listenership, but the Arbitron company is the major player in audience
measurement. Arbitron's primary tool is adiary in which listeners record
their day's listening.
The diary method is one reason stations go to such lengths to make
their station's "signature" memorable. Have you ever noticed, as you
drive through different areas, how many stations bill themselves as "Kiss
(frequency)" or "Lite (frequency)" when their call letters may bear only
apassing similarity to the spellings of Kiss or Lite? Part of the reason, of
course, is to develop the station's identity in general. But another major
factor is that Arbitron will generally accept Kiss or Lite in adiary entry
as proof that the listener was tuned to that station.

Audience Rating Services

*Figures front Duncan's Radio Market Guide. Reported in "Ven' York New.sdnr. February 19, 1992, pp. 49-50.
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FIGURE 16.1
This is an example of a ratings report for hypothetical station WAAA.
Station WAAA
Hour By Hour
Metro Survery Area AQH (00)
5AM

6AM

7AM

6AM

7AM

8AM

WAAA
P12 +SHR

9.7

9.4

8.0

P12 +

136

136

125

W18-34

26

24

24

M18-34

60

62

58

WAAA TOTAL MON —SAT 6AM-10AM ALL ADULTS 25-49
AQH AND CUME ESTIMATES
ADULTS 25-49

VVBBB

AQH

AQH

AQH

CUME

PRS

PRS

PRS

PRS

(00)

RTG

SHR

(00)

157

1.9

10.2

1980

A sample ratings report is shown in Figure 16.1. None of the ratings
services reports actually looks precisely like this, but we've incorporated
aspects of several so that any ratings report will look fairly familiar to
you once you know what to look for.
A ratings report would generally include more than one station so
that comparisons among stations could be made, but we've listed only
WAAA to make the illustration simple. The hour-by-hour report lists
shares and the estimated number of persons listening as totaled by the
average quarter-hour (AQH) method. The (00) means that numbers listing "persons" should be multiplied by 100— or, simply two zeros added.
Looking at the first column, 5AM-6AM, you can see that the P12 +SHR
(people older than 12 share) is 9.7 percent. The figure is then broken
down into estimated listeners, the total number of persons 12 and over
(add two zeros), and the numbers of estimated listeners in various age
and sex groups. (W18-34 is women aged 18-34.) Most ratings reports
list several age and sex demographic groups.
Another type of report breaks down the total day's listenership for
another hypothetical station. AQH PRS (00) means average quarter-
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hour persons, along with the ratings points, share, and total cumulate
audience. The entries will become understandable as you read through
this section, so please refer to the figure from time to time.
Arbitron's major competitor, Birch Research Corporation, recently
went out of business. At the time this was written, it appeared that Arbitron would absorb Birch. Other services include RADAR, an acronym for
Radio's All Dimension Audience Research, which uses telephone interviews to measure network radio penetration, a complex job now that
"networks" can be formed simply by aiming at asatellite. A company
known as TAPSCAN provides computer-generated promotional material
based on Arbitron numbers, and avariety of research firms measure such
factors as the effectiveness of music or the likability of announcers.
In addition, many radio stations hire program consultants to help
station personnel understand ratings data and target audiences by creating very specific format parameters.
These are areas in which
audience measurement is undertaken. The total survey area usually
includes several counties that are served by two or more stations from
within ametropolitan area. The metro survey area is alocal area defined
by the city and its immediate environs. Remember that most discussions
about ratings center on the metro survey area. It is a far more useful
measuring area now that most stations serve concentrated population
centers rather than broad areas comprising several counties.

Total Survey Area, Metro Survey Area

.‘ rating is apercentage of the total available audience. Sometimes, the number of listeners is expressed as just that — atotal number,
t‘stimated from statistical interpretation of results. But strictly speaking,
a rating will be a percentage of an available audience. The available
audience is, in ratings terms, known as auniverse.
Rating

The share is the percentage of people who are actually listening. This is the most commonly used measurement in radio.
The share is frequently broken down among different sexes and age
groups, such as "women 18-34." When you see shares listed without
any specific reference to age, the figures usually refer to all persons, age
12 and older.
Share

The quarter-hour is the basic unit of
measurement in radio audience measurement. Average quarter-hour
(AQH) persons is the number of listeners who tuned in to a specific

Average Quarter-Hour Persons

quarter-hour for at least 5minutes.
A problem with AQH is that you cannot simply add up the AQH
figures to obtain the total number of people who are listening during
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the day because the AQH figures will include some of the same people.
AQH is important, however, in figuring gross rating points, as you'll
soon see.
Cume
Cumulative audience measure, come, solves the problem of
determining the total number of people listening by using statistical interpretation to determine the number of unduplicated audience listeners.
Turnover

Turnover is arelatively self-explanatory term even though

its derivation is somewhat complicated (which is why we did not include
it in Figure 16.1. the hypothetical ratings report). The turnover ratio is
simply ameasure of how many people out of the entire audience leave
the station during agiven period.
Time Spent Listening
Time spent listening (TSL) is ameasure of
the average time an iia I
i¡dual listener tunes into the station.
Calculating How Efficiently
a Station Reaches Its Audience

Embedded in the total format structure is its efficiency in producing an
audience that conforms to the needs of the advertiser. This will become
clearer in amoment, but first let's nail down the basic vocabulary relating to how an advertiser buys spots and what the advertiser expects from
the buy.
There are several ways of calculating and expressing the effectiveness of acommercial. Remember, though the total number of audience
members is important, it is not the only calculation entered into the
formula.
Gross Impressions
The most basic unit of measurement for a
commercial is gross impression, which is the total number of exposures to a commercial. Gross impression is calculated by multiplying average quarter-hour persons during the times the commercial was
run by the total number of spots. Remember, this figure reflects duplicated audience. The same person may be hearing the commercial a
number of times (which is not necessarily anegative factor, as we discuss
sl only).
Gross Rating Point
Gross rating point is simply away of expressing
gross impressions as arating figure. Multiply AQH ratings by the total
number of commercials played in those quarter-hours to determine the
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gross rating points. Many advertisers buy radio time based on acalculation of how many gross rating points they wish to achieve over agiven
time.
Reach
The reach is a measurement of how many different listeners
hear I
lie commercial. It is calculated by using the cume figure. The calculation itself is too complex to merit discussion here because adding
cumes requires some statistical weighting; simply remember that reach
represents the number of different people exposed to the spot.
Frequency
Frequency is the average number of limes atheoretical
listener hears a commercial. 11 is determined by dividing the gross
impressions by the cume.
Paying for Efficiency

The aforementioned formulas are used to calculate the effectiveness of an
advertiser's purchase. The figures are plugged into various formulas that
give advertisers arelative cost they can compare to other stations. Those
relative costs are typically expressed in one of three ways: cost per thousand. cost per point, and optimum effective scheduling.
Cost per Thousand
Cost per thousand (CPM) is simply the cost of
reaching a thousand listeners. (M is the Roman number for one thousand.) This figure is derived from figures that include new listeners to a
certain period and listeners who may have heard the commercial before,
so it includes, in radio vernacular, duplicated audience.
CPM is calculated by dividing the cost of all spots by the gross
impressions after you have divided the gross impression by athousand.

CPM =

Cost of All Spots
Gross Impressions ÷1,000

If you spent $500 for 100,000 gross impressions, you would divide the
gross impressions by 1,000 (to express the figure in terms of thousands)
and divide the cost of all spots ($500) by that number to produce aCPM
of 100.*

*These examples are adapted from another book by the authors, Radio Station
Operations: Management and Employee Perspectives (Belmont, Calif.: Wadsworth.
1989).
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If an advertiser knows the CPM, he or she can compare the cost of
running ads on all stations in amarket or among various markets. The
CPM mill also be broken down by sex and age of listeners.
Cost per Point
Cost per point (CPP) is ameasure of how much it
costs to -buy" one rating point in aparticular market. CPP is determined
by dividing the cost of all spots by gross rating points.

CPM =

Cost of All Spots
Gross Rating Points

As you remember, gross rating points are the product of the number of
spots run times the AQH rating. So if you run five spots, one each on days
Monday through Friday in aquarter hour with a1.5 rating, you will purchase 5x 1.5 =7.5 gross rating points.
If each spot cost you $125, you have spent $625. Divide $625 (cost
of all spots) by 7.5 (gross rating points), and you have aCPP of $83.33
per point. Cost per point has become the most commonly accepted way
of measuring ad pl acem rut efficiency in radio.
Some advertisers and radio executives argue that cost per point is not a particularly effective way of
measuring the effectiveness of radio advertising since CPM and CPP do
not account for the amount of audience that hears the commercial more
than once.
As we mentioned, aduplicated audience is not always anegative since
radio spots often require several listenings for the message to "sink in."
A new measure to compare advertising efficiency is gaining some
acceptance as a replacement for CPP and CPM. Optimum effective
scheduling (OES) is a mathematical formulation that determines the
number of people who hear the spot three or more times and makes that
figure at least 50 percent of the total audience.
For the record. OES is determined by multiplying the turnover ratio
by 3.25 and the eume by .46. Let's leave it there; the derivation of those
figures takes too long to explain. Suffice it to say that though OES has its
admirers, it also has critics who say that the formula works best for comparing buys in small markets and that it forces advertisers into excessively large purchases. (The average purchase for arun of spots calculated by OES is about $450.*)
Optimum Effective Scheduling

*See -OES Gets Results Through Effective Reach." Broadcasting. January 27.
1992. pp. 32-33.
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So what's the point of this dissertation? It's not necessary for someone involved in production to understand the intricacies of audience
measurement, but as we mentioned earlier, the vocabulary of audience
measurement and composition is intrinsic to understanding the modern
format and how production fits within that format.
Armed with the knowledge you've picked up in these few pages, you
can now evaluate format design and production within those formats as
a program director evaluates them: strategies to capture and keep a
large, loyal, and (in the case of commercial radio) affluent audience.

THE SPECIFICS OF
THE RADIO FORMAT
Why is the format, this tool designed to capture and keep
an audience, so complex? After all, can't areasonably
I
intelligent programmer simply pick some music,
announcers, and newscasters and let the show run itself?
Perhaps. But formats live and die on conditions
external to the format (competition and changing demographics are
among them), as well as the format itself. The programmer, and the production manager, must take all these factors into account when creating
the sound of the station.

LA

Defining Current Formats

If you really tried (and some have), you could probably come up with
more than ahundred variations of program strategies that qualify as formats. Some who track formats have tried, but most have given up the
attempt to classify each and every variation of program strategy; today,
we tend to use broad categories descriptive of formats and apply qualifying adjectives to further delineate those formats. (For example, a"lite"
adult contemporary features less rock than a"hot" AC.)
Billboard magazine and Arbitron (the ratings company) have
divided formats into more than adozen categories for their format share
reports. It's worthwhile to define these formats; combining an understanding of typical formats with the audience measurement concepts we
explained earlier will allow us, in the final section of this chapter, to take
arelatively detailed look at the role of production in reinforcing the
format. The following definitions mirror the descriptions introduced in
earlier chapters but introduce more types of formats and explain how
some terms relate to the construction of the format.
We also briefly mention the primary characteristics and desirability
of the demographics. The information on CPM is not essential for a
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producer, but it does provide some insight into the type of listeners and
level of affluence. (Remember that CPM and CPP reflect essentially the
same quantity computed differently, so any remarks about CPM also
apply to CPP.)
Adult contemporary (AC) is awide-ranging
format that generally includes a few current popular hits, called currents. recent hits, known as recurrents, and older songs, known, of
course, as oldies. AC ranges from rocking, hot AC to lite, or easy AC.
Some AC declares itself amix, using amixture of types of songs and eras
of songs.
AC has arelatively diluent demographic. CPM is high. This format
scores particularly well among women.

Adult Contemporary

A combination of call in, live interview, and news,
news/talk is asuccessful format on AM. Although durable and popular,
this format relies on good talent and is somewhat market driven. When
times are not turbulent. talk ratings decline. Luckily for news/talk programmers. we seem to he realizing the ancient oriental curse of -living in
interesting times."
News/talk has a fairly affluent demographic. (All-news has avery
affluent demographic.) It's particularly strong among businesspeople.
Listeners tend to be older (35 and up) rather than, say, in the 18-34
demographic range.
News/Talk

As we defined earlier, country is aformat with rural roots,
but it is not limited to rural listeners. Country melodies typically have
a "twangy" feel, and the lyrics often deal with the struggles of everyday life.
Country music is rocket-hot today. But oddly, that's amixed blessing
to country programmers and radio producers, who must tread the delicate line between ignoring the new material and alienating longtime listeners. (The word producer is agood substitute for programmer because
planning airplay is really amatter of on-air production; thus we use that
term with increasing frequency.)
Country is not regarded as having a particularly affluent demographic although the format has made significant inroads among the
affluent and the young. The young are not particularly affluent, but they
do spend agreat deal.
Country

Top 40, also known as contemporary or current hit radio
(CHR), used to be what the title says: the top 40 songs repeated over and
over. But that strategy is hopelessly vague for astation that wants to dis-

Top 40
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tinguish itself in the marketplace. Today's Top 40/CHR typically features
heavy dayparting, that is, specially designed formats for the changing listenership during the day. Many Top 40 stations also "mellow" their
playlist to capture abroader audience and often use heavy promotion to
fortify their audience.
Top 40 lias afairly low CPM because its audience generally does not
have much money, but again, young people have very active spending
habits.
Album rock, or album-oriented rock (AOR), features
longer, heavy-rock cuts and is primarily aimed toward a fairly young
male audience. Album rock has many variations on its basic theme, but
it essentially features older music, longer cuts, and longer sweeps (backto-back music segments) than Top 40.
AOR has a low CPM because its audience is viewed as being less
affluent and less likely than other audiences to buy a broad range of
products.

Album Rock

Urban
Urban formats feature rap, hard rock, and other fonnat particulars designed to appeal to young, urban audiences, often blacks and
Latinos. Not surprisingly, urban is apopular format in large cities.
Like all formats, urban varies in the content and thrust of its programming. Many urban outlets also feature ahealthy dose of Top 40 cuts
and are nicknamed "churbans." (If you hear, say. aWhitney Houston cut
on an urban station, you're probably listening to a churban-leaning
urban.)
Urban CPM can be quite respectable because the format moves certain products very well.

Just what constitutes an oldie is debatable, but to most producers, an oldie is a cut released at least two or three years ago, and of
course, many oldies date much farther back than that.
Some stations use rotations from all eras of recorded music, but the
oldie market is segmented, too. You'll find that most rotations (the
scheme of music played) in oldie formats center on an identifiable five- or
ten-year period.
Oldie CPM often runs alittle higher than average, but oldie ratings in
general have been nose-diving of late. However, some oldie formats are
quite successful, and highly specific oldies formats, such as "classic rock
oldies," have sizable and loyal audiences.
Oldies

Spanish
The Spanish format has become increasingly popular
because of the growing number of Latinos in the country. Radio station
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producers took note of this when they saw the results of the most recent
census, hence, agrowth in Spanish stations. (In some Mexican border
communities and southern Florida, of course, Spanish stations have been
broadcasting for years.)
CPM can be good in many areas when there is a mating of easily
identifiable products with this audience.
Classic Rock Classic rock used to be asplinter format of album rock
but now has its own distinct identity. Classic rock might best be defined
as album rock without the new releases; selections from Cream and the
Moody Blues are examples of classic rock mainstays.
CPM varies widely but is usually alittle better than AOR.
Adult standards is pretty much the same format as
middle-of-the-road (MOR). MOR is still an extant format, but adult
standards is the term used by Billboard and Arbitron.
In any event, adult standards usually means music such as Tony Bennett and Brenda Lee. However, this format is no longer synonymous with
World War II music. Select ions from the Platters and even the Carpenters
are often heard on adult standards stations. Remember, fans of the Carpenters who were in their late 20s when the Carpenters were in full
flower are now in their 40s. Time marches on.
CPM runs high, but raw numbers are declining.

Adult Standards

Easy Listening
Easy listening is no longer the "beautiful music" associated milli (slevators and offices of the early and mid-1980s. Easy listening stations (EZs), though they generally focus on instrumentals, also
feature easy vocals and some varieties of very soft rock like Carly Simon
and Billy Joel.
\Iis usually quite high because the audience is older and affluent.
Alternative Adult alternative features jazz and compatible
vocals. Al Stewart and Steely Dan are staples of the adult alternative
format.
CPM varies widely.

Adult

Religious The format is self-explanatory, but do note that the format can take on aspects of other formats. Some modern Christian music, for example, is virtually indistinguishable from that played on adult
contemporary.
Many of these stations are noncommercial, so CPM is either not
applicable or, in the case of commercial religious stations, varies widely.
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INDUSTRY UPDATE

FORMAT TRENDS AND
W HAT THE PRODUCER NEEDS
TO KNOW A BOUT THEM
Whoever is in charge of production is often in charge of the sound of the station —
and therefore at the helm of the station's ride through the turbulent modern
marketplace.
We have surveyed an extensive array of literature and summarized the major
current trends for this updated edition of Modern Radio Production. When possible, we offer some remarks about how, specifically, the person at the production
console can meet the changing needs of the market.
Here are the major results:
•CHR is fragmenting among the basic topic 40; CHR mates with urban/
rhythm; and often CHR mates with oldies, essentially giving up on teens and
aiming toward an older market. Traditionally, the strongest demos for CHR
have been girls 12 to 17 followed by boys 12 to 17, but in the past few
months, many stations have been skewing their playlists toward slightly
older listeners.
•WPLJ-FM has adopted this strategy; vice president of programming Tom
Cuddy says he's kept a strong niche in CHR by giving up the teens and
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introducing rock oldies (Bob Seger, John Mellencamp) to fit the station's
sound.
•Modern rock is making significant inroads. Some CHRs are leaning toward
modern rock, and modern rock has emerged as a distinct format. (It's still
difficult to determine exactly what's CHR and what's modern rock.) Stations
playing the like of Dinosaur Jr. or LZ used to be considered niche stations*
but now are gaining substantial shares of the audience. It's a nationwide
trend: KNDD in Seattle, KXRX in Salt Lake City, WRZX in Indianapolis,
WHTZ in New York, and WMMS in Cleveland all report 4-plus shares for
their modern rock stations in the latest book.
•Generation X may be a clichéd term, but programmers and producers are
reacting to it by significantly lowering the hype in their promos. Generation X
seems to dislike labels, and they don't react well to "in your face" liners and
sweepers. The attitude now seems to be "just do it ... and don't talk about it."
•All-sports and all-business stations are enjoying great success; about 180
stations adopted this format last year alone, and now there are about a
thousand nationwide. The point for the producer: Get all the training you can
in news and business because that may be acontinuing trend.
•Country continues to fragment (by last count, there are 12 different flavors),
but by and large it is very healthy. Although the format has become more
popular with young people, it is still fairly weak with teens. Producers really
must know the music here; picking cuts can be tricky because you alienate
part of the market if you use acut from distinctly the wrong genre.
•Nostalgia/MOR is holding its own as the audience in general gets older. A
problem for the programmer or producer is the limited number of cuts for airplay. (Since there's little new in the way of old standards being produced, the
problem is self-evident.) But Tony Bennett is making an astounding comeback (even on MTV!), and certain artists are guaranteed winners. For example, Stan Martin, director of programming and operations at 1560 WQXR in
New York, an exceptionally successful standards station that just posted an
excellent book, says that Nat King Cole, who died in 1965, remains the most
popular artist among his demographics. He receives listener complaints
about repetition of many artists, including Frank Sinatra, but never about
Nat King Cole.
*Eric Boehlert, "Modern Rock Radio Soars Ahead." Billboard, November 4, 1994,
pp. 1, 115.
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formats, seasonal variations, and other external factors affect the viability of niche programming.
Here are some current trends that apply to the modern format. They
are interesting in themselves but are also quite instructive when evaluating the performance of various formats.
•News/talk is up and is doing especially well in autumn seasons.
Autumn seems to be the time when news events coalesce. In 1992,
of course. the elections were the talk of the nation. The previous fall
featured the Clarence Thomas controversy; the autumn prior to
that found the nation galvanized around Gulf War events.*
•Country has had several good seasons. Among the best was the
summer of 1991, when the Judds's farewell tour and the Country
Music Association awards garnered agreat deal of publicity for the
artists and tunes associated with the format. Younger listeners are
being brought into the fold with so-called hot country formats, featuring young performers such as Garth Brooks and rock-crossover
country releases.
•Top 40 continues to slide. Why? Many programmers and producers
believe that with so many young country artists emerging, young
listeners are gravitating away from Top 40 to country. Urban and
churban stations have also grabbed teens. Further, Top 40 depends
I
wavily on contests, and given the current stale of the economy, less
money is available for contests. Top 40 is tricky to track because
there are many seasonal variations. When young listeners are out of
school in summer, top 40 ratings rise, but the rest of the year takes
adip —and I
hose dips have been growing deeper each year.
•Oldies are down, probably because easy strains of AC are invading
traditional oldies territory.

O N-A IR AND O FF-A IR PRODUCTION
IN THE M ODERN FORMAT
Here's where audience measurement and format characteristics coalesce: The producer, on- or off-air, must blend
the sponsor's desire for aclearly defined audience and the
audience's desire for an attractive format.

*Some of the observations were drawn from Sean Ross. -AC Radio Rebounds in Fall
Ratings." Billboard. February 15. 1992, pp. 70, 72. Ross was also interviewed for
this chapter. Ross's articles in Billboard provide one of the more insightful sources
into tracking radio trends.
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We deal first with the fundamental issue of avoiding tune-out — a
principle that applies to all formats — and then specifically examine production techniques in some major formats, formats you are most likely to
encounter at some point in your radio career.
Production and Tune-Out

The producer's job is twofold: Get t
he listeners, and avoid doing anything
to make them tune out. You want to build time spent listening and limit
your turnover.
Three major factors are involved here: avoiding dead spots, avoiding
jarring transitions, and keeping the listener tuned in through quarterhours.
Suppose you have atight Top-40 format, slick
and well-timed work by the announcer, and you throw in alow-key commercial wit hno music in the background? Chances are you might lose a
few listeners, which is why so many Top-40 spots are constructed with
good production music.
In fact, almost all formats use high-quality production music. The
days when you could grab adisc off the shelf and track any old instrumental underneath your commercial are gone. Today, lively production
music that fits the format is an absolute necessity.
A variety of firms lease production music that projects a certain
mood within the constraints of various formats. The cuts come on compact disc and are listed by selection. Many libraries of production music
are now updated yearly so that the music beds reflect current trends.

Avoiding Dead Spots

An on-air producer must take care not
to jolt t
he listener out of his or her seat. A soft cut back-to-back with a
bold, loud song may keep your listeners awake, but it may also wake
them up enough to change stations.
Some program directors make it apoint to listen to ends and beginnings to see if they mesh. If not, some rearranging is in order. For example, a very loud, up-tempo intro is a bad choice to follow a soft song
ending, but it is agood choice to back up to the end of ahigh-energy
newscast.
Some program directors match keys of songs. A key is the musical
scheme in which the notes of asong fall. In simple (and admittedly simplistic) terms, the key of asong is the note on which the scale in which
the song is written starts. That note and the note three notes above (the
third) and the note five notes above (the fifth) sound natural and complete. The notes not on the base note (called the tonic) or on the third or

Avoiding Jarring Transitions
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FIGURE 16.2
Compatible music keys.
(From Stanley R. Alten, Audio in Media, Third Edition. Belmont, Calif.: Wadsworth, 1991. Courtesy of
Wadsworth Puolishing Co.)
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fifth do not sound complete and hold us "in suspense." waiting for the
piece to be "resolved."
Some keys simply do not segue well into one another. A key usually
segues well with itself and with asong with atonic key based on anote
found in the first key. Audio specialist Stanley R. Alten has compiled a
list of compatible keys — keys that can provide agood-sounding segue
from one to another (Figure 16.2).
For those of you without musical training, the preceding paragraphs
are probably pure bafflespeak. And to be frank. even the member of this
authorship team who has worked as aprofessional symphonic musician
usually cannot tell the key of apiece of music simply by listening.
However, anyone with a decent ear can judge whether a segue
between two songs is jarring because of a wide key change. Simply listen;
if the beginning of the next selection sounds jarring. dissonant, or "sour"
when lapping over the first selection, the keys don't mesh, and it's best to
rework the song selection.
Keeping the Listener Tuned in Through Quarter-Hours
Remember that the major rating systems count listeners by numbers who are
tuned in during a portion of I
lie quarter-hour. As a result. part of a
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producer's or programmer's job is to keep the listener tuned in through
t
hose critical quarter-hour mileposts.
Sweeps that cover the quarter-hours are the primary tool for this.
Try not to have the stop sets (the grouping of commercials) near quarterhour mileposts; move them about 5minutes away from the quarter-hour.
You can turn the stop set into an advantage this way by using it to presell
asweep 5minutes before the quarter-hour. This can build carry-over.
Production for Adult Contemporary

AC needs aparticularly cohesive production strategy because there's so
much competition. If you're running an easy AC that gets too hot, be
assured that there is ahot AC in the market ready to usurp your listeners.
AC stations usually have 6 to 14 currents in
the main rotation — that is, 6to 14 current songs that will be regularly
inserted into the playlist. The hotter the AC format, the more currents.
In general, AC relies on Top 40 to introduce records in amarket, but
the hotter ACs today are taking it on themselves to introduce new music.
Song selection is critical because ahard-rocky cut can drive listeners
away. AC production directors listen carefully and may even disqualify a
cut because of one portion of the song. "It seems like everybody has to
throw something in asong to make you nervous," says consultant Bob
Lowrey.* "Daniel' by Wilson Phillips is fine, except for the sax, which
makes it risky or unacceptable for soft ACs."
Don't forget that the situation cuts both ways. Too soft an AC selection ("Feelings" comes to mind) may drive listeners to beautiful music
stations or, perhaps, away from radio altogether.
Incidentally, try to have music sweeps briefly back-announced, that
is, identified after they are played. (The more current term is backsell,
which means the same as back-announce.) Research shows that lack of
song identification is increasingly irritating to the AC audience.
On-Air AC Production

Off-Air AC Production
Your selection of music beds for commercials
must reflect i
he programming strategy of the station. In general, it is
hardly ever agood idea to use acurrent as amusic bed. Since currents
are only asmall part of arotation, you'll be distracting the listener from
the sound of the station and disrupting the format at the same time.
If you are producing acommercial, remember to use agood selection
of female voices. Your audience is likely to be heavily female, afactor we
sometimes forget. Light ACs are heavy on women aged 18 to 34, and

*Quoted by Sean Ross, "Soft AC Reconsiders Its Sources." Billboatri, February 8,
1999.
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very soft ACs run heavy on women 30 to 50. The commercial voice is
often the representative of the listener, so be sure your audience has
enough spokespersons.
Production for News/Talk

News/talk depends heavily on frequent tune-in to build cume. Time
spent listening is important, but news/talk programmers know that the
listeners who tune in and out are the backbone of their numbers.
Since we know the audience will be
coining and going, its important thai they be given the opportunity to do
so without losing the flow of the program.
In talk segments, for example, it is wise not to let your conversations
lap over the stop sets. A listener tuning in during astop set will not be
able to follow the flow after the set concludes, and as aresult. the cumebuilding tune-in factor may be weakened.
Moreover, if you have aregular feature, make it easy to find. WCBSAM in New York (which is all-news, not news/talk, but the example we
cite holds for both formats) plugs its "News and Weather Together on the
Eights." Not only does this help reinforce listener recall of the frequency
(88 on the dial), it induces anyone stuck in traffic in New York to tune in
at 8minutes after, 18 after, 28 after, 38 after, and so on. Seduce those listeners into hanging on for 5 minutes, and you've got some very high
cume numbers.
On-Air News/Talk Production

A music bed often detracts from the
spots, so be judicious. IdealIN commercials and public-service announcements (PSAs) should sound like the news/talk product itself: punchy and
authoritative. The program hosts, and sometimes the newspeople, if station policy permits it, are usually better choices to voice the spots than an
anonymous announcer.
If you do use music beds, remember that your audience is skewed
toward older, more conservative listeners. Hard-rock beds are ano-no.
Off-Air News/Talk Production

Production for Country

Time spent listening is probably the most important consideration for
country. Country's strength is strong TSL: in practical terms, that means
that avoiding tune-out is especially important.
OnAir Country Production

Country stations have apeculiar problem: an embarrassment of riches. Country is making acomeback among
young listeners, and dozens of hot young country singers are topping the
charts.
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So what's the problem? Country fans are very loyal to the old standards, and you risk damaging your TSL and audience base if you alienate them with new music.
Many stations are finding that one solution to this problem is to insert
anew cut between agold and arecurrent. This "eases in" the new music
without turning off the audience that expects to hear the old standbys.*
Again, currents are not the best choice
for music bed use. you're probably better off using the beds supplied by
the music production houses. Those libraries come with music beds
slanted toward the full range of country, from hot to highly traditional.
And don't always feel compelled to use amusic bed. Country does
not demand wall-to-wall music (as does Top 40). A good, intimate spot
read by one of your station personalities can be highly effective.
"Intimate" nicely describes good country because probably nowhere
in radio is personality—listener contact more important. Country production directors go to great lengths to make their on-air staff accessible to
the public. so take advantage of that known quantity.
Off-Air Country Production

Production for Top 40/CHR

When you produce and program for Top 40, you're fighting turnover. In
general, Top-40 advertisers want the best of both worlds: high gross
impressions (reach) and agood many repeat listeners (frequency). Why?
Because so many of the staple products advertised on Top 40 need to be
distinguished from their competitors'.
Soft drinks, for example, need an advertising strategy that has arelatively high frequency. Soft drinks are basically all the same product
(you'd be hard-pressed to tell them apart blindfolded) that rely on audience perception for sales. Building an image requires that the message be
repeated often enough for the image to sink in.
Top 40/CHR does not have aparticularly affluent demographic, so
CPM is low.
So how do you keep those numbers
and keep them loyal? You've less flexibility in programming since Top
40/CHR has alimited playlist. In general, your goal is to keep the production tight, keep on-air chatter to a minimum, and make sure your
station has adistinct identity.
The "identity crisis" sometimes involves you in adirect maneuver to
get listeners to remember your station. Liners — catch phrases read
On-Air Top-40/CHR Production

*See -Programming: Ilow to Get What Country's Got." Radio Only, December
1991, p. 24.
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during the program, often over the intro to the music—are vital. Pounding home the liner helps reinforce your image and give listeners something to remember when they fill out their diary.
"HOT HITS 100 ...IT SIZZLES - is particularly useful if your call
letters resemble the word hot and your frequency is near 100 mHz. Be
careful, though, because if diary respondents make up their own call letters (if they think they're listening to WHOT when your station is really
WHTS), you may start losing credit for diary ent ries.
And though Top 40/CUR (loes not allow great flexibility in playlists,
that does not mean that you can't vary your rotation of power cuts—the
cuts at the very top of the chart —and oldies. Many Top-40/CHR stations incorporate agood selection of oldies, especially in dayparts where
there may be agood share of older listeners, such as afternoons.
Hot music beds and heavy compression are avirtual must. In this format, amoment's departure from wallto-wall music is often seen as aheavy tune-out factor.
The personalized approach does not work as well in Top 40/CHR as
in other formats. Jocks are basically second-fiddles to the music, and the
audience loyalty is generally to the music, not to the jock. So ano-music,
personalized appeal from the jock will generally be less effective on this
format than on acountry or AC format.

Off-Air Top-40/CHR Production

Production for Urban/Churban

Rhythm is the key to the urban/churban format, and trendiness is
essential.
Rap charts are volatile. What's
in favor one week may drop off the charts like astone the next, so the
programmer or producer must keep afinger on the format's pulse.
Although one-song sets used to be the staple of urban/churban programming, many station programmers and pmducers are finding that
sweeps are effective in building audience and keeping audience past
quarter-hours.
Incidentally, there's atrick to appearing more current than the competitors. A number of urbans, churbans, and Top 40/CHRs have discovered that front-selling—that is, announcing what's coming—new
music helps reinforce their reputation as innovators. This involves
moving new cuts to places where they can conveniently be front-sold,
such as immediately after astop set.*
On-Air Urban/Churban Production

*See "Programming: Flow to Bring it Back. - Radio Only, November 1991, p. 22.
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Off-Air Urban/Churban Production
Rhythmic music beds are
important for conunercial production though strong personality spots,
some without music, are not out of the question. Urban/churban lends
itself to strong on-air jocks better than Top 40/CHR, so don't be afraid to
inject apersonal touch into commercial or PSA production. But don't go
overboard because losing the beat often means losing the audience.

Production for Album Rock

Album rock (\OR) programmers want solid TSL in their numbers. AOR
needs aloyal core audience.
OnAir AOR Production

Long sweeps are the rule. Since the basic
strategy of AOR is to present long-form music, frequent stops are audience killers.
Although strong personalities are important, a growing body of
research shows that AOR listeners are becoming bored by incessant chitchat among the on-air crew, so many stations are keeping intramural
banter to aminimum.*
Off-Air AOR Production
This does not mean, though, that personalities don't count. Indeed, AOR still heavily depends on the intimate jock
who projects a "lifestyle." Remember that AOR spot production must
have that intimate feel, usually produced by ahigh-quality mic and a
close-in announcer. Appropriate music beds are OK, and some hardhitting, compressed audio (for example, "Monster trucks at ...") is often
appropriate. But don't let your spots veer too close to Top 40.

Production for Easy Listening

Easy listening has undergone quite achange in recent years, and production techniques often reflect the growing tendency toward apersonalized,
more modern format.
OnAir Easy Listening Production

Many EZs resemble acomputer
control room more timan atypical radio station. Often, the station is automated with preprogrammed CD players and arented CD library.
But EZ programmers learned many years ago that listeners don't
like the canned effect. Some stations have alive announcer during morning drive and sometimes afternoon drive while automating the rest of
the day.

*Ibid.
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Your goal as programmer or producer is to make the program seem
as live as possible. If the station is automated, get afamiliar voice to do
inserts during the day.
If you are taking asatellite feed, try to have an identifiable local voice
inserted as often as possible. Further, you may find the supplier willing to
record and feed local announcements and weather forecasts. If your supplier is so inclined, you can fax local announcements to studio headquarters and have them fed back to you off-air for local insertion.
Incidentally, EZ formats are no longer limited to instrumental music.
Soft vocals are fine, but stay away from the clichés.
Off-Air Easy Listening Production
Music beds are perfectly acceptable if they lit the format. but beds are not anecessity. What is essential
is the careful matching of your on-air voice to the format. Remember
your demographic: EZ listeners are heavily male, mainly over 30, mainly
well over 30. A youthful-sounding voice won't work.

CONCLUSION
It sno secret that radio's bottom line is inching closer to
the bottom. Recently, radio advertising revenue declined
for the first time in decades, and more than half the stations in the country were running in the red. But don't be
misled into believing that radio is on the skids. Media.
like economies in general, are cyclical in their good and bad times.
In fact, it was radio's good times that created much of the problem
for stations. Wildly inflated prices for stations made them hot investments, with stations being bought and sold at 100 or 200 percent profits in aperiod of ayear or so. Today, with 20/20 hindsight, we're able
to clearly see that the excesses of the investment era are corning back to
haunt us.
But anoted philosopher once opined that an t'ling that doesn't kill
us makes us stronger, and that's exactly what shappening with radio.
Programmers realize that —given a limited audience and limited revenues—they must serve that audience. Finding out what the audience
wants and giving them what they want is the name of the game. And
come to think of it, wasn't that always the intention of radio? Isn't serving the listener closer to the reality of radio than turning a profit for
investors?
We think so, and we believe that radio is in a"sorting out" process
from which it will emerge stronger than ever. In addition. we believe that
the producer, not the investor, will be the star of radio in the 1990s and
into the next century.
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SUMMARY
M

i

Fittding and serving aspecific audience is more important
to radio than probably nt tiny time in history.

Radio ratings are generally taken in quarter-hour periods. Both duplicated and unduplicated audience is
important to radio stations because stations need to reach large numbers
of listeners, but the very nature of the medium makes it important that
they reach each listener anumber of times with agiven advertisement
Most radio rating is undertaken by Arbitron, acompany that uses listener diaries to measure audience behavior.
The major methods of calculating advertising efficiency are cost per
thousand, cost per point, and optimum effective scheduling.
There are many types of formats. One particularly useful categorization
defines them as adult contemporary, news/talk, country. top 40/CHR.
album rock (AOR). urban. oldies. Spanish. classic rock, adult standards,
easy listening, adult alternative, religious, classical, modern rock, and
other formats.
A major factor in radio production is avoiding tune-out. This is done by
avoiding dead spots, steering clear of jarring transitions, and essentially
giving the listeners the music and talk they want. It is particularly important, because of the way radio ratings are taken, to keep listeners tuned
in through the quarter-hours.
Even though radio has hit on some tough times recently, the medium is
recovering, and the natural shaking-out process is, some believe, restoring the medium's basic mission: to give listeners what they want.

EXERCISES
1. We've purposely avoided showing an array of program clocks because
they tend to provide asuperficial and not entirely useful conceptualization of what an individual station actually does. But here's one sample
program clock. (From Stanley R. Alten. Audio in Media, Third Edition.
Belmont, Calif.: Wadsworth Publishing Company, 1991. Courtesy of
Wadsworth Publishing Company.)
Use it for reference when you construct your own station clock by
monitoring aparticular station for one hour. Use the vocabulary we've
defined in this chapter (current, recurrent, and so forth) along with the
obvious descriptors (news, commercial stop set).
This is an ideal class project since you can compare the various formats and, perhaps, individuals different perceptions of the same station
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during the same hour. It might also be useful to clock anoncommercial
station, such as your local National Public Radio affiliate. Your instructor
will assign stations to class members.
2. Write and produce a 30-second commercial for aproduct of your

choice. Produce one commercial three ways: for asoft AC, aTop 40, and
acountry station. Don't assume that your choice of background music
alone will suffice, and don't burlesque the announcing. (Sounding like a
character from "Green Acres" won't make for agood country commercial.) You are free, and encouraged, to change the copy itself for the three
commercials.

---

TROUBLESHOOTING
CHART
APPENDIX A

There are, of course_ an infinite number of problems that can occur
during radio production. But what follows are some common and easily
remedied problems, together with their possible solutions.
Problem

Possible Cause

Action

1. Unwanted
reverberation
constantly increasing

Cart machine is in record
and is potted up on board
causing signal to be
amplified and reamplified.

Close cart pot. Stop and
erase cart (it's recorded
the reverb, so whatever
is on it is now ruined),

in volume.

and start over.
2. High-pitched squeal.

(a) Mic is feeding back
into headphones or speakers.
(b) Tape machine is in record
and is potted up on board.

3. Hissing or white noise
on tape; low signal-tonoise ratio; muddysounding tape.

Head configuration on playback machine does not
match original configuration
of record deck. (In other
words, you may be playing a

(a) Find and fix source
of feedback from sound
source to mic.
(b) Close tape machine pot.
Play back tape on
compatible machine.

half-track tape on afull-track
machine.)
4. Cart makes "whup
whup
whup"
sound during playback.

Dirty cart—not properly

If you can re-record the

bulk erased.

cart, erase the cart
completely and redo it.
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Problem

Possible Cause

Action

5. Can't get audio from
aparticular piece of
equipment.

Patch has circumvented
the normal audio path.

Check patchbay; remove

6. Can't get audio from
any piece of
equipment.

(a) Board power is off.
(b) Master pot is down.

(a) Turn on board power.
(b) Return master pot to
normal level. Remember,
don't use the master pot

patches if appropriate.

as avolume control; it
should be calibrated at
one level and left in
place.
7. Cart won't
automatically stop at
beginning.

8. Humming sound on
audio.

(a) Someone has pulled
the green wire and not
plugged it back in.
(b) In extreme heat, some
cart machines won't stop
at the cue tone.

Interference from an
electrical device.

(a) Replace the green wire.
(b) Cool the cart machine.

Check nearby lamps and
other outboard electrical
devices. If no cause is
found, call for engineering
help.

9. Crackling when pot is

Inside of pot is dirty.

Ask engineer to clean pots.

Overmodulation.

Check levels. Pay
particular attention to the
recording levels on the
tape recording machines;
they can be set to over-

turned up or down.

10. Buzzy audio.

modulate even when the
console VU meter reads
normally.

11. Popping noise where
splices have been
made.

Magnetic field was placed
on tape by partially
magnetized razor blade.

Bulk-erase the razor blade,
just as you would bulk a
tape.
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Problem

Possible Cause

Action

12. Muddy sound on tape

If the head configurations
on record and playback are
compatible, the cause may
be dirty heads.

Clean heads according to
instructions supplied by
your station engineer.

13. Blank spot on reel-toreel tape.

Tape may have been
twisted when wound or
rewound onto reel, making
oxide side of tape face
away from heads.

Fast-forward or rewind
through entire reel of tape.
checking for twists in tape.

14. Popping plosive
(p's and b's).

Announcer is working too
close to mic or is simply

playback.

pronouncing p's and b's
too vigorously. This is
especially troublesome on
ribbon mics.

Move announcer farther
from microphone. Awind
filter or pop filter (see
page 287) can produce
excellent results when
dealing with this problem:
It not only provides a
physical barrier to air
motion, but also (if the
filter is big enough)
induces the announcer to
move back from mic.

Mics are out of phase.
(See page 106.)

Move mics farther apart or

16. Pumping or
whooshing noise
during silent
moments in program.

Too much compression.

Adjust time settings on
compression unit or simply
turn compressor off. Ask
engineering staff for
permission first though.

17. Wowing at beginning
of audio selection.

Playback unit (usually
turntable or cart machine)

Turn plate on turntable

does not get up to speed
quickly enough.

up record. Be sure cart is
locked into place for
several seconds before you

15. Odd lack of apparent
volume or sound
quality from certain
mics during multiple-

use fewer mics.

mic set ups.

farther back when cueing

press Play button.

ANOTHER TIME
APPENDIX B

A Play by Richard Wilson

Production of this play can serve as agood exercise in understanding the
construction and flow of an outstanding draina. It probably will— as
intended—pose agreat technical challenge. In fact, we considered less
difficult and less sophisticated plays for inclusion in this appendix, but
decided that the challenge presented here would provide an excellent
learning experience. It also graphically demonstrates what we mentioned
in Chapter 10 about the need to maintain afabric of believability.
The late Richard Wilson was aprize-winning author of fiction and
nonfiction. He won the Nebula award of the Science Fiction Writers of
America for his novelette, Mother to the World. Wilson wrote more than
100 published science fiction stories and three novels. He also wrote a
history book and was areporter and editor in Chicago, Washington, New
York, and London.
And now. Another Time. ...
Sound: Keys in door, door opens, two men walk into room.
Neighbor
Harry
Neighbor
Harry
Neighbor

(Don) Come up to my place and have anightcap, Harry.
It's still early.
No thanks. I've had too much already.
You only have abirthday once ayear.
Is that all? Lately they seem to come along more often.
None of that, now. Fifty-three is young. Besides, you
don't look aday over 52. This is anice apartment.
You've lived here along time, haven't you?

Cop) right
1984 Richard Wilson. All rights reserved. Adapted for radio by Carl
Hausman. Adaptation used with permission of Richard Wilson.
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Harry
Neighbor
Harry

Neighbor
Harry

About 30 years. Me and my memories.
Of Helen? Sorry, but people in the building do talk.
It's all right. Helen died here. We were going to be
married. Meanwhile, we were living here. The Ninth
Avenue El was still up then. The trains rattled right
outside these windows. What aracket they made! But
we didn't mind. We kept the shades down and felt all
the more secluded.
Ididn't mean to stir up painful memories.
It's never painful to think of Helen. Imiss the El,
though. They started tearing it down the day of her
funeral.

Sound: Neighbor shuffles nervously.

Neighbor
Harry

Neighbor
Harry

Neighbor
Harry

Look, Ibetter go.
It's all right. Ilive in the past alot, except when somebody snaps me out of it, like you. Thanks for the pub
crawl, Don. It's been years since somebody dragged
me out.
Don't mention it. I've got to go.
Want some coffee or anything? Want to sit with me
and watch TV?
No thanks. Good night, Harry. Happy birthday.
Good night.

Sound: Door opens, neighbor exits.

Sound: Harry pulls up chair, snaps on television, twists TV channel dial. Through sound of television
speaker, commercials come on. They are chanted and build to an offensive crescendo.
Volces

Better! More! Bigger! Newer!
Best! Most! Biggest! Newest!
Pain! Pain! Pain!
Relief! Get relief! Get instant relief!
Cramps? Irregularity? Aching back? Hurt? Hurt?
Eat! Smoke! Drink! Diet! Lose weight! Exercise!
Go! Come! RUN! ASK YOUR DOCTOR! ASK YOUR
GROCER!!
ASK YOUR. ...
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Sound: TV clicked off. Footsteps as Harry walks across room. Click of radio being turned on. ...
Characteristic sound of stations sliding past as dial is twisted.
Voice

(calm andfriendly as Harry moves the dial): We have
brought you the Atwater Kent concert. ...

New Voice

(as dial is turned): This is station WEAF signing
off. ...

New Voice

(as dial is turned): And so it's good night again from
those sweethearts of the air, May Singhi Breen and
Peter de Rose. ...
dial is turned): This has been Raymond Knight,
the Voice of the Diaphragm, enunciating.

New Voice (as
New Voice

(as dial is turned): Tune in again tomorrow to WJZ for
Billy Jones and Ernie Hare, the Happiness Boys.

Sound: Harry clicks off radio.
Harry

(not believing it): WEAE WJZ. I'm back in the past ...
when Iwas happy ...young. When life was uncomplicated.
(Laughs). Iam happy. Iam young. (He begins to
believe it.)
It's true. Why not? As long as Iwant it to be it's
true, here in this room, right now. As long as Idon't
look in the mirror—as long as Idon't switch on the
TV.
And I'm 25! Helen's alive! But where is she?
She's gone down to the corner, Iguess. She'll be back
in aminute with our midnight milk and oatmeal
cookies. ...Maybe acouple of charlotte russes.

Sound: In distance, the rumble of the el. It grows louder, louder, and closer.
Harry
Radio Voice
Harry
Radio Voice
Harry

The El ...but if Ilook, it won't be there.
Yes it will.
Who said that? The radio? You ...but ...Iwant it to
be, but it isn't.
Yes it is.
Ihave to meet it halfway. Have faith. Ihave to go out.
Then it will be there. Iknow. Iknow.

Sound: The vague rumbling of an el platform.

--.
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Harry

This is the El platform. ...And the gum machine ...
and the mirror—I'm young. (His voice is reflecting
change in age.)

Ao Of course you are. Handsome, too.
Harry

Who are you? Are you Helen?

April

Helen? No. Have you got abuffalo nickel? To get me
through the turnstile?

Harry

Buffalo nickel?

April

Jefferson won't do. He hasn't been minted yet. You
know that.

Harry

I'm not sure Iknow what you mean.

April

Yes you do. Have you got two buffalo nickels for a
Roosevelt dime?

Sound: Clink of coins as they exchange.
Harry

Apdl

How could you know about Roosevelt dimes? He
wasn't—isn't even president yet. FDR, Imean.
Wouldn't he still be governor of New York?
I'm not good at current events, but Ithink it's later
than that. Just aminute, let me get through the
turnstile.

Sound: Coin drops at turnstile and turnstile turns. April's footsteps.
Harry

April

You're not from here either—are you? Your clothes
look right, though. How did you get here? (Laughs.) I
don't even know what year it is. It was too dark to see
the license plates and Icouldn't find anewsstand—to
buy apaper.
You don't need apaper.

Harry Iseem
April
Harry

Twenty-four.
And I'm twenty-five. Let's see—I was born (he figures
to himself) —and if I'm 25 this is 1936. Is that right?

April It
Harry
April

to be about your age. How old are you?

doesn't matter. Everything is relative in the duoverse.

In the what?
Never mind. You don't have to understand.
don't want to
push it too far. It's too
fragile.
It's not really. But Ican understand your feeling.

Harry Ireally
April

a
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April
Harry

April

Harry
April

Harry
April
Harry

Can you? Iwas listening to the radio—it's an old
Atwater Kent—because Iwas mad at the
television. ...You know what television is?
Yes, of course.
That's right. You know about Roosevelt dimes and Jefferson nickels. Maybe you know about Helen. She
died, but if this is. ...
I'm sorry. You won't find Helen. You can reverse time
but you can't cancel death.
Ididn't really think you could.
You said you were listening to the radio—steeping
yourself in the past.
Ididn't say that.
That's the way it happens.
It happened to you, too?

April

Not exactly happened. Iplanned it.

Harry

Well, Icertainly didn't—what's your name?

April

April.

Harry

Hello, April. I'm Harry. Where are you
going, April?
I'll be going with you ...while you do your sightseeing in 1936. Then I'll go home with you.

April

Harry
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(formally):

(surprised and embarrassed): Oh? Home with me?

April

It'll be all right.

Harry

April

(not so sure): Of course. But
where the TV set
is? You'd be—wouldn't you be—old— ?
Don't worry about anything, Harry. Enjoy yourself.
That's what you came back to do, isn't it? Aren't you
happier?

Harry

(after apause): Yes, Iam.

April
Harry

April

Where do you want to go?
First? First to the Staten Island Ferry. Because—
because it was there —
You don't have to explain. Not in the duoverse.

Sound: Train rattles into station.... Sound dissolves to wind, lapping waves, harbor sounds such as
foghorns in distance.
April

I'm glad you had two buffalo nickels for the ferry.

Harry

I'm really here? Literally?
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April

What do you think?

Harry Idon't

know. Here—now. It's too— could Imeet
myself? If Ilooked, could Ifind another Harry? The
one who's living through 1936 the first time?

Apdl
Harry

April

No. You're the only Harry in this 1936.
This 1936? I—is that what you mean by—what do
duoverse? There are more than one?
you call it
Yes, but you mustn't think Iunderstand everything I
have aname for. Ido know you couldn't be here —
and neither could I—unless there was something controlling the paradoxes. That's the duoverse, they tell
me—a twin universe to keep time travelers from running into themselves.

Harry

(troubled): Who tells you that? No ...don't tell me. I
don't need to know. I'm just so glad Ifound you.

AprIl

I'm glad Ifound you. I'd been looking for so long.

Sound: Foghorn.
Harry

(almost as aprayer): Let's not lose what we've found.
Let's keep it forever.

April

And thou beside me—under the branches of the timetree ...?Something like that? Oh, Harry!

Sound: They embrace and kiss.
April

(with infinite regret): It's impossible, Harry ...I'm
going the other way.

Sound: Harry and April walking to door of Harry's apartment. Sound of el in background. Door opens.
Sound of Harry and April walking in.
April

We haven't done much sightseeing in your beloved
past. We haven't seen the Hippodrome—the streetcars
on Broadway —

Harry

No, don't turn on the lights yet. You're all the past I
want. (Concerned.) Is it all right for you to be here?
It's the way it has to be. There's no other.

April
Harry

But here I'm old— and you— ?

April

Not till we turn on the TV, Harry. Not till then. I'll
turn on the lights now.
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Sound: Light switch.
Harry I'm still young. I'm —

sit down, please. What can Iget

you?
April

Coffee?

Harry Ijust have to heat it up. It's already been percolated
once.
Scund: Walks across room.

April

(calls to him): Imight have known you'd have real
coffee. No millions of tiny flavor buds for you, eh,
Old Timer?

Harry

(calls to her): Idon't have the room.

Sound: Harry walks back into room, sound of cups clinking and Harry and April drinking. Harry starts
to say something, but el train drowns him out. Finally:
April

(puts down cup; sound of her chair scraping back
as she stands): Thank you for the coffee—and
everything.

Harry

(sound of him jumping up): Don't go! Please!

April Imust.
Harry

It's along way. Turn on the TV, please.

No—I won't! Iwon't make you old!

April You

don't understand.

Harry Please! It's
April

too early. There's nothing on. Wait. ...

Ihave waited, Harry. You don't know how long.

Sound of e.Sound of April moving past and turning on TV. Sound of TV voice. As TV voice comes on.
sound of el dies out.

TV Voice .. .And

now, kiddies, it's time for your Uncle Jack to
tell you about awonderful surprise waiting for you
and your mommies in the supermarket. ...

Sound: TV clicks off.

Harry

(the age once again in his voice): You're the same! I'm
old—but you're twenty-four! Even though we're back
in the present!
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April

Harry

(sadly): Itold you we were going different ways. Your
way was back. Mine was—is—forward. Oh, my dear,
I'm sorry. Ihad to use you. Ihad no choice.
You came from the past—but in 1936—you weren't
even born!

April Iwish—I'm

so afraid this will hurt you—but I'm not
from your past, or even your present ...I'm from the
future.

Harry

The future—then I'm just—a stop on your
journey ...where you're going ...I'm dead!

April

No, Harry. It's all
It's what you are now
that matters. Not what will be, or what was.

Harry Iknow

Ihoped for too much. Iwanted my youth and I
wanted you—and Ican't have both. Ican't have
either.

April

(distressed at his unhappiness): It was to have been so
simple, so scientific. Iwas to go back—they have
machines—and make notes. Saturate myself in the
atmosphere of the past. Oh, it doesn't matter! You're
what counts. I've hurt you and all Iwanted was to give
you what happiness Icould, in passing —

Harry

It doesn't matter. I'm just aphantom in your life—in
your real present. Where you belong, I'm only acorpse
in the graveyard.

Sound: April starts to cry.
Harry

April

Harry

Let me finish. Be realistic. I'm just acomplicating
factor who got in your way. You mustn't compare
yourself with
someone who doesn't exist in
your own time, but think of me occasionally ...up
there in twenty-hundred and—whatever it is.
Harry, stop it! Don't kill yourself in your own lifetime ...I'll stay with you, my dear. Iwill! Ican't do
this to you.
No, Iwon't let you. Look, I'm asentimental man
who's been privileged to know his youth again. Knowing that youth, Iknow yours. Iwon't let you sacrifice
yourself—for aphantom who died before you were
born.

Sound: April sobs.
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Come on, child. Wash your face. Off with that lipstick.
Cupid's bows are passé. (Indulgent!): fatherly) Scoot!
You've got to fix yourself up and find somebody who
can make change for acoin that hasn't been minted
yet. ...Forgive my vanity, but Ihope this time it's a
woman.

Sound: April walks to bathroom, distant sound of water running. Sound of walking back into room.
Harry
April
Harry

April

When you go, don't

say

goodbye.

All right.
Ihate long goodbyes. Leave as if—as if you were
going down to the corner—to get some
milk
and oatmeal cookies.
(tries to pretend): All right. Iguess I'm ready. Is
there—anything else you want while Fin out?

Harry

Maybe acharlotte russe?

April

(the pretense fails): Oh Harry, Idon't even know what
that is!

Harry

Never mind.

Sound: Door opening, April walks out. There is silence. Suddenly, the door bursts open. April's footsteps as she runs in.
Harry
April
Harry

You didn't go!
(panting, barely able to speak): Y-yes.
You couldn't have, and been back so soon.

April (panting): Icould

have come back to yesterday, if I'd
wanted, traveling in time. At least there is ayesterday.

Harry

Of course there's ayesterday. That's where we
mean where you went back to
to
you say — it's not
been— ?

April

There's no tomorrow.

Harry

What do you mean?

April

Where Iwas going I'd have been acorpse—without
even agraveyard. Imean when Igot close to where I
wanted to go Irealized it wasn't even there any more.
Something wiped it out—or it finally blew itself up —
Idon't know what. Ijust know it's gone.

Harry ...and
April

so you came back to me.

That's not very flattering, is it? I'm sorry.
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Harry
April

You're here. The details don't matter.
You're the one Iturned to.

Harry That matters. Very much. You're welcome. But the one
you've turned to is an old man.
April

Harry

Hush. You're not old. You've lived in asuspended life.
I'm the one who's aged, dashing back and forth
between the centuries.
You lie—adorably. But stay with me. At least until
you find your bearings in this crazy time.
to stay with you. You're the same person Imet
on the El platform. Do you think you've changed—
inside?

April Iwant

Harry

(lit/JP): Inside, Ialways think of myself as 19 —
much too young for amature woman like you.

April

Oh, Harry, Ican love you. Iwill. Just give me alittle
time.

Harry

You have all the time Ihave left.

April ...Iwant

to stay with you forever, Harry. And if we
only listen to the radio all our remaining years, that'll
be all right, as long as we're together. And one night,
Harry, who knows—we'll turn on the old Atwater
Kent—and hear the Street Singer or the Happiness
Boys—and then the program will be drowned out by
the Ninth Avenue El—I can almost hear it—rattling
its way through that magic time when you're twentyfive and I'm twenty-four.

Sound: The el is heard. Its sound swells and then fades to silence.
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acetate A substance similar in composition to Scotch tape, used for manufacturing audiotape; it is rather brittle and can snap easily.
acoustics The study of sound. Also,
the properties of astudio, room, or
concert hall that contribute to the
quality of the sound heard in it.
actuality The sound of an event,
recorded or broadcast at the time the
event took place. Also called asound
bite.

airshift Period during which any particular radio operator puts programming on the air at aradio station.
album-oriented rock (AOR) See album
rock.
album rock Aradio format that features long, heavy-rock cuts and is
primarily aimed toward afairly
young male audience. Also called
album-oriented rock.
ambient noise Noise randomly occurring in an environment.

ad-lib To speak over the air without a
prepared script.

amplification The raising of the
volume or strength of asignal.

adult alternative A radio format featuring jazz and compatible vocals.

amplifier A device used to raise the
volume or strength of asignal.

adult contemporary A wide-ranging
radio format that generally includes
afew current popular hits, recent
hits, and older songs.

amplitude The property of asound
wave or electrical signal that determines its magnitude.

adult standards A middle-of-the-road
radio format, generally featuring
older music, including show tunes
and durable vocalists.
air monitor A source on the console
that monitors the output of the station as it is received over the air (in
other words, the actual output of the
transmitter rather than an output
from the console or any other piece of
equipment along the audio chain).

analog In radio, atype of recorded
sound source that produces asound
wave similar to the original wave.
Traditional methods of reproducing
sounds, such as phonograph records
and standard audiotape, use analog
methods, as opposed to digital
recording.
ASCAP American Society of Composers and Publishers, amusiclicensing agency.
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attack time lire length of time an
audio processing unit takes to activate the compressor after aparticular
sound affects it.
audio Electronically transmitted or
ived sound.
audiotape Thin tape used to record
sound that has been transduced into
amagnetic signal.
audition A mode of console operation
in which sound can be channeled
into aspeaker without being fed to
the on-air transmitter. Also, asession
for assessing material or talent in
advance of production.

board An audio control console.
bus A junction of circuits where the
outputs of anumber of sound sources
are mixed together.
capacitor A device for storage of electrical signals. used (among other
functions) as an element in acondenser microphone. Condenser is an
old-fashioned term for capacitor.
capstan A revolving metal post on a
tape deck that determines the speed
of the tape's movement; it turns the
pinch roller.
cardioid A microphone pickup pattern that is unidirectional and heartshaped.

automation Machinery for putting
program elements on the air, taking
the place of human workers.

carousel A circular, rotating device
for automatically playing cartridges.

average quarter-hour (AQH) persons
The number of listeners who tuned in
to aspecific quarter-hour for at least
5minutes.

cartridge The element of aturntable
assembly that converts vibrations of
the stylus into electrical energy. See
also cartridge tape.

back-announce Identifying musical
selections after they are played.

cartridge machine A unit that plays
and records cartridge tapes.

backsell See back-announce.

cartridge tape A continuous loop of
recording tape housed in aplastic
case. Usually called acart.

backtracking Cori iii erclockwise rotation of adisc on abroadcast
turntable; part of the sequence of
functions used to cue arecord.
bed See music bed.
bidirectional A microphone pickup
pattern in which sound sources are
accepted from two opposite
directions—in front of and in back
of the laic but not from the sides.
billboard A rundown of information
to be fed by an audio service: usually
printed but sometimes spoken.
binary The digital computer's method
of using two pulses—on or off—to
encode computer language.
blast filter See pop filter.
HMI Broadcast \busk International, a
music-licensing agency.

cassette Two small reels of tape
enclosed in aplastic case.
central processing unit The brain of a
computer: the circuitry that performs
calculations.
channel The route followed by a
signal as it travels through the components of asystem. Also, an input
or output designation on an audio
control console.
channel bouncing A production technique that moves sound from one
speaker to another. Sometimes called
pan potting.
classic rock A radio format featuring
album rock without the new releases.
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coincident mics Two cardioid mies set
up to cross at approximately a90degree angle; used as astandard
method of recording.
coloration The nuances of sound that
give it aparticular character.
combo Combination of operating the
audio console and announcing over
the air. Doing this is usually called
working combo.
compact disc A small disc that is
recorded digitally and is played back
by laser-beam readout.
complex waveform A visual representation, usually on acomputer or an
oscilloscope, of the various sound
waves that make up aparticular
sound.
compression Process used to minimize distortion by reducing the differences in level between low- and
high-volume segments of arecorded
or broadcast sound.
condenser mic A microphone that
contains acapacitor as an element
and typically requires an external
power supply: changes in the position
of the vibrating diaphragm of the
mie alter the strength of the charge
held by the electrical element.
console A device for amplifying. routing, and mixing audio signals.
contemporary (current) hit radio (CIIII)
See top 40.
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simultaneously faded up; at one
point, their sound levels are the
saine.
crossover A song that bridges two categories of music. such as country and
pop.
cue To ready arecord or tape playback device so that it will play at the
first point of sound or at some other
desired starting point. Also, to indicate by hand signal or other means
the desired t
ime to begin aperforming activity. Also, achannel on aconsole that allows you to hear asound
source without putting it on the air.
cue tone A sound meant to convey a
signal to an operator or to aautomated device.
cume Cumulative audience measure.
A measure that uses statistical interpretation to determine the number of
unduplicated radio audience listeners.
cut A segment of recorded sound on a
disc or tape. Also, to record asegment of audio production such as a
commercial or public-service
announcement.
cycle One complete movement of a
sound or electrical wave through its
naturally occurring pattern to its
start ing point.
dead air Silence over the air.

cost per point A measure of how
much it costs to "buy" one rating
point in aparticular market.

dead-potting Starting an audio source
with the pot closed; usually done at a
carefully calculated moment. wit h
the goal of finishing the audio source
(such as asong) at an exact time.

cost per thousand The cost of reaching athousand listeners.

decibel As applied to sound, arelative measure of volume.

country A radio format with rural
roots but not limited to rural listeners.

deck A device for playback. The term
is usually used in conjunction with
the word indicating what the device
plays, as in tape deck or cassette
deck.

cross-fade Gradual replacement of
one sound source with another. One
sound is faded out, and the other is
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delegation switch A device that allows
t
lie operator of aconsole to choose
which of two or more sources is to be
controlled by aparticular pot.
demographics Statistical representation of apopulation; usually used in
radio to refer to the characteristics of
the listening audience.
diaphragm The portion of amicrophone that vibrates in response to
sotmd.
digital Based on the translation of an
original sound source into binary
computer language.

doubleiracking Recording avoice and
then recording another version of the
voice that has been slightly altered
electronically: when both voices are
mixed and played back, an eerie
effect results.
downlink The method by which a
receiver on earth can pick up atransmission from asatellite.
drive wheel In abroadcast turntable,
the wheel that moves the turntable
plate.
dubbing Recording sound from one
recorded source to another.

digital audiotape Audiotape combined
with an audiotape recording system
that allows sound to be recorded in
binary computer language.

dynamic mic A mic in which acoil
moves through amagnetic field in
response to sound vibration sensed
by the diaphragm of the mic.

directional mic A microphone that
picks up sound from only one direction. Also called aunidirectional mic.

dynamic range The difference in
volume between the loudest and
quietest sounds of asource.

disc A phonograph record or compact
disc.

echo Repetition of asound, usually
caused by the reflection of the source
bouncing off ahard surface. Also, an
electronic special effect created by
using adelay unit or by feeding back
the output of atape machine's playback head while recording.

disc jockey A staff announcer who
acts as host of amusic program.
distortion A change or alteration in
the quality of sound that impairs the
listener's ability to identify it with its
source.
Dolby A trade name of anoisereduction system.
donut In radio production, arecorded
audio segment that provides an introduction, an ending, and amusic bed;
an announcer uses the segment as a
production aid by reading copy over
the music bed, thereby filling the hole
in the donut.
double audio A sound problem that
occurs when one sound source is
recorded over another; usually it is a
mistake brought about by not erasing
acart before recording over it.

editing In audio production, the alteration of arecorded sound—most
commonly through the physical cutting and splicing of the tape or
through the electronic transfer of the
tape from one source to another.
editing block A plastic or metal block
used to align audiotape properly for
cutting and splicing.
editing and production structures Patterns of editing connnonly used in
radio production: establish music;
voice under, voice up; cross-fade;
voice out, music up; music wrap;
voice wrap; and various combinations of these patterns.
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editing tab A specially manufactured
piece of tape used to splice tape
together.

false ending In some recorded material. an apparent end of the recorded
segment that is in fact not the end.

edit point A location on atape or
other playback source where the producer wants the edit to begin or end.

feedback Reamplification of asound,
result ing in aloud squeal from a
loudspeaker: often caused by mie
pickup of the output of aspeaker
that is carrying the sound being
picked up by the mie; also occurs
when the record head of atape
machine receives the output signal of
the same recorder.

electromagnetic field A magnetic
field—an area where there are patterned magnetic waves—produced
by electricity.
electronic splicing (editing) The
removal of portions of arecording
and the subsequent reassembly of the
remaining material by means of electronic equipment rather than by
physically cutting or splicing the
tape.
element The part of the microphone
that transduces sound into electrical
energy.
Emergency Broadcast System (EBS) A
federal network for broadcasting
information to the public, activated
in times of war, natural disaster, or
other dire circumstance.
equalization Alteration of asound
source as aresult of varying its frequency balance.
„
equalizer A device for boosting. limiting, or eliminating certain frequencies of audio.
erase head The part of the head
system of atape unit that removes
the recorded signals from tape.
establish To play arecognizable and
noticeable portion of asound source.
For example, aproducer may establish amusic theme before potting it
down.
fact sheet A listing of facts given to an
announcer as aguide for delivering
an ad-lib commercial.
fade To bring asound source up or
down on an audio console at agiven
rate of speed (usually slowly).

filter An electronic system that
reduces or eliminates sound of designated frequencies.
Banger Device for throwing asound
and its mirror image out of phase to
produce unusual sound effects.
flanging Slightly delaying reproduction of asource and then mixing the
reproduced sound with the original
source of the sound to produce aspecial effect.
flat response A faithful response by a
microphone.
flux A random magnetic field produced by the erase head in atape
recorder. Flux scrambles the electronic signals already on the tape.
format A radio station's programming
strategy to attract aparticular audience; the mix of all elements of astation's sound. including type of music
played and style of announcing.
forward echo An echo in reverse, used
as aspecial effect; the echo cones
first, and the sound follows.
frequency The number of times a
sound wave repeats itself in 1
second—expressed in cycles per
second (cps) or hertz (Hz). Also, the
average number of times atheoretical
listener hears acommercial.
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frequency response The range of frequencies that can be produced by an
audio system.
front-selling Announcing upcoming
musical selections before they are
played.
full-track A method of recording in
which the signal is placed over the
entire width of atape.
generation The proximity (for purposes of gauging the diminution in
sound quality) of asound recording
to an original sound source. Thus, a
tape copied once is first-generation;
acopy of that copy is secondgeneral ion: and so on.
geostationary (Of asatellite) staying
in an orbit over the same part of the
earth, as aresult of moving in
tandem with the earth's rotation.
graphic equalizer A device for tailoring sound: the controls produce a
visual representation of the frequency
response, hence the term graphic.
grooves The continuous narrow channel in aphonograph record that the
stylus tracks.
gross impression The total number of
exposures to acommercial.
gross rating point A way of expressing
gross impressions as arating figure.
AQH ratings multiplied by the total
number of commercials played in
those quarter-hours determines gross
rating points.
half-track A method of recording in
which signals are simultaneously
placed on two tracks (one-half of the
tape width each) of atape, thus
making stereo recording possible.
Also called two-track.
hardware The physical equipment of
a computer.
hard-wired (Of equipment) physically
wired together.

harmonics Frequencies related to a
fundamental frequency that are multiples of the original; the mixture of
harmonics with the fundamental
gives asound its particular timbre or
tonal color.
hannoniter An electronic device used
to vary pitch, tempo, and the harmonics of asound source in order to
create special effects.
heads The devices on atape machine
that impart asignal to the tape; they
generally consist of an erase head, a
record head, and aplayback head.
The erase head scrambles the iron
oxide particles on the tape, the record
head arranges the particles in order,
and the playback head reads the pattern formed by the record head.
headset mic A mic that fits directly on
the head, using earpieces; useful for
sports announcers.
headstack A post on which multiple
recording heads are placed one on
top of the other.
hertz (Hz) A unit of frequency (identical to cycles per second) named after
Heinrich Hertz, whose discoveries
made radio transmission possible.
high fidelity Giving high-quality,
faithful reproduction.
high-pass filter A filter that allows
only high frequencies to pass, chopping off lower frequencies; used, for
example, to eliminate alow-pitch
rumble.
hot-potting Starting asound source
with the pot open.
hypercardioid A microphone pickup
pattern that is very narrow, heartshaped, and one-directional.
inverse pyramid A method of
newswriting whereby the most
importaiit details of astory are given
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at the beginning or top. The story
can then be cut from the bottom.
iron oxide Rust: the substance on a
magnetic tape that holds the signal.
isolated-component recording Recording various components of an orchestra. or other multiple-compotwin
sound source. using aseparate mie to
record each component. The otttptit
of each mic is recorded on aseparate
channel, and these are mixed after
the recording session.
key On an audio console, the device
for turning apot (and through it, a
sound source) on and (ifi'. Also, the
musical scheme in which the notes of
asong fall.
limner taie A small mie that hangs
from astring around the announcer's
neck or clips to the announcer's
clothing: not widely used in radio
productiun.
lead lite beginning sentence or sentences of anews story—ostensibly
the most important part of the story.
leader and timing tape Colored tape
that neither records nor plays back;
used to separate cuts on the tape and
at the beginning or end of the tape to
protect the recorded portion from
damage. Some varieties of leader
tape show marks that allow the operator to time the segments between
cuts accurately.
levels The volumes of signals, usually
as read by aVU meter.
limiter A device used to suppress
dynamic levels of areproduced sound
above apreset limit in order to provide amore constant output level.
Ike-assist A method whereby
automation is used to help the operator perform tasks more simply and
efficiently.
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log The station's official record of
what will be and what was aired
during abroadcast day.
loudspeaker A device for reproducing
sound by transducing it from audio
into sound.
low-pass filter A filter that allows only
low frequencies to pass, chopping off
the highs; used, for example, to eliminate ahiss,
magnetic tape In radio production,
audiotape composed of abacking
strip coated with iron oxide particles.
When the particles are aligned in
response to asignal in an analog or
digital recording device. the signal
can be stored and later played back
as sound.
master pot The potentiometer
(volume control) that governs the
ell( ire output of aconsole. microchip A small circuit produced
by aphotographic process, used in
computer technology.
microphone A transducer that converts sound energy into an electrical
signal. which may then be amplified,
recorded. or broadcast.
middle-side miking Technique for
total-sound recording, involving a
bidirectional mic picking up sound
from the sides of the performing area
and acardioid mie in the middle;
used to produce avery spacious
sound.
MIDI [pronounced "middy"] A device
for interfacing anumber of soundproducing instruments with acomputer and with each other.
mix To combine anumber of sound
sources.
modern rock A radio format featuring
very progressive music.
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modulation The electrical imprint of
asound signal on an audio or radio
wave.
monaural Literally. -one-eared":
haying only one channel of audio.
The addition of another discrete
channel gives astereo effect.
monitor Loudspeaker in asound
st mho or control room.
motional energ Energy produced by
movement, such as sound. Sound
qualifies as motional energy because
it is produced by aphysical vibration
in molecules in the air or in some
other medium.
mouse A device for controlling the
movement of information on acomputer screen.
mming-coil mic A microphone whose
characteristic element is acoil that
moves through amagnetic field
(thereby producing an electric signal)
in response to the movement of a
diaphragm, which vibrates in
response to sound waves.
multichannel A type of console capable of isolating anumber of channels
from one another; used in sound
recording.
multiple A setup that allows many
mics to be plugged into asound
source; useful for public events where
many press people will be using tape
recorders.
multitrack A device that records several audio sources, usually laid clown
on one tape.
music bed A segment of recorded
music used as background sound in a
broadcast production (usually acommercial). See also donut.
music wrap An editing and product
ion struct ure that begins with music,
which gives way to aspeaking voice

in the middle, which gives way
finally to concluding music.
muting system A device that automatically cuts the control room speaker
when amic is opened in order to prevent feedback.
mylar A substance used as abacking
for audiotape; it stretches more easily
than acetate.
needle drop The means of measuring
usage of material from alicensed set
of sound effects or music beds. Feeds
are charged "per needle drop."
network A linkage of broadcast stations in which acentral programming source supplies material to the
individual stations making up the
system.
news/talk A radio format that is a
combination of call in, live interview,
and news.
normal connection The way in which
an engineering staff routes asignal
under normal circumstances. If you
want to change the pattern, you can
use apatchcord to break the normal.
omnidirectional (Of amicrophone
pickup pattern) capable of picking
up sound sources equally well from
all directions.
optimum effective scheduling A mathematical formula that determines the
number of people who hear aradio
spot three or more times and, at the
same time, comprise at least 50 percent of the total audience.
output Anything that is fed out of an
audio system.
overdub To add another audio element to an existing one. For example, asinger can listen to his or her
previously recorded work while
recording (overdubbing) aharmony
part.
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pan pot A control that allows aproducer to move asound source from
the left stereo channel to the right
one, or vice versa.
parabolic mie A microphone positioned in areflecting dish that has a
three-dimensional parabolic shape:
used to pick up (listant sounds.
parametric equalizer A type of equalizer that allows an operator to select
one particular frequency and boost
or lower that frequency.
patchbay A device in which patchcords are plugged for the purpose of
routing signals.
patchcord A wire with an easily
inserted connection. used to reroute
signals for the convenience of the
operator.
patching A method of changing the
routing of asignal through an audio
system. Also, aconnection that is
temporarily placed between audio
inputs and outputs.
phase Synchronicity. When two or
more sounds reach amic at the same
time, the sounds are said to be in
phase, and their amplitudes combine. When the sounds reach the mic
at different times, they are called out
ofphase, and they cancel each other.
A similar principle applies to electrical waves.
pickup pattern A representation of t
he
area within which amic effectively
picks up sound. based on a360degree polar pattern.
pinch roller A rubber wheel, driven
by the capstan on atape deck, that
keeps the tape moving at the correct
speed.
pitch The ear's and mind's imprecise
interpretation of the frequency of a
sound.
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plate The part of aturntable that
holds the disc and revolves.
playback head The part of the head
system in atape recorder or deck
that reads the patterns created on
tape by the record head and produces
an electrical signal conveying this
information to the rest of the playback system.
playback only Designation for acartridge machine or other audio unit
that does not have arecording
capability.
polar pattern A graph consisting of
concent ric circles that are assigned
decreasing values toward the center
of the graph; apattern superimposed
on the graph represents the area
within which the microphone effectively picks up sound.
pop filter A wind-blocking screen in
or on amicrophone, designed to prevent the blasting or popping noise
caused by announcers who pop their
p's and b's.
popping An undesirable explosive
sound caused by too vigorous
pronunciation of sounds such as
p and b.
pot Short for potentiometer. A device
on an audio console that controls
volume.
potentiometer See pot.
preamp•Sliort for preamplifier. A
small amplifier that boosts asignal.
usually up to line level. It generally
accomplishes the first step in the
amplification process.
preamplifier See prelim p.
pressure-gradient mie Another name
for aribbon mic. which operates by
measuring the difference in pressure
between one side of the ribbon and
the other.
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pressure-zone mie A type of microphone that eliminates proximity
effects and phasing problems. Pressure Zone is atrade name.
producer A person who manipulates
radio equipment to construct aprogram and achieve an effect.
production The process of manipulating sound elements with radio equipment in order to transmit amessage
ami achieve an effect.
production library Acollection of
music or sound effects used in production. Production libraries are generally leased but sometimes bought
outright; increasingly, they are
appearing on compact discs.
program A mode of operation in
which sound can be channeled
through the console to the on-air
transmitter.
programming The selection and
arrangement of music, speech, and
other program elements in away that
appeals to the station's listeners.
proximity effect A property certain
mics have of accentuating lower frequencies as sound sources move
closer.
public-affairs programming Program
elements in the general public
interest.
public-senice announcements (PSAs)
Program elements designed to
provide the public with needed
information.
quarter-track A method of recording
in which individual channels are laid
down on each of four tracks of a
tape.
RAM Random access memory. In a
computer. the area in which software
can be loaded and itif()rmation can
be loaded and retrieved.

range The portion of the frequency
spectrum that amicrophone or other
ambo element can reproduce.
rarefaction An area in which air molecules become less dense; the opposite of acompression. Sound waves
are carried through the air by aseries
of rarefactions and compressions.
rating A percentage of the total available audience.
rating senices The companies that
collect data about radio station
listenership.
reach A measure of how many different listeners hear the commercial.
record head The part of the head
system in atape recorder that
imprints the sound pattern on the
magnetic tape.
release time The length of time it
takes for an audio processing unit to
let asignal return to its previous
level.
remote Production done on location,
as opposed to in astudio.
reverb Short for reverberation. An
effect produced with an electronic
device that adds atime delay to a
sound source and then adds it back
to the signal.
reverberation See reverb.
ribbon ink \microphone with a
paper-ihin element that vibrates in
response to the velocity of sotmd
waves. The element is suspended in a
magnetic field that converts the
sound into an electrical signal.
riding levels Keeping close watch on
the strength of signals to ensure that
the program is not overmodulated.
Also known as riding gain.
ROM Read only memory. The area of
acomputer where information
(which has been factory installed)
can be read but not accessed.
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routing Channeling an audio signal.
sampling frequency The number of
times per second (expressed in Hz) a
digital recording unit takes asample
of asound source.
satellite An orbiting device that,
among other things, retransmits signals to abroad portion of the earth's
surface.
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spins and then releasing the record to
get instant startup. The term is often
used interchangeably with slipcueing.
slug A heading used by awire service
for quick identification of astory.
(Example: WEATHER FOR SEVEN
WESTERN C:OLINTIES.)

software The programs run by a
computer.

segue The transition between two
recordings played consecutively without interruption.

solid-state (Of electronic equipment)
operating without using vacuum
tubes.

shape As acomponent of frequency
response, the level of response at various frequencies within amic's range;
basically, the form of the graph that
indicates the mic's sensitivity at various frequencies.

solo A control on amultitrack console that mutes other inputs so that
the remaining channel can be heard
alone.

share The percentage of people who
are actually listening to astation.
shotgun mic A long, narrow mic that
has avery narrow, highly directional
pickup pattern.
sibilance The noticeable prominence
of hissy ssounds.
signal-to-noise ratio The ratio
(expressed in decibels) between the
intended sounds of arecording or
broadcast and the undesirable noise
of asystem.
sine wave A visual representation of a
sound wave as it moves through its
various values of compression and
rarefaction.
slipcueing Finding the starting point
of adisc by slipping it back and forth
on the turntable plate (without
allowing the plate to move). Also,
often used synonymously (though
somewhat inaccurately) with slipstarting.
slipstarting Starting arecord on a
turntable by holding the record at the
proper starting point as the turntable

sound The perception by the ear or
by some other instrument of waves
resulting from the vibration of air
molecules.
sound bite A piece of sound recorded
at the scene of astory and integrated
into anewscast. Often used synonymously with actuality, but the tenu
sound bite is more commonly used in
radio if the piece of sound is asound
effect, such as asiren screaming.
sound effect Any sound other than
music or speech that is used to help
create an image, evoke an emotion.
compress time, clarify asituation, or
reinforce amessage. Abbreviated as
SEX in scripts.
sound envelope The waveform that
represents asound. In modern usage,
the term usually refers to the waveform representation on acomputer
screen produced by means of aMIDI
or other digital editing device.
sound shapers Devices on arecording
console that can be used to change
the physical characteristics of the
audio signal.
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spaced-pair mics Two microphones
set up parallel to each other, 1or 2
feet apart; used in stereo recording to
produce avery broad sound.
spatial enhancers Devices used to
alter the stereo signal to give the
impression of alarger physical environment—that is, to create the
impression of avery large hall.
splicing The process of joining
together two pieces of recording tape,
usually with the aid of an editing
block and adhesive tape made specifically for this purpose, in order to
edit recorded material or to repair
broken tape.

supercardioid A microphone pickup
pattern that is narrow, heart-shaped,
and unidirectional and falls somewhere between acardioid pattern
and ahypercardioid pattern.
supply reel The reel on atape
recorder from which tape spools off
during play.
syndicators Firms that distribute programs or program material to individual radio stations for afee.
synthesizer An electronic musical
instrument that resembles an organ
but can produce awide range of
sounds.

spot A prerecorded announcement
(usually acommercial).

takeup reel The reel on atape
recorder that pulls and collects tape
during play.

stereo Using two channels for sound
reproduction in order to create the
illusion of depth and spaciousness.

tape guide Equipment on atape deck
that keeps the moving tape in aprecise position.

stinger A brief musical opening
designed to attract attention. Increasingly, stingers are produced by digital
technology.
stripping the wire Taking printed
information off the teletype and
organizing it into various categories,
saving what is needed for later use
and throwing away what is not
needed.
stylus The portion of aphonograph
that makes contact with the grooves
in arecord and vibrates in response
to the shape of the grooves. The
vibrations create an electrical signal
in the cartridge, and this signal is
subsequently fed into an amplifier
and distributed within an audio
system.
submixer A miniature console
through %%licit several sources can be
output to one of several submasters
on afull-size multichannel console.

task-oriented sequence The arrangement of radio production tasks in the
most convenient and efficient order
for accomplishing them within the
confines of the production studio.
Thus, doing the ending of acommercial first may actually be preferable
under some circumstances.
telco drop The point at which the
telephone company terminates a
transmission line for carrying a
remote signal back to the studio from
the site of aremote broadcast. The
station's remote equipment is connected to the drop.
teletype A machine that prints the
output of awire service. The oldstyle typewriter teletype has almost
universally been replaced by the
computer printer.

time spent listening (ESL A measure
of the average time an individual listener tunes in to the station.
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tonearm The movable arm on a
turntable unit that holds the stylus
and cartridge.

switch; used to play conventional
disc recordings.

tonic The fundamental note that
determines the rest of the musical
notes that will form aproper chord.

unidirectional (Of amicrophone
pickup pattern) capable of picking
up sound sources clearly from one
direction only. Also called onedirectional.

top 40 A radio format that may
include many of the most popular
songs or heavy dayparting (specially
designed formats for the changing
listenership during the day). Also
called contemporary or cuitent hit
radio.
total-sound recording Recording the
entire sound output of, for example.
amusical group, as asingle sound
source rather than recording separate
sections or instruments with separate
mies. Also see isolated-component
recording.
touchscreen A system that allows the
operator to execute commands by
touching the appropriate display on a
video terminal.
track The portion of astrip of magnetic tape that is used for recording
sound information. Also, of aphonograph cartridge, to trace with accuracy the grooves of arecord.
transducer Any device that performs
the function of converting energy
from one form into another.
transmitter The device responsible for
producing the radio waves that carry
astation's signal.
trim control An adjustment control
that makes very fine changes on the
volume level on aconsole.
turnover A measure of how many
people out of the entire audience
leave the station during agiven
period.
turntable A system consisting of a
plate, adrive mechanism. atonearm,
aspeed control, and an on—off

two-track See half-track.

uplink The piece of equipment that
sent Is asignal up to the satellite.
urban A radio format featuring rap,
hard rock, or other format particulars designed to appeal to young,
urban audiences.
vertical/slide fader A pot that slides
up and down alinear slot rather than
turning on aprojecting axis (as does
the traditional circular pot).
voice actuality A report from ajournalist with an actuality segment
inserted in its midst.
voice report (voicer) An oral report of
anews item, spoken by ajournalist
who signs off with his or her name,
sometimes the location from which
the report emanates, and sometimes
the name of the news organization.
(Example: -This is Bob Roberts
reporting from Capitol Hill for
WAAA News.")
voice wrap An editing and production
eruct tire that begins with one voice,
wliiili gives way to asecond voice,
which gives way finally to the first
voice until the conclusion of the spot.
volume The level of sound, perceived
as varying degrees of loudness.
volume-unit meter (VU meter) A device
that provides avisual readout of
loudness. The most important use of
aVU meter is for taking zero on the
scale as areference level for the
proper audio-level output.
wave A complete cycle of electrical or
sound energy.
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waveforms Visual representations of
plivsical waves.
wild sound Ambient sound used to
enhance the atmosphere of an actuality or asound bite.
‘‘inil filter A filter that fits inside or
outside amic and blocks the blasting
noise caused by wind.
wire service A news-gathering organization that supplies news copy and
audio reports to subscribers, who use
the wire-service material to supple-

ment their own news-gathering
resources. The name is something of
an anachronism since most of the
material is delivered by satellite
today rather than by wire.
wow The sound arecord or tape
makes when the audio portion is
heard before the playback device has
reached full speed.
XLR A type of three-pin connector
commonly used in radio.

SUGGESTED
READINGS
Listed in this supplemental section are books and periodicals that will be
of particular help in understanding radio in general and production in
particular. Some may be out of print, but many of the older books are
readily available in libraries.

Production and Technical Works
Stank, R. then. Audio in Media, 3d ed. Belmont, Calif.: Wadsworth, 1991. The
most comprehensive guide available on audio; much of the content is applicable
to radio production.
Joseph Carr. The Tab Handbook ofRadio Communications. Blue Ridge Summit,
Penn.: TAB Books, 1984. Not exactly a guide to engineering operations of a
radio station, but agood self-teaching approach to radio electronics.
E. B. Crutchdeld, ed. The NAB Engineering Handbook, 7th ed. Washington, D.C.:
National Association of Broadcasters, 1985. Frequently updated and very comprehensive book.
Robert McLeish. The Technique of Radio Production, 2d ed. Stoneham, Mass.:
Focal Press, 1988. Primarily aproduction book but also deals with ethics, societal issues of radio, and general station operations.
Alec Nisbett. The Technique of the Sound Studio, 4th ed. Stoneham, Mass.: Focal
Press, 1979. A comprehensive look at recording, with an extensive glossary.
Alec Nisbât. Use of Microphones, 3d ed. Stoneham, Mass.: Focal Press, 1989. A
very thorough study of mics and mic placement. Useful for radio though probably more useful to recording-studio engineers.
Robert S. Oringel. Audio Control Handbook: For Radio and Television Broadcasting, 5th rev. ed. New York: Hastings House, 1983. Good reference for audio
operators; less useful for producers.
Randy Thom and others. Audio Craft: An Introduction to the Tools and Techniques ofAudio Production, 2d rev. ed. Washington, D.C.: National Foundation
of Community Broadcasters, 1989. A practical guide.
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General Radio, Radio Operations, and
Surveys Dealing Substantially with Radio
Erik Itaramm. AHistory ofBroadcasting in the United States. New York: Oxford
niversit‘ Press, 1966, 1968, 1970. Three-volume history; comprehensive and
readable.
Linda Busby and Donald L. Parker. The Art and Science ofRadio. Boston: Allyn &
Bacon. 1984. Broad in scope but many interesting details; a good and easily
accessible reference.
George Il. Douglas. The Early Days of Radio Broadcasting. Jefferson,
N.C.: McFarland Publishing, 1987. Narrative of radio's troubled birth and
childhood.
Sydney W. Head and Christopher H. Sterling. Broadcasting in America: A Survey of Electronic .11edia. 5th ed. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1987. The wellknown all-in-one guide to understanding the complexities of the broadcasting
wt
Michael C. Keith and Joseph M. Krause. The Radio Station, 2d ed. Stoneham,
Mass.: Focal Press, 1989. A heavily illustrated guide to radio.
Lewis B. O'Donnell, Carl Hausman, and Philip Benoit. Radio Station Operations: Management and Employee Perspectives. Belmont, Calif.: Wadsworth,
1989. A comprehensive guide to many aspects of radio, including physical facilities, station programming, operations, production, sales and advertising, and
management.
Christopher H. Sterling and John M. Kittross. Stay Tuned: A Concise History
of American Broadcasting, 2d ed. Belmont, Calif.: Wadsworth, 1990. More
than just ahistory — an easy-to-use, quick-reference guide to many aspects of
broadcasting.
Radio Programming
Susan Tyler Eastman. Broadcast/Cable Programming: Strategies and Practices,
4th ed. Belmont, Calif.: Wadsworth, 1993. A broad but concisely analytical
study of programming with specific references to radio.
Herbert Il. lloward and Michael S. Kievman. Radio .and TV Programming. New
York: Macmillan. 1988. Coverage of I
mrogramming, primarily from ahistorical
point of view.
Michael C. Keith. Radio Programming: Consultancy and Formatics. Stoneham,
Mass.: Focal Press, 1987. An in-depth analysis of strategies for commercial
radio formats.
Murray B. Levin. Talk Radio and the American Dream. Lexington, Mass.: Lexington Books, 1986. An exhaustive study of radio talk shows. Includes transcripts
of broadcasts.
Edd Rout*, James B. McGrath, and Frederic t. Weiss. Radio Format Conundrum.
New York: Hastings House, 1978. A dated but nonetheless thoughtful view of
how and why formats work.
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Radio News
Barbara Dill. The Journalist's Handbook on Libel and Privacy. New York: Free
Press, 1986. Includes analyses of recent cases; apractical guide for journalists.
min Fang. 717News, Radio News, 4th ed. St. Paul, Minn.: Rada Press, 1985. An
authoritative working guide.
Carl Ilausman. The Decision-Making Process in Journalism. Chicago: NelsonHall. 1990. A guide to principles of news judgment.
Ted White, Adrian J. Meppen, and Steven Young. Broadcast News JI iIing, Reporting and Production. New York: Macmillan. 1984. An incisive guide that goes beyond writing and shows the entire range of radio (and. of course, television) news
operations. Excellent examples of how news is gathered and scripted for broadcast.
Announcing and Performing
William Hawes. The Pedbrmer in the Mass .1kdia ...in Media Professions and in
the Communit); New York: Ilastings House. 1978. Particularly useful for those
interested in the dramatic aspects of TV performance.
Stuart W. Hyde. Television and Radio Announcing. 6th ed. Boston: Houghton Mifflin. 1991. A durable book. now updated.
Lewis B. O'Donnell, Carl Ilausman, and Philip Benoit. Announcing: Broadcast
Communicating Today, 2d ed. Belmont, Calif.: Wadsworth, 1992. Many of the
techniques discussed are applicable to radio; some chapters deal specifically
with radio announcing.
Commercials and Advertising
Jonne lurphy. Handbook of Radio Advertising. Radnor. Penn.: Chilton, 1980. A
hands-on approach.
David Ogilvy. Confessions of an Advertising Man. New York: Atheneum, 1989. A
revealing insight into the world of professional advertising by the founder of one
of the world's most successful advertising agencies. Useful for anyone who wants
to design advertising of any type.
Charles H. Warner and Joseph Buchman. Broadcast and Cable Selling, 2d ed. Belmont, Calif.: Wadsworth, 1991. A very useful guide primarily aimed at selling
time. but much insight is provided into producing effective advertising.
Sherilyn k. Zeigler and Herbert II. Howard. Broadcast Advertising: A Comprehensive 'linking Textbook, 3d ed. Ames, Iowa: Iowa State University Press, 1991.
Step-by-step guide; agood reference for aproducer.
Periodicals
In addition to the preceding books, the following periodicals are recommended
as ongoing references for anyone interested in any aspect of radio.
Billboard. 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. A source of in-depth information on the music industry, both broadcast and music stores.
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Broadcasting. 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036-4480. A trade
journal of the industry; heavy emphasis on business aspects.
Broadcast Management/Engineering. 820 Second Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017.
A resource designed for engineers but comprehensible to managers. Excellent
source for keeping up with latest technologies; special attention is paid to production equipment.
Cash Box. 330 W. 58th St., Suite 5-D, New York, N.Y. 10019. Comprehensive
coverage of the coin machine, music, and radio industries.
RadioActive. Published by the National Association of Broadcasters, 1771 N St.,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. Insightful articles on a broad range of radio
topics; good coverage of promotion and AM radio.
Radio and Records Weekly. 1930 Century Park W, Los Angeles, Calif. 90067.
Especially good for coverage of music in the radio industry.
Radio World Newspaper. P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, Va. 22041. Offers
updated news and interesting feature material to radio professionals.
The Pulse of Broadcasting. 150 E. 58th St., New York, N.Y. 10022. Covers
radio from all angles: news, music, programming, buying and selling of stations,
and interviews with radio's movers and shakers.
Variety. 154 E. 46th St., New York, N.Y. 10036. Coverage of theater, TV, radio,
music, records, and film.
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acetate, 67
acoustic energy (motional). 92, 100
action, drama and. 214
active voice, for new writing. 260
actuality
editing, 274-275
sound, 169
voice, 256-257. 264
address, 137
ad-libbing, 152
adult alternative format, 356
adult contemporary (AC) format, 6,
354, 362
adult standards format, 356
advertisers, 5, 346
advertising. 17. See also conunercials;
station promotion
agencies, 157
appeals, 231-233
car dealership, 228, 230
effective, elements of, 227-231.
368
shoe store, 228, 229
air monitor, 24, 184
airshift, 16. 173-176
airtime, scheduled, 152
album-oriented rock (AOR) format,
6, 355, 366
all-business stations, 358
all-sports stations, 358
AM broadcasting, 6, 308
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers
(ASCAP), 157
amplification, 20
amplifier, 24, 36
amplitude, 95, 96, 98, 99
analog, 327
analog recordings, 60-61
from digital sources, 87
equipment for. 11, 12, 13
announcers, for commercials, 237
announcing style, 180-181

Another Time, 375-384
AOR format (album-oriented rock
format), 6, 355, 366
AP (Associated Press), 266
AQH (average quarter-hour), 348
AQH PRS (average quarter-hour
persons), 348-350
Arbitron Company. 353
ASCAP (American Society of
Composers, Authors and
Publishers), 157
Associated Press (AP), 266
attack time, 315
audience, 346-347
efficiency in producing, 350-351
format and, 345-352
measuring, methods of, 347
promotion, 14
rating services, 347-349
share, 346
specific, reaching, 5-6
target, 5-6, 17
audio, 19
audiotape. See digital audiotape
(DAT); magnetic tape
audition channel, 25-26, 27
authority, advertising appeal for, 232
automation, 7, 342
advantages, 338-340
computers in, 336-340
average quarter-hour (AQH), 348
average quarter-hour persons (AQH
PRS), 348-350
back-announce, 362
background sounds, 220
back plate, 102
backsell, 362
backtracking, 53
bandwagon effect, advertising appeal
for, 232
baseball, remote production,
292-293
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basketball, remote production, 293
bass roll-off, 114
BASYS, 279
bed, music, 146, 157, 197. See also
donut
bidirectional pickup pattern, 102,
103, 106, 220
billboard, 272
Billboard magazine, 353
binary information storage, on
compact discs, 60
binary process, 322
Block, Martin, 3
BM! (Broadcast Music Incorporated),
157
board, 19. See also console
boom-mounted mic, 221
boxing, remote production, 294
brass instruments, mic techniques
for, 312
breaking normal, 42
broadcast loop, 284-285
Broadcast Music Incorporated (BMI),
157
bulk eraser (bulker), 79, 80
bus, 304
call-in talk shows, 273
cantilever, 49
capacitor, 102
capstan, 71
cardioid pickup pattern, 102, 103,
106, 108
carousels, 336
cart machines. See cartridge
machines
cartridge (cart), 48, 49, 77
bulk erasing, 79, 80
carousels, 336
cartridge machines, 34, 76-79, 284
features, 81-83
problems, 81
cartridge tape, 77
cart slots, 338
cassette machines, 76
cassettes, 74, 75, 88
CD players. See compact disc players
CDs. See compact discs

cellular telephone, 285
central processing unit (CPU),
322-323
changing speeds technique, 317
channel, 22
audition, 25-26, 27
cue, 26-27, 36
input, 25, 36
program, 27
channel bouncing, 317
china markers, 127
chips, computer, 322
CHR (contemporary or current hit
radio), 354-355, 357-358
Christian Science Church, 9
churban format, 365-366
classical format, 357
classical music, 159
classic rock format, 356
clearing equipment, 184
client, reading commercial spot to,
238-239
coincident mics, 309-311
coloration, 200
combo operations, 14, 174
commas, 258
commercial ratio station formats, 5
commercials, 194. See also
advertising; station promotion
"Big Five" mistakes, 240
capturing attention in, 216
effective, 226-227, 242
execution of, 233-237
gross impression, 350
message, 238, 239
practical approaches, 231-237
producers of, 242
production, 225
suggestions for, 238-240
voice in, 237
compact disc players, 21, 24-27,
31-32, 34, 59
professional quality, 62-64
system elements, 59
compact discs (CDs), 45, 59, 64
advantages, 62
binary information storage, 60
damage, 62
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disadvantages, 62
playback, 62
sizes, 57
vs. discs, 60
complex waveforms, 95
compressing time, 216
compression, 92, 94, 105
compressors, 315
computer-assisted editing, 137-145
computer-driven digital systems, 338
computer-generated effects,
323-327
computers, 321-323. See also digital
technology
in automation, 336-340
for editing, 327-334
in on-air production, 334-336
in programming function, 340,
342
condenser microphones, 102, 115
Confessions ofAn Advertising Man,
227
conflict, 214
console(s), 11, 14, 19
actual, 34-37
channels, main, 42
with delegation switch, 33, 34
examples, hypothetical, 20-34
functions, 19-20, 29-34, 42
multichannel, 305-307
with one CD player, 21-25
on-off switch, 24
operation, 37, 42, 181
real, advantages, 39
record units, 83
remote, 284, 285
signal flow, 24-25, 27, 32
stereo, 308
with two CD players, 25-27
with two turntables and
microphone, 30-32
virtual, 38-39
contemporary hit radio (CHR),
354-355, 357-358
content, 180
contractual arrangements, for remote
production, 290
contrast, 216, 219
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controller, automated program, 339
copywriting
for commercials, 238-240
for news, 247-263
principles, 205-206
cost per point (CPP), 352
cost per thousand (CPM), 351-352
country format, 354, 358, 359,
363-364
country music, 159
CPM (cost per thousand), 351-352
CPP (cost per point), 352
CPU (central processing unit),
322-323
creativity, 235-236
cross-fading, 140, 145, 146
crossovers, 168
cue, 25
cue channel, 26-27, 36
cue control, tape machine, 72
cueing, 64
disc, 50, 53
by spinning the disc, 53-55
by spinning the plate, 52, 53
tape, 73
cue tone
cartridge machines and, 77, 79
eliminating on cart machine,
81-82
cume, 350
current hit radio (CHR), 354-355,
357-358
curve shape, 114
cuts
compact disc, 62, 64
disc, 50
cutting discs, 67
cycle, 93
cycles per second, 93
DAB (digital audio broadcasting),
341-342
DAT (digital audiotape), 89
dayparts, 7
dB SPL (decibel sound pressure
level), 96
dbx, 316
dead air, 25, 173, 184
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dead-potting, 57, 147
dead spots, avoiding, 360
decay, sound, 97
decibels (dBs), 22, 96, 99, 120
decibel sound pressure level
(dB SPL), 96
deck, 83
delayed broadcast, of satellite
programming, 187
delegation switch, 33, 36
demographics, 6, 346
denouement, 214
depth, 317
dialogue, drama and, 214
diaphragm, 100, 120
diary method, for audience rating,
347-348
Dickinson College, 271
Digidesign's Pro Tools, 38
digital, 322
digital audio broadcasting (DAB),
341-342
digital audiotape (DAT), 45, 89
advantages, 84-85
disadvantages, 85
wear and breakage, 86-87
digital audio workstations, 87-88,
137, 148
digital editing, 278, 333
digital processing, 84
digital production system, 138
digital recordings, 60-61, 87
digital remote equipment, 285-286
digital service, 285-286
digital technology, 11-12
advantages, 12
editing process, 12-13
with older console, 11, 12
directional mics, 120, 161
directional pattern, 106
discs, 46, 67
cueing, 50, 52-55
cutting, 67
grooves in, 50
handling, 50, 51
spinning, 53-55
vs. compact discs, 60
disk jockey (DJ), 4

distance, sound and, 97
distortion, 200
distraction, lack of, 205
Dolby, 315
donut, 234, 235
double audio, 81
doubletracking, 316, 318
downlink, 186
drama, 213, 222
in commercials, 215-218, 237
in news, 216, 219
structure, 214-215
technical considerations,
219-222
drive mechanism, turntable, 47, 49
drive wheel, 47, 49
drums, mic techniques for, 311-312
dubbing, 126, 135-136, 148
advantages, 136-137
problems, 136
purpose, 148
reasons for, 169
duplicated audience, 351
duration, sound, 97
Dyaxis digital audio system, 333,
334
dynamic mics, 100, 120
dynamic range, 315
ears, sound frequency and, 95
easy listening format, 356, 366-367
EBS (Emergency Broadcast System),
175-176
echo, 200, 317
editing, 145-148
actuality, 274-275
computer-assisted, 137-145,
327-334, 342
defined, 125, 126
story and actuality, 274-275
structures, 146-148
editing block, 129
editing tab, 129
edit points, 126-129, 139
selection, 328
effect, 196-197
defined, 193-194
elements of sound and, 206-208
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kinds of, 194
sound. See sound effects
electromagnetic field, 67
electronic editing, 126. See also
dubbing
electronic equipment, 313-318,
318-319
electronic splicing. See dubbing
Electro-Voice 635A microphone,
110, 111
Electro-Voice ELX-1, 40
elements
dramatic, 222
of sound, to achieve effect,
206-208
ellipses, 258
Emergency Broadcast System (EBS),
175-176
emotion, evoking, 196
emotional triggers, advertising
appeal for, 233
EMT 948 turntable, 58
EQ, 314
equalization, 32
equalizers, 302, 314
equipment, for remote production,
284-289
erase head, 69
establish, 146
excitement, creating, 195
expansion-compression programs,
338
exposition, 215
fact sheet, 179
fade, 145-146
false endings, 183-184
fast-forward (FF) control, tape
machine, 72
FCC (Federal Communications
Commission), 7
fear of rejection, advertising appeal
for, 232
feather-duster exposition, 215
Federal Communications
Commission (FCC), 7
feedback, 31
field sports, remote production, 294
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filters, 287, 288, 302, 314
flangers, 316
flanging, 241, 318
flat response, 108
flux, 69
FM broadcasting, 6, 308
football, remote production, 293
formats, 4, 5, 17. See also specific
formats
audience and, 345-352
categories, 368
constructing, 7
current, definitions of, 353-357
formula for, 6
ready-to-use, 7
switching, 7
target audiences and, 6-7
trends, 357-358, 358-359
forward echo, 317
Freberg, Stan, 227
frequency, 93, 95
of commercial, 351
of sound, 95, 99
frequency response, 106, 110, 114,
116, 120
front-selling, 365
full-track recording, 74, 75
funding, of public radio, 9-10
general popular music, 159-160
generation, 136
generation X, 358
geostationary. 185
gimmicks, avoiding in commercials,
238
"give me alevel" hand signal, 164,
166
golden age of radio, 180
government funds, 9
graphic equalizer, 314
grease pencils, 127
grooves, 50
gross impression, 350
gross rating point, 350-351
half-track recording, 74, 75
hand-held microphones, 112,
113, 116
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hand signals, studio, 164-166
hard-sell approach, for commercials,
237
hardware, 322
hard-wired link, 154
harmonics, 316
harmonizers, 316
Harvey, Paul, 201
header, for news script, 251-252
headphones, 31
heads, tape machine, 68-71, 73, 75,
88
headset microphones, 111, 112, 289
headstack, 75
Herbert, Georgarni, 278
hertz (Hz), 61, 93, 95, 99
Hidden Persuaders, The, 227
high fidelity, 108
high-pass filter, 314
historical aspects, 3-4
hockey, remote production, 293
hot-clock, 187
hot-potting, 57
humor, in commercials, 239
hypercarclioid pickup pattern, 104,
106
identification, immediate, creating,
195-196
illusion
of movement, 219-220, 220-222
of place, 219, 220-222
input channel, 25, 36
input modules, for multichannel
recording, 302-304
input selection controls, 302
interval, 93
interviewing
techniques, 274, 280
two-person, microphones for,
160-163
"in the mud," 22, 23
"in the red," 22, 23*
inverse pyramid writing style,
247-248
iron oxide, 67
isolated-component recording, 309,
311-313

jargon, in news writing, 260
jazz, 159
jingles, 235
key
console, 22
musical, 360-361
"kill my mic" hand signal, 164, 166
kiloHertz, 61
lavalier mic, 111, 112
lead, 248
leader and timing tape, 134-135
lead grooves, 50
levels, 37
decibel sound pressure, 96
line, 32
prefade, 26
riding, 174
limiter, 315
line level, 32
liners, 241
listeners
of commercials, 238
ego reinforcement, advertising
appeal for, 232
financial support from, 241
keeping tuned through quarterhours, 361-362
of talk shows, 274
listening, to air monitor, 184
live, on-air production. See on-air
production
live-assist, 336, 342
local insert, of satellite programming,
187
local news
exclusive, 266
with wire copy, 266-267
log, 188
logging, 338
loudspeaker, 92
low-pass filter, 314
Macintosh computer, 333
magnetic tape (audiotape), 67-68, 88
cueing, 73
reel-to-reel machines for, 68-73
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'Make-Believe Ballroom.'" 3-4
make good, 173
Marantz PDMD221 tape recorder,
275, 277
master pot, 32, 36
melodrama, 214
metro survey area, 349
mic-level preamp, 32
microchip electronics, 4
microphone (mie), 30, 91, 110
electronics of, 100-101
elements of, 100-101, 115
frequency response, 106,
108-110. 114, 116
models, 117-118
personality, 116
pickup patterns. 102-104. 107,
109, 110, 114
ports and phase cancellation, 108
pressure-zone, 316
response, 109
selection, 113-116
types, 110-113, 120
use. See mikin
middle-of-the-road (MOR), 356
middle-side miking, 310, 311
MIDI (musical instrument digital
interface), 323-327, 333, 342
miking, 116
illusions of place and movement,
220-222
for multiple speakers, 160-163
for musical instruments, 311-313
remote, 287-289
for total-sound recording,
309-311
mixing, 20
multitrack, 152
modern rock format, 357, 358
modulation, 22, 24
monaural signal (mono), 75
monitor, 24
monitor controls, 305
MORE, 358
MOR (middle-of-the-road), 356
motional energy (acoustic), 92, 100
mouse, 328
movement, illusion of, 219-220
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moving coil. 100. 101. 115. 120
multichannel recording, 299-307.
318
advantages, 300, 302
console, 302, 303, 305-307
formats, 300
input modules, 302-304
output busses, 304-305
role of, 307
multiple, 42. 289
multiple-source channels, 27
multitimbral synthesizer, 325
multitrack mixing. 152
music, 156, 170
under, 146
beds, 146, 157, 197. See also
donut
choosing for production work,
158
in commercials, 233, 235, 242
establish, 146
libraries, 158, 233
licensing, 157
live, 4
original, 197-198. 235
overuse in commercials, 239
recorded, 4
recording, 207-208, 309-313
rules for using, 198
satellite programming services,
186
sources, 157
styles, 159-160
up, 147
wrap, 147
musical ensembles, mie techniques
for, 313
musical instrument digital interface
(MIDI), 323-327
musical instruments, miking for,
311-313
muting system, 31
mvlar, 67-68
needle drop, 197
negative intervals, 93
network audio, with wire service
COPY. 272
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networks, 7-8, 17-18, 186
Neumann U-87 studio mic, 111,
112
news
assembly, 263-264
automation and, 339-340
copy, typing of, 249-251
dramatic elements in, 216, 219
gathering, 246-247, 278-279
production, 245-246
production area, 154
public-affairs programming and,
265
reading and reporting, 264
responsibility for, 280
script, 204
stories, 252, 253
talk shows, 272-273
with wire copy and network audio,
272
writing, 247-263
news and public affairs, production
techniques, 273-280
newscasts, 265-272, 279-280
newspaper, 247
newspapers, 248
newsroom, 266, 272, 337
news/talk format, 354, 359, 363
Newstar, 278-279, 339-340
news writing, 280
abbreviations and, 262
active vs. passive voice for, 260
jargon in, 260
lead-in to voice reports, 256-258
names and, 262-263
numbers and, 262
present tense for, 260-262
punctuation for, 258-259
"says" or "said" and, 260-262
story tags, 254-256
symbols and, 262
technical words in, 260
words for, 259
noise, editing out, 328-330
noise floor, 316
noise reduction equipment, 315-316
noncommercial radio, 9-11, 18
normal connection, 42

nostalgia, 358
notch filter, 314
off-air production
for adult contemporary format,
362
album rock format, 366
for country format, 364
easy listening format, 367
for news/talk format, 363
top 40 format, 365
urban/churban format, 366
Ogilvy, David, 227
oldies format, 355, 359
omnidirectional pickup pattern, 102,
103, 220
on-air production, 173, 188
for adult contemporary format,
362
album rock format, 366
computers in, 334-336
for country format, 363-364
easy listening format, 366-367
for news/talk format, 363
on-air irritants, 182-183
of satellite programming,
186-187
suggestions for, 181-185
top 40 format, 364-365
urban/chtutan format, 365
vs. recorded program production,
151-152
on-or-off principle, 322
optimum effective scheduling (OES),
352-353
outboard, 21
outcue, 253
output, 24
overdub, 300
pace, 176, 200-201
Packard, Vance, 227
panel discussions, 273
pan potting, 304, 317
parametric equalizer, 314
passive voice, new writing and, 260
patchbay, 41, 154
patchcord, 41
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patching, 40-42
paying, for efficiency, 351-352
personal fulfillment, advertising
appeal for, 231-232
perspective, 220
PFL (prefade level), 26
phase, 106
phase inverter, 311
phasing problems, in miking multiple
speakers, 161-163
phonograph record. See disc
physical editing, 126. See also splicing
pianos, mic techniques for, 312
pickup patterns, microphone,
102-104, 110, 114, 120
pie, 187
pinch roller, 71
pitch, 96-97, 99
place, illusion of, 219
planning
advance, 182
for the worst, 185
plate
spinning, cueing by, 52, 53
turntable, 47, 49
play, Another Time, 375-384
playback head, 71
playback only cartridge machines, 77
play button, tape machine, 72
playlist, 332
plot, 214
Poe, Bob, 235-236
polar patterns, microphone, 102, 103
pop filters, 287, 288
popping, 160
portable mixers, 284
positive intervals, 93
potentiometers (pot)
pan, 304, 317
potentiometers (pots), 21-22, 42
master, 32
"potting it up," 26
preamplifiers (preamps), 21, 32, 36
prefade level (PFL), 26
present tense, for news writing,
260-262
pressure-gradient mics, 100
pressure-zone mics, 316
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prestige, advertising appeal for, 232
printer, paper supply of, 272
producers, 354
as announcers, 180
of commercials, 225-226, 228,
242
on-air, duties of, 174-176, 188
role of, 14-17, 18
successful, 13
utilization of production elements
and, 197-206
production. 4. 125, 367-368. See
also off-air production; on-air
production
for adult contemporary, 362
adult contemporary format, 363
album rock format, 366
combining elements in, 168-169
complexity, 152
country format, 363-364
easy listening format, 366-367
elements. See production elements
goal, 208
news and public affairs techniques,
273-280
news/talk format, 364
remote. See remote production
structures, 146-148
top 40 format. 364-365
tune-out and, 360
urban/cliurban format,
365-366
production elements, 206, 208
adding to public-service
announcements, 278
for support of theme, 195-197
utilization by producer,
197-206
production libraries, 157
production manager, 14
production promotion, 202
production studios, 15-16, 170
equipment in, 154
layout, 152-155
sound treatment in, 155
working in. 15:3-156
program, 22
program channul. 27
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program log, 175
programmers, 367
programming, 9, 345
automation and, 339-340
computers in, 340
early, 3
network, 17-18
programming blocks, 8
promotion. See station promotion
Pro Tools (Digidesign). 38
proximity effect, 108
PSAs (public-service
announcements), 14, 265, 278
public address systems (PA systems),
289
public-affairs programming, news
and, 265
public radio, 9-11
public radio stations, 5, 18
public-service announcements
(PSAs), 14, 265, 278
punctuation, for news writing,
258-259
quality, advertising appeal for, 233
quarter-track recording, 74, 75
questions, interview, 274
RADAR (Radio's All Dimension
Audience Research), 349
radio
growth of, 3
noncommercial, 9-11, 18
public, 9-11
radio recording studio, ultimate,
167-168
Radio's All Dimension Audience
Research (RADAR), 349
radio station
promotion, 202-203, 240-243
radio stations
public, 5, 18
RAM (random access memory), 139,
323
range, 106, 108, 114
rarefaction, 92, 94, 105
ratings, 349, 368
rating services, audience, 347-349

R-DAT machine, 85-86
reach, 351
read only memory (ROM), 323
record button, tape machine, 72
recorded program production, 151
convenience, 152
vs. live, on-air production,
151-152
recorded voice, 160-166
record head, 69
recording
analog. See analog recording
digital, 60-61, 87
full-track, 74, 75
half-track, 74, 75
isolated-component, 309, 311-313
multichannel. See multichannel
recording
quarter-track, 74, 75
tape, 46, 74, 75
tapeless, 87-88
total-sound, 309-311
two-track, 74, 75
recording music, 309-313
record player. See turntable
record units, console and, 83
recueing, 77, 81
recueing carts, 184
reel-to-reel tape machines, 68-73,
76
controls/indicators, 72-73
quarter-track recording, 74, 75
tape transport mechanism, 71-72
types, 70
release time, 315
religious format, 356
remote production, 154, 283,
294-295
communication system
preparation, 291-292
contractual arrangements, 290
equipment, 284-289, 295
equipment preparation, 290-291
planning, 289-292
site, 290
for sports events, 292-294
responsibility, for news, 280
revenues, sources, for public radio, 9

INDEX
reverb. 317
rewind control, tape machine, 72
ribbon, 100, 115
riding levels, 174
rock music, 159
ROM (read only memory), 323
room tone. 161
routine, for live, on-air production,
181-182
routing, 20
running combo. 188
sale manager, 14
sampling frequency, 61
Satcom I-R, 185
satellite. 185
automation systems, 337-338
feed, 185-186
programming from, 186
programming services, how to use,
186-187
services, working with, 185-187
transmission. 8
Satellite Music Network (SIVLN), 186
schedules, typical, 176, 177-179
scheduling, 338
effective, optimum. 352-353
script conventions, 249
segue, 146
semicardioid pickup pattern, 104,
106
sexual success, advertising appeal for,
232
SFX (sound effects), 4, 81, 166-167,
198-199, 208-209
shape, 108
share, 349
short-form programming, satellite,
186
shotguns, 112 —113
sibilance, 160
signals, hand, 164-166
signal-to-noise ratio, 22
silicon, 322
sincere approach. for commercials,
237
sine wave, 93, 94
singers, mic techniques for, 311
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site, for remote production, 290
slicing
cutting the tape, 129, 130-131
making the splice, 129, 132-134
slide faders, 22, 34-35, 302
slipcueing, 54, 56
slipstarting, 54
slug, 251, 267
SMPTE time code, 334
software. 322
solid-state technology, 4
solo, 304
Sony PCM-2500 DAT recorder, 86
sound, 19, 92, 99, 120
amplitude, 96
characteristics of, 96-97, 99
coloration of, 200
elements of, 93-95
frequency, 95
shape of, 97-98
station. 5, 17
Sound Alliance, 235-236
sound bite. 247
sound card, 140, 141
sound-deadening material, 155
sound-effects libraries, 198-199
sound effects (SFX). 4, 81, 166-167,
198-199, 208-209
sound elements, for news reports,
263-264
sound envelope, 98, 330
sound-on-sound carts, intentional, 82
sound shapers, 302
sound sources
balancing, for multichannel
recording. 300
blending, 181
for news production, 280
in radio news production, 275
spaced-pair mics, 310, 311
Spanish format, 355-356
spatial enhancers, 316
speakers
communicating with. 163-166
multiple, miking for, 160-163,
170
special effects, with electronic
equipment, 317
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special events, 273
specialty music, 160
speed control, turntable, 47, 49
speed select, tape machine, 73
splicing, 126, 135, 148
making first edit point, 126-127,
128
making second edit point, 127-129
purpose, 148
reasons for, 126, 134, 169
steps in, 126-135
sports events, remote production,
292-294
sports production, 283
sports remote production, 294-295
spot, 156
staff announcer, 14
start switch, turntable, 47, 49
station promotion, 202-203,
240-243
stations
sized, 15-16
sound of, 5, 17, 176, 180-181
stereo, 307-309, 318
console, 37, 308
signal, 37, 75
stinger, 198
stop button, tape machine, 73
story editing, 274-275
story tags, 254-256
"stretch" hand signal, 165, 166
stringed instruments, mie techniques
for, 312
stripping the wire, 174
studio, mounted microphones, 111,
112
stylus, 48, 49
submixers, 40, 42, 284
supply reel, 69
suspense, 215
switch
delegation, 33, 36
turntable, 47, 49
Switched-56, 286
syndicators, 7
synthesizer, 324, 325
system mies, 113

takeup reel, 69
talk shows, 272-273
tape, cutting, in splicing procedure,
129, 130-131
tape cues, for news script, 252
tape deck, heads, 88
tape guides, 71
tape idler arm, 72
tapeless recording, 87-88
tape machines
controls/indicators, 72-73
head mechanisms, 75
tape recorders
heads, 68-71
reel-to-reel, 68-73
tape path, 69
for telephone conversations,
275-277
tape recording
equipment, 46
track configurations, 74, 75
tape transport mechanism, 71-72
TAPSCAN, 349
target audiences, 5-7
task-oriented sequence, 156
technical quality, in commercials,
239, 240
technical words, in news writing, 260
Technics turntable system, 58
telco drop, 285
telephone, 280
for news and public affairs
programs, 275-277
for remote production, 287
telephone lines, for remote
production, 284-285
teletype, 174
tight board, 173
timbre, 97, 99
time-code generator, 326
time spent listening (TSL), 350
timing, 200-201
tonearm, turntable, 48, 49
tone generator, 95
tonic, 360
top 40 format, 6, 354-355, 359,
364-365
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total-sound recording, 309-311
total survey area, 349
touchscreens, 328, 334-335
tracks, 73-75
transducer, 92
transduction, 49
transitions, 360-361
transmitters, 177, 285
trim control, 302
troubleshooting, 371-373
TSL (time spent listening), 350
tune-out, 360, 368
turnover, 350
turntables, 45-46
components, 57, 64
models, 58
operation, 57
structure, 46-49
two-track recording, 74, 75
Tynan, Bill, 202-203
unidirectional microphone pattern,
106
United Press International (UPI),
266
uplink, 185
urban format, 355, 365-366
value, advertising appeal for, 233
VDTs (video display terminals), 278
vertical faders, 22, 34-35, 302
video display terminals (VDTs), 278
voice
in commercials, 237
multiple speakers, miking for,
160-163, 170
passive, new writing and, 260
putting on tape, 206-207
recorded, 160-166
synthesizer, 325
voice actuality (V-A), 256-257,
264
voice out, 147
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voice quality, 204-205
voice reports, 264
voicers, 264
voice up, 146
voice wrap, 147
volume, 20
volume-unit meters (VU meters),
22-24. 36, 42, 72, 96
wave, 93
sine, 93, 94
waveforms, 95
weather emergencies, 175
Wheatstone A-50 console, 28
whimsical approach, for
commercials, 237
wild sound. 246
Winchell. alter, 201
wind filters, 287, 288
wire services, 177, 266-267, 280
copy. checking, 270
copy with network audio, 272
programming, 185
promotional flier, 271
sample copy, 268-270
schedules/workings of, 267, 270
story, time of transmission, 270
woodwind instruments, mic
techniques for, 312-313
word processing, 278, 280
words
for news writing, 259
sound of, 205
technical. in news writing, 260
wow, 53, 81
wraparound, 256-257
"wrap up" hand signal, 165, 166
writing, news, 247-263
XLR connectors, 119
"you're on" hand signal, 164, 166

